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ABSTRACT
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"Introduction to Modern Arabic Prose literature," the completed text
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in Arabic prose in the 19th and ?0th centuries; along with corcise
assessments of their ranges of interests and literary achievements."
The present version begins with an introductory section on classical
Arabic literature and then traces the deelopment of Arahic prosP
writing from the time of the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt to the
period following Morld War II. Individual sections cover the
production of a certain time period or movtrent ("The Muhammad All
Dynasty and the Arabic Renaissance," "Syrian Muslim Reformists,"
etc.), providing a brief general introduction to the period followed
by extended treatments of important authors. The author stresses that
sections en mid-20th century journalists, political and philosophical
writers, and certain major figures in contemporary Arabic fiction are
necessary before the text can be considered complete. A °0 -0:10e
bibliography compiled by Howard Ttowland is appended. Tt lists not
only the works of the authors considered in the body of the text but
also critical considerations of these authors as well. rNot available
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PREFACE

This Report gives the results of several months spent, in the
summer of 1970, reading, reviewing, writing and organizing materials

towards the preparation of a preliminary draft of an Introduotion to

Modern Arablo_krou_literature;

it includes a provisional bibliography

compiled by Mr Howard Rowland, a graduate research assistant. The

author's intention

as and remains to attempt to develop a text for

students of Arabia literature that will introduce this broad and
diverse field in a manner both suuoinot and likely to stimulate
further interest.

The text would offer basic biographical and

bibliographical impressions, rather than extensive treatments, of the
major figures in Arabia prose in the 19th and 20th centuries, along
with oonoise assessments of their ranges of interest axed literary
achievements,

As here presented, the text is still inoomplete.

Additional

readings and assessments need to be made for Tag Husain, °Abbis al-°Aci(

Ahmad Lutfr al-Sayyid and others who might conveniently be later
included in a seotion on the Journalists, Critics and litterateurs of
Egypt at early mid- century. Similarly, authors of Arabic politioal

and philosophical writings and the Arab nationalism movement need
separate treatment.

Further short essays on major figures of oontempori

Arabic fiotion, Mahfilf, Idris, Vaqqr and others, must be assembled

before the basio objeotives of the text oould be oonsidered aohievod.
An index would, of course, also be indispensable for the maximal
usefulness of the work.
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Introduction

The Arabic language, written without major change in gramma
or basic vocabulary, over a vast geographical area for almost 1500

years, has enjoyed a continuity as a vehicle for literary expression
unmatched by any other language.

As the language in which the Koran

was expressed, it has itself constituted the most fundamental basis
of all study and interpretation of Islam and was, until only decades
ago, the lingua franca of the entire Muslim world.

Still widely

studied even in non-Arabic reading Muslim countries, Arabic has provided large percentages of the vocabulary content of other languages,
especially Turkish, Persian, Urdu and Malay and Arabic literature has
had major influences on the developments of the literatures of these
and other languages.

Many of the masterpieces of classical Arabic are widely
known and appreciated in today's Arab world and continue to influence literary production there.

A number of authors writing in the

period covered by this study have both modelled their work stylistically on those of classical writers and have made contributions
to similar fields of literature.

A brtef survey of the major

genres of classical literature will demonstrate the nature of the
indigenous literary heritage from which modern Arab authors draw.

The Earliest Arabic Writings
A Hamito-Semitic language of indeterminate antiquity,
archaeological discoveries show a widespread use of a proto-Arabic
script in religious and governmental functions in the pre-lslamic
petty states and kingdoms of the periphery of the Arabian peninsula.
Although no concrete supporting contemporary evidence has yet been
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discovered, it is assumed that spoken Arabic was also a vehicle for
the expression of poetry and story-telling, without which, it seems,
The coming of Islam in the second

no primitive society has existed.

and third decades of the 7th century A.D. and the great expansion in
the use and study of the Arabic language following thereafter, led
to the collection and compilation of a great body of materials supposedly from this pre-Islamic era.

Likely to be authentic in some

measure, if not in exact present form, the extraordinary mass of
verses still preserved, representing several score poets, chiefly
male, may be taken to provide a panorama of the type of literary
activity in the tribes and settlements of ancient Arabia.

Much

of this poetry is highly sophisticated in metrical arrangement and
imagery and with conventions seemingly established for each genre
to give an impression of poets both skilled and gifted creating
for an audience with a well-established and demanding system of
criteria for poetic excellence.

The most widely appreciated of

these poems, in ode form, move in a complex and stylized progression
in interest-focus and imagery and are clearly intended to demonstrate
the poetic virtuosity and stress the fine qualities of the poet himself as well as to proclaim the power and importance of the tribe or
city-state he represented.

The poet was frequently prince, it seems,

as well as propagandist and the odes are patriotic anthems as well
as personal statements of affection and convictions.

This colorful

body of pre-Islamic poetry, comprising panegyric, satire, love
poetry and elegy has aroused much interest outside the Arab world
as well as within and many translations and studies of it have been
undertaken.
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The Koran
This early Arabian poetic heritage was not, of course,
collected into its present form until the 8th and 9th centuries A.D.,
when scholars chiefly interested in studies of a religious, pedagogic,

or genealogical nature travelled widely throughout the Islamic
empire in their research.

Tribal, personal, academic and political

rivalries were all involved in their activities and findings and
even early Arabic sources therefore question the authenticity of at
least part of their discoveries.

The Koran itself, however, is

aoknowledged by all to contain, even if in its present form not
arrar,3ed either chronologically or strictly by subject matter,

utterances actually made by the Prophet Muhammad and learned,
recorded and transmitted by his followers.

Delivered from his

fortieth year until his death twelve years later in 632, the
1141saras, (chapters) range widely in style and content.

In

the form of exhortations revealed by God himsel.f via the medium of

the angel Gabriel through the Prophet, the Koran reiterates the

need for faith in the one, true God, His might and mercy, and
affirms the inherent truth of scriptures sent down previously
to Jews and Christians.

Expressed in language of great power and,

at times,with the rhythm and rhyme of dramatic poetry, the Koran
has remained at the core of the Arabic language and the praotioes,
still followed, of learning it by heart, chanting it in a highly..

stylized choral form and studying its grammar and vocabulary as

major parts of the school curricula, account perhaps more than
all else for the development and literary continuity of Arabic.

StUdIes of the Islamic Law and Traditions
Much of the content of the Koran is addressed to the
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arrangement of sooieti and the establishment of concepts of law to
apply to the Islamic community.

Regulations concerning marriage,

divorce, alimony, and inheritance arc established in the texts and
opinions delivered on judgements and penalties for infringements of
personal rights and criminal conduct.

Sometimes cryptic and seemingly

even contradictory, some statements in the Koran required elucidation
and development.

The consolidation of the conquests and the establish-

ment of Muslim governments in so many cities and the large number of
converts accepting Islam necessitated constant reevaluations of the
legal theories and practices Qn which political control rested.

Muslim

scholars busied themselves in establishing the details of the Prophet's
personal and social relationships and comments he had made in his

lifetime in order to secure the basis for the legal structure of
the community.

Their studies led to works of interpretation of the

meaning of eauh word used in the Koran and to the compilation of

vast compendia of NTraditionsn (ageth) of the Prophet.

Schools of

philology arose in several parts of the Muslim empire, and the
collections of pre - Islamic poetry were compiled and studied as an

essential part of this scholarly aotivity.
Classical

ettres

This same great period of expansion in Arab civilisation caw

the development of other genres of literature.

Arabic prose found

its beginnings in the translation and adaptation of animal tales and
fables from Indian and Persian sources.

Intended to both instruct in

the arts of government the rules and officials of the courts where
they were produced, those works continued in popularity long after
their beginnings under the Ummayads.

Works purporting, moreover,

to be serious historical, naturalistic or sociological studies
frequently oontained amusing digressions and anecdotes even though
the pure imaginative fantasy of the Thousand and One Nights themselves,
probably dating from the late Abbasid period and from Persian origins,
remained the only real example of early Arabic prose fiction before
modern times.

Poetry
The popularity of poetry in ancient Arabian society continued
after the coming of Islam,

Anthologies have been made representing

the poets of each city and court as well as the tribal poets.
Panegyric, satire and elegy continued as major genres and were joined
in early Ummayad times by new developments in love poetry; both

platoniC and courtly,that have retained popularity ever since.

The

composition of poetry was the most highly regarded and influential
literary activity throughout the Caliphate and, indeed, until the
advent of the printing press.

Poetry served as a vehicle for all

types of social, political, moral, philosophical and emotional
themes and the great Arab poets of each era had extraordinary
influence.

The most gifted poets were employed by CalipLs and rival

princes throughout Arab history as court propagandists and were paid
handsomely for their loyalty.

Their poetry was frequently delivered

and recorded at court itself and later learned and spread by word of
mouth over vast geographical areas.

The fame

of the great poets

often far exceeded that of their princely patrons in their own
lives.

Arabic poetry from all periods is still learned and loved

in every section of modern Arab society as well and constitutes, with
the Koran, a continuing factor aiding in the maintenance of the
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richness of the living vocabulary of the language.
Historical. Geographical, Philosophical and Scientific Writings,

The acceptance and spread of Islam outwards from Mecca and
Medina inevitably spurred interest in the expatriate garrison
communities in the study of the Prophet himself, his mission and his
battles, as well as in the trioal histories and genealogies of
Arabia.

The development of the legal system based so heavily on

the acceptance of the personal practice of the Prophet and the early
Muplim community also demanded historical research and soon a
delight in the study of the past for its own sake became a factor

in spreading this scholarship.. Classical Arabic literature therefore
abounds in historical studies from each area and period, in many cases

moving in interest focus beyond the bounds of both Islam and the
Arab Middle East.

The expansion of military conquest and trade and cultural
relations between the various parts of the Arab Empire necessitated
the production of guide-books and geographical texts which developed
into a major literary genre.

The need to make a pilgrimage at

least once in one's lifetime, a basic, precept of Islam, also stimulated

the need for practical travel information for Muslims.

Similarly,

the continual-military engagements between. conflicting Muslim

princes and communities within the Arab weld as well as with the
Byzantines to the East and Europeans to the far West and North, must
also have inspired the study of geography.

A number of such works

have come down and their methodology and interest focus varies widely.

The study and translations of the Greek contributioas to
human thought encouraged particularly under the Bagdad Caliphs,

stimulated the production of foamy works of philosophy,

Greek

neo-Platonism particularly contrasted with the strict interpretations
of Islamic dogma insisted upon by the orthodox theologians and much
literature resulted reflecting the intellectual turmoil of the times,
Scholars of the period rarely restricted themselves to a particular
discipline or area of research and frequently authored works of a
remarkably wide range of diverse subjects.

Works on medicine,

chemistry, mathematics, music, ethics, and politics proliferated and,
of course, eventually stimulated the progression of Europe from the

Dark Ages into the Renaissance.

The Period of Decline in Arabic Literature
The Crusader Wars, the Mongol invasions, the constant
struggles with Byzantium, all combined with internecine and religious
disharmony within the Islamic community and eventually destroyed the

stability and security seemingly necessary for the production of
literature; by the time of the Mongol sacking of Bagdad and destruction
of the Caliphate in 1258, the great period of classical Arabic literary
production had already subsided.

After this time individual genius

found occasional expression here and there in each of the literary
disciplines, especially under the continuing Arab city-states in
Spain, but stagnation and retrogression were the general rule.
Literary studies continued centered chiefly around the Koranic mosque
schools but the orientation reverted to times anri circumstances

past rather than present or future.

Moreover, the eventual ascendancy

of the Mamluk-Caucasian slave dynasty over Egypt wherein the leadership
was Turkic-speaking and illiterate in Arabic, followed by the Ottoman
conquests over almost the entire Arab-Muslim world, denied the
possibility of any revival of interest in Arabic as a medium for
literature for several centuries.
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The Influence of the Napoleonic) Invasion of Egypt

There can be no doubt that the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt
in 1798 was of prime importance in stimulating the beginning of the
renaissance of Arabic literature in the modern age,

Under Napoleon

Bonaparte's three year period of occupation the power of the Turkic).

speaking Mamluk bays was curtailed and, members of the Egyptian-Arab
mosque-and-college educated classes were encouraged to develop and
expand their institutional machinery.

Although, therefore, when the

French withdrawal Came in 1801 after constant rebellion by Egyptians
against the foreign rule, Frenoh pemer was replaced by that of another
Turkish-speaking autocrat, Muhammad °Ali, the rennissance of the
Arabic-speaking community of Egypt continued to draw on both the
physical and intelleotual influences inspired by the Napoleonic
presenle.

The printing press using Arabic type,apparently acquired

from the Vatioari4 f,zst came to the Arab world with the French

expedition to serve their imperialist purposes in issuing orders and
proclamations to the people of Egypt.

But these very proclamations

were expressed in a language and from a philosophical value system
which must have been both baffling and intriguing to Egyptian Muslims
of the time.

In his first proclamation, for example, prepared at Napoleon's
direction while still at sea and then promulgated in Arabic, Turkish

and French in Alexandria after the landing, reference is constantly
made to the natural, God-given rights of Egyptians and contrasted with
the aotuality of Mamluk oppressiveness.

The proclamation called

upon members of the Egyptian mosque and college establishment to
accept the French as "true Moslems" and the fact that Napoleon
himself "worshipped God

more than the Mamlukes do, and that I

respect this prophet Mohammed and the admirable Koran.u(1)
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French military activities against the Pope and the Knights of Malta,
both long-time enemies of the Muslims, along with their friendship
for the Ottoman Sultan, were contrasted with Mamluk refusal to obey
their Muslim Turkish suzerain-

It was a deliberate attempt to

undercut whatever support the Mamlukes would have normally expected
from their co-religionaries against a non-Muslim invader.
Whatever temporary political success the proclamation had,
and General Desaix, a field commander wrote back requesting more

copies because it °produces a great effect,(2) -- the occupation
was obliged to rely heavily on force to keep the population subdued
even after the defeat of the Mamluk military detachments.

Established

in Cairo, however, the French must have greatly stimulated Egyptian
intellectual development through their remarkable scholastic, scientific

and journalistic activities over the following three years.

Egyptians

served as aids and translators to the French officials; some travelled
with the Napoleonic expeditionary forces on the campaigu into Palestine
in 1799 and others had opportunities to visit France itself.

The

Egyptian historian of the French occupation °AM al-RatimEn al-Jabartr,
gives us a good impression of the impact the establishment of the

Institute of Egypt in a Cairo mansion had on the educated Muslim
classes.

Describing the Institute's library, he records:

°The French installed (in the house of Hassan Kyacherf) a
great library, with several librarians who kept guard over the
books and handed them to those readers who needed them. This
library was open daily fron ten o'clock. The readers assembled in
a large room next to the one where the books were kept. They sat
down in chairs around large tables and started to work. Even
simple privates went to work in the library. When a Muslim wished
to visit the establishment, he was not prevented from doing so,
but on the contrary, was made very welcome. The French were
particularly pleased when a Muslim visitor showed interest in the
sciences ...I myself repeatedly had occasion to visit that library.
I saw there, among other things, a large volume on the history of
our Prophet (May God bless himl); his holy features were shown in
it as faithfully as the artist's knowledge permitted...I have seen
many other books, dealing with natural history, medicine, and applied
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meohanios. There also were many Muslim books in French
translation...Some of the French were studying Arabic and learning
verses from the Koran by heart; in a word, they were great
scholars and they loved the sciences, espeoially mathematics and
philosophy. Day and night they applied themselves to learn

Aotivit

Literar

in Arabic Under the French

Although no Arabic literature saw actual printing or
publication during the French occupation, the foreign presence did
inspire several authors to literary activity,

Sheikh °Abd al-Rahmgn

al-Jabartr, was born in 1756 in Cairo, apparently of Somali parentage;

his father was a keen student of astronomy and mathematics.

He

kept a journal auring the period and made observations about the
occupation which he incorporatod in his lengthy history of Egypt.
A man of property and highly educated in the Muslim sciences at the

Azhar seminary, he was attached to the country's adminlstrative
Divan and therefore was able to observe the political and intellectual
scene from an advantageous central position.

A voluminous study,

first printed in Cairo in Arable in four volumes as late as 1879 and
translated into French in 1892, his journal is a prime source Cor
study of Egypt of the period.

The work begins with a brief summary

of events up to 1142 A.H. and then follows with a chronological
history of deaths of notables from 1100 A.R.

The journal thereafter

reports events on a daily basis, ending each year with a history of
the deaths of notables that have occurred in the period with details
of their achievements.

The work abounds in descriptive comments and

provides invaluable insights into the circumstances that al-Jabartr
himself witnessed.

One source suggests that an earlier printing in

Arabic of the manuscript work was suppressed to prevent publication
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of details concerning the reign of Muhammad 'Ali considered harmful
to the dynasty. (4)

Intellectually stimulating as the Napoleonic presence, with

all its soientifio and organizational aotivities, must have been to
Egyptian Muslims, the French failed to overcome the resentment they
naturally inspired as a foreign force in a state of military occupation
Tensions between Egyptians and French remained high throughout the
three-year occupation and revolts and unrest were common.

The

murder of General Kldber, the French commander in Egypt after
Napoleon's return to France in June 1800, by a young assassin who
had apparently acted with the prior knowledge of three Sheikhs of
the Azhar, condemned to death with him, seems to have indicated the
depth of local Muslim antagonism,

Arabic literary production itself,

moreover, does not seem to have been stimulated immediately by the
French presence in Egypt; it is not until more than two decades

after their withdrawal in 1801 that we find the beginnings of a
distinct renaissance in Arabic literature.

The Muhammad cAlr Dynasty and the Renaissance
Despite evidences of nattonal cohesion and consciousness
among Egyptian-Muslims in their participation in anti-French activities
throughout the occupation, when the withdrawal came the struggle
for power in Egypt was between the two groups present with capacities
for organized military engagements.

Albanians formed the backbone of

the Ottoman army in Egypt after the French withdrawal and the struggle
for primacy over the country soon developed between them and the
Mamlukes.

Although heirs to centuries of military control over the

country and with remnants of political and financial control and
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prestige, they were no match for the Albanian offioer Muhammad 'Al!
who had arrived in Egypt with the joint British-Ottoman expeditionary
foroe in 1801.

Despite the diplomatio support the Mamluks enjoyed

from Britain, he out-maneuvered them in a series of maohiavellian
moves which resulted in popular pressures for his election to the
office of Pasha of Egypt; by November 1805 his official status was
reluotantly accepted by the Ottoman Sultan.
Mamluks

British support for the

continued, however, and then finally took the form in 1807

of an attempt at military conquest.

Muhammad oAir was able to resist

the attack and enforce a humiliating evacuation and peace treaty on
the British.

By 1810 he had managed to drive resisting Mamluk princes

even out of Upper Egypt but they still constituted a latent opposition
force of potential danger and he determined to crush them entirely.

He invited the four hundred-odd principal remaining Mamluk

princes to

attend ceremonies to mark the beginni-ig of an expedition into Arabia.

After the ceremony, in a narrow defile in the Cairo citadel, his

troops opened fire on the unsuspecting Mamlukes, killing them to a
man.

This action, followed by concentrated attaoks on a__ other

remaining Mamluk families, left Muhammed 0Air the only sole and
undisputed ruler of the country to achieve power in many centuries.
The fact that the new autocrat was Albanian by birth, Turkish
by speech and illiterate in Arabic until late in his rule precluded
any possibility of h!k.s becoming an active patron of Arabic literature.

But his interest in consolidating his personal power and the establishment of a family dynasty over the country demanded the continued
development of both the array anti the economy of his adopted state.

The improvement of education within the country and encouragement
of studies abroad, particularly in France, could not but eventually
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lead to developments in Arabic literature as well.
The Study.Missiong.to France

As early as 1809 small groups of students from Egypt began
being sent to Italy, France and England to study a variety of military
and applied soienoes.

Mainly Turkish-speaking and members of the court

gilts, their contributions were, no doubt, far more beneficial to
the suocess of Muhammad °Alrls extraordinary military and economic
adventures over the next decades than to progress in Arabic literature.
Occasionally, however, an Egyptian Muslim was included ,nd one can
assume that their word-of-mouth accounts spread public awareness of and
interest in European soolety.

Nevertheless, only one impressive

Arabic literary figure emerged from these study missions abroad,

Sheikh RifPa Rift° al-Tahtiwr.
Rift-Mx Hifi° al-Tahtiwr (1801-1873)

He was born in 1801 in the upper Egyptian province of Girgs

in the small but important town of Tahta. A trading and agricultural
center, the town had a number of mosques and an impressive academic
community.

His family seems to have been well established in the area

and the townie major mosque enshrined the tomb of al-Tahtiwils
grandfather.

°Ali Mubgrak(5) tells us that his family had been

important landowners in times past and frequently filled the office
of judge for the town.

A financial crisis, however, caused by

Muhammad °Alris confiscation of leased lands, occurred for the
family and al-Tahtiwris early years were spent in several small towns
of Upper Egypt in which his father seems to have engaged in trading.

On his father's death, al-Tahtiwr returned to the town of his birth
where he developed his atu.Aes in the Koran and related subjeots.
He apparently always retained a deep affection for Tahta and its
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mosque circle in which he studied, returning there frequently in
later life to lecture; he also published a touching tribute to the
town in the introduction to one of his works. (6)

At the age of 16

al-Tahtiwr moved to Cairo to begin attendance at the Muslim seminary
of al-Azhar.

He is said to have gained much in his studies, particularly

from Sheikh tiasan al-c!Attir who, having worked as a teacher of Arabic

and interpreter to the French occupation forces and travelled over
much of the Arab world and to Greece, had a breadth of vision and of
academia interests most uncommon among teachers at al-Azhar at the
time.

) Five years later al-Tahtiwr submitted to the normal oral

examination conducted by his professors to ascertain the range and
depth of his knowledge and he was certified as having achieved the
required standards.

He stayed two further years teaching at al-

Azhar apparently barely managing to subsist on a minimal salary and
extra earnings from continuing private tutoring classes he had begun
while still a student; one source refers to his mother having been
forced to sell her personal jewelry to help maintain him at the college.
(8)

At any event he seems to have been pleased to accept appointment

in 1824 as a chaplain to the Egyptian army and, over two years,
served in two of the best regiments.

In 1826 he was appointed,

apparently on the recommendation of Sheikh al-°Attir, as Imam and
spiritual advisor to accompany the mission of forty students

delegated by Muhammad oms to study the sciences in Paris.
After their arrival in the French capital, al-Tiahtilwr, whose

formal duties in serving the mission's students seem to have been both
imprecise and undemanding, set about studying French.

He wad clearly

given every encouragement in this by Edra-FranTis Jomard, a scholar
and Membre de l'Institut who, having lived in Egypt under the Occupation
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and been an

was acting

editor of the great Description of

as study-advisor to the group.

al-TahiViwr applied himself most

diligently to his studies in European affairs and the French language;
within one year he had already published In Arabic an ode composed
by his teacher of French, a man of Egyptian-Syrian parentage
domiciled in Paris, (9)

The work he wrote describing his impressions

of the five years he spent in France is considered his most remarkable
single contribution to Arabic literature.

First published at the government press at BUlik in 1834,
several years after his return in 1831 to assume duties as a translator
attached to the College of Medicine established by Clot Bey, the -Jork
was most well received.

Muhammad 'Al! himself is said to have been

so impressed with the study (presumably it was read aloud to him) that
he ordered copies distributed and read throughout his governmental
offices as well as in the schools.

(10)

A lengthy work, with a four-

part, wordy, wide-ranging introduction abounding in poetic inserts
and digressions, it is divided into six main lectures or'essays,
each of which in turn is subdivided into chapters.

The first essay,

divided into four parts, describes the progress of the voyage from
Egypt to France and includes visual impressions of the coast lines
and islands sighted as well as digressions on the origins of place
names, the nature and cause of storms, earthquakes and so on.

The

second short essay describes the quarantine procedures and the period
spent in Marseilles and ends with the entry into Paris.

The third

essay, 119 closely-printed pages in length and subdivided into
thirteen chapters, provides both the major part and most impressive
contribution of the work.

A fifteen-page geographical description

of the topology and climate of Paris is followed by nineteen pages
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of description of the genoral characteristics, habits and activities
of its inhabitants.

The third chapter describes the machinery of

government and the legal establishment of France and gives details
of the causes and results of the French Revolution and the political
turmoil of the previous several decades.

Shorter successive chapters

follow dealing with the author's impressions of French eating habits,
dress, entertainment facilities, health care, charity organizations,

the nature of trade and financial dealings, the place of religion in
France and how education is conducted.

From this point onwards the work's arrangement is less
impressively logical.

A fourth essay deals, over six chapters, with

the actual educational and testing procedures experienced by the
members of the study mission and lays particular stress on al-TahtiwrIs
personal academic and translation successes and his excellent relationship with Jomard and other French scholars.

The fifth essay, in

seven parts, reverts in interest-focus to an examination of the

political and governmental structure of France and details the
deleterious effects and civil disorders arising from disobedience to
the rule of the French monarchs.

The work's final section reexamines,

in greater detail, educational and pedagogical problems as diverse
as theories concerning the origins and connections between various
languages, to the teaching of mathematics in France.

Despite its rather unbalanced structure, it is not difficult
to account for the work's enthusiastic reception in Egypt at the time
it appeared.

Individual topics are examined both succinctly and with

wit, side-line comments being provided here and there by the inclusion
of pertinent comments and relevant maxims drawn from Arabic poetry.

The grammatical style and vocabulary of the body of the work is
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remarkably simple for an Azhar scholar of the time and the author
clearly took pains to ensure accuracy of the information he gives.
In general, moreover, his approach is academic and neutral and, in
general, he avoids personal judgements, especially of a critical
nature, of French affairs.

The original idea for the composition

apparently came from Hagan al-c$Attlir and other friends in Cairo whose

advise he sought before leaving.

al-TahViwr reports in his intro-

ciliation (11) how they stressed the need for a descriptive account of

Paris and life in France to serve as a guide to later Egyptian
students who would travel there.

This accounts for the author's

ambitious attempt in the lengthy introduction, to give his readers
some impression of the geographic, anthropological, cultural and
religious panorama of the world and. from this, an idea of France's
position within the whole.

Similarly, the details of the teaching and

examination techniques employed by the mission's French teachers
would no doubt have been of great interest to a student audience.
aligahVgwr spent five years working as a translator and
translation teacher in the Medical and Artillery schools and in the
editorship of the new Arabic) version of the al-Waoioi

(Egyptian Events), the official Egyptian court gazette, and then,

in 1836, became head of a school established a year before speoifioall
to trait: translators for government employment.

Tho School of

Languages, as it became known, graduated many qualified translators,
government officials and school inspectors over the following years
and was of prime importance in encouraging literary activities in
Egypt.

Even though oriented primarily to French and Arabic studies,

Turkish, Persian, Italian and English were also taught, along with
scientific and technical subjects.
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'Along with his administrative duties and the development of

curricula at the School, al-Tahtiwr was also busy in acting as an
inspector of the provincial schools and in the selection for translation
Scores of

of works for publication at the government press at Balk.

works over a wide range of subject and authorship were published over
the next decades, mainly from French into Arabic and Turkish; these
included studies of political theory and belles-lettres as well as
technical and military textbooks.

The untimely death of Muhammad 0Alits son Ibrahim, his most
able general and logical successor, brought to the throne of Egypt
in 1848 his grandson °Abbas 1 and his accession boded ill for both
al-Tahtawr

and the progress of education in the country.

An ultra-

orthodox Muslim separatist, °Abbas closed schools, reduced the size
of the army, partially disbanded the bureaucracy and curtailed the
state industries.

The Sohool for Languages was allowed to decline

and close and al-Tahtawi himself was dispatched to Khartoum, the
provincial capital of the Sudan, ostensibly to establish an elementary
school there.

The new Khedive's motivation in thus effectively

banishing the country's most influential intellectual figure is
unclear' it is highly likely that the republication in 1849 of alTahtawrts Takhlrs , with its detailed examinations of French
revolutionary ideas of freedom end democracy, as well as all the other
translated materials the Sohool had produced on political science,
were seen as a threat to his own despotic rule.
In the Sudan, although olearly homesiok and resentful, al-

Tahtawr continued his own work in translation and textbookproduotion

and after the assassination of °Abbas and the accession of Seid in
1854 he was able to return to Cairo.

But his efforts to persuade the
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ruler to reestablish his old position were unsuccessful and he was
obliged to accept employment at the Military College at the Cairo
Citadel.

He was able, however, within the following two years to

redirect its ourricula and activities to.resemble those of the School
for Languages and the College's size and popularity increased rapidly
until it too was olosed in 1861.

Fur the rest of his life, under the

Khedive Ismlerl who aooeeded in 1863, al-Tahtiwi remained an influenti
figure with an advisory role within the educational machinery of the
State as well as continuing his own literary, translation and
Journalistic activities.

Rifa a

o

al-Tahtiwr was the author of more than a score

of translations and several original works on history and educational
theory as well as his Takhlrs, for which he is best known today.
may be oredited with innovative work in several fields.

He

He was one

of the earliest proponents of the need for education and freedom of
choioe,for women and evinced a deep

interest in the study of sooiolog:

anthropology and geography and their impaot on political theory.

his book Manghii al-Albib al-MiarrYafr

In

al-°A!rrya,

(mss for Intelligent Egyptians into the Delights of Contemporary
Culture), he explored at length, as no other Arab writer had for
centuries past, the nature of the ideal relationships between ruler
and ruled and concepts of law and justice and ho/7 all these had

practical bearing on the eoonomio prosperity and stability within a
nation,

(12)

His work made constant reference to "love of country" and

the "nation" and hi' may be considered highly influential in enoouragink

the development of Egyptian national pride and oonsoiousness in the
19th century.
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al-Tahtawr may also be credited with the initial introduction
of Greek mythological figures into modern Arabic literature through

his translation of Fgnelonts Les Adventures de T61maque based on
the Ulysses myth with a plot involving treachery on the part of an
unjust king and the exile of the hero clearly analagous to al-TahtiwrIs
own exile to the Sudan.

The work achieved publication in Arabic

twice in Egypt and once in Beirut in his lifetime.

al- Tahtgwr was not

solely interested, however, in the large -scale introduction of

educational and cultural influences from Europe.

He is also said to

have aotivay encouraged the printing at the government press at
Balk of some of the Arabic classics.

It was at this time that manu-

script works as diverse as Ibn Khaldan's work of interpretative

history, the Muqaddima and the Thousand and One Nitta first became
printed in Arabic.

He was, moreover, a stylistic innovator of great

influence in the later development of Arabic prose.

He wrote in a

simple, unadorned style, shunning the use of the rhyme& prose,
balanced phrases and rarities of vor..bulary so popular among his

predeoesaors and contemporaries.

His objective in all his works was

the clear communication of ideas, those of others and his own, and
he was renarkably successful in this.

°Alr Pasha Mubarak

The magnitude of alqahViwrIs achievement may be measured in
part by the faot that no figure of comparable importance emerged into
Arabic literature from Egypt throughout his long lifetime.

Many

individuals did contribute, of course, to the diverse translation
activities of the mid-century and thereafter, and original works on
a variety of scientific and technical subjects, as well as in the
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traditional Muslim sciences and descriptions of European travel and
residence, proliferated in Arabic,

Nevertheless, eitir Pasha Mubiirak

(1824-93) al-Tahtiwr's junior by a score of years, was the only other
Egyptian literary figure of the period of comparable produotion and
dedication.

He, too, studied'in Paris with governmental support but

his career was chiefly spent in the practical, non-intelleotual
pursuits of active service with the Egyptian contingent to the Crimea]

War (1854-6) and in administration of publio works projeots within
Egypt.

Unlike al-TahViwT, .m.lreover,°Alr Mubirak became part of the

formal governmental hierarchy of Egypt and, at various times, was
in oontrol of several important Ministries, including those of
Education and Public Works.

He made a partioularty valuable contri-

bution to literary studies, moreover, by founding in 1870 Egypt's
first national library and donating to it a number of manusoripts,
°Alr Pasha Mubirak was the author of a number of military
manuals of minor literary interest but also contributed a fourvolume tomprehens!.ve referent(' work on the geography, eoonomy and

governmental and educational establishment of the Egypt of his time.
His other works include a study analyzing and explaining the metric
system and even a work in fictional form,

His °Alam al-Drn (Alexandri

1882) must be considered one of the earliest attempts at the use of
fiction in modern Arabia.

In his introduction Mubarak points to the

great publio interest in story reading as the somroe of his desire to
write the work,

Its oentral theme traces the rather unexceptional

life of a young Muslim from his home in Upper Egypt through his
studies at al-Azhar, his marriage and family affairs and his
experiences travelling in Egypt.

Filled with lengthy passages

extolling the virtuea of learning and progress and examining nooial
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and religious ideas, the veneer of fiction provides only a thin
disguise over the author's eduoatiunal and sociological messages.
Much of the work consists of dialogues between the central characters
and a British tourist with whom they come in contact.
Beginnings of the Literary Revival in Syria
Egypt was not the only area of the Arab world moving quickly
under external stimuli towards the development of a new intellectual
and literary life.

Syria and Lebanon had experienced constant

diplomatic trade and tourist contacts with European countries for
centuries before without notable development resulting in Arabic
literature.

But in the early 19th century, with Napoleon's attempt

at invasion and the subsequent British intervention and all the
turmoil of the campaigns of Muhammad Alr in the area, external pressures
were developing so strongly that internal developments in many areas
of the life of the country were sure to follow.

Moreover, it vas

during this period that Christian missionary and espeoially American
Protestant groups began proselytizing and establishing schools and
printing presses in Syria and their educational influences were both
immediate and lasting.

The calalytic effects of their presence and

their influence in the development of Arabic literature and journalism
in particular, may be demonstrated olearly through the life and work
of another extraordinary figure of the period.

gmad Faris al-Shidzil(1804 or 01-18221
A4mad Firis al-Shidyiq,,

was born in the village of 0Asheft

in the Kasrawin region of north-central Lebanon.

Supporters and

proteges of the Shigtbf primes, his Maronite family came into conflict
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with the powerful local Catholic establishment through the conversion
of one of its young men to Protestantism.

The imprisonment and death

of his elder brother Asoad while confined in a monastary, led Fgris
himself to rebel and establish contact, following completion of his
schooling at the Maronite college of °Ain Waraqa, with the American
mission school in Beirut.

Resulting pressures apparently soon forced

al-Shidygq into exile and he spent a period of nine years studying
Arabic and cooperating with al-Tahtgwr in the editing of the Egyptian
Gazette.
gMigrg.

While in Egypt he married the daughter of a prominent Syrinx
He next travelled to Malta where he became director and

translator for the American mission's Arabic printing press.

After

a stay of fourteen yeara there, during which time he completed severa3
impressive literary works, he travelled t:.) England where he was

employed, chiefly in Cambridge, assisting in the translation of the
New Testament into Arabic.

He also spent a period of years traveilin

in Europe and living in Paris where he studied Frenoh and wrote his
autobiography.

There, too, he made oontaot with Ahmad the Bey of

Tunis, who invited him to establish North Afrioa's first Arabic
newspaper.

Having now become a Muslim, apparently a condition of

employmentland added the name "Ahmadn to his given name, he travelled
to Tunis and established there the Gazette al-RI 'id al-Tanisr.
His next move was to Constantinople where, in 1861, he
founded a weokly Arabio language journal.

This may be considered the

first non-governmental newspaper of far - reaching importance to appear
in Arabia.

It continued in publication in Constantinople until 1883

when the tense political situation made its removal to Cairo advisable
His son, Salim, continued publication there for several years, Atimad

Fgris himself having returned to the Ottoman capital after a brief
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stay in Egypt.

His death occurred there in 1887 and his body was

returned to Lebanon for burial, as he had requested.
al-Shidygq contributed a number of stimulating original works
to Arabic literature apart from his activities in journalism.

In

Malta in 1839 he published a voluminous dictionary of Arabic synonyms
preceded by an abridged grammar and two years later he published there

a work entitled Sharh_Tabiti° allayawgn (Commentary on the Nature of
Animals), the translation of part of an English school text on natural
history.

In this same period he also published a geographical and

sociological description of Malta and a series of studies on Arabic
lexicography.

In Paris in 1855 he published what has become his best known single
work, al-Siq c/alg al-SE1 fr mE htiwa al-Fgriygq (Travels and Adventures of

al-Fariaq).

Republished in Cairo in 1919 and 1920 and again in Beirut

in 1966, the work is a witty and whimsical autobiographical potpourri
oontaining impressions of his first fifty years, including details of his
early life in Lebanon and Egypt.

In 1865 he published in Tunis his

Kashf al-Mukhabbal °an Funan Urubb (Disclosure of the Arts of Europe),
his second major work, and its success is demonstrated by its republication
in Constantinople in 1881;

it apparently became a standard work of

reference throughout Arab literary society.

It provides analytical and

critical descriptions of European society based on observations made over
his years of residence and is interspersed with comments on the relative
levels of social and political life there and in the Arab oountries.
Apart from these major works, he also contributed several voluminous
studies of Arabic grammar and lexicography, a memoir on the life of his
brother As°ad, an introductory text, with a French co-author, on French
grammar and many thousands of lines of poetry.

Moreover, several
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of his manuscripts remain still unpublished and others were apparently
lost in an accidental fire.
It is al-Shidygq's Leg over Lts. that provides the best proof

of sheer literary genius; the work is a true tour de force, perhaps
the most brilliant as well as provocative Arabic work of the 19th
century.

Both its style and subject matter are lively and intriguing

and it is filled with amusing, perceptive and sometimes caustic common
on an incredible variety of topics.

Intended

primarily as humorous

entertainmont, it is the book's linguistic artistry and quick change
of focus and pace that provides its chief fascination.

Its deliberate

crudities and mixture of praise and satire of women, its calculated
irreverence for organized religion, as well as social institutions,
tell much of al-Shidygq's freedom of spirit and, of course, his
apparent ego-oentrism.

The work provides, in a sense, an attempt at bridging the
different styles and forms of Arabic literature; it combines some of
the linguistic elegance, the wit and the anecdotal skill of the

classical genius al-ahif, with lines of poetry and rhymed prose so
favored in later Arabic literature along with an interest shared by
his more prosaio literary contemporaries in examining social, politioa:

and educational aspects of the changing life of the beginnings of the
industrial age.

Beginning with an introduction of over one-hundred lines of
fatuous but polished poetry, the work is divided into four parts of
unequal length.

Within this general framework, the interest focus

changes from mainly autobiographical, to geographical*sooial, to
psyohologioal-emotional and ends with a fourth part in which all these
subjects are jumbled and further examined.

Within each of these
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interest areas al-Shidygq digresses widely into minutely meticulous
discussions of vocabulary oddities; he delights in giving lists of
synonyms.

His work demonstrates, a passion for the Arabic, language

for its own sake and provides a mine of informetion on the language of
his time.

The tone of the book in this regard is set immediately,

with the book's first eleven successive words all being individual
synonyms for the imperative of the idea:

"be quiet "; after the list

of synonyms, some obscure, the author announces that he has begun his
composition!

Other digressions into vocabulary niceties follow

throughout.

In one passage, for example, he gives a glossary of

nautical terms and in another examines, over more than a score of

pagos, words used specifically to desoribe items of personal decoration
and home furnishings.

al-Shidygqls work frequently suggests that a motivation,

perhaps suboonsoious, for his writings was to establish and affirm a
sense of Arab pride at a time when so many of his contemporaries
were assuming that European culture was fundamentally and inately
superior and therefore should serve as a model.

Perhaps this may

account for his stressing and demonstrating the extraordinary richness
and complexity of the Arabia language itself.

His comments on life

in Europe, it is interest:ins to observe, given mainly in his analytical
work:

Kashf al-Mukhabba° °an Punan Urubba (Disclosure of the Arts of

Eurapjfirst published in Tunis in 1865, also gave far greater emphasis
to the negative and critical= his long passage of description of the
philanthropic sooieties in England, oomplete with numbers and operating
costs, deals with almost the sole area of British life he found
oommendable.

His comments on the complex sooial stratification of

the British, the "slowness of their intelleoteN, their super - patriotic
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attitudes, the elitism of their school system and the lack of
enthusiasm for learning in the universities, hypocrisy in religious
practices and the excessive power of the olergy, are all bitingly
critical. (13)

Even European women are viewed with great criticism b:

al-Shidygq, despite the delighted interest he shows throughout his
works in discussing relationships between the sexes and the attribute)
of woman.

His Leg over Leg ends, moreover, with an attaok on the

attitudes of European orientalists and a lengthy listing of all the
errors he had detected in a published French edition of al-Harrrrts
Maolm41.

We are also told that he made a point of keeping to full

traditional Arab dress throughout the years of his residence in
Britain and Europe and this too perhaps indioates his superiorityinferiority complex.

Ahmad Faris al-Shidyik, whose elder brother TannIs (17941861) wrote a two-volume history of the activities of the feudal
princes of Lebanon, rose, for all his earlier literary genius, into
greatest prominence and influence through the medium of journalism,
The difficulties in understanding his tortuous prose, with all its
display of lexicographioal diversity, must have restrioted the
popularity of his work to a small literary elite.

But his journal

al-Jawalib(Responses) aohieved a wide audience, not only in
Constantinople but throughout the Ottoman-Arab empire.

Apparently

referred to in the foreign diplomatio community as the "Times of the
Orient", it reported news items of political and oultural aotivities
in Europe as well as the Ottoman empire and also inoluded a variety
of artioles and essays on sooial, literary and linguistio matters by
the editor himself.

As is shown in the seven volumes of eeleotions

drawn from the journal published by his son Salim alShidyiq over the
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years 1871-1881, the material demonstrates an

impressive concern

for accuracy and a broad coverage of major diplomatic and political
events of the time.

The Continuing Development of Education in Greater Syria
Ahmad Faris al-Shidyiq had left Lebanon at the very beginning
of the revival and expansion of educational facilities there.

During

the course of the rest of his life this development continued rapidly,

even amidst all the military and inter-communal strife of the mid19th century in the area.

The invasion of the Egyptian army of

Muhammad oillr led by his son Ibrihrm itself resulted in educational

reforms that, although vacillating in impact, maintained a generally
constant forward progression.

The Muhammad 0A1r colonial admini-

stration of Syria sought an over-all development on the contemporary
Egyptian model; French and American missionary schools competed in
seeking the spread of Catholic and Protestant educational values,
while the local, old - established and moribund schools attached to the

local Christian denominational churches and the Mosque-schools, came
to new life in response to these external stimuli.

As a result of all these pressures, the educational facilities
over greater Syria expanded dramatically. The administration of
Ibrihrm Pasha is said to have established primary schools throughout
the country and colleges for Muslim students in Damascus, Aleppo and
Antioch whose influence as an example lived on after the collapse of
the educational system itself, following the Egyptian withdrawal after
six years, in 1840.

The American missionary activities were more

influential in the areas closer to the sea and their first schools
were established in Beirut and Jerusalem.

The missionary presses
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were moved from Malta to Beirut and particularly directed towards the
production of manuals and books for use in their own schools as well
as the printing of the new Arabic translation of the Bible they had
commissioned.

Teachers were trained in their own facilities and by

the 18601s they had established more than thirty schools attended by
approximately one thousand students. (1)
girls as well as boys, moreover.

Their schools admitted

In 1866 they established the first

institution of higher learning in Lebanon and their Syrian Protestant
College formed the nucleus of today's American University of Beirut..
Arabic was the language of instruction throughout the curricula,
including medicine, in the early years and the college clearly had
great influence in the revival of interest and competence in the
language and its literary revival.
Catholic missionary activities in the area were mainly
conducted by the Jesuit orders, which had already a long if sporadic
history of educational involvement in Lebanon.

Early in this same

period they established schools in Beirut, Ghazir and Zahleh and later,
in the 1870's, new schools in Damascus and Aleppo.

In 1875 they

transferred their school facilities from Ghazrr and expanded them to
become the University of St. Joseph.

The influence of these schools

in developing interest in Arabic language -

exceeds, that of the Protestant missionar

iterature rivals, if not
ld they too established

excellent printing facilities, specializ'

ticularly in the

production of edited texts of the great

s of Arabic.

Lazarist and Dominican orders were also

In developing the

educational system of the area.

The
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The "al-Madrasat al-WatanryaD; Butrus al-Bustgnr and his Family
As well as these schools affiliated to non-Arab religious
foundations, a number of non-denominational establishments were
founded by individual Arab intellectuals of the era.

Some were of

primary and lasting influence in the development of Arabic literature,
perhaps the most important being the 'al- Madrasat al-WatanTyal (The

National School) founded by Butrus al-Bustgnr at which a comparably
great literary figure, Ngsrf al-Ygzijr, also taught.
Butrus al-Bustinr (1819-1883) must be considered, even apart

from his role as educational innovator, the most influential Syrian
literary figure of the period.

He was born to a large and ancient

Maronite family with strong church connections in the village of
al-Dabiyah, near the important mountain town of Dair al-Qamar.

He

was sent, after primary studies, for ten years of higher education at
the Maronite college of °Ain Waraqa and there he learned Syriac,

Latin and Italian as well as receiving an extensive grounding in the
humanities and sciences, divinity and law.

Graduating at the age of

twenty, his earlier plans to continue study in Italy under Church
sponsorship were not fulfilled and he began teaching at the college.

Moving away from the serious civil unrest of the mountain
region to Beirut, he made contact with the American Protestant missionaries and acted as translator and Arabic teacher on their behalf.
He also began the study of Hebrew and Greek as well as English.
Having eventually converted to Protestantism, al-Bustgnr taught for
the missionary group for fifteen years in Beirut and for two years
at their school at 0Abay that he helped found.
he

It was in 1863 that

established his 'National School, with the express purpose of
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providing an environment for the study and development of Arabia
literary culture disassociated from seotarian affiliation.
al-Bustilinr was a person of prodigious learning and is best

remembered for his dictionary and encyclopedia work and for his
In 1860, anguished by

influence in developing Arabic journalism.

the terrible massacres and disorders throughout the country, he
began publishing a weekly political journal, the first in Syria,

the NafTr Sarrya (Clarion of sula) calling for peace and mutual
understanding between the Arabic-speaking Christian, Muslim and
Druse inhabitants of the Lebanese mountains.

He later founded a

literary magazine al-Jinan (Gardens), published from 1870 to 1886,

and two newspapers al-Janna (Paradise) and fikagniztjltp1).
Containing translations from Westcon fiction as well as informed,

liberal comment on religious, social, political and educational
matters, the three did much to convince Arab intellectuals that stor
He was the author of two

writing was a valid and commendable field.

school text books, one on the teaching of mathematics, his Kashf
al-Htgb can °Ilm al-Hisgib (Unveiling the Science of Mathematics),

and a second on Arabic grammar, the Misbih

(The Students'

.

Lamp).

He also published in 1869 a voluminous dictionary bared on

the classical writer al-Prrtizabadris al-Muhrt jThe Ocean)

which he

.

entitled Muhrt al-Muhrt (Ocean Around the Ocean);

this he also

abridged and republished in more practical form for student use.

His most ambitious undertaking was the multi-volume

paualjaelaSEELL(gau212R21a) he began.

Arranged in alphabetical

order, its first volume was published in 1873 and six volumos were
completed by al-Bustlinr's death in 1883; his son Salrm had published
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two more parts before he too died the following year.

Other sons

and a nephew Sulaimin continued the work but It remains incomplete
to this day after publication of eleven volumes, having reached no
further than the word

uthanryan, barely two-thirds of the alphabet

having been explored.

Butrus al-BustInr was active in a wide variety of literary
fields apart from these.

He cooperated with the American missionaries

Eli Smith and Dr. Cornelius van Dyck in translating the,Bible and a
number of lectures he gave, including one on the education of women
as early as 1849, were published.

He also wrote a oritioal edition

on the poems of al-Mutanabbr, published in Beirut in 1860, and is
credited with a history of the exploits of Napoleon Bonaparte and
an adaptation on the story Robinson Crusoe.

Salim and Sulaimin al-Bustinr
Two other blood relatives of Butrus al-Bustinr, both educated
at the ',National Sohoolfl, were to make notable contributions to

Arabic literature.

The first, Sala, a son of Butrus, was born in

1847 and acquired good Turkish, English and French as well as
Arabic.

He, like his father, spend a period working as a translator

at the American Consulate in Beirut and eventually succeeded his
father as headmaster at the college he founded.

He was also active

in contributing editorial help and,artioles and translations on a
variety of social and literary subjects to his father's journalistic
ventures and he also assisted in Butrusl work 111 diotionary and
encyclopedia compilation.

His early death, however, at the age of

thirty-seven, prevented him developing into a major literary figure,

His most notable contribution was the publication, in the journal
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al -Jinn in 1870, of the first attempt in Arabic at the novel form.
Entitled al-Hiyam tr Jinan al-Shim (Wanderings in the Gardens of Syria)
the story staged the incredibly dramatic and adventure-filled love
story of Sulaiman and Warda, star-crossed lovers,

The characters

are idealized and stereotyped and the plot is full of unlikely
coincidence and sudden drama.

The action is constantly broken,

moreover, by passages in which the author expresses his ideas on
morality, education and material progress in the society of his time
and the influence from Europe becoming so pervasive.
Sulaimin al-Bustanr (1856-1925), a nephew of Butrus, was
born in the Lebanese village of Bekashtrn.

He attended village
There

schools before moving down to Beirut to the ITational School u.,

he continued his studies of Arabic and Syriac and began French,
English and Italian and all the usual range of other subjects.

He

had a deep early love for literature and, after eight years, he
graduated with such honors that he was himself appointed a teacher
there,

He began writing contributions for the journals established

by his uncle as well as continuing his language studies in, we are
told, German, Spanish, Latin, Greek, both Ancient and Modern,
Hungarian and Portuguese.

His love for Arabic made him determined to visit the places
mentioned in the classics of the early literature and Islam.

He

travelled first to Iraq and then to the Arabian peninsula, where he
lived with and studied tribal life.

He dwelt for a period in Basra,

both in teaching and working within the date industry, and later moved
to Baghdad, where he occupied several important posts under Midhat
Pasha, the Ottoman reformist leader.

He also had later opportunities:
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to travel to semen and the southern coasts of Arabia, as well as to
live in Turkey and Egypt; he even visited the United States,

apparently as chief Ottoman representative at the Turkish pavilion
at the Chicago World;. Fair.

Sulaiman sl-Bustanr published a number of anthropological
and linguistic studies for the learned journals of the time in his
early years but is best remembered for his translation of Homer's
Iliad into Arabic verse,

The work of translation was a labor of love

that was completed only after sixteen years effort, the major part
being accomplished during residence in India, Persia and Iraq.

He

also wrote a multi:- volume History of the Arab: and a book of memoirs

in which he commented on the turmoil throughout the Ottoman empire
he had witnessed in his travels.
Marti al-Yazilr (1800-1871) and his sons
The °National School° of the Bustanrs owed much of its high
reputation, especially in Arabic studies, to the presence on its
teaching faculty of Natitif al-Yazijr,

Born in the small village of

Kafr-Shima of a middle-class' Maronite family, he was largely self-

taught by reading widely in the manuscript collections in monasteries
from an early age.

He joined the secretarial staff of the Amir

Bashrr Shihab 11 in 1828.

Serving the prince over a period of twelve

years, al-Yazijr both contributed to and gained much from the literary
activities of the court circle,

The period then coming to an end

had been one when the Maronite and Druze communities had welded
together under one strong political leadership more effectively than
ever before; (15) the court had provided valuable patronage for

literary production and the schools had improved.
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The defeat of the Egyptian administration over Syria, however,

leading to the exile in Malta of the Amrr, resulted in al-Yizijr
There he taught, translated and

moving down to Beirut in 1840.

composed text books for the American mission and devoted himself to
disciplined literary production, especially writing poetry and studying
the great poets of classical Arabic.

He became the most widely known

and admired Syrian poet of his time and his home became an important
and popular salon and focus for the literary community.

His friend-

ship and cooperation with Butrus al-Busteinr in both the teaching
activities of the liNational School!' and the encyclopedia compilation

further extended his reputation.

al-Yizijr is best known for his rhymed prose adventureballads styled on the Maapagt (Lectures) of al-Varrrr, the great
classical poet of Basra; the work was first published under the
title Maima° al-Bahrain (Confluence of the Two Seas) at Beirut in
1856.

His other works include an anthology of poetry, a treatise on

logic and several studies of Arabic grammar.

He also published a

critical edition of the poetry of al-Mutanabbr and several works
on prosody end 7ersification.

He interested himself, moreover, in

the study of history and a volume he wrote on the feudal system
of Lebanon was published in 1936.

The brilliance and dedication

of his writings, all in traditional fields of Arabic, did much to
renew pride of Arabs in the greatness of their classical literature
and he became a symbol and focal point for those intellectuals
wishing to resist the incoming flood of Western cultural influences.

A feeling of pride in Lebanon as a distinct national entity is
also apparent in his verses in honor of the Amrr Bashrr.
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The al-Ygzijr Family
Like his friend Buprus al-Bustgnr, Ng9rf al-Ygzijr had sons
and even a daughter who distinguished themselves as literary figures
in their own right.

His son Khal!l, who died in 1889, wrote a

poetic tragedy on the theme of honor and trustworthiness in early
Arabia and a daughter, Warda, who died in 1924, was one of the best
known poetesses of the 19th century Arabic renaissance.

Ibrahim,

his eldest son, however, who died in 1906 achieved the greatest literary
fame of his progeny.

Born in 1847, he grew up amidst the literary circle
established by his father, who personally supervised his education
and ensured his achieving a fine standard of Arabic; he also studied
French, Hebrew and Syriac as well as Islamic Law.

He himself taught

Arabic for a period at Beirut Maronite schools and spent eight years
assisting the Jesuit missionaries refine their translation of the
Bible.

He was also active in journalism and began editorship of

the literary-political -..6azine al-Misbgh 022IEam) in 1873 and
the medical journal al-Tabrb (The Doctor) in 1884.

Ten years later

he emigrated to Egypt and helped found there the magazine 11:apign
1The Statement or Eloquence

,

an epithet applied to the Koran), and

then personally estabilrshed the influential journal al-Diyil (Light),

which continued to appear until his death in 1906.

Ibrahim al-Yizigis own articles published in these journals
covered a broad range of subjects - - philology, grammar, the history
of languages and even astronomy and in book form he published a twovolume study of philology (1906).

He is noteworthy in the early

history of Arab nationalism for having been an active member of the
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secret anti-Ottoman societies formed in Beirut in the 18701s,

He

delivered at one of their meetings an emotional ode denouncing
sectarianism, criticizing the Ottoman government and calling for a
new Arab pride based on an awareness of past Arab glory, that won
immediate fame and apparently had great influence at the timel(16)
the ode is still, moreover, widely known today.

Growin Resentments in

1

Af hanr and his Muslim Reformist

Muoh of the history of Egypt in the modern era may be viewer

as a gradual and uneven progression towards the acquisition of
political, administrative and economic control over the country by
the indigenous, Arabic-speaking Muslim majority of the population.

Despite the material progress brought by the Muhammad °Ali dynasty
and their attempts to establish a European-style monarchy with all ti
trappings, the flags and anthems of a national patriotism, to the

majority of Egyptians the Court and the ruling circles of the
aristocracy, the administration and the Army officer corps must have
remain alien and unloved.

The elite of Albanian, Turkish and

Circassian origins around the throne and in the financial and
large-landowning classes all remained dominant through the first thre
quarters of the 19th century in Egypt when, due to land reforms,
growing prosperity and a broader-based educational system, an indigen
Egyptian Middle Class was also developing.

Resentment at high taxati

the imperious, dictatorial and seemingly irresponsible rule of the
Khedives, their financial mismanagements and the excessive influence
they permitted foreign, non-Muslim, European forces to have over the
conduct of life in Egypt, had already built to an appreciable level
when a remarkable Muslim evangelist and reformer, Jamil al-Drn al-Afgl
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appeared on the intellectual scene in Cairo in the 1870's.
Jamal al-Drn al-lAfghanr (1819?-1897)
Details of the early life of al- Afghani are difficult to

establish and the numerous studies published in European languages
as well as Arabic reach no concensus.

(17)

While the majority agree

on his likely birth date as being 1839 or thereabouts, the event is
thought most likely to have taken place in Asladabad, near Hamadan,
in Persia or, alternatively, in Afghanistan; much less likely origins
in Turkey and India have also been suggested.

Similarly the status

of his family is unclear; he himself maintained that he was from a
landowning aristocratic Afghan family with a lineal descent from the

Prophet Muhammadls grandson Husain, a version accepted in general by
the Arab biographers.

The other possibility is that his family was

of Persian stock and that he was probably educated at Qazvrn and
Tehran and also studied at the Shrcr shrine cities of Iraq.

The

period, with the impact of Western economic and military power being
heavily felt throughout the area, was one of rapid change and
intellectual turmoil, with the Shaikh! and later Baba movements having
deep impact on religious philosophy.

Both the content and dynamism of

al- Afghanis own later religious teachings seem to'have paralleled,
if not been inspired by, the activist and meliorist reform ideas

on which these philosophies were based and of which he must have been
aware, irrespective of the precise location of his birth or upbringing.

Little certain has been established about his early manhood
years.

All sources agree, however, that he spent a period in India

in his late teens; he may have been present there during the Indian
Mutiny of 1857 and no doubt was sympathetic to the anti-British
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sentiments being expressed in the conflict by the Muslim community
whose privileged position the British presence was destroying.
After travels to Mecca and possibly Istanbul, al-Afghan! spent a
period of several years in Afghanistan in an advisory position with
Az'am Khan, a claimant to the country's rule.

After the defeat of

his patron and Shrr oms Khan's assumption of power in 1868,
al- Afghani' left the country for short stays in Bombay and Cairo

before taking a position with the Council of Education in Istanbul.
A speech he delivered in a lecture series at the University discussing
Islamic philosophy and the nature of prophecy offended the religious
dignitaries of the Ottoman capital and they used it to bring pressure
on the government to both deport al-Afghan! and close the university.
Arriving in Cairo in 1871, al- Afghani received the patronage
of an influential

politician, Mustafa Hiyad Pasha and was awarded

support from government funds and given an appointment to teach at
al-Azhar.

There he gradually established a reputation as both a

learned exponent of medieval Muslim philosophy and an original and
eloquent spokesman for reform in contemporary Islamic life.

His

circle of students and devotees expanded to include some of the
most remarkable figures in Egyptian intellectual and literary life
of the period.

Discontent at government policies and the over-

influence of the British and French financial circles was expanding
during the period and al-Afghani was able to become a focal point,
through his fearless oratory, for its expression.

Freemasonry had

by that time spread to the country and al-Afghani was prominent for a
period in their activities; in 1878 he was elected head of the
Eastern Star Lodge.

al-AfghinT must clearly have favored the deposition,

enforced by the British and French in June 1879, of the Khedive
Ismgcrl, who had done so much to deliver Egypt into foreign control,
but he failed to achieve the trust of his successor, Tawfrq.

Further

political agitation and oratory before large audiences, we are told,
in Cairo's major mosques, led to his expulsion from Egypt in August
1879 on the grounds that he had sought to subvert the country by
leading a secret society of violent young men united in desiring, as

the official indictment published in al-Abram of August 28, 1879
charged, the "ruin of the religion and the state", presumably a
reference to his earlier Masonic activities.

From Egypt al-Afghani went again to India, spending, it
seems, two years in teaching and discussing philosophy and politics

mainly with the Western-oriented liberal-moderate reformers like
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan in the Muslim state of Hyderabad.

After the

crisis in Egypt and the downfall of the cUrabr rebellion, al-Afghan!
left for Europe, arriving for a brief stay in London early in 1883
and then soon travelling to Paris.

There he made contact with

Orientalist scholars and engaged in a published philosophical
discussion with Ernest Henan, the student of the histories of
languages and religions, and contributed to anti-British Arabic and
French language publications.

In 1884 he was joined in Paris by

Muhammad cAbduh, one of his Egyptian students at al-Azhar, exiled
for complicity in the disorders at the time of the cUrabr rebellion.
c

Together they began publication of the al- Urwat al-Wuthqg SThe Strongest
Link) an anti-British and pan-Islamic sheet of comment on Islpm and
current events; it was soon banned from entry into Egypt and ceased
publication after eight months.
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vitation of Wilfrid

A period spent in London at the

ould be a useful

Scawen Blunt, who believed that a1-Afghgni

intermediary for British contacts with the Ottoman government over
the Sudanese question, resulted in no success and he soon left
Europe for Persia.

, ran he next moved to

After a short stay in

Russia where he was active in propaganda
India.

t the British in

He seems to have acted also as an intermediary between the

Persian and Iranian governments in attempts to dissuade the Shah
from granting important economic concessions to British interests
that were under negotiation at the time.

Moving to Iran himself,

following the death of his major Russian patron, al-Afghgnr became
the center of a group in opposition to government policies and his
influence grew to the extent that finally the Shah felt obliged
to have him deported.

The religious and scholarly establishment of

Iran was particularly enraged that the sanctuary where he had taken
refuge had been violated in enforcing his deportation and consequen
their opposition to the Shah and his policy of granting concessions
to non-Muslim foreigners gathered strength.

Travelling through

Iraq and reaching London in 1892, al- Afghani' maintained contact fro

abroad with the Iranian protest and reform movements and contribute)

letters and appeals for oanoellation of the concessions and the
deposion of Nimpir al-an Shale

From London al-Afghinr

moved to Istanbul at the Sultan's

invitation and, it seems, was employed there writing on behalf of
his anti-imperialist, pan-Ielamio propaganda.

In May 1896 an

Iranian tailor who claimed to be a disoiple of al-Afghanr assassins)

the Shah and, probably as a result of Iranian pressures for his
extradition and the Sultan's own feelings of inseourity, he was
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placed under house arrest.

He died the following year, still

confined to his house, in Istanbul.
The extraordinary difficulties in assessing the real nature

and importance of al-Afganils political maneuverings, in all their
complexity in so many centers of power, are matched by comparable
difficulties in attempting to define the extent of his influence
on Islamic, theology and Arabic, literature.

His published works are

both less voluminous and less revealing than one might have expeoted
from so active and inspiring a figure.

It seems olear, however, that

his ideas and teaohings were so frequently opposed to both the power
struoture and religious establishment of the oities where he resided
that, if available in written form, they would have provided damaging
ammunition for his many enemies.

He seems to have been highly

oiroumspeot in this regard and only his journalistic materials
published in Paris in the early eighties and his al-°Urwat al-Wuthqg

artioles and his Biala a Ibtil Madhhab al-Dahrryrn (Epistle in
Refutation of the Materialists) were published in his lifetime.

Few

later materials have oome to light, moreover, and the only other
major source is the Matta% Jamil all -Drn al- Afghani (Refleotions) by

Muhammad al-Makhemr (1868-1930) published long after his death by
a Syrian who knew him in Istanbul during the period following his
arrival there in 1892.

This work purports to consist of verbatim

reports of conversations between the two and contains biographical
material as well as comments and opinions on a variety of political,
Boatel and philosophical issues.

Prom the °Urwat al-Wuthql artioles we oan get a good idea
al- Afghani's range of interests even if we oannot precisely determine

which are his own and which Mutlanned °Abduhfs compositions; they were
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not signed individually.

Published in Arabic in Paris over eight

months in 1884 and apparently distributed free, the materials consist
of over one hundred articles, each short enough to make in total a
volume of some four hundred pages. (18)
in subject.

The articles range widely

Less than half of the essays deal with comparative

religion and examine religious philosophy and the personal values
encouraged by religion, as well as Islamic unity and the nature of
the theory and practice of Islamic political structures.

The.large

majority of the articles dealt with political issues and persoralitiel
of most interest to Egyptian readers of the time.

Many articles

analyzed British objectives and strategies in the Middle East and
devoted much space to assessments of the situation in the Sudan
following the rise of the Mandi.

Some articles dealt with individual

personalities --General Gordon and Ismaql Pasha, for example, and
others described such institutions as the British parliament.

The

majority of the essays are journalistic and propagandist in spirit
rather than careful, thoughtful and acourate analyses.

The second major literary work, the Epistle in Refutation of
the Materialists

is scarcely more revealing of the true nature of

al-Afghinrts beliefs.

It too is essentially didactic and argumentativ

and ranges rather widely over a great range of human belief-systems.

The work is in the form of a letter to a man who has requested alAfghanrts opinion on the Neioheri religious-philosophic system
achieving some popularity in India at the time; al-Afghan! himself
had had discussions with them in Hyderabad after his expulsion from
Egypt,

Al-Afghanris purpose in the Epistle, is to prove that the

Neioheri philosophies were essentially similar to all belief systems

not dependent upon the acceptance of the existence of a single
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Divine Creator.

Their theories, he argues, are merely an extension

of both the philosophies of the Greek materialists in ancient times
and the Darwinists in the modern agJ.

After stressing and proving

over several pages the practical need of mankind for religious beliefs
in order to maintain a stable society and to constantly seek selfimprovement to achieve the reward of a happy afterlife, he specifies
a "sense of shame", "trustworthiness" and "honesty" to be the
qualities essential to human society provided by religious belief.
His attack on the Neioheries then demonstrates that by deliberately
denying validity to these qualities and stressing personal pleasureseeking and the pursuit of what they pall "nature" they encourage
anarchy and ultimate destruction of civilization.

He goes on to

ascribe to the material philosophers the decline of the empires of
the Greeks, the Romans, the Persians, the Arabs and even the aisorders
following the rise of the French Revolution and the troubles of the
Ottoman Empire itself.

The Mormons are also mentioned in passing

as prime examples of Neicheri philosophers.

The Epistle comes to an

end with a lengthy arguementative summation in which he reaffirms
till need of both man and his society for religion and argues that

Islam is clearly superior to all religions in affirming more strongly
than any other the unity of God, the equality of man and the primacy
of reason.

That there are inherent contradictions between this spirited
defense of the virtues of religion and Islam written in Persian

apparently in India in 1880 and the Amazto Ronan (19) written in
Frenoh and published in Paris in May 1883 in the Journal des abate,
is clear.

His reply to Renan's artiole attacking the deleterious
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effects of Islam on Eastern society made no attempt to refute the
main argument but merely extended the attack to all religions and
offered additional observations and proofs.

Whether the gulf between

the two attitudes expressed demonstrates a change or progression
in his thinking, perhaps inspired by further travels and influenced
by what he had learned in Europe, is unclear.

The Epistle found its

way into Arabic as early as 1885 whereas the translator, his disciple
Muhammad °Abduh, referred in a letter to the inadvisability of
transmitting the Answer to Renan to the Islamic world (20) and it
does not yet seem to have appeared in Arabic even to this day.
Consequently, there is no consensus observable in attitudes expressed
by Arab and non-Arab scholars to the work of al-Afghinr.

He is

uniformly depicted by Arab writers as one of the greatest reformers
of Islam, a heroic, selfless crusader with a distinct tendency
towards traditional orthodoxy, a leader in the struggle for Eastern
independence from Western imperialism as well as a liberal pan-Arab
and Islamic nationalist.

Western observers, on the other hand, both

his contemporaries like Blunt and later Orientalists, have tended to

view him as a self-centered radioal and revolutionary, a man of
admittedly extraordinary magnetism and charisma but one whose
religious beliefs were rationalist, pragmatic and theist, if not
atheist, more than orthodox Islamics,
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Muhammad °Abduh
Al-Afghinris efforts to change the nature of Islamic
society and prepare it to achieve independence from foreign influence
were clearly lacking in success during his own lifetime.

His

checkered career of wandering from capital to capital expelled
by one government after the other, combined with his scanty and
somewhat contradictory literary productions would no doubt have
resulted in his holding a merely minor if dramatic and colorful
role in the history of the development of modern Arabic thought
if it were not for his extraordinary relationship with hia pupil
and disciple Muhammad ° Abduh.

The influence of °Abduhts work in

bringing about subtle but far-reaching changes in Islamic thought
and in the educational and legal systems of Egypt, has proved
very significant and much of the credit in developing his view of
life and Islam must go to al-Afghgnr, whom he knew intimately for
over a decade.

Muhammad °Abduh was born in a village of the Nile delta
in 1849 into a family of modest means who had been partially ruined
and forced to leave larger land holdings by the burdens of taxation
of previous decades under Muhammad °Air.

At the age of thirteen he

was enrolled at the mosque sohool at Tanta, an important delta town;
the school was reputed to be the best outside Cairo at that time.
In 184 Muhammad °Abduh graduated-and made his way to Cairii-iiirihe
Azhar seminary and there, soon after his arrival, occurred hie
initial meeting with al-Afghgnr, whom he ohanoed to meet and hear
talk on mysticism and the interpretation of the Koran.

Following

al-Afghint's return to Egypt from Istanbul in 1871 to begin teaching
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at al-Azhar, Muhammad °Abduh became his most devoted student, disci
and friend.

For nine months following September 1876, °Abduh

published a series of articles on social, political and religious
topics in the newspaper al- Ahrgm, established the previous year by

the Lebanese brothers Salim and Bishgra Taqlg.
widely read and well received.

These articles were

Graduating from al-Azhar in 1877, w

the customary degree of cXlim, °Abduh began himself teaching at the
college and soon also received an appointment at the Dgr al-°Ulam,
a new school established to train potential government employees.
When al- Afghani was deported from Egypt in 1879 by the recently

enthroned Khedive Tawfrq, °Abduh was himself dismissed from his
teaching appointments and sent In disgrace to live in his village o:
origin.

His al-Ahrgm artioles and the interest he had shown in

his lectures in discussing political science clearly reflected alAfghinrts own views and were presumably the cause

for his expulsiol

Within one year, however, apparently following an appeal direct

to al-Afghlats erstwhile patron, Muvtafi Riyil Pasha, he was
permitted to return to Cairo and became editor and soon editorial
sul'ervisor of the official government gazette, the al -Wage` ° al-

Mierrza (Egyptian Affairs).

In it, over the following two years of

severe crisis in Egypt, ho published some thirty articles calling
for political and nocial reforms.
He was enoouraged by his friend the liberal, anti-imperiall

British aristocrat Wilfrid Blunt, to oontribate to an appeal, in a
letter signed by °Abduh and Sgmr Praha al-amid!' published in the
'Times,

of London on January 3, 1882, to the British government for

assistance in achieving reforms in Egypt.

Although clearly not a

positive supporter of Ahmad °Urtibr and the army officers whose
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rebellion led to the British occupation of Egypt, °Abduh had been
prominent in demanding reforms and had supported the basic aims of
the nationalists.

He was, as a result, imprisoned after the

reestablishment of the Khedive's authority and ultimately sentenced
to three years exile from Egypt for complicity.

Following a short

stay in Beirut, Muhammad °Abduh joined al- Afghani in Paris where

they cooperated together in publishing the journal the °Urwat alWuthog, filled with bitter attacks on British policies in Egypt
but calling also for reforms in Islamic society.

The journal pub-

lished eighteen editions over eight months before ceasing publication
in the autumn of 1884 due chiefly, it seems, to British authorities
banning its entry into both Egypt and India.
In mid-July 1884 °Abduh left Paris for London to hold talks
with British politicians.

Living in London as the guest of Wilfrid

Blunt, he visited the Houses of Parliament and received introductions
to many Members with whom he argued for British withdrawal from
Egypt.

Although °Abduh received considerable attention in his

conversations and interviews published in the British press, he
failed to achieve his objectives of governmental acceptance of the
aims of the Egyptian nationalists, namely withdrawal of troops and
the establishment of a new, electoral system of rule in Cairo.
From Britain he returned to Paris and, it is said, left
again for Tunis, travelling incognito baok briefly to Egypt where he
apparently attempted to find means of oontaoting the Mandr in the
Sudan.

By early 1885, however, he was baok in Beirut where he lived

quietly studying and writing until he aooepted a teaohing appointment
at the 'Madras/it al-SultEnryato a newly established Islamio
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benevolent society school.

For the following several years he

delivered the lectures that were later incorporated into his most
celebrated work, the Risglat al-Tawhrd;

several other studies were

also completed in this period and he became one of the major
intellectual-literary figures in Beirut.
In 1888, partly as a result of British pressure, he was
permitted to return to Egypt and received an appointment as a judge
in the 'native courts' established only a few years before.

In

1895 he became a member of a new administrative council governing
al-Azhar and was instrumental in bringing about important changes in
its curricula.

Becoming Grand Mufti of Egypt as well as a member of

the Legislative Council, an advisory body, he was able in the latter

years of his life to achieve a high supervisory position over the
religious court system as well as to provide formal legal opinions
of considerable importance for the government.

He was also

instrumental in founding the Mi'olim Benevolent Society, the chief
purpose of which was to imp:

nd expand school and college facilit

and he was also active in fu

literary and philosophical studies.

He died in 1905 at the age of fifty-six.
Muhammad °Abduhls chief preoccupation, expressed in all his

writings, was to discover and expound a rational compromise between
the incontrovertible essential bases of Islam-belief in Allah and
in the Prophetic Mission of Muhammad and the Koran as the revealed

word of Allan--and the equally incontrovertible facts of natural law
being discovered by scientific enquiry.

The essential premise of

his reasoning was that Islamic sooiety as he saw it in 19th oentury
Egypt and the Ottoman Empire was in decline and the corollary was
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obvious - -that the decline must be arrested and Islamic society
rejuvenated.

The problems had arisen, he rationalized, by movement

away from the essential bases of the faith of early Islam, whose
righteousness alone could account for the successes of the early
Arab conquests and the development of the Golden Age.

The prime

task, then, was to reestablish the correct essential bases of the
early religion and to reinstitutionalize these into the legal
system and machinery of government.

The question of conflict between

the administrative and governmental procedures, material appurtenances
and social mores of Western Christian and materialist oivilization
appearing inexorably into the Islamio world and between traditional
Muslim beliefs and praotices was real but not irreconoilable to
°Abduh.

As a religion in which reason could be proved to prevail,

Islam would be able to accept the good coming from outside while
sternly rejecting what was fundamentally bad.

The prime need,

therefore, to which he devoted himself, was the reestablishment and

dissemination, through education at every level, of an understanding
of his concept of the true nature of Islam; this, he hoped, would
lead to a renaissance of the spiritual life of the Islamic community
and material and social progress through the assimilation, from
the oivilized West, of whatever was not in conflict with those
fundamentals.

He advocated, therefore, rejeotion of the traditional

concept of ttacardl, the reaching of decisions based on imitation of
past judgements, and insisted on the right of the modern jurist
to use Iljtihidl, independent interpretation, a procedure denied
by the established schools of law for centuries past.

He was also

rigorous in his criteria for the acceptance of thadrthl, traditions
concerning the Prophet's praotioe or opinions.
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The influence of al-AfghanrIs ideas on the early thought
of Muhammad 0Abduh is clear and the affection and admiration he
expressed in letters and eulogies to his teacher are remarkably
extravagant, replete with conceit and hyperbole, and couched in
terms normally used in reference only to the Creator himself. (21)
In later life, however, they had little contact and 0Abduh is
reported to have become critical of al-AfghanrIs intrigues at the
Ottoman court and failure to devote himself to the attainment of
immediate educational reforms.

Certainly the intransigence of

their early anti-Western position expressed in the journal al-cUrwat
al-Wuthqi

seems to have matured into greater moderation in °Abduhls

own judgement over the years and his relationship with the British

authorities in Egypt and Lord Cromer in particular were clearly most
cordial.

In the last decade of his life, moreover, °Abduh frequently

visited Europe and expressed great admiration for some Western
educational and social theorists, specially Herbert Spencer whom he
is said to have visited in Britain.

He was also a frequent visitor

to the salon of Princess NaFlr Fapl, a niece of the Khedive

'amen, whose home provided a focal point at which politicians,
diplomats and literary-intellectual personalities of a distinctly
pro-West orientation could meet for entertainment and to exchange
ideas.

Muhammad °AbduhIs literery works were considerably more
extensive than those of his mentor, al-Afghiinr.

Apart from his

early journalistic contribution to the newspapers al-Ahrim and the
collaboration in the al- o Urwa

articles, he contributed a number

of scholastic editions and commentaries on classical Arabic works.
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He translated, with the help of a Persian servant of al-Afghgnrls,
his teacher's Epistle on the Neicheri sect, the Arabic version
receiving wide attention.

His own Risglat al-Tawgd, thirty short

articles based on his Beirut lectures, is his most popular work.
The articles, with titles as direct and all-inclusive as

'Life';

'Fate'; 'Choice'; 'The Koran' and on, deal in simple language with
areas of fundamental interest; the work has been translated and
published both in English and in two editions in French. (22)

His

other works include a commentary on the Naeamgt of al-Hamgdgnr, a fourvolume critical edition of al-Sharrf al- Radr's Nahj al-Balggha, a

commentary, not completed, on the Koran and several short studies
And interpretations of Islamic theology.
rather incomplete autobiography.

He also wrote a brief and

A number of major studies of his

work have appeared in Arabic and other languages.
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The °Uribr Movement -

.tian Secular Reformists

Egypt's financial difficulties under the Khedive Ismerl
had by the late 1870's led to an international control over major
sectors of the country's revenue-producing assets, including
the railway system, the port of Alexandria and the Suez canal.

The size of the Khedive's debts and his clear inability to meet
them began to cause financial panic, both within the country and
abroad,

British and French intervention and the establishment of

the Dual Control resulted in new hopes for financial solvency but
even the excessive severity used by the Khedive's agents to force
peasants and landowners to pay taxes was soon clearly ineffective
and resulted in increased discontent throughout the country.

It

was from this widespread disaffection that Egypt's first 'national',
multi-class movement in modern times emerged.

Although associated

and given inspiration and strength by the Muslim reformers alAfghinr and °Abduh, tho movement was geniunely national in scope
and major figures of Egyptian and Arabic literature rose to prominent
for the parts they had to play in it.

For several years before the crisis period, Egypt clearly
lacked a truly viable, independent national government and the rivals
of Egyptian government leaders exacerbated the situation and encouraE
further foreign interventions.

Reports from new international

commissions of enquiry established to review the situation resulted

in pressures upon Ismerl to curtail his spending and aocept the prir
of ministerial control over a budget.

But the veneer of constitutior

of his rule remained transparently thin and Egyptian Muslim public
opinion was further alienated by the appointment of an Ottoman-born
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Armenian Christian, Nubgr Pasha, as head of the cabinet.

Forced

also to relinquish some lands as security for a new European loan,

Ismgcrl's powers had been clearly curtailed and the KhediTa sought
to reassert himself by posing as a victim of the Christian Powers
and thus stimulate Muslim sentiment on his own behalf.

He was able

to exploit dissatisfaction within the Egyptian army at delays in
salary payment to dismiss his cabinet officer Nubgr Pasha and
request the withdrawal of the British and French financial controllers.
However his bluff failed and the Powers, including Bismarck's Germany,
were able to persuade the Ottomaa Sultan to

depose him and appoint

his son, Muhammad Tawfiq as Khedive in his place.
These maneuvers, with the revival of the Dual Control in
September 1879 and the appointment of Riad Pasha, described by one
historian as a'coslem of Jewish race belonging to the 'Turkish'
(23)

party, who had the confidence of the British,, as Prime Minister,

were observed with alarm by Egyptian Azharites and intellectuals
who were kept well aware of the developing situation by the
comprehensive Arabic press coverage of the period.

The excessive

influence of the foreign powers in being able to force the deposition
of the head of their state as well as the dismissal and replacement
of top government officials was apparent to all, including the
army officers who had been so successful in forcing their will over

both Khedive and foreign controllers earlie in the year.

Ahmad

cUrgbI Pasha, as a Colonel the highest-ranking Egyptian army officer

of non-Turkish stock, who had also played a prominent part in the
earlier demonstration, began in January 1881 seeking redress of
grievances on behalf of both himself and his fellow officers over
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pay and the monopoly of Turkish control over the army's higher echel

The following month after an abortive attempt by the government to
arrange their exile by Court Martial, they were successful in
forcing the Khedive to appoint Mahmiid Sgmr al-Braradrla member of the

nationalist-supported Constitutionalist party, as Minister of War.
Public support for cUrgbr's Army continued to grow among the
intellectuals and the masses during the summer and by September they
were in a position to accomplish, by a show of force before the
palace, the dismissal of the Rirtz ministry and the Khedive's agreeme

to convene a national parliament as well as increase the size of the
army.

Throughout the following winter cUrabr's popularity and
strength continued to grow and he pressed his own candidates for
appointment in the government administration.

Soon he was himself

given an official appointment as Under Secretary of War.

Difficulti

over control of the budget between the British and French financial
controllers and the newly-formed Chamber of Notables brought a furth
crisis, however, and the British and French governments issued a

Joint Note threatening intervention to maintain the power of the
Khedive.

Egyptian national solidarity strengthened as a result of

the direct threat and the Chamber continued its demands for control
over the national budget and the appointment of Mahmad Sgmr alBartidr as Prime Minister and cUrgbr as Minister of War.
c

Urabr's suppression of Circassian army officers, his

continued refusal to negotiate on the budget issue, the eventual
withdrawal from the Chamber of some of the more moderate and pacifis
Notables, all combined with fears of massacres of European and Chris
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inhabitants of Egypt to increase British public and governmental
sentiment favoring armed intervention.

Attempts to remove cUrabr

and his Ministry through a show of British naval force off Alexandria
resulted, however, in making even more obvious the Khedive's impotence
against all the combined forces of the nationalist opposition groups.
The Ottoman. Sultan, cAbd al- Hamrd, was encouraged to attempt to

reestablish the Khedivets authority but cUrgbr refused to cooperate

with the Ottoman Army commander sent to confer with him at Alexandria
in June 1882 and rioting broke out in the town resulting in the death
of several score Christians and injuries to several European consuls.

While the cUrgbist groups were attempting to hold off a
foreign military intervention by moderate statements and policies,
the French and British were meeting in Constantinople and agreed to
invite the Sultan to send an effective force.

Orders to Egypt to

stop the continuing construction of fortifications to protect the
port of Alexandria were ignored by cUrgbr, however, and the British
naval units bombarded and destroyed the forts and landed a marine
force to restore order in the city after fire had spread there.

The

Khedive, who had up to now supported the nationalists in their
confrontation with the European Powers, remained in Alexandria under
British protection and was joined by some of the politicians ousted
by cUrgbr and by some of the Chamber of Notables members.
Some further massacres of Christians occurred in several
Delta villages in the period that followed, during which the British
were transporting army units from England and India and th, Egyptian
nationalists were preparing their military defenses.
of the Suez canal, however, surprised the

cUrabr

British use

forces who were
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defeated decisively at Tell al-Kabrr in September 1882.

The capture

of °Urabr in Cairo and the Khedive's dissolution of the Egyptian ari
left the nationalists in complete disarray.

Over the succeeding

months trials were held resulting in the exile of °Urabr to Ceylon
and the deportation of several other of the prominent nationalist
leaders.

Abd Allah al -NadTm and AdTb 'shag

These dramatic events colored the lives of a whole generatl
of Arab intellectuals and continued to provide inspiration to the
nationalist movements over the following decades.

Many of the majo]

figures of Arabic literature of the last quarter of the 19th century
were closely associated with nationalist activities in Egypt at thi.

period, some at the level of stimulating pride and confidence throuE
the encouragement of religious and educational reforms and others
through journalistic and oratorical agitation at the political level

The Egyptian Muslim °Abd Allah al-Nadrm and the emigre Syrian Christ
AdTb Ishaq were the most prominent of those working in the latter
field.
c

Abd Allah al-Nadrm was born in Alexandria in 1843; his

father, who was originally from the province of Sharqrya in the Nile
Delta, had set up a small bakery in the town after the closure of
the Alexandria armoury and arsenal at which he had earlier worked.
al -NadTm went to a local Ikuttabl school in his early years,

apparently showing early scholastic promise and having learned the
Koran by his tenth year.

He wao then enrolled at the mosque-college

of al-Anwar in Alexandria, modelled on Cairo's al-Azhar, but failed
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to complete his studies there.

He spent a period travelling into

the countryside near Alexandria meeting people and telling stories
and poetry he had composed before leaving in 1861 for Cairo.

There

he obtained employment as a telegraph operator, first at the railway
and then in the palace office of the Khedive Ismicrl's mother.

From

that vantage point he was able to observe the workings of Cairo's high

society to advantage and to pursue his scholastic and literary
interests.

He studied part-time at al-Azhar and was able to meet

with members of the groups of radical intellectuals moving in the
circle of the revolutionary Jam51 al -Din

However, his employment at the palace soon came to an end
and he was forced to leave Cairo.

He moved to the important Delta

town of ea-Manpirra, where he was assisted in setting up a small

retail business by a local patron of the literary arts.

This venture

proved unsuccessful and he then spent some time as tutor to the
children of the headman of a village in the region.

From there he

moved again to another Delta town, Tanta, where he received the
patronage of Shahan Pasha Janajoan important landowner and government
representative.

He attracted a great deal of attention at literary

gatherings in Tanta and became acquainted with °Ali Tutunjr Bey,

a member of the Cairo court circle, who offered him employment in
the capital.

In Cairo once more he soon rejoined the circle of

al- Afghani's students and admirers, became a Freemason and was

eventually given the post of editorial assistant in Alexandria for

the weekly reformist journal Mir (Egypt) which had moved there in 1878.

The group also decided to begin a daily al-Tigra (Commerce) under
the same arrangement of editorial management and materials for
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publication stemming from Adrb IsOgq in Cairo while Salrm alNaqqgsh and al-Nadrm saw them through additional editing and printing
and distribution from Alexandria.

al -Nad!m also contributed

articles to the publications and soon gained a reputation for the
forcefulness and graceful simplicity with which he presented his
social and political ideas.

In Alexandria at this time, when great public discontent

over the government's financial policies and the pervasive foreign
influence was being expressed at all levels, al-Nadrm came to know
many radical dissidents.

He joined the secret society the 'Misr

al-Fatgt1 (Young Egypt' which had many Jewish and Coptic as well as
Muslim members but its policy of working within cadres of intellectual
soon dissatisfied al -Nad!m who considered attempts to arouse public

opinion against the Khedive's policy more likely to bring success.
He therefore worked to gather support for the establishment of an
'Islamic Benevolent Society' (al-jamc rya al-khairrya al-islgmrya)

which came into being in April 1879 with al-Nadrm as its assistant
director.

The Society's objective was to open schools at which

economically deprived children of both sexes would receive a good
general education without cost while those able to pay would be
charged tuition fees.

The schools would, moreover, it was planned,

provide opportunity for the social and political education of
parents through weekly discussion groups to which they would be
invited.

The Society's first school was established in June of that

year; al-Nadrm gave the official opening speech and frankly stressed

the intention to use the school as an instrument to increase the spiri'

of national solidarity and public awareness of political and social
problems and their solution. al -Nad!m became the school's headmaster
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and also taught Arable literature; it was a large institution
employing both foreign as well as Arab teaching staff and soon
had almost 500 students of whom over 200 were charged no tuition
fees. (24)

The school won a good reputation .especially for the

oratorical, debating and amateur dramatics al-Nadrm encouraged.
He both wrote and performed himself in plays they produced which
had strong nationalist and social-reformist messages; some of the
plays were also performed on the public stage in Alexandria.

For a

period even after the deportation of al-Afghinr and the village
exile of Muhammad °Abduh, following the accession of Tawfiq and

appointment of Riad Pasha as Prime Minister, al-Nadrm was able to
continue to hold regular oratorical meetings and discussions at the
school and his speeches remained highly popular with the public.
The repressive policies being followed by the government
soon led, however, in late 1879 to the closure of much of the
reformist press.

The brilliant satirical magazine Abu Nazira

of the Jewish Journalist Ya°qab (James) Sana° was forced to cease
publication as were Misr and al-TiJira and Adrb Ishiq their chief
editor was himself banished from Egypt.

At approximately the same

time al-Nadrm was forced to give up his activities both with the
Benevolent Society and its school.

It was decided that Sal!m al-

Naqqish and al-Nadrm would now cooperate in publishing two new
papers to take the place of those closed and in January 1880 the
daily al-Mahrasa (The Protected)._ and the weekly al-cAhd al-Jadrd

(The New Era) first appeared.

In both publications the editors were

more circumspect in avoiding direct criticism of the government while
continuing to stress the need for solidarity between all sections of
the population in facing social and political problems.
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The following year, in June 1881, al-Nadrm began publishing
his own journal al-Tankrt wa al- Tabk!t (Joking and ReproachIDEL a
humorous and satirical weekly that combined articles, comments,
jokes and poems in colloquial as well as polished classical Arabic

with contributions from readers on social, political or literary
topics.

The popular magazine was published for only eighteen issues,

however, when with the beginnings of Wad °UribrIs political
activities al-Nadrm established a new paper al-Taif (The Wanderer) in
Cairo.

The new organ, written only in a dignified classical language

more suitable to representation of a party with aspirations for
national leadership, made direct criticisms of the policies of both

Ismeil and his successor Tawfrq and the continued excessive foreign
influence.

al-Nadrm continued publishing the paper on behalf of

the nationalists throughout the period of severe crisis preceeding
the arrival of the British troops.

He was himself present at the

battle of Tell al-Kabrr but managed to escape arrest after the
defeat of the Egyptian army.
Despite the reward of 1000 pounds offered for his capture,

dead or alive, al-Nadrm was able to remain a fugitive for almost
a decade, which he spend wandering in disguise over the Delta
region.

He was also apparently active in literary production; one

letter to a friend tells of his having completed twenty works in
various fields during this period, but none now survive.

At last,

in November 1891, he was captured in a small village near Tanta
and exiled by Khedivial Decree.

He chose to be sent to Jaffa in

Palestine where he was received in all honor by the town's religious
and intellectual community and he soon established an active literary
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circle.

He remained in Palestine until the death of Tawfrq brought

the Khedive °Abbas 111mr.

.

tOth throne, when he was pardoned and

allowed to return to Egypt, in May 1892.

There al-Nadrm was encouraged

by the Khedive, engaged in a struggle for power with Lord Cromer and
the British authorities, to establish an anti-imperialist journal
al-Ustadh tithe Teacher) which first appeared in August 1892 with a

mixed format of high and low Arabic similar to that of his earlier
weekly al-Tankrt.

Within months, however, and because of its great

popularity, the British authorities prevailed upon the Khedive to
both ban the magazine and banish al-Nadrm and in July 1893 he was
once again exiled to Jaffa,

His criticisms of Ottoman policies

forced his leaving Palestine within four months, however, and he had
no alternative but to take a ship back to Alexandria.

There he

received support from the Sultan's delegate and it was decided that
he should be sent to Istanbul as Keeper of the Printed Books where,
like al-Afghani himself, he could be kept under surveillance.

After

several years spend there in trying to regain entry to Egypt and
engaging along with al- Afghani in court intrigues and some litlrary

production, he died, in October 1896.

Although clearly a major intellectual figure of the period
and a productive and innovative poet, playwright and social analyst,
very little of his non-journalistic work remains in existence today;

loss of manuscripts to fire, government confiscation and his many
changes of residence seem to be chiefly responsible.

al-Nadrm's

oratorical powers were clearly exceptional and foreign observers of
the crisis months preceding the British occupation, as well as all

Arabic sources, stress his vital role in the

oUrabr

movement.
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Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, for example, one of tne best sources for the

period, refers consistently to al-Nadrm along with °Urabr and 0Abduh
as the effective leaders of the movement; he quotes the full text

of a letter from Syrian Catholic journalist Louis Sabunji, his friend
and agent, written from Cairo in June 1882 only hours before the
serious riots in Alexandria, that give an idea of al-Nadrm's
oratorical methods.

He refers to a public meeting in that city in

support of cUrabr and protesting the Khedive's policies and the
presence of threatening British naval forces off-shore.

"Nadrm held a large meeting of about 10,000 persons in
Alexandria, and spoke against the proposals of Europe, and proved
the unfitness of the Khedive to reign.

He brought proofs from the

Koran, the Hadith, and modern historyto prove his case and persuade
his hearer:301(25)

The same letter ends, referring to another actress made by

al-Nadrm, at the request of the %laza, before 4,000 people from the
very pulpit of al-Azhar mcsque:

"The effect produced by Nadrm's oration I have no time to
describe.

You have seen Nadrm and know how ezerly people hear

him and how excited they get by his eloquenoe."(2°
Despite all al-Nadrm's known literary activities, including

two nationalist-reformist plays al-W4an (The Homeland) and al-°Arab
(The Arabs), three collections of poetry, a violent satirical poetic

attack on an Ottoman court official and a number of other essays and
occasional pieces, the majority are either lost or out of print and
rare,

The only available tex!.. from which to gain an impression of

his literary work is the collection entitled Sulgfa al -Nadrm (Nadrmle
Vintage Best),,

Collected by his brother °Abd al-Fatal* Nadrm, the
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work was published in two slim volumes, first in 1901 and again in
1914.

The first volume, totalling some 130 pages, presents ohiefly

aarly letters to teachers and friends which give some interesting
biographical details and some representative exoe..pte from the

first and second issues of his magazine al-Tankrt.

The second

volume, of similar length, presents a series cf articles on duty
and responsibility in society -- duties to parents, to brothers and

sisters, duties of scholars to the public, at large and so on.

Other

essays follow analyzing the ooriposition of society; there is one

short essay on kings and princes, and others on those of Ministerial
rank, teachers and writers.
al-Wakan is then given.

A thirty-page excerpt from the play

The dialogue is extremely concise and in

colloquial with passages of poetry in formal style interspersed; the
plot revolves around the need for individuals to cooperate together
and establish better schools to improve society.

Other articles on

general and social problems, examples of Friday losque orations
and an analytical essay on the nature and canoes of defects and
virtues in Eastern as compared to European society are followed by
more brief social essays and a few lines of poetry which bring the
volume to an end.

The collection, incomplete and unsatisfactory in

many regards, at least gives an impression of the range of his
literary activities and of his skill in the use of the Arabic
language.

!Orb Istil.agaga
The Egyptian national movements centering about Atmad
°Uribr, of which the expression of latent Muslim resentment at the
growing influence from Christian Europe was so strong a feature,
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was greatly assisted in spreading its message by the efforts of

two Syrian emigre litterateurs, lAdrb 1304 and Salrm al-NavOsh,
both of whom were Maronite Christians by origin.

The latter, Salrm

al-Naggish, the nephew of the earliest major pioneer in the developmel
of the Arabic theater, MirUn al-Maw:lash (1817-1855), cooperated in
Egypt first with lIstliq and then with °Abdallah al -Nad!m in journalist

but is best known for his huge, three-part, 3,000 page history of 19t}
century Egypt that has never been fully published.

'Adrb

however, is a major literary figure for the period in several
areas, although he died before reaching the age of thirty.
Of Armenian-Catholic ancestry,

'Ishii(' was educated at the

French Lazarist school in Damascus where he was born in 1856.

He left

school early to work in the Ottoman customs department in the city
and became oonpetent in Turkish as well as French.

He moved to

Beirut in his late teens to join his father working for the postal
services there and began making contaot with intellectual and literary
circles in the city.

He made several translations for the Beirut

press of European prose fiction and theatrical works, some in cooperat
with his friend al-Naggish.

Moving to Cairo in 1875, he and al-

Haggish attempted to establish a theatrical troup to play lIstigqIn

adaptations of Ravine's tragedy Andromaoauel an historical play

Charlemagne and a comedy glairlgatelaktiasnI (The Lovely Parloienne)
but the venture seems to have been largely unsuccessful.
In Cairo, lIshaq and al-NaqcOsh established contact with
Jamil al-Drn al.AfghInTls group of intellectuals and radical reformers
and are said to have been members of his freemasonry ()ell as well
as of the secret society Miftr al-Fatit (Young Egypt).

In 1877 the

two Syrians established in Cairo their journal hisir (Egypt) on behalf
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of the nationalists and in the following year moved its production
headquarters to Alexandria where

c

Abdallah al-Nadrm joined its

editorial staff and also that of almgEsicsamo that they
established there as a daily.

Following the Prime Minister Riid's

closure of both journals in late 1879, 'Adrb IshRq travelled to Paris

where, subsidized by the followers of the ousted Prime Minister

Sharrf Pasha and by the deposed Khedive 'smell, he established a new
Arabic-language paper under the title Mifr al-Ohira (Egypt the
Victorious) to agitate for Mild's removal.

When Rill Pasha fell from

power and Sharrf Pasha became Prime Minister under pressure from
°Uribrls group, Ishiq returned to Egypt where he was appointed

Director of the government's Translations and Publioations Bureau as
well as Secretary of the newly-established Chamber of Delegates.

He

does not seem, however, to have remained in Egypt over the period of
severe crisis leading to the British intervention and defeat of the
°Uribists; he is said to have oontraoted tuberculosis during his
stay in Paris.

He spent the last several years of his life in Syria,

continuing to contribute to literary journals until his death came

in alladath in 1885.
'Adrb Ishiq is best remembered for his extensive contributions

to Arab journalism and as a pioneer in the translation and adaptation
of French fiction and plays.

His plays, published in book form, are

rare and no longer popular or performed but a oolleotion of selections

from his work was made by arils Hikherl Nuhis and published under
the title al-Darer
in Beirut in 1909.

heattral in Alexandria in 1886 and republished
Over 600 pages in length, the work gives an

excellent impression of the range of his interests and especially of
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his attempts to reconcile European nationalist and rationalist theory
with the actualities of life within the Ottoman Empire.

Even though

Christian in origin and early education, Ishaq expressed strong anti.

clerical views and argued against the consideration of religious
faith as a factor in either patriotic citizenship or in the creation
of national entities.

His views coincided, therefore, in large

measure with the early philosophy being expressed by al- Afghani and

accepted by his oirole of Egyptian nationalist admirers amongst whom

Ya°q1b {'James.) Sane, an Egyptian-Italian 'freethinker' of Jewish
ancestry was also prominent.

Xgaila:.6111102(11/2-1912)

A certain Rufilrl Sane moved from Italy to Egypt some time
in the early 19th century and stayed to marry a Cairene Jewess,
Sarra.

Their son Ya°q5b, was born in 1839 in Cairo.

Having been

resident in Egypt so long, the modifications of the oapitulutions,
enacted in 1863 and in 1869 abolishing the right to consular protect'
as a hereditary privilege, did not affect the 3anac family.

Consequently Yeeib could claim immunicy as an Italian from certain
penalities statutory for Egyptians; he was later to make good use of
the privilege.

The family seems to have been of the elite class of

Cairo Jewish sooiety and the father worked as a clerk and counselor
for Ahmad Paiha Yeghen, a former governor of the Hedjaz and a
nephew of Muhammad °Air.
Ya °qab learned ooth the Koran and to read Hebrew and seems

to have had an affeotion and deep interest in both religions.

He is

said to have been a remarkably precocious child, able to read by
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the age of twelve, according to his own account: uthe Torah in Hebrew,
the New Testament in English and the Koran in Arabict1. (27)

He also

took an early delight in poetry and composed verses in Arabic, Italian
and French and, even in his early teens, began attempting to write
plays.

For three years, from 1852 to 1855, Yaceb studied in

Leghorn, Italy, at the expense of his father's employer whom he had
impressed with his poetry.

There he studied politics, law and

literature and may have beoome aware of and interested in the
movement of the Italian nationalist movement under Mazzini seeking
independence from the Austrian Empire, even though he was still
only 16 when he returned from Italy in 1855.

The deaths of both his father and patron forced 3ne to
begin earning A living within months tfter his return and he
tutored children of prorealent Cairo families until 1863 when he

received a teaching appointment at the Cairo Polytechnic Tnstitute,
the highly-regarded governmental college.

There he may well have

both taught and influenced many of the Egyptian army officer cadets
who later supported Ahmad °Uribr,

Sanir remained at the Institute

teaching throughout the sixties and in 1870 he began experimenting
with theatrical oomposition and produotion.

His early burlesque

and satirical reviews and translations of European works gradually
were replaced by original works and soon received the attention and

sponsorship of the Khedive 'Beni and his oourt.

The period was

one of great expansion in theatrical activities in Egypt; the opening
of the Suez Canal in 1869 had been timed to coincide with that of
the new Opera House in Cairo and soon other theaters opened there
and in Alexandria,

qangele original works, chiefly comedies and
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social satires inspired by local Egyptian customs and characteristics,
won great acceptance and celebrity for their creator who adopted the
nom-de-plume Abu Naddara (The Man with Speotables).

Using the

colloquial languages of Arabic and. Turkis% and with such immediately

attractive and amusing plots, characterization and satire, his materia
both stimulated more translation of European dramas, particularly
Moliires works, and contrasted them favorably in terms of appeal
to Egyptian audiences.

Soon, however, the dangerous nature of the

great appeal to the masses of Sanels satf,re of court life, government
oppression and the prevalence of European and particularly British
influence became apparent to the Khedive and his advisors and, royal

support soon being withdrawn, ganets,theater olosed, in 1872.
Having met al-Afghgn7 and the nationalist reformers of his

al-Azhar oirole the previous year, if not earlier, Sane may well have
been refleoting their opinions; as well as his own in his later plays.

It has even, indeed, been suggested that the inoreasingly strident
and

biting criticisms inherent in his satire was positively encourage(

if not suggested directly by al- Afghani', who thought that Sana°

could transform his already;

flsuooessfui source of entertainment

into an instrument of public education." (28) Folioed out of the

theater, however, and also, it seems, no longer permitted to teach
at the Polyteohnio Institute,

na° founded in 1872 an interfaith

sooiety to work for a cultural and literary revival.

Named the

"Mahfil al-Taqaddumu ("Lodge of Progress") the sooiety seems to have
been forced to olose within a year and was followed by the establishmet

of a second sooiety, the Jaelya Kuhibbr al-°Ilm (Soolety of the_Loverg

of Knot:Dal).

This too was forced to olose within several years,
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by 1875, as a result of Khedtvial pressure.

The exact nature of

the meetings of these semi-secret societies and the subjects
discussed are not known but they are considered to have spread the
revolutionary, republican and reformist beliefs that later became
the platform of the National Party.

Important figures from the Party's

later leadership may well also have been represented in membership
of Sanacl's societies.

After the closure of the Jamcrya and perhaps

even before, Sena° was also active in freemasonry as were, of course,
al- Afghani' and 0Abduh and hundreds of the most prominent intellectual,

political and literary figures of the time and even some members of
the Khedivial family.

In the latter years of Ismerlls reign Sane,

a distinct celebrity in his own right and no doubt drawing support
from many influential members of the country's Elite °lasses,

enjoyed patronage at court and the proteotion of Prince Valrm, a
0

claimant to the suocession; Sanu es criticisms of government policies,
still made at freemasonry meetings, were also more moderately
expressed than before,

In 1877, however, Sena° founded, apparently in close
cooperation with al..Afghgnr and °Abduh, but acting himself as both

editor and publisher, a satirical newsheet Abu al-Nalpra al-Zaroa
(The Han with Blue Spectacles). Written largely in colloquial and

filled with witty oritioisms of Ismerl, his ministers and their
policies, it was so immediately popular that only fifteen issues over a
two-month lifetime were published in Egypt! it was then banned by
government order; ponalties were to be levied against anyone retaining

copies and, soon thereafter, in June 1878, Sane vas himself banished
from Egipt, his protection by the Italian consul saving him from a
worse fate,
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Travelling directly to Paris, where he established residence,
eventually married and lived apart from visits to Spain, Germany,

Turkey and perhaps Egypt, for the rest of his life, he began to
make a living acting as a tutor, teaching chiefly Arabic,.

Soonpand.

perhaps with help from other emigres, from Egyptian and European
financial Jewish circles and possibly from Prince Valrm, he was able
to begin new journalistic ventures and in August 1878 he commenced
publication of a series of Arabic, newssheets, all under different
names.

Some of these were weeklies, others monthlies and some came

out simultaneously on the same days.

The purpose of this multiplicity

of names and journals was presumably to thwart Egyptian efforts to
prevent their entry and distribution.

These journals, including

one carrying on the old name of Abu Nalgra

arqa,, were effectively

smuggled into the country and enjoyed great popularity until their
publication finally ceased in 1907.

Throughout the crisis years

marking the end of laments reign and the accession of Tawfrq, the
journals continued to oritioize and poke fun at the governments in
power and to support the olaim of Prince Valrm as legitimate heir to
the throne.

The intervention of the British in defeating the °Urgbr

movement inspired a change in Sancals consistently moderate position,

in comparison with that of °Abdallah al-Nadrm, for example, regarding
European-Egyptian relations and he maintained consistently thereafter
an anti-British and pro-French posture even while continuing to insist
on the suppression of religious fanaticism.

He made a conscious

effort to inorease mutual unlerstanding between East and West with
the publication of ono of his journals specifically dedicated to
that purpose.

His al-Tswaddud (friendship) was first published in
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1888 with an introduotory statement of purpose referring to the urgent
needs for a .rapproachment between the two that could be fulfilled by
greater and more accurate mutual understanding.

In this and the

later magazine al-HunaLITIabiejlmal which, with the Jarrda Abi
Naddgra (Abu Naddarats Newspaper) formed the three major newspapers
he continued to publish till his retirement in 1907, he provided
a multi-language forum, inoluding materials occasionally in English,
and Italian as well as Arable and French, for the transmission of
impressions to the East of European customs and institutions and to
the West of essential faots about Egypt, the Ottoman Empire and
Islam.

Sane, even though pardoned by the Khedive Abbas 11 and free

to return to Egypt, oontinued to live in Paris even after having
ceased publioation of his journals, apparently due to failing
eyesight,

He died in Paris five years after his retirement, in 1912

at the age of 73.

Ya°qab Sena° was clearly one of the most talented and dedicated
spokesmen for the reform of government in Egypt in the turbulent
last third of the 19th century.

Allied most olearly with those

seeking constitutional changes and having a distinotly political
rather than religious or philosophical orientation, he was nevertheless
also a major innovator in Arabic literature of the period.

In both

his plays and his journals his use of colloquial preceded that of
°Abd Allah el-Nadi-pi and thus marked a distinctly new departure.

Although so much of his satirical commentary, direoted against court
oharaoters and governmental policies long since disappeared, have

lost their bite and thrust, a new awareness of fanets importance
has been developing in recent years.

A number of valuable studies of

his work have appeared in the past two decades as well as first
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printed publication of several of his plays.

He is credited with

having produced at least twenty original plays and more than a
dozen different magazines at various times, but many have been totally
lost; it is particularly unfortunate that no examples have yet been
discovered of original issues of the early Abu al-Nadslgra al-Zaroa,

published for two months in cooperation with al-Afghgnr and °Abduh,
which led directly to his exile from Egypt.
MItstafg

The Egyptian-Islamio reform movement begun by al- Afghani and
joined by non-Muslims such as Ya °qab Sana° and Adrb Ishiq lost much

of its impetus as a political force following the British ocoupation
of Egypt.

Resentments continued, however, to smoulder beneath the

surface and by the early nineties, a decade later, began to find
powerful expression.

A young Muslim Cairene, Mu9tafg Kimil, was

the most effeotive nationalist agitator of the period or, indeed,
perhaps in the modern history of Egypt.

Expressing himself most

powerfully in journalism and in oratorical speeches, he also contributed
several original literary works and his self-dedication and personal
conviction were of truly extraordinary dimensions.
The

on of a well-to-do engineer of middle-olass Delta

origins who had served under Muhammad °A11ts army, Kamil attended
government primary andseccadszysohools where he showed aptitude for

mathematics and the natural sciences as well as great ambition for
leadership. (29)

In 1891 he graduated from the Cairo School of Law

and the following year entered a newly established Prenoh law sohool
in Cairo.

By 1894, before he was twenty years of ace, he received
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his 'license' in law from the University of Toulouse, with which the
Frenoh college was associated.

In France he sought an introduction

to Juliette Adam, the celebrated liberal author and journalist and

editor of the 'Nouvelle Revue

.

His first letter to Madame Adam

has been published in English translation and, in all its brash
directness, it sheds muoh light on the author's character at the time:

Toulouse, 12 September
1895
Madame,

I am still small but I have high ambitions.
the old Egypt to awake the young one.

I wish in

My country, they say, does

not exists it lives, Madame I feel it lives in me with such a love that
it will dominate all others and that I wish to eonseorate to it all
my youth, my strength, my life.

I am 21 years of age, I have just

won my licenciate of law in Toulouse.

I want to write, to speak, to

spread the enthusiasm and the devotion that I feel within me for my
coilitry.

They keep telling me that I wish to attempt the impossible.

The impossible tempts me in feet.

Help me, Madame, you are a patriot, to such a degree that
you alone can understand me, encourage me, help me.
Accept, Madame, my reepeotful homage,

Mustafa Kamel, (30)
From Mme Adam, Kimil reoeived introductions to French
writers and politicians interested in the Egyptian question: he also
published in her journal attempts to inspire French intervention in
Egypt and supplied her with material for her own artioles.

Moreover,

he made throughout his career frequent visits to Europa where his
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powerful speeches drew him considerable publicity.

He had opportunitit

to visit London, Berlin, Switzerland and the Balkans, as well as
Istanbul.

His friendship with Mme. Adam lasted throughout his

life; he came to know Pierre Loti well both in Europe and Egypt and
met and received support from Wilfrid Scawen Blunt in England.

Mile still a student in Cairo Mustafa Kamil had been
intimately engaged in radical political activities and joined.in
attacks on those elements of the Egyptian press that supported the
British presence in Egypt; he is said to have been one of the students
who in January 1893 sacked the editorial offices of the pro-British
newspaper al-Mugattam.

Even earlier, still in his teens, he is said

to have assisted cAlr YiTsuf in founding the journal al-Mulay,ad

in 1889, which was the most influential Egyptian nationalist publicatic
of the period.

He is also thought to have been influenced by having

met °Abd.Allah al -NadTm during the period of his editorship of

the magazlne al-Ustadh 1892-3 and to have gained from the great
spokesman of the °Urabr rebellion an appreciation of the potential
power of oratory in Egyptian political life.
al- Mu'ayyad had drawn it6 popular support from the

effectiveness of a coalition between the young Khedive °Abbas Main!'

and Egyptian nationalists who agreed on jointly using the powers of
the palace and the lower and student Glasses along with the interests
of Paris and the Sublime Porte to prevent P;gyptis total immersion

within the British sphere of influence.

But the humiliating withdrawal

of the French after the Fashoda incident forced the Khedive into a
closer alliance with the British, and Kauai saw the need for a joitrnal

with greater independence in the expression of nationalist views.
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In 1900, therefore, he began publication of his own daily newspaper

the al-Liwa The Banner) as a forum for the anti-British sentiments
of radicals like himself.

Through this paper Kamills popularity

became ever more broadly based, drawing particularly enthusiastic

support from the swudent groups proliferating rapidly with the spread
of publicly supported education in Egypt.

The great indignation and

anger at the 'judicial reprisal' arranged by the British in
retaliation for the death of one of their officers at the hands of
peasants after a hunting incident near the Delta village of Dani$hwai
in early 1906 greatly increased the popular support for Kamil.

The

agitations of European liberals, among them Wilfrid Blunt who for
over twenty years had fought the British occupation of Egypt, combined
with great pressures within the country and personal ill-health to
bring about the resignation of Lord Cromer in April of the following
year.

He was succeeded by Eldon Gorst, an administrator of more

conciliatory views and in the fall of 1907 three political parties
were allowed to form themselves openly in Egypt.

The supporters of

the Islamic moderate-reformist faction founded the Hizb al-Umma, (Tarty
of the Nation),cAlr Yasuf established the Khedive-supported Hizb al Islah
al-Dustarr (Constitutional Reform Party) while Mustafa anall himself
was able to give formal being to the group he had headed for years in
the al-Hizb al-Watanr (The National Party'.

He died, however, in

February of the following year at the very height of his power and
popularity; he had indeed, by the age of thirty-four, accomplished
the 'impossible" for his nation about which he had written to Mme.
Adam.

He had been the prime instrument in forcing a positive movement

towards popular control of government in Egypt and the eventual
assertion of Egyptian sovereignty and independence.
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Mustafg Kgmil is reputed to have been an accomplished poet
as well ,As a fine orator with a keen sense of the power of the
Arabic language.

He was the author of a 200 page account of the

misdeeds of tho British occupation over the year 1895-6, published
in book form that same year, and soon after he brought out a long
account of the Egyptian-European conflict (al-Mastala al-Sharqrya;

The Eastern

r2, Cairo 1898).

He also wrote a versified play

on the Arab conquests of Spain, a study of slavery under the Roman
empire and a book on Japan, which ho never visited, entitled

al-Shams al-Mushrigallhe Rising Sun).

In it, as in many articles

in the al-Liwg newspaper, Kgmil expressed great admiration for the
success of the Japanese in their 1905 military confrontation with
Russia.

For Kgmil, as for many Arab intellectuals, the war did much

to boost morale by proving that Oriental man would be able, given
sufficient industrial progress, to withstand European power.

Kgmilts open admiration for the Japanese achievement, expressed so
frequently, offended some of his European journalist acquaintances
and seriously threatened his friendship with Pierre Loti.
Several other of his literary works appeared posthuriously.

His letters to Mme. Adam were published in 1909 translated into sideby-side English and Arabic form by his brother c Ali 9ahmT Kgmil,
who also produced a three-volume edition in nine parts of his
unpublished Arabic speeches as well as biographical details of
himself and his family.

In early 1907 he had begun publication

of English-language (The Egyptian Standard) and a French- language

(LtAandard Egyptian) versions of his Arabic al-Liwg with added
articles and news items of special interest to European readers residen
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in Egypt.

Two years before, in 1905, he had begun publication of a

weekly journal the al-°Xlam al-Islgmr

The Muslim World)but it failed

to reach particular prominence.

Scarcely an imaginative or original thinker and giving
little impression of having developed, by the time of his premature

death, an intellectual interest in problems of either the theoretical
and philosophical questions of relationships between temporal and
spiritual, power, Islamic values versus European materialism and

-

so on, Kgmills appeal seems to have lain in his charismatic presence
and his determined singleness of purpose.

As particularly his letters

show, he was obsessed with the need to force British withdrawal from
Egypt.

He seems to have visualized Egypt's national pride as somehow

embodied in his own person and spirit and he devoted himself to the
anti-British cause with extr aordinary devotion that left no place
for normal family life; he never married.

A political tactician rather than a moral theorist

,

Kgmil

aligned his support at times with the Khedive °Abbas and at other
with the Ottoman Sultan, as in the °Aqaba railway crisis, but only
in so far as their policies opposed those of Britain.

At a time

of considerable unrest beneath the surface of an Egypt making great

material progress, Kgmil stood out as the most popular public figure
in the country.

His influence in the rise of a distinctly Egyptian

national feeling was very great and his efforts and

arguments- -

concerning the unity of the Nile vallley for example--were to color
Egyptian politioN1 life for decades to come.

It was the national

feeling that he incited that could be later unleashed so
effectively by Zaghliil and later politicians and his name was

frequently invoked in the years to come.

He was, moreover, keenly
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aware of the potential power and appeal of slogans.

His saying:

"Atirir fi bilgdng; kuramg li sluyafar.for 17ample, "free in our own

land; gracious to our guests"

lived on after his death as the

epitomization of the Egyptians' view of themselves and their
relationship to the many Europeans resident in their country.
Half a million people are said to have attended Multafg

amills funeral and his brother writes of having received more than
13000 telegrams of candulence; never had an Egyptian politician
achieved such popularity.
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suun Muslim Reformists of the cAbduh
A142-ilzabe

cshools -

taFi cibr in Politics

A number of figures important in the development of Arab
thought were strongly influenced by as well as closely associated
with Muhammad °Abduh and his policies and theories relating to
Islam in the modern world.

The most prominent of these was his

protga and biographer, the Syrian emigre Muhammad Ras.hTd Hicg, who
did much to both spread the fame of his teacher and develop his
ideas.

Although it is true that the conclusions reached by Hidg,

especially in his later life, are more narrowly orthodox and
restrictive than those of cAbduh the association between the two
was close over a number of years.

Hidg was one of the last of that stream of Syrian emigres
who played so important a role in the intellectual life of Egypt
in the last decade of the 19th century.

Hems born in the small

village of Qalgern near Tripoli in Lebanon in 1865 to a modest
landowning family.

He was first educated at the local Koranic school,

at a Turkish government elementary school and at a college established
by Sheikh Husain al-Jisr (1849-1909).

A graduate of al-Azhar,

chiefly orthodox and traditional in his views, al-Jisr was active in
journalism and encouraged the study of European languages and the
natural sciences in his school.

Ridg's autobiography tells of the

awarenes3 he developed during this period of the nature and advances
being made in the Western world and their potential good for Islamic
society if selectively applied.

When al-Jisrls school was forced

to close, however, by the refusal of the Turkish authorities to give
it official sanction as a religious school, Ridi completed his
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training at a recognized Muslim seminary at Tripoli, graduating
as an °Xlim in 1897.

As a student in his late teens and early twenties he had
heard much of the political and literary activities of al- Afghani

and 0Abduh and had opportunities to meet the latter on several

occasions on his periods of exile in Lebanon.

Clearly having

been deeply inspired by the ideas and attitudes of the 0Urwat alWuthgg

articles to which he had access in Tripoli, he set out for

Cairo immediately following his graduation and attached himself to
Muhammad c Abduh, becoming a student and constant companion of the

Sheikh for the last eight years of his life.

The year following his

arrival, in 1898, Rig established in Cairo a journal al-Mangr
(The Lighthouse' that he intended would follow the same essential

path as the cUrwa, namely seek the revival of Islamic andArsb
greatness through the improvement of education with the express
purpose of developing society from within while withstanding pernicious
influences from the West.

The journal, which continued publication

even after the death of Ridg in 1935 and was therefore of remarkable
longevity, was in constant conflict with the two other prominent
magazines of the turn of the century in Egypt, the al-Mulayyad
of

Air Visuf, which adopted generally pro-Khedivial policies

and the al-Muckattam iMuciattam) which was oriented towards an

interfaith and intercultural rather than Islamic point of view.
Along with his remarkably broad and prolific activities

in journalism and book production, Rig played an important role
in comtemporary Arab and Islamic politics.

He was a founding-member

of the Decentralization Party formed in Cairo in 1912 by Syrian
emigres; the party became the best political organization
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representing the Arab point of view in the Ottoman empire, with
branches throughout greater Syria.

Rig represented the party in

wartime negotiations with the British and at the end of the war and
the collapse of the Ottomans he became President of the Syrian
National Congress that in 1920 conferred the throne of Syria on
He was a member of the delegation of Syrians and Palestinians

Faisal.

who attended the Peace Conference in Geneva in 1921 and aho attended
Islamic conferences in Mecca and Jerusalem in the twenties and
thirties.

The literary work of Muhammad Rashrd Rig was both extensive
and varied.

His own articles in hts journal al-Mangr covered a wide

profusion of topics, the majority dealing with problems of societal
development within an orthodox Islamic framework.

He also published

a series of books discussing questions of Islamic law and theories of
political leadership within Islam.
Muhammadr

An early work, the al-Wahz_al-

(The Revelation to Muhammad) a clearly worded and direct

restatement and reaffirmation of the essential prophetic mission
of the Prophet in the form of refutations of objections made by
Western clerics and orientalists, was well received and has been
several times republished as well as translated into English,
Urdu and Chinese.

(31)

Aida, unlike either al-Afghani or 0Abduh, expressed a consistent
faith in the institution of the Caliphate as the most appropriate
system for rule in the Islamic state.

Early numbers of the al-Mangr

argued for the establishment of an Islamic Society in Mecca under
the patronage of the Ottoman Sultan- Caliph and even after the defeat

of the Ottomans in the First World War and dissolution of the
Caliphate he continued to advocate its revival.

He reasserted,
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moreover, the classical concept that the office of Caliph should
be hell only by an Arab, of the Quraysh tribe,and maintained that
previous failures in the institution were the consequence of
divergence from the early and correct theories governing it and not
the result of defects in the Caliphate itself.

He formulated this

belief in detail in a book al-Khilgfa aw al-Imgmat al cUfma (The
Caliphate or the Supreme Imamate' published in 1923 which has been
translated into French. (32)

Ridg±s religious philosophy later developed along lines of
strict adherence to a rigid orthodoxy.

The 'Salafrya' movement,

with which he came to be associated, deliberately looking backward
to ancient Ialsmic tradition and away from scientific, social or
political influences from outside Islam, had more in common with
Arabian Wahhabism and greater influence in the development of the

ideology of the Muslim Brethren movement than in the liberal'
modernism of Muhammad

Abduh reflected in present-day legal systems

of the modern Islamic world.

In fact, despite the clearly substantial

role Rig played in the inter-Muslim debates of the first quarter of
this century, especially in Egypt, he is best remembered for those
of his works that do not deal directly with Islamic political theory
and law.

His biography of Muhammad °Abduh, published in three large

volumes in Cairo in 1931 has become a standard reference work.

As

well as somewhat selective details of his biography, it also contains
much of

c

Abduh's translation of al-Afghgnr's Epistle.

Rides also

cooperated during c Abduh's latter years in beginning a comprehensive

modern reinterpretation of the Koran, with copious explanations of
the meaning of individual words and phrases and of the message implied

or Specified by them. Rig continued the project after cAbduh's
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death and published the completed edition in 12 volumes from the
Mahar Press over the years from 1927 to 1935.
c

Abd al-Rahain al-Kawakibr (1849 or 1854-1930)

The sentiment in favor of a pan-Islamic revival based on
a renewed Arab Caliphate, so clearly underlying the thought of many
Muslim reformists of the late 19th century, even though scarcely
reconcilable with the support for republican and local national
ideals they so often proclaimed, found clear and unequivocal expression
at the turn of the century in the work of an older compatriot and

contemporary of Rashid Rig.

°Abd al- Ratan al-Kawakibr, a man of much

travel and varied experience, contributed two studies as well as
journalistic production to the Arabic literature of the period that

clearly struck a highly responsive chord and he is today credited, in

widely-read materials, as an early hero and exponent of the Arab
nationalist movement.

Born in Aleppo in Syria of Kurdish maternal and Persian
paternal parentage, his family was long and well established in the
town.

He was educated first at the 1Kawakibryal school there

established by an ancestor and later went for higher studies to
Antioch.

Brought up by his aunt, his mother having died in his

infancy, and his father, he was encouraged to learn good Turkish and

some Persian as well as Arabic and showed a particular interest in
the natural sciences; he is said to have operated small mechanized
mining ventures in northern Syria in later life.

In early manhood

he became a member of the town's official governing bureaucracy and
also wrote articles, over a period of five years, for the local
governmental paper, the al-Furat (The Euphrates) which appeared
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in Arabic and Turkish.

He eventually also published his own paper,

in his late twenties, the al-Shahbgl (The Gray -an epithet of Aleppo)

but it was banned by the Ottoman authorities after only fifteen
issues,

This he soon replaced with another journal al-I°tidgl

Moderation but it too was soon abolished,

al-Kawgkibr then apparently

established his own law firm and defended and appealed cases brought
by Jamgl Pasha, the Governor of Syria, against Syrian nationalists,
He was himself at last charged with sedition and convicted but his
appeal was successful and he was allowed to leave for Egypt, in 1898.
After only a short initial stay he left again for travel to Zanzibar,
Ethiopia and perhaps India but returned once more to Egypt for another
short stay preceding a further trip to the Arabian Peninsula, the
Yemen, India and East Africa.

He arrived back in Egypt in 1899

and remained resident there for the rest of his life.
On arrival in Cairo he seems to have been well received by
the palace and it is thought that he may even have acted on behalf
of the KhedivecAbbgs Hilmr who, it is said, had, ambitions to become
Caliph.

(25)

He was active in journalism on behalf of the Muslim-

reformist press of the city and contributed to both the al-Mangr

founded by Rig and the al-Mulayyad

ofcAlr YUsuf, to which Mustafa

Kgmil and other radical Egyptian nationalists contributed.

In al-

Mangr he published in serial form what were to become his most
important contributions, the Tabg'1:`al-Istibdgd (Characteristics of

Tyranny) and the Umm al-Qurg (The Mother of Cities-an epithet of Mecca)

The first of these, possibly an adaptation of a work of the Italian
author Alfieri on the same subject translated about that time into
Turkish,

.

described and defined tyrannical forms of rule and by

implication made strong criticisms of the evil and brutality of them.
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The second work, the Umm al-gurg,, while possibly drawing in part from

ideas expressed in Wilfrid Blunt's Future of Islam and elsewhere,(3)
is clearly remarkably original both in form and much content.

First

published in Ridg's journal al-Manir in 1902, it was republished
again ln book form soon after the author's death, as well as again
since.

It arroused great interest in Egypt at the time and many

readers, European as well as Arab, thought it a work of factual

reporting rather than a provocative expodof social-political theory
that is clearly its true nature.

The work purports to describe accurately a fourteen-day
conference convened at Mecca shortly before the pilgrimage season in
the year 1898.

The fiction is maintained that al-KawNkibr, (under

his pseudonym al-Sayyid al-Furati--'the Euphrates Gentleman') had
invtted delegates from various parts of the world to discuss the
state of their Islamic nation and then other participants were
recruited from other areas represented by pilgrims who happened to
be in the city.

The participating delegates therefore eventually

numbered 22 and represented many parts and philosophies of the
Muslim world, from Pekin to Liverpool, even though, strangely, no
mention is made of delegates from Algeria, Libya, Black Africa or even
Persia.

Having agreedto al-Kawrakibils suggestion that the delegate

from Mecca act as President and he himself as its Secretary General,
the discussions began with introductory prayers and an address in
which the president stated the purposes of the conference to be:

to

describe and define the current state of Islamic affairs; to
demonstrate that widespread ignorance is the prime cause of the
shortcomings described; to give effective warning to the nation of
likely further deterioration; and to place blame upon the political
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and religious powers for failing to create a unity of effort towards
a renaissance.

In the course of the meeting sessions, reported verbatim,
and numbering up to twelve (the tenth and eleventh sessions are
ommitted without explanation from the first Cairo book printing) the
President brings up points for discussion.

Individual delegates were

then invited to express opinions or ask questions to which responses
follow at length.

From the exchanges and the space devoted to

particular points of view. the reader comes to clearly see al-Kawgkil
purposes and opinions.

Generally the ideas favored by the chief

delegates agree with those of the moderate modernists of Islam of
the period and reflect the influence of the al-Afghgnr,

o

Abduh and

al-Nadrm group--future Arab-Islamic renaissance can only come from
unity, education and the seleotive application of those rational and
beneficial aspects of modern industrial, social and political organizations which accord with basin Islamic doctrines which should
themselves be redefined.

Much of the discussion reflects strong oritioism of the

current state of affairs under the Ottoman caliphate and the egotism
of succeeding sultans, the baseness of the religious hierarchy
supporting them and the apathy and ignorance of the masses are
stressed as serious elements of the problem; the whole work constitute;
an

unusually frank and courageous plea for basio reforms revolutions]

in their implications of the need to separate clearly temporal from
spiritual authority.

In the seventh and eighth discussions al-

Kawgkibr ('the Euphrates Gentleman') is invited to act as delegate
rather than ISeoretaryt and to give his personal assessments of the
causes fw,. the lack of vitality in Islamic, soolety.

He responds by
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immediately dividing these causes into three categories; religious,

political and moral-educational and lists a total of fifty-six
problem areas, each numbered, encompassing these.

To them he adds

a score of faults in the specifically Ottoman political and
administrative system and finally a dozen varied other causes,
totalling no less than eighty-six in all!

Following the reportage of the discussion meetings, the
text of the articles of constitution of a 'Society for the Education
of Muslims' is given with regUlations concerning membership, officers,
the convening of meetings and so on.

In this part of the book and

within discussion, supposedly reported to the 'Secretary, later,
that had taken place between the 'Indian delegate, and an unspeoified
'prince!, the institution and powers of the ideal Caliphate are
examined at length.

The work argues for the early Islamic orthodox

theory that the Caliph should be from the Arab tribe of Quraish and
his seat established in Mecca; a section available in English

translation 05) enumerates and discusses the advantages in the
institution being both Arab and Arabian.

But it is clear that the

future caliph would have only restricted and religious authority, be
subject to election and have no military forces at his disposal or
power to interfere in the political and administrative government
of the separate Islamic states.

The materials and arguments discussed in this work are
presented in a novel, lively and delightfully provocative manner.
The readerls interest is stimulated by a feeling of witnessing the
authentio records of a cunspiratorial secret congress examining
highly explosive issues; the impression is heightened by cryptic
ciphers within and at the end of the text and by the anonymity of
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the delegates.

Here and there listings of numbers and letters are

given clearly intended to represent a secret code for which no key is
given.

The final page of the whole work gives a coded message

intriguingly entitled:

"An Announcement that Time will Unveil ".

The title is followed by some 300 disconnected Arabic letters, with
the date 1316 A.H. (1898 A.D.) given to the text and it is signed by
ISilih J.1

Readers were invited, moreover, on the next to last page

to write for further information to an address from which post -box
number and even city are left blank!
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Literary- Journalistic Contributions of Christian Arabs

The late 19th century movement of Syrian journalists and
intellectuals inspired by Ottoman oppression at home and encouraged
by comparative freedom of speech and the burgeoning prosperity of
the Nile valley contributed remarkably to the renaissance of modern
Arabic literature.

Many of these writers were influential in the

movement seeking Egyptian national rights and independence from
Britain and were centered around the Islamic-reformist groups.

The

Syrian Emigres most closely involved were not, however, exclusively
Muslim as one can see in the case of tAdrb lIshgq and in the realm
of journalistic entrepreneurship Christian writers played a decidedly
dominant role.

The oldest Arabia newspaper surviving to this day

and now of unrivalled importance in Arab journalism, the Cairo
al-Ahrgm (The Pyramids) was founded in Alexandria in 1875 by two
Maronite brothers from Lebanon, Salim and Bishgra Taqlg.

Although

not of great and immediate sucoess in its field or particular early
prominence, it was within years of considerable influence and such
major later figures as Muhammad °Abduh contributed to it.

Similarly,

the Syrian Christians Salim al-NaqqRsh and Ad!b Ishgq, both prominent
in the early Arab theater as well, founded in 1877 the Jarrda Misr
iSuptIs Newspaper l which nas to become an influential anti-British
weekly.

Piris Nimr and Ya°qab Sarraf, moreover, both Maronite in

origin but trained in Beirut Protestant seminaries, founded and edited

a daily, thy, pro-British al--name of raw of hills
overlooking Cairo), and a weekly al-Muqtataf

The Selection) that had

considerable impact, the former on the political speotrum and, the
latter, on the early dissemination in Arable of information about
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the natural and applied sciences.

The influence of al-Mugtqaf

was by no means ephemeral and it continued in publication until as
late as 1952.

Important though these political, literary and scientific
journals were in providing fora for the development of Egyptian and
Arab intellectual life, only two Syrian journalists of the period,
however, emerged as major figures in their own right into modern
Arabic literature--Jurjr Zaidgn and Farah lAntAin.

A third Christian

journalist and litterateur, Salima Masg, even though an Egyptian
Copt and living on into the second half of the twentieth century,

expressed ideas that oontinued and amplified the essential work of
the earlier Syrians and may consequently be conveniently introduced
along with them,

Jurjr Zaidgn (1861-1914)

Born in Beirut in 1861 of working olass Roman Orthodox
parentage, Jurjr Zaidgn received formal education only in primary
school up to the age of twelve when he was required to assist his
father in earning the family's livelihood, (36)

He nevertheless

continued to broaden his studies throughout his teens having a
partioular interest in reading and a natural artistio talent.

He

attended evening olasses in Beirut, learned English and became a

member of the nJamqya Shams al-BirT"(iThe Sun of Goodness Sooiety'),
a literaly group formed mainly from students at the American Protestant
missionary schools.

There he came to know such teachers and intel-

lectuals as Yeqab qarraf and Pgris Nimr who had founded the
scientific joulal al-Muqtataf in Beirut in 1876 whioh.they were later
in 1884 to transfer to Cairo.
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By 1881 Zaidgn had determined to study medicine and, it
seems by intensive self-preparation, he succeeded in passing the
stiff examinations into the American Medical College.

There he

successfully completed the first year's studies but the internal
administrative problems then plaguing the college led to his leaving,
along with many other students, early after the beginning of the
second year.

Soon thereafter, however, he presented himself for an

examination in pharmacy given by medical school professors and
Syrian doctors and received a diploma.
When the situation in Egypt became stabilized after the
defeat of the

Urabr movement Zaidin travelled to Egypt hoping to

complete his medical studies there.

Lacking sufficient funds,

however, he soon began to work in the editorship of al-Zama (Time)
Cairo's only daily newspaper at that period.

After employment there

lasting one year he became a translator for the British Nile
expeditionary force seeking to relieve Gordon at Khartoum and
accompanied the army up the Nile into the Sudan for ten months.
Thereafter, in 1885, he returned to Beirut where he was eleoted to

membership of the iameal.°11mral-St11TAIy)iiarlentalSooletfor
Learning) and busied himself in studying Hebrew and Syriac.

The

following year he published the fruits of these studies, his al-.
al- LughawrYa (Linguistic

evolve

an ambitious atteltpt to

theories of language development in universalist, anthro-

pological terms with partioular emphasis on Arabic).

That same year, 1886, he travelled briefly to London,

spending his time there in v4siting the major museums and becoming
acquainted with British scientific and aoholastio societies,

Returning

to Cairo that winter he was invited to work on the editorial staff of
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al- Muatataf with which he stayed until early 1888, resigning to

devote himself to further study and the composition of a history
of Egypt; the work was published in Cairo in the following year in
two volumes.

His next work was a study of the history of Freemasonry,

also published in 1889, which was in turn soon followed by a general
universal political history of Asia and Africa, the first and only
volume of which appeared in Beirut 1890.
Zeldin next spent a period teaching Arabin at the Cairo
Roman-Orthodox parochial college; during those two years he also

worked on his first novel the al-Mamlak al-Shgrid (The Fugitive Mamlak
get at first in Lebanon in the court circles of the Emrr Bashrr
and the Druze mountain community and soon moving to Cairo, Upper
Egypt, the Sudan and back to Palestine, the story progresses rapidly
from description, to adventure, to romance, to the relation of
historical events and circumstances, a format he was to continue
in all his later fiction.

Seemingly designed to interest and

instruct young studentp rather more than provide adult fictional

entertainment, th novel was well received at the time of its
first publication and, like his many others, remains popular still.
In 1892 Jurjr Zaidgn began publication of his own journal,
the monthly magazine al-Hilgl (The New Moon) and remained its ohief
editor and proprietor until his sudden death in 1914.

In the

intervening period he continued to be extraordinarily produotive.

He

wroto in all twenty-two historical novels, the overwhelming majority
centering on heroic figures or climactic incidents in Arab-Islamic

history but with several set in anoient Egypt and early Ottoman
Turkey.

As well as several studies in general linguistic analysis

and the history of language, he wrote further works of impressive
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scholarship on history, philosophy and geography.

He was also the

author of a five-volume history of Islamic civilization and he
wrote the first literary history of Arabic, in four volumes, printed
in that language, which he completed just before his death.
scholarship was impressive enough

His

even to highly trained

orientalists for professor D.S. Margoliouth of Oxford to publish
an English translation of the fourth volume of his history of
Islamic civilization, under the title Umayyads and °Abbgsids (37).
Of all his activities, his publication of the magazine
al-Hilgl (The New Moon)

stands out as his greatest contribution to

the development of Arabic literature.

The magazine, as Zaidgn

wrote in its first issue, was given its name for three reasons- -

to honor the Ottoman symbol of the new moon, to indicate that its
appearance would be monthly, and thirdly !.n the hope that from

modest beginnings and with God's permission it would grow in time to
all the splendor of a veritable full moon;

With due allowance for

the hyperbole, one must agree that the objeotive was prophetically
fulfilled; the magazine was a success from the beginning and it is
the only Arabia monthly still surviving in publication from that
period when it began,

Well written and produced, it contained

studies on literary, historical, social and soientifio topics, with
the greatest emphasis on historical, philosophical and social themes.
Early issues were typically divided into sections on the "most famous
events and greatest personalities", history for the month, original
articles, stories complete or serialized, translated or original
and, finally, items of current news.

In its fourth year of publication

Zaidgn began including excerpts from his own historical novels, the
first being Armangsa the Egyptian, set in anoient Egypt.

Many of the
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most prominent writers and intellectuals of the time contributed to
al-Hilil and it came to constitute an-important early 'school' for
modern Arabia literature.

Zaidgn was highly conscious of style and vocabulary in
communication in Arabio; he counselled writers to acquaint themselves
with the particular vocabulary appropriate to each discipline in which
they wished to contribute.

Simple, direct and precise in his own

style and deliberately unpretentious, he nevertheless shied away
from the colloquial language, even in his fiotion works, insistinc
that the classical language must be revived and spread.

A great

amateur scholar, both highly dedicated and methodical, Zaidgn
learned several modern European languages as well as Latin, Hebrew
and Syrian and, with his early medical studies and travels in Europe
and in the Middle East, he was well equipped

for his broadly-spread

literary activities.

He remained, unlike so many other Arab intelleotuals of the
modern period, disassociated from local and international political
or religious-philosophical controversies and his dominant interest
was in the development of education in the Arab world through the
compilation of historical and literary studies of wide usefulness.
His success in the creation of Arabic, historioal fiction remains

without rival and his score of novels, as well as several of his
literary and historical studies, are still in publication.

Possessing

an excellent sense of the romantio and the dramatio, Zaidgn's welldeveloped plots and oharaoters, though stereotyped into heroes and
vil:ains, do maintain the reader's interest and he took pains to
ensure a high degree of historioal authentioity.

His historical
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novels have, moreover, been indirectly effeotive in developing Arab
national pride and oonsoiousness by fooussing attention on the drama
and glory of earlier periods.

Their continued popularity is a

tribut:, to his skill and suooess, however

deficient they may be

found in terms of sophisticated literary analysis,
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FarallLg422111171:12ggi
The life and work of Farah lAntiin both compares and contrasts

with that of Jurjr Zaidin.

Although both Christian and Lebanese in

origin and having lived all their adult lives, with only brief
periods abroad, in Egypt, both indefatigable students and writers,
lAntan was much more interested in analysis than description, more

concerned with religious and social philosophy than
oduoation.

history or

AntIn's influence on the development and spread of

Arabia literature nay perhaps have been more transitory--none of his

works is in current publioation--yet he had a deep impact on the
movement towards rationalism and existentialism which have come to
be no highly regarded by Arab intellectuals in later years.

His father a merchant, Farah 'Anton was born in Tripoli in
north Lebanon in 1874 and he attended primary sohool in the city
before moving, in his twelfth year, to the Roman Orthodox sohool at
Kaftain in the Koura region to the south-east.

The sohool provided

a good g.neral education, at the time one of prosperity in the area,
and there he was introduced to the arts and soienoes, Arabic) and

Islamic literature and even Frenoh and English as well as Turkish.

The teaching staff was apparently surprisingly ecumenical in formation,
with a Protestant director, a Muslim Arable teacher, several Maronites,
but only one Roman Orthodox instruotor.

'Anton was later to state

that the harmony and compatibility he observed as a student between
the various seats represented in the school was to deeply influence
the author's own religious views.

Upon graduation, having developed a partioularly deep
knowledge and interest in Frenoh literature that was to last
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throughout his life, lAntan spent a short period teaching at a

Then, having moved to Beirut, he began

Catholic school in Tripoli.

publication in 1896 of a magazine which he named al-ami% (The
University).

He soon, however, became disillusioned by the

restrictive Ottoman press regulations at this time of serious
oivtl unrest in Lebanon and the following year he emigrated to

Egypt, making the journey in the company of Rashid Rip, then a
.

close friend and also from Tripoli.

Upon arrival in Egypt he

spent a period employed as a working journalist and when Rida
established his journal al-ManEr 'The Lighthouse)

he employed

lAntgn to translate materials for it from French.

Their association

ended, however, when tAntan recommenced in Alexandria publication
of his own Journal al-Jimi°a.

It met with considerable success

and soon enjoyed as Martin '°Abrid has observed, a reputation in

the literary arts comparable to that of al-Huotqaf in the field of
the sciences and al-Hilil in history. (38)
'Ant -tin was also aotive in producing translations of

European philosophical and fictional works as well as in writing
and arranging production of original plays over the next few years
in Egypt, but in 1906 he travelled to New York where, for a brief
period, he attempted to continue publication of his monthly al-Jimi°a.
There he also began to bring out a daily newspaper and a weekly
magazine in Arabic but they failed to achieve particular success
and he returned to Cairo.

He spent the rest of his life in Egypt

busy in the editorship of another monthly journal he founded, named
al-lAhilr (Kinfolk), and in continuing his translations, studies and
original compositions in a variety of fields.
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Farah lAntiin was a very prolific writer and a dedicated

transmitter of Western thought.

He made translations into Arabic

of fictional and educational works by, amongst others, Chateaubriand,

Gorki, Tolstoy, Nietzsche and Shaw and drew particulrly admiring
attention to Rousseau and even Karl Marx.

He also translated Ernest

Renan's Vie de Jesus and published studies on Buddha, Confucius
and Hammurabi as well as a detailed 200 page study of Ibn Rushd
(Averroes) in which he also explored his own views on the relationship
between religion and state.

His position, in essence, was to deny

consistently that Islam or any other religion could provide the basis
for a modern and progressive society.

His views on religion closely

paralleled those of Renan, whom he translated, and strongly offended
the leaders of the Islamic reform movement in Egypt at the time.
Muhammad

c

Abduh and Rash!d Ridi were particularly concerned by one

article in alamica in which lAnVin, within an exploration of the
philosophy of Ibn Rushd, expressed his own opinion that Christianity
was more in harmony with both rational philosophy and science than
Islam was.

This led to a published response from cAbduh in the form

of his essay on Christianity and Islam to which fAnVIn in turn
responded with his full study of Ibn Rushd.

The controversy, over

so fundamental an issue, aroused great interest

the other Arabic

publications media of the period and one conseqr, ce to IAntan was
that, having deeply offended Muslim public opir

with his views,

subscriptions to al-amica diminished. (39)
of historical

Farah 'Anti-in was also the author of a n'

and sociological novels and romances.

,ictional elements

In these th.

were typically only thinly pasted over the social

,

philosophical
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message the author wished to stress.

In his al-Walohl al-Watishl

al-Wakishi (The Wilds' (or Wild beasts) The Wildst The Wilds') for

example, first published in Alexandria in 1903, the plot centers
around a tour taken by two youths into the Lebanese mountains.

The

scene shifts from village to village and in each one some incident
arises or charaoter is introduced to symbolize a social or moral
phenomenon or problem.

The conversations that develop between main

and secondary characters express the author's criticisms of society
and its moral standards and offers 'rational' proposals for solutions.
Religious fanaticism and the monastic life, the dangers and

treatment of tuberculosis and the nature of true versus fese love
are typical subjects discussed.

Comments and comparisons are

introduced constantly between the state of Arab versus Western
philosophies and attitudes, particularly as demonstrated in French
Revolutionary thought, for example, and the author's admiration for
the West is apparent throughout.

Rather uneven in treatment and

with literary-artistic concerns clearly secondary, the work fails
to achieve the interest of, for example, the novellas of T.L.
Peacock, writing in English in the early 19th century concerned
with comparable societal and intellectual problems or Voltaire in
Candide by whom Antiin might even have been influenced.

Anton is credited with having written more than a dozen
plays, over half being translations or adaptations from French.

In

his original plays, AntaTin displayed his constant concern for both

society's problems and intellectual ideas rather than in character
development or conflict exploration.

He was keenly aware of the

problems of the nature and level of the Arab language to be used
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in plays and in the introduction to one of Ms theatrical works

Misr al-Jadrda wa Mitilqral-adrmicienAnt
published in 1913 after its stage presentation at Cairo's Opera
House, he explains his own view with typical directness and clarity.
It would be difficult to find an earlier reasoned exploration of the
problems, still largely unresolved to this day, of the 'classical'
versus 'colloquial' Arabic in theatrical dialogue.
a theater as a place where people gather to

He first defines

imitate other people

and states that if the play is a translation,then classical Arabic
does provide a reasonable medium for the Egyptian atage.

But if the

play deals with people whose natural means of communication is
colloquial language, then to use classical on the stage would be
unnatural and a denial of the theater's prime purpose of close
imitation of life.

To use colloquial itself on stage, the obviously

best way to achieve realism, would, however, lead us to an even more
serious fault; we would be guilty of encouraging the colloquial
language and weakening the classical.

lAntrin states directly that

he does not wish to be the one to begin such a trend.

He goes on to

describe his solution to the problem:
"I have chosen a medial course,

I do not claim it as a

final solution, but I do consider it the best up to now.

I have

preferred to make the upper-class characters in the story speak in
classical because their education, knowledge and circumstances
would give them such a right, whereas I have made the lower-class
characters speak in colloquial"

(40)

Communication between the two classes on stage would by
necessity be in colloquial but there would still remain the problem
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of what language level women should converse in when on stage.

For

them, he states:

"I have created a third language, neither colloquial nor
classical, which might be called a lightened classical along with an
elevated colloquial. 1,(+1)

Farah lAntan was very much a man of this century and concerned
himself with a vast range-of contemporary social, political, religious,
philosophical and literary matters of interest to the Arabs.

He

was deeply influenced by and agreed with French philosophies on
politics and religion and British and Russian socialist and economic
theories.

Like so many other Arab writers well educated in French,

his style in Arabic is unaffected and of remarkable lucidity and
he expressed his opinions with unequivocal directness.

He was an

early and enthusiastic supporter of Qisim 'Amin in propagating
support for women's rights, especially to a good education.

Above

all he insisted on the need for rationality as the basis for thought
and policy in the modern world and stressed the moral principles
common to all religions which, like Henan, he says as having both
origins and functions relating to society rather than divinity.
Even though his financial circumstances apparently demanded the

production of articles and some imaginative works that seem both
hurried and trivial and have not remained in circulation, Farah
lAntin clearly had, through his many publications, considerable
influence on the development of modern Arab thought.

Salima Musa (1887-1950
Comprising some ten per cent of the inhabitants of Egypt,
Copts have played a great l'ole in the development of Arabic
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literature in the 20th century, as they have in so many areas of
Arab-Egyptian life.

Of all Coptic literary figures Salima 47sg
Born

stands out as both the most prolific and the most widely read.

towards the end of the 19th century and able to witness a period of
rapid and radical change, he was deeply influenced by Farah lAntan,
thirteen years older than himself, whose popularity was at its
prime in his own most formative early adult years.

The interests

Masg himself developed closely paralleled those of the Syrian
Christians Shumayyil and lAntan.

Living to beyond seventy and

enjoying the advantages denied to IAnVan of the vastly expanded
literate audience of the twenties and thereafter, Salina Masi made
a huge contribution to the spread of public education in Egypt of
the century through the truly extraordinary number, range and
acceptance of his numerous works.

Details of both background life and career are unusually
full in the case of Musa thanks to his autobiography published in
Arabic in his sixties in 1947 and made available in English
translation in 1961.

(42)

He was born to a prosperous landowning

family originating from Upper Egypt, in the important Dalta agricultural center of Zaggeg, the capital of Sharcirya province.

His

father, who had been a provincial government official, died in
his early childhood and masa was brought up by his mother and elder
sisters and brother.

He attended traditional Muslim and Christian

primary schools in Zaggzrg for some years but transferred when a
Coptic-run school was established in the town; he later again
transferred when the first government pAtmary school was set up there
and in 1903 he received his certificate of primary education.

This

entitled him to further training in a publicly-supported secondary

school and he consequently attended the Tawfrqrya and Khedivial
Colleges.

He seems to have enjoyed his studies and been particularly

enthralled with the range of interests and subjects examined in
al-Muqtatafo Egypt's most impressive journal for the natural
sciences, at the time.

Abandoning formal education at this point, having no
financial responsibilities and being able

live off his modest

inheritance, Masi left in 1907 by way of Istanbul, for a period in

France where he learne the language and became acquainted with
European society.

He returned briefly to Egypt the following

year and visited the museums and ancient ruins of the Upper Nile,
having apparently been frequently embarassed in France at his

own inability to answer questions put to him about the heritage
of his own country.

Back in Cairo, he was invited to work for the

nationalist newspaper established by Mustafi Kimil whose successors
in the editorship had disturbed Muslim-Coptic relations.
editor,

c

Its

Uthmin SabrT, invited Masi therefore to join the paper and

work along with Farah IAntan, also a Christian, and help to
reconcile the Egyptian people for a united front irrespective of
religion against the British.

Working with al-Liwi (The Banner)

only four months, Masi was nevertheless able to 'Allow Iiinttin well

and has frequently expressed his admiration for him.

At one point

in the Autobiography Masi goes as far as to say:

"...I found that we agreed on every subject we discussed.

We

used to talk much about socialism, and new literary tendencies, and
the Egyptian political scene, and on everything we agreed, even when
we discussed religion."

(43)

His interest in developing his knowledge of the modern world
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having been greatly stimulated by his personal contacts with
'Anton, Carruf, Shumayyil and others whom he had met in the world
of journalism in Cairo, Masi returned again to France, this time
travelling via Switzerland.

Living with a French family and attending

school in a village near Paris, he was able to considerably deepen
and expand his knowledge of French language and literature and the
cultural life of the city.

During this period he apparently

developed a deep admiration for French family and country life and
for the delicacy, finesse and clarity of French literary works.

Returning to Cairo. for only two months after a stay in
France of two years, Musa was soon back in Europe, this time in
London, where he was to spend a perioe, of utmost importance to the

formation of his beef system and literary interests.

Only briefly

engaged in formal studies, at Lincoln's Inn where he studied law,
Masi spent much time reading in the British Museum and became
fascinated by the intellectual ferment of literary life in London.
He became acquainted with Bernard Shaw, joined the Fabian Society,
and came to know such figures as H.G. Wells, and Keir Hardie, the
anti-imperialist Labor Party pioneer; his autoblograpkr contains
many references to their impact on his development.

Masi had been

introduced to evolutionary theories by articles in al-Muqtataf that
he had read in Cairo and in London he began to delve into Darwin's
writings with great seriousness.

Anthropology and the study of

early religions and superstitions also attracted him and he was
fascinated by Frazer's The Golden Bough.

He studied the Russian

literary production of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky available in English
translation and most highly regarded in British literary circles
at the time.

Ibsen's works interested him too for their social
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content and depiction of the inferior position of women in European
society; he witnessed some of the activities of the London
suffragettes' movement,
He was particularly fascinated, as had been 'Antall, by the

work of Nietzsche and Masg's earliest original article, published
in al-k,latttlf in 1909 was on his philosophies.

His earliest

booklet, sent from London in the mail to Jurjr Zaidgn at al-Hilal
magazine, appearing in 1910 under the title Mustaqbal Suberman (The
Coming of Superman) was also clearly inspired by Nietzsche.

In

London Masg also studied psychology and was a serious student of
Freud's psycho-analytical theories as well as of sexology.

Marx was also a dominant influence on the thinking of
Salgma Masg and he considered a study of

his theories essential to

a full understanding of human history as well as in the analysis of
international politics and even the mores and morals governing society.

Musa accepted the view that a just distribution of a nation's
resources was essential for its well-being and he maintained
consistently throughout his life that progress in Egypt could only
come after the application of socialist principles.

After a period of some four years spent in England Masg
returned to Egypt and busied himself in writing and in the production
of translations into Arabic of European works that had particularly
appealed to him.

He published a resume of a work by Grant Allen on

the Evolution of the Idea of God

Nushal Fikrat Allah; Cairo 1912),

a rational and agnostic view of the comparative history of religious
belief reissued at the turn of the century by the London Rationalist

Press Association, whose activities, in disseminating rationalist and
evolutionist views by propagating _inexpensive texts, Masg hoped
one day to evaluate.

This was followed in 1913 by his thirty-page
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tract al-Ishtirgkrya (Socialism), one of the first studies ever
printed in Arabic on socialism; the work waa republished fifty
years later, still during his lifetime, in 1962.

His next work,

also 1913, was a translation of part of Dostoevskyts Crime and
Punishment.

He failed, however, to find a publisher, was forced to

pay all printing costs himself and eventually to dispose of the
copies almost without charge; he never did complete the translation.
In 1914 Saliima Musa began publication of his own journal,

al-Mustaqbal (The Future) Cairo's only weekly during its short
lifetime.

With the evolutionist Shiblr Shumayyil as its editor, the

magazine adopted a policy of extreme modernism from the beginning

and published articles and poems advocating the acceptance of
evolutionary theory, European and socialist ideas on industrial
progress and social organization and rationalist approaches to religion
MiTs5 himself neatly defines its objectives in his autobiography:

nIn it I struggled against the advocates of the past and
its great achievements, who were lamenting for the sake of tradition,
while I was advocating scientific views by which we might build our
future.

One of its issues contained an article entitled Allah

in

which I formulated ideas that a friend would consider liberal but
which an enemy would not hesitate to label as pure heresy and

atheism.

(44)

According to Masii some 600 copies were sold each week and

it seems to have been, unlike his earlier publication ventures, to
have been financially sound until the ten-fold increase in the cost
of paper after the commencement of the First World War.

The journal's

subsequent financial difficulties coincided with a request for it to
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cease publication from the Directorate of Press Affairs office of
the government and brought about its demise.

Thus, after only

sixteen issues, the magazine ceased to appear, having achieved little
progress in Milsi's later frankly stated "mission of demolition and

reconstruction we were so much in need of." (45)
At this point Mu sa was invited by Mayy Ziyida, the prominent
Lebanese Catholic authoress, to become editor of the daily al-Mahriasa
(The Protected-epithet of Cairo)
Elias Ziyida.

established in Cairo by her father,

He accepted and worked on the paper for several months

before retiring to his country estate at Zagizig, irked by the wartime government press restrictions.

In the country he devoted himself

to reading and some teaching but published no major work.

In 1919

he returned to Cairo to observe and participate in the rebellion sweeping
the country and to rejoin journalism, soon gaining employment with the
monthly

The following year he joined with three others in

forming an 'Egyptian Socialist Party' but internal disagreements
between the leadership soon broughts its dissolution.
From 1923 to 1929 Mimi was chief editor of al-Hilil and the period
was one of much literary production from his own part.

It was one of

his duties as editor to write a new book each year to fill the gap over
the summer vacation period when the magazine ceased regular publication.
As a consequence he wrote several entertainment works of popular
interest on such subjects as "History's most famous Love Affairs" and
the "Most Famous Speeches and Orators" but he also found time to write
some serious studies of educational importance.

His al-'Aql al-Bitin

(The Subconscious, 1927), a study of theories of psychology, and his

Hurriyat al-Fikr wa Tilrikh Abtilihi (Freedom of Thought and the
History of its Heroes, 1928) came out at this period, as well as his
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important Nazar." a al-Ttttawwur wa lAs1 al-Insgn

Evolution and the

Origins of Man, 1928).

In 1929 Salgma Musa relinquished the editorship of al-Hilil
to begin his own monthly al-Majallat al- Jadida (The New Magazine),
However,

which was joined the following year by a weekly, al- Misri.

new press laws introduced in 1930 by the government of,Ismacil Sidql
led to the suppression of both publications.

By now Musa was an

adherent of the opposition Wafd party and, accused of having written it
favor of socialism and communism he was consequently arrested and
Three years later, he was permitted to begin

briefly imprisoned.

republication of al-Majallat al- Jadida and he remained its editor

until 1942 when it was again suppressed at the order of the military
authorities.

An attempt to receive permission to publish a newspaper

immediately thereafter was unsuccessful and, apart from a later short
period of publication of a daily, Musa no more resumed his career as an
editor-publisher.

He worked on and contributed to, however, several

other journals in the post-War period and continued his writing and
publication of books.

He was still an associate editor of the popular

daily Akhbar al-Yawm VIodays News) at the time of his death in 1958.
&llama Mimi is credited with about fifty separate publications,
some being reprints and collections of his journal articles.

He first

published a number of his best-known works in the journal al-Bala,gh

(The Report) in serial form, including his translation of Wilfrid
which, althoui

Blunt's

not itself republished in book form, seems to have greatly influenced ti

view of many of his contemporaries as well as himself
and British-Egyptian relations.

on Ahmed cUrabi

He also published a number of short

stories, usually on social themes and particularly the place of women
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in society, but his talents were obviously more analytical than
imaginative.

Biography clearly interested him deeply and, apart

from his own memoirs, perhaps the best autobiography in modern Arabic,
he completed studies of the lives of Bernard Shaw and Mahatma Ohandi,
with whom he also exchanged correspondence.

A number of his works,

especially those dealing with popular psychology, have gone into

several printin=and are currently in publication, and there can be
no doubt of the influence he had in developing an acceptance of the
ideals of socialism that have become so well established in contemporary
Egypt.

A dedicated cultural revolutionary, Musa constantly attacked the
backwardness of Eastern society and the sterility of the Arabic
language and culture, advocating, as Lutfl al-Sayyid had done, the use
of colloquial in the written language and even the adoption of the
Latin alphabet.

For Mils5 literature had a distinct relevance to the

needs of society and the concept of 'Art for Art's Sake' accepted so
enthusiastically by other Egyptian literary figures like Tawfiq alHakim he found far too restrictive, if not absurd.

He argued for a

universalist view of man's interactions as being the goal of a truly
cultured man, whom he defined as one who:
"raises his personal consciousness to the level of world conscious-

ness and this can only be done by voluntarily identifying one's own
problems with the problems of mankind at large. u(46)

This philosophy

did not, in his view deny or detract from Egyptian desires for freedom,
independence and national pride, which he was himself active to inspire,

especially in the thirties when he published his Misr lAs1 al-Hidgra

(Eupt, Origin of Civilization; Cairo:

1935).

His universalist view

of man and his beliefs in the similar biological origins and social needs
of all human beings were, moreover, complemented by his studies
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on comparative religion and particularly the BahAtr movement.

One

cannot, then doubt MUsils deep influence in developing mutual
understanding and respect between the religions in the
contemporary Arab world.

The Lebanese-American imiRre_Litterateurs--Jibrin (Gibranl

Nuclaima (Naimy) and al-Rrhgnr..W11.,
Many Arabs, especially from the Ottoman provinces of
Syria and Lebanon were, of course, amongst those waves of immigrants
who came flooding into the expanding New World of the Americas in
the middle and late 19th century.

Centered chiefly along the East

coast at first but soon becoming established in major cities all
over the country, they tended both to maintain communal relationships
with one another and to keep in touch with relatives and friends
still in the Arab Middle East, as well as with the area's political,
social and cultural developments.

Their interests in these regards

being only very poorly satisfied by the almost exclusively internal
and European orientation of the American English-language press,

various attempts were made to develop Arab journalism in North
America and to also establish Arab litera:i and cultural clubs.
Closely involved with such activities and with similar origins from
Christian mountain villages of Lebanon, three writers stand out in
particular as having made major contributions to the development of
modern Arabic prose and one, Khalil Jibrin (Kahlil Gibran) must be
accounted one of the most successful writers, in terms of the
breadth of his appeal, of the English language itself in the 20th
century.

Jilgin_Khalr1411zan (1883-1931)
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Born in 1883 in the large village of Bisharri high in the
North-central region of Lebanon, Jibrgn Khalil Jibrgn was the first
of the three ohildren of a villager who earned his living from the
government by collecting taxes from peasants in the area.

Jibrgnis

mother, originating also from the village, was the widow of a man
who had emigrated with her to Brazil but died there, leaving her
with one son.

Jibrgn attended the local Maronite parochial elementary

school until the age of twelve when, in 1894, his mother took him
and her other ohildren to start a new life in the United States.

His

father, apparently unambitions if not alooholio, preferred to remain
in Bisharri.

Arriving in Boston, where there was already a sizeable
oommunity of villagers from Bisharri, the family took lodgings in
the townis multi-ethnio Chinatown area.

They were able to make a

good start at earning their living; the eldest son, Burua, soon
received employment as a shop assistant and both mother and daughters
served as seamstresses.

Jibrgn himself attended high school, showing

particular promise in literature and a distinot gift for art.

In

his fifteenth year, however, he returned to Lebanon for further

studies at the Jesuit College in Beirut, the Dgr allikmal it is
unclear whether the family's willingness to bear the expense was
more motivated towards encouraging his further study of Arabia or,

rather, towards bringing about his absenoe from the oorrupting
influence of the attentions of a much older, married, American
woman, a patroness of the Arts.

(47)

Baok in Lebanon Jibrgn received a etriot, formal education
over a broad range of areas but, of course, with greatest emphasis
on Arabio and religious studies.

He was himself aotive in literary

3.13

production for the College's student journal and it was for it tbat
he prepared an initial draft of his later famous work The Prophet,
During this same four-year period he renewed contact with his
father, spending vacations enjoying the idyllic mountain countryside
in his company.

He also apparently fell deeply in love with a

Lebanese girl at this time but was prevented from marrying her by
the religious hierarchy; his later literary work expressed a deep
and fierce antipathy for priests and (Aeries.
returning to Boston after a brief interim stay in Paris,
Jibrin was faced with a period of severe family crisis and tragedy.
Within the period of only one year and a half his younger sister,
mother and half-brother all died in Boston from tuberoulosis.

His

remaining sister continued to work as a seamstress and Jibrin

himself spent his time painting portraits and composing romanticphilosophical poetry and aphorisms in Arabic chiefly for the New
York newspaper al-Muhijir (The imigr4) published by Amin Ghuraib.
In this period he published his extraordinary little oolleotion of
three stories entitled:

Spirits Rebellious that contained biting

attacks on the ethics and morality and the political structure of
Lebanese society: he also began making contributions to the popular
Egyption monthly al-Hilil.

He had,moreover, the good fortune to meet

Miss Mary Haskell, the owner of a girls' school in Boston, whose
patronage he was to enjoy for the rest of his life.

Their friendship,

based on her interest and belief in his artistio ability, led to her
oontributing a regular, monthly allowance which permitted him to
spend several years studying art and literature in Paris, from
1908 to 1911.

In Europe Jibran was deeply influenced by the work

of Auguste Rodin, whom he met and whose interest in the human hand
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is reflected in his own work; he was also clearly deeply inspired

by the poetry and water colors of the early 19th century British
visionary, William Blake.
On his return again from Paris, Jibrin spent a further year
in Boston then moved to the city of New York, continuing to work
as a portrait painter but becoming closely involved as well with the
Syrian literary community there.

He became a close assooiate of

Nasrb °Arrda, originally from Hums in Northern Syria and educated
at the Russian Teacher's Institute in Nazareth.

He made several

contributions to °ArIdals artistic-cultural monthly al-Funan that
was eventually forced to cease publication for financial reasons
when communications with the Arab world were disturbed by the
outbreak of the First World War.

Jibrgn's work of the period

clearly showed a new spirit of defiance against poverty and ill-fate

mixed with misanthropy and agnosticism strongly suggestive of the
impression that Nietzsche's philosophy and literary work was having
upon him.

Also towards the end of the decade, Jibrin became

associated with the brief appearance of a new American Englishlanguage magazine, The Seven Arts,, of which he acted as a co-

publisher and a contributor; he later collected some of his prosepoems and proverbs first published in it and elsewhere for separate

publication as a book, The Madman which came out in 1918
By now becoming well-established as a fashionable portrait
painter and with a growing reputation in Arabic literature, Jibrin's
statnre was soon such that in 1920 he was elected President of the
al-Rabita al-galamiya (The Pen League), a society formed by himself
and seven other Syrian ofmigris for the express purpose of revolutio
icing and revitalizing Arabic literature.

The group, limited to ten
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active members, published chiefly in the successful semi-weekly
journal al-Salikl. (The Touriatl, published in New York by

Masih Haddad, who was also a member of the al-Rabita.

o

Abd al-

Each year

the journal produced a special edition devoted to contributions by
active members which drew much attention in the Arab world.
Articles, commentaries and criticisms of literary works and trends
written by the members were frequently drawn and quoted from the
journal's issues and reproduced in Arabic periodicals originating
in the Middle East itself.

Mikhail Neaima, a Syrian emigre trained

as a lawyer, was, as Secretary of the al-Rabita, a devoted literary
critic and close friend and biographer of Jibran, highly influential
in the success achieved by the group.
In the fall of 1923 came the publicatiolof what has proved
to be Jibrin's most successful literary achievement, his famous The
Prophet.

Written in English and only translated into Arabic after

the author's death it has since become both highly popular and
influential in the Arab world and it is for it that Jibran is best
known today in both languages,

The distillation after many rewritings

and reconstruotions of Jibran's own personal ideas and philosophies,
it clearly owes much of its Vorm and arrangement to inspiration
from Nietzsche's Thus Snake Zarathustra.
The work explores the last hours spent in the oity of
Orphalese by a mystical wise-man sl-Mustaphalmeaning the Chosen One,
who descends :rom his mountain hermitage when he sees the ship
arriving that is to carry him away to his place of birth after his
period of long exile spent in the oity.

He walks down into the city

where the people assemble in the square to bid him farewell and
Almitra, the priestess of the temple, asks him to speak.

Responding
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to her questions, the Prophet is given the opportunity to expound
on twenty-six aspects of life in the same number of separate sermons.

Following these he delivers an emotional farewell oration and embarks
on the ship that is to return him to the island of his birth.

Though olearly modelled, probably too closely to have been
entire subconsciously, on Nietzsche, it is also a personal and
subjective work.

Jibrin was himself an exile and the essential

philosophy expressed by the Prophet, in suooinot, rhythmical prose,
is a distillation of ideas hp had himself expressed earlier.

Highly

reminiscent of the Bible in both word formation and tone, the

thoughts are expressed in neat, oarefully balanced aphorisms typical
of his own work.

The whole gives a sense of spiritual satisfaotion

and contentment that are remarkably effeotive and no doubt oontribute
to the book's amazing publication But:woes.

The original text was

illustrated with a dozen delloate drawings by the author that give
symbolio representation to some of the ideas and emotions expressed.

Published in 1923, The Prophet gave little early indication
of its later suooess, when sales would move into the millions of
oopies, and Jibrgnts personal finanoial position in faot worsened
over the next several years.

Losing all his savings in an unsuccessful

real-estate venture, he was foroed to devote himself to portrait
painting rather than writing.

As a consequence his next work,

published in 1926 under the title Sand and Foam

is in fast a oolleotion

of translations made by himself from his own earlier proverbs and
aphorisms published in Arabic, journals,

Throughout the final decade

of hie life, moreover, Jibrinte health was poor and he was able to
accomplish only one more literary work,

His Jesus

The Son of Man,

published in 1928, is somewhat longer than The Prophet, more original
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in form and more imaginative.

Over two hundred pages in length,

it explores the life, message and importance of Christ as Jibrgn
visualized He would have been viewed by those with whom He came into
The work consists of some eighty reminiscences related

contact.

sometimes in the first person by figures varying in historical
importance from the Apostles to a "woman of Byblosn.

Each piece

deals with a particular inoident from His life or some aspect of His
character or that of His society.

The passages are typically short

and succinct, and, like all Jibrgn's English composition, reminiscent
of the King James Bible in both wording and style.

The picture of

Christ that emerges from them is that of a human being of such a
perfection of confidence, strength and dignity as well as goodness

and compassion as to be unaffected and impervious to maltreatment or
injustice, more the 'superman' of Nietzsche than the 'lamb' of the
scriptures.

This view of the natur; of Christ's character and

mission and his emphasis on His being the "Son of Man' accords with
beliefs, frequently expressed in Jibrgn's writings, of the inoon.

sequential nature of the essential differences between the major
religions.

By the time of Jibrgn's early death in 1931, of cirrhosis
of the liver with tuberoulosisin one lung, he had achieved a
considerable reputation in both Arabic and English as well as a
sizeable personal fortune.

His dream of returning to Lebanon to

retire in the idyllic mountains where he had spent his youth was

never realized, however, although his corpse was returned there for
burial and received with every dignity and honor and conducted in a
huge procession to its final resting place.

A master-figure of
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Lebanese literature, his works are still most highly regarded in
Arabic, taught in the schools and even learned by heart and the
depth of his influence may be easily demonstrated in some of the
tone, imagery and style of present-day writers from the area,
Nevertheless, although his early novella Khalil al-Kgfir (Khalil the
Heretic), the third story in the collection al-Arwgh al-Mutamarrida
(Spirits Rebellious) was an example of social-political polemic in
fictional form rare for Arabic in the first decade of the century,
it has received comparatively little attention outside Lebanon.
Stylistically, too, JibrgnIs work is perhaps rather outside the
mainstream of developments that have since occurred in Arabic
literature.

His love for the tone and vocabulary of the Bible, in

both its Arabic and English forms, his long, complicated sentences
especially in his earlier fiction in Arable lend themselves best to
reading aloud and are much more sonorous and poetic, than much modern

Arabic style which has a definite tendency towards the prosaic.
The characters in his fiction are, moreover, typically flat,
symbolic representations of a type of person or representative of
a social class rather than actual people realistically depicted.

This is perhaps most neatly demonstrated in his The Forerunner, a
slim collection of parables and poems he published in 1920, in which
the chief center of interest is always an unparticularized
representative of a group designation--la man', la saint', la queens,
Ifour slaves' and so on.

His characters, as is most appropriate in

parables, which seek the broadest possible universal applicability,

are never, even if named, explored as individuals' they have an
ethereal quality like the naked but sexless figures in his drawings.
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It is clear from Jibrants letters and comments reported
in his biography, as well as from analysis of his works themselves,
that he saw his role in Arabic literature as that of social reformer
as much as artist and his work is distinctly moralistic in tone and
purpose.

Often his main character, the inevitable hero-figure, will

give an emotional oratorical address to the work's other assembled
characters, exhorting them to rise up against the established
political, social and religious order.

That Jibrin saw fiction

primarily as a tool for social reform is clearly demonstrated from a
letter he wrote in 1919 to Emil Zaidan, the editor of the Egyptian
monthly al-Hilil.

He justifies his arguement for the continued

development of fiction in Arabic by specifically making the bald and
unequivocal assertion that,

is stories and novels that have

caused the social and political revolutions in Europe and America."

(48:

Khalil Jibriin deals, in all his works, with the most

fundamental and strongest-felt of human emotions--love, grief, fear,
hate and so on--and the ultimate mysteries of the nature of life and
death themselves.

Rather than developing profound original comment

on any of these areas, Jibrin success seems to have lain in his wish
and his artistic abi.lity to give them succinct and poignant expression

during a period when few other fiotion writers were attempting to
deal with these same fundamentals and were consciously sh:ing away
from the sentimentality of the 19th century romantics.

The extra-

ordinary popularity of his works in English as well as Arabic seems
to indicate that his romantic-tragic, moralistic and sermon-like
themes expressed in simple, striking vocabulary within an archaic
Biblical style, have reached an emotional reservoir, particularly of
the less sophisticated reading public, otherwise untapped in the
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twentieth century literature of both languages.

Mikheil Neaima (1889It is to Mikheil Nucaima that we owe much of Our insight
into the details of Khalil Jibriln's life and character, through his

excellent impressionistio biography of his close friend which he
wrote,soon after his death,first in Arabic and then himself translated
and published in an English version in 1950.

The range of interests,

abilities, training and oharacter of the two men seem remarkably
different in important areas but NuGaima, like Jibrin, is perhaps
best known in the history of Arabio for his part in developing the
short-lived but influential American-Arab literary school of the
early decades of this century, even though the large bulk of his own
writings have been produced in later years.

mrkhaqi Neaima was born in the central Lebanese village
of Baskinta in 1889, to a Greek-Orthodox family of small farmers.

(49)

He attended the village parochial elementary school, receiving a
basio education in literaoy until, in 1899, he was able to attend
the high school established there that same year by Russia, whioh
had undertaken the improvement of education for members of the Greek
Orthodox faith over Palestine and Greater Syria.

After three years

study there, revolving largely around Arabic language and literature
and the basil° soleness but also inoluding elementary Russian, he

received a scholarship to go on in 1902 to the Teachers' Institute
in Nazareth established by the 'Russian Imperial Palestinian Societyt
with the purpose of providing advanced training for the most gifted
students from their schools scattered over the area.

As well as

higher studies in Russian and the soienoes, the Institute laid great
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emphasis on Arabic language and3iterature, and current authors and

periodicals as well as the classics were made available to the
students.
o

While Nu alma was developing his academic interests, especiall
into modern Russian literature and study of the life and mission of

Christ, members of his family were seeking relief of their financial
difficulties through emigration to North America.

One brother left

for the State of Washington in 1900 and was joined there by a second
in 1906.

That same year takhril himself graduated from the Nazareth

Institute with a scholarship to Russia for further studies in theology.

Attending the seminary at Poltava in the Ukraine for five years, he
pursued his interests most deeply into romantic Russian poetry,

being particularly influenced by Lermontov and even composing
himself many poems, largely unpublished, in Russian.

He was also

deeply attracted to the work of the sooialrealist writers and
reformers and, conscious of the comparative poverty of modern
Arabic literature in that area, even attempted in 1909 to write a
play depicting modern life in Lebanon; the play was not finished,

however, until several years later, when it appeared in 1916 as
al-Xbil wa al-aaniin (Fathers and Sons).

By his final year at the seminary, Nuealmals interest in

further studies within the Russian church seems to have faded and
been replaced with concern for societal reform through more radical
aotion than the religious hierarchy oould have permitted; he was
involved in a student demonstration that resulted in the olosure of

the seminary for several days and finally left Poltava shortly
thereafter, having successfully completed his final examinations.
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After a brief stay in Baskinta at the family farm, N2aima
accompanied his brother back to Seattle, Washington, with the intention
of persuing legal studies there.

He learned English through private

tutoring and greatly extended his understanding of the range of
world literature and philosophy.

During his second year as a student

at Seattle he received a mailed copy of the new Arabic monthly al-Funiin

(The Artslo published in New York by Nasib °Arrda, a friend with whom
he had studied at the Nazareth Institute.

The journal consisted

largely of materials in translation from modern Western writers
but there were also articles and poems in free verse by Jibrin and
AmTn al-RItanr as well as by °Arrda.

Attracted by the journal's

clearly expressed determination to assist in radica transformations

and developments in Arabic literature, N2aima was inspired to write
and offer for publication in it his first original article, an
attack on outmoded forms and styles of Arabio literary production.
The article was published and well received and Nu alma continued to
make frequent contributions to al-Punt:1n until it finally ceased to

publish for the last time in 1918; during its five year life as a
monthly. it appeared so intermittently, however, due to financial
troubles, that only 29 issues of the journal were published in total.
When its serious difficulties began and it first ceased publication
in December 1913, Nu °aima, like the others in his literary oirole,

continued their production in Arabic chiefly through the medium of

plSilih (The Traveller), begun as a semi-weekly in New York in 1912
by °Abd a1 -Masr4 Vaddlid, also an old friend and fellow student from

the Nazareth Russian Teaohersl Institute.
In 1916, when attempts were being made to revive al-Funan,
o

Nu alma was persuaded, upon his graduation with his Bachelorts Degrees
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in Arts and Law, to move to New York where he obtained modest
employment in office work.

From that time until his induction in

the United States army for service in France in May 1918, N2nima
was active in attempting to reestablish the journal and was offioiF
designated as director and assistant editor of two issues of al -Fur

that appeared earlier in the same year.

Nealmals pieces in both Journals consisted chiefly of
literary-critical assessments of the work of current Arab writers
and generalized interpretations and analyses of the nature of
literature and its relationship with real life.

He consistently

expressed the view that literature must be closely linked and alway
relevant to the realities of life and the people in whose language

it was expressed and he soon became known as a partisan of the new
clear, simple and precise style in which some of the younger Arab
literateurs were beginning to express themselves.

He strongly

criticized those writers still clinging to rigidly formal tradition
styles in Arabic, both in poetry and in prose.

contributions, his playal-lAb5 wa al-Banan

In his own original

Fathers and Sons) , first

published in sorial form in al-Funan, and in his short stories,

he employed a style devoid of obscurity in vocabulary or syntax and
close to the forms of Arabic being developed in journalism for
purposes of mass communication.

He, like Farah 'Anton, however,

generally denied the validity of the use of colloquial Arabic in
written form in his works, even though himself writing the dialogue
for several of the lower-class characters in his play in that mediux
c

In all, Nu alma's pre-War literary production was remarkab]
original and forward-looking, as is shown by the current popularity
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and availability of both the play, an exploration of the absurdity
of the social strains and conventions of the class structure of
modern Lebanon and the critical artioles, selections from which

have been frequently republished since their first appearance in
book form under the title al-Ghirbil (The Sieve) in 1923,

The original

request for this book publication came, moreover, from an Egyptian
publisher

(50)

and this fact demonstrates, with the book's intro-

duction by °Abbas Matimad al-cAqqad, one of Cairo's most prominent

young critics at the time, the interest within the Arab world itself
in the literary innovations of the Syrian emigre writers in America.

Literary criticism of any calibre was, moreover, rare in Arabic
writings of the period.

Few other Arab writers had enjoyed so

rigorous a schooling as Nucaima in criticism and, unlike the others,
he was satisfied to restrict his interests to literature itself as
an art form, even though in his view necessarily relevant to sooiety.
c

Nu alma's publications demonstrate no desire for a close examination

of the current social, political, scientific and religious theories
that had taken up so much of the attention of his predecessors and
contemporaries in Arabic literature,
During the First World War Nucaima saw action briefly at the
front line in France and, upon completion of his army service, he
returned to New York in late 1919.

It was clear that the revival

of al-Funan was no longer possible and the following spring he took
part in the formation of the literary-reformist society al-Ribita

al.-SatalaTeesLuel, intended as an independent,,exolusivist
grouping of the chief contributors to al-Funan who would henceforth
always identify themselves as members in their signatures to whatever
they might publish.

Nucaima acted as Secretary of the group and
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drew up both their statement of purpose, membership rules and minute
Despite his enthusiasm, however, they only produced one, that for
1921, of their projected annual collections to appear as special
editions of al-Sit-11h and financial difficulties also prevented

fulfillment of their objective of book publication of members' works
as well as translations from Western languages.

Nevertheless, the

al-Rgbita did gain considerable attention and some success in spread
their views on the need for ref xming Arabic literature, especially
when the Egyptian monthly al-Hilgl with its large circulation, began
reproducing their articles.
c

Earning his living as a salesman, Nu aimass chief personal
literary production immediately after the War was in poetry, publish
in the regular and special issues of al-Sglih; he also wrote a numbe
of poems in English, some even appearing in the New York Times.
The poems are consistently either despairing or stoical in tone,
emphasizing and bemoaning the dichotomy between man's spiritual
yearnings and his down-to-earth needs and the impossibility of
successful reconciliation between them.

They clearly express

Neaimats mood of the period, one of continuing depression at his
war-time experiences, his unfulfilled emotional need for a woman
he could love, and his sense of alienation from the materialist worle
of New York in which he was obliged to struggle for a meagre living.
By 1930, however, his production of poetry had finally ceased and
the only collection of his poetry, all from this period, was
republished in 1945 under the title

al -Jufun (Eyelid

It includes thirty poems originally in Arabic and Arabic translations
of fourteen others he wrote originally in English and published in
English-language periodicals.

The volume also contains five
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illustrative drawings, one by Jibrgn, the rest by Nealma.
His friendship with Jibrgn was close and when the latter

died in April 1931, Nealma seems to have been deeply affected.
Their critical views on the materialism of life in New York were
closely similar and they had often discussed returning to live a
life of pleasant solitude in the idyllic Lebanese mountains.

In

1925, moreover, Nealma published a short story in al -Sg'ih
entitled the Cuckoo Clock which had been occasioned by his wish
to deter a younger brother, the last at home with his aging parents,

from leaving the family farm at Baskinta for emigration to America.
The story

(51)

shows how a young Lebanese, abandoned by his

fiancee in favor of an older but rich eMigre, himself achieves
material success abroad but only finds true happiness on returning
to the simple life of the Lebanese mountains.

There he lives in

rustic happiness, revered by the country folk for his spiritual
serenity and his message to them that satisfaction is only to be
found in a life close to God and mother earth.

The story seems to

have been prophetic of Nee/ma's own future course; one year
following Jibrgnts 'death and the return of his body to Lebanon for

burial, he himself left America for the last time.

Returning, at

the age of forty-two to the family farm, he has lived there modestly
ever since, revered as a philosopher-hermit and giving occasional
talks and lectures at educational and social organizations and
continuing his readings and writing.

His first major literary undertaking on his return to
Baskinta was the completion of a full biography of Jibrgn and it is
for this work, perhaps more than any other, that he is best known today.
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Drawing on information provided by Mary Haskell, JibrAnts American
patroness, and from his own knowledge of his background and porsonal
he was able to construct a moving and convincing account that is als
very revealing of the author himself.

First published in Beirut in

1934, it has since reappeared many times in Arabic and was published
c

in Nu aimals own translation in New York in 1950.

Over the almost four decades that have so far elapsed since

his retirement to Lebanon, he has produced a steady stream of publications.

In 1932 in Beirut he published twelve short philosophical

essays under the title al- Marahil (Stages) and in 1936 seventeen mon
lectures and talks, identified by date and place, that he had deliver

on various occasions after his return, under the title ad al-Ma°gd
,Food for the Hereafter); this was first published in Cairo.

Both

collections explore and explain his personal convictions which
relate fundamentally t, a denial of materialism and an acceptance of
theosophical beliefs, which had appealed to him ever since his studer
days in Seattle, Washington, (52)

A pessimistic belief that modern

industrial civilizationisconstantly and inevitably leading to civil
turmoil and war, is added to these concerns and expressed in other
collections of essays published in book form,in 1945

al-Baygdir

(The Threshing Floors L, the long assay alailElhgn(LL0A),

Beirut:

1946 and in Sawt al-°Alam (Voice of the World, Cairo: 1948.

Much

the same ideas and attitudes are reiterated in the later essay
collections al-NUr wa
in Fr Mahab

(Light and Gloom), Beirut:
Beirut:

1950 and

1953.

Several other later works which may categorized approximatel
as prose fiction, published since the late forties, may be included
with the biography of Jibrgn to account chiefly for Nucaimats
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continuing high reputation in Arabic letters,

The first, The Book of

Mirdad is his only work to be first written in English.

It was

originally published in Beirut in 1948 and later republished in
Bombay and London; the work's first Arabic edition, translated by
the author himself, appeared in 1952 and it has since been republished
several times.

An allegory in two parts, the story has its inspiration

in the Lebanese mountains of Neaimals home and in a legend based on
the Biblical Ark and Noah's establishment of a temple where it came
to rest after the Flood.

Eventually, the monks who succeed Noah in

the governance of the Ark-Temple are persuaded, having grown in the
meantime exceedingly rich, by a servant-turned-prophet to divest
themselves of their material holdings, But the Abbot in command of
the temple resists, and is finally sentenced to remain there, bound
and dumb until the arrival of a new prophet.
The narrator of the story, resisting all advice, determines
to make his way up the near-impassable mountain side to seek the
temple site.

He makes his way with great difficulty up the tortuous

arld dangerous ascent but, on the way is exposed to sexual temptation,

robbed of his clothes and rendered unconscious.

He awakens to find

himself in the presence of the accursed Abbot, who confirms to him
the truth of t7le legendary story of the spell put on him by the Prophet

Mirdad, which is now broken by the narrator's arrival.

The Abbot

hands over, as he had been commanded, Mirdad's book preserved there
in an iron chest beneath the alter, along with his own clothes.
Finally the Abbot is transformed into a rock, in the shape of a wild
beast, and the narrator is left alone to descend once more without
difficulty.
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The second part of the work, comprising some nine.tenths
of the whole, consists of the text of this book of Mirdad.

Divided

into thirty-seven very short chapters, it is in the form of reports

made by a monk, Naronda, of the actions and speech of Mirdad during
the latter part of his stay in the temple.

The anecdotes, of

relationships between the temple-dwellers and Mirdad and their
disagreements and antagonisms,serve to introduce sermons in which
c

Nu aimats theosophic philosophies may be propounded.

Faith, death,

love, and sex are typical subjects examined ana throughout there is the

expression of the idea fundamental to theosophy that it is actually
within Man himself that God exists.

The style of the work is

extremely succinct, economical and careful in both its English and
Arabic versions and the simple vocabulary and sentence structure
transmit the ideas with great clarity.

Although original in detail,

treatment and philosophies, the essential theme--that of prose

fiction serving to introduce a mystical Prophet sermonizing on
fundamental religious and social ideas, is, of course, scarcely new
to world literature.

The work is clearly a variation and extension

of Nietzsche's Thus pake garathustra and Jibrgn's The Prophet,,
c

with both of which Nu aima was intimately acquainted.
From his earliest days as a writer Nucaima had been contributing short stories and he must be considered, indeed, to be one of
the earliest true exponents of the genre in modern Arabic literature.

His early story Sanatuhg al-Jadida

Her New Year), first published

in 1914 and reappearing in the seven-story collection Kgna Mg Kgna
(Once Upon a Time) and twice analyzed in English, (53) is an
effective treatment in classic short-story style, of a rather
melodramatic and improbable subject.

Other stories are autoblographica
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as is the case of the early novella Mudhakkirit al-lAr ash (Memoirs
of Pook-Face), later published in Naimyls translation under the title

Memoirs of a_afilanLSoul in New York in 1952. Libl) too,
also a novellette and the title story of a colleotion first published
in 1948 and similarly translated into English by Naimy, under the
title Till We Meet, (Bangalore*

1957), is autobiographical in its

portrayal of the platonic artist Leonardo as well as lyrioal-romantio,
sentimental and visionary in its treatment.

A frequent theme in his

stories, especially the earlier ones, is a critique of the class
structure of Lebanon and the absurdity of the veneration during the
late Ottoman period accorded titles that could be easily bought.

His

later short stories, written in the forties and fifties, have been
collected and published in Arable under the title !Akibir (Grandees).
and Abii Batta (He with !Fat Calves!),

They cover a broad range of

subjects and incidents set in the world of concrete reality but are
exploratory of fundamental emotions and values cnd eternal truths.
Many of his characters therefore tend to be idealized and his situations,
with all their sense of mystery and drama, tend to appear somewhat
contrived.

Neaimals biography of Khalil Jibrin probably remains today
the work for which he is best known and admired.

Assessments of the

work, as in Dr. Khalil Foals study on Jibrin, that Nucaimals at
times unflattering portrait of his friend is the to envious bias
and that his approach lacks scholastic detachment and acouracy,
have not been widely accepted.
volume Sabo_

(54)

His own autobiography, the three-

(Seventy), similarly demonstrates his notable gift for

making the lives of others interesting to his readers.

Nevertheless,

apart from the clear historical importance of his early contributions
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to the development of modern Arabic letters, both as critic and
creator, it is difficult to assess effectively the probable lasting
impact of his writings.

For all the'appareht limitations of his

personal experiences and the restricted scope of the philosophies
he reiterates, he has been active for many decades over a remarkably
broad range of Arabic literary production, including drama, the Field-

realist short story and allegorical-philosophical fiction as well as
biography, criticism and even poetry,

Although the popularity of the

never-married and proudly celibate hermit of al-Shakhrab, his mountain
summer home, is today chiefly restricted to Lebanon, he has certainly
become there a legendary figure in his own time.

1)2

Amin al-RrhigilaZL121a1
Amin al-Arhgnitlike the other two major figures of the
American -Arab school of letters, was Christian, Lebanese in bix-th

and childhood, an emigrant to the United StattJ and an author in both
English as well as Arabic.

Nevertheless,

many of al-Rrylinr's

interests and literary activities contrast more than parallel those

of Jibrgn and Neaima.

A far more prolifie writer, with a considerably

greater range of travel and life experience than either of the

others, his work differs most fundamentally from that of his two
oompatriots in being primarily concerned with the practical here-andnow of human life than with the mystical hereafter,

A rational analyst

and commentator on political and social life more than a visionary
theorist and philosopher, his work has, in fact more in common with
that of FaraII lAqiin and Salima masa, both active in Egypt, than with

that of the other two most prominent members of the American
IMahjarl school of the early and middle twentieth century.
Al-RrIgni was born in the mountain village of al-FUraika,

in central Lebanon, where his father was a partner in a small silk
factory owned by the family,

Amin attended parochial school there

in his early years and also received a basic elementary education
in Arabic and French in a school managed by Na cam Mukarzil,

In

1888 Mukarzil, a would-be journalistsemigrated to New York in the
company of the twelve-year old al-Brignr and his uncle, leaving the
boy's parents in Lebanon to settle the family's affairs; the silk
trade was beginning to decline at that period.

After his arrival

in New York, al-Arhinr received further education in English at a
convent school but was soon obliged to assist In the family's oommercial
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enterprise, established after his father and mother arrived in the
city the following year.

Throughout his teens, we are told,

(55)

he continued his education by devoting himself to studying at home
until the small hours and he apparently found time to read extensive]
in a variety of fields, becoming espeoially interested in the 19th
century rationalists and social philosophers and also in the dramatic
genius of Shakespeare.

He spent three months on the professional

stage with an American touring company in his late teens, having

received training earlier at a drama school for a period; thn
financial failure of the company eventually forced his return to his
work as clerk in the family business in New York.

By his early

twenties, however, he had decided on a career in the law and he
studied by night to gain entry to college.

After only one year

actively studying law in New York as a full-time student, he conclude
that his real interest lay in literature.
In 1898 al-Hrhinr returned to Lebanon, 011-fly for health
reasons it seems, and took employment teaching Eng:

"Lebanese School" at Qurna Shahwin near Beirut.

Hr.

at the
,nit the

following period of one year there also conscientiously studying
Arabic, having become aware of the defioienoies of his knowledge
of the classical literature of his own native language.

In later

published comments he stressed the hatred his early schooling in his
village had inspired in him for Arabio studies and he related how his
new interest in and respect for Arab oivilization came to life only
after reading Thomas Carlylels study of the Prophet Muhammad.
During the course of his studies he was clearly much impress'
with the work of the blind pessimistic °Abbelsid poet AbO al0.Ali

alMearrr and busied himself translating some of his verses into
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English.

The resulting translations were finally published, after

his roturn to the United States, along with a fifteen-page introduotion
in New York in 1903 under the title The Quat.rains of Abu al-WAL

In the preface to the 126 selected quatrains, al.:Mini desoribes
the poet rather extravagantly as "the Lucretius of al- Islam, the

Diogenes of Arabia, the Voltaire of the East" and suggests that it was
directly from him that Omar Khayyam, whose fame at thai; time was

at its peak in the Western world through Fitzgeraldls translation, drew
his inspirations!

"I do not say that Omar was a plagiarist, but I say this:

Just as Voltaire, for instance, acquired most of his liberal and
soeptioal views from aobbes, Lookc and &kyle, so did Omar acquire
his from Abufl-All."(56)

The emphasis here on ohoosing the origins

of 18th century rationalist thought to make his point is no doubt
illustrative of al-Rrhinrts personal interests at his stage of his
life.

From a strange little tale al-MukIrr wa al-Kihin (The

Muleteer and thslamall first published in New York in 1902, at
the Arabic press established by Neam Mukarzil, his former teaoner
in Lebanon, and later republished with a few additional notes by
the author tn Beirut in 1934, we gain further insight into the
direotion of al-HI OnTle early thinking.

No doubt autobiographical

in several areas and polemic, more than fiction, the central oharaoter

Aba Tannas is a muleteer and one-time merchant who emigrated to the
United States and whose life had proved a oonstant battle with the
priestly establishment both in Lebanon and New York.

The muleteer,

we are told, although himself uneducated, had a young Syrian writer
working for him who was expert in French and who fed his anti - clerical
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feelings by telling him of: "Voltaire, whose works he used to read
a great deal"n (57)
the Church.

and the Frenoh writer's continuing strife with

The plot of the story is simple in the extreme; Abu

Tannas is the sole companion of a priest in an evening ooach ride
from Beirut into the mountains.

On the way they engage in converse

and Abu Tannas seizes the opportunity to launoh a vioious attack or
the Lebanese olergy in general and the lone priest himself, he char
them with hypoorisy and exploitation in the severest terms.

The

priest is dumbfounded at the nature and strength of the attaok from
his travelling oompanion, a mere lowly peasant, and responds by
striking out with his stick.

Abu Tannic counters by offering his of

cheek and the priest sinks into a state of shook, soon leaving the
carriage to proceed by fort.

Praying and oontempltting his past

life in the moonlight and early dawn, he sees the justioe of the
oritioisms made and determines to reform.

The story ends with a

brief report of his new attitudes, ihspired in part by a conoiliato:
let;;er, that follows from Abu Tannas.

The prlest advises his son

to give up studying for the ministry in Rome and spends all his
wealth in providing food for the poor.

The religious hierarchy,

shooked at his actions and their implications, imprisons him in a
monastery reserved for treatment of lunatios and there, it is said,
he soon dies, beaten to death by the monks!

Al-apinr's literary aotivities seem to have attraoted
great attention in the 461grcroommunity of New York and within
several years of his return to the oity he had obtained a high
reputation; he published articles extensively in Arabio journals and
delivered many speeohes to literary grollps.

These speeches, along
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with his essays, appeared chiefly in the daily al-Hudg (Guidance)

and a weekly al-Islih Refgal.

His anti-olerioalism, so clearly

4'

expressed in the novella, was reflected in much of his work of the

period and he consistently denied the validity or importance of
denominational religious differences and insisted on the need to
develop a new cohesiveness amongst Arabs based on feelings of national
solidarity.

The influeLoe of his anti-clerical views, expressed

immediately following the turn of the century, may well have strongly
influenced Jibrgn's work in a similar vein published half a decade
later.

Religious reform was merely one of al-Rrhinr's concerns of
the time; his interest in broader reforms of sooiety was expressed
in both his journalistic articles and his addresses as well as in

another pamphlet he published in Arabic in New York in 1903, the
MUjiz Tirrkh al-Thawrat al-Faransrya (Short History of the French
Revolution), a critique of Thomas Carlyle's famous study.
and his three friends Shiblr Damels,

Al-Rrhinr

o

Isi al-Kharr and Jamil Ma

all aotive in New York's reformist Aratio press of the time, considered
themselves, probably not without justification, the best Arab experts
on the French Revolution,

(58) which they believed could form a

model for the future political development of the Arab world.

al-

Rrhinr, it is interesting to note, specialized in study of the life
of Robespierre and published several articles on him in Damele

weekly al-I914.
In 1904 al-RrOgnI set out to return to the Arab world, his
health having gradually deteriorated once more in New York.

On the

way he stopped in Egypt, spending a whole winter season there and
becoming acquainted with the Khedive

o

Abbas Vile and many of the
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most prominent political and literary leaders in the country.
Arriving at last in Lebanon, he delighted in the mountain scenery,
composed prose-poetry and articles in its praise and continued to
expand his reading.

He was also active in developing his reputation

there through public addresses and articles in the local journalism.
Throughout the period of the duration of the Ottoman constitution,
from 1908-1913, he wrote frequently in favor of true constitutional
government, a vain hope for Arabs at a time of rising Turkish - racial

nationalist feeling.

The courageousness and optimism of his own

political message is hinted by the very title of one of his pamphlets
of the time, published in Beirut in 19088

FT Nix' al-Mu rictilaml

Nar al-Dustar (In the Fires of Censorship and the Light of the
Constitution).._

Within this game period he returned briefly to New York for
publication in 1911 of his second work in English, the

taaa")Chalic

a piece of autobiographical fiotion recounting the reminisoenoes of
a Syrian 4.1igrd'and his difficulties in acclimatising to the materia:

world of North America with all its differing value!, and customs.

Its public:ion coincided with the appearance in Beirut of his
ii...144_,LiriallSot....LL____ufroma-rhinII, a collection of his speeches,

essays and poems published in Arabic up to that time.

Appearing fire

in Beirut in two volumes in the years 1910 are 1911, the selections

have proved of lasting appeal and have been since reprinted several
times along with later additions.

The articles and speeches,

printed and delivered both in America and the Arab world, range
widely from intellectual discussions of religious theory and ethios,
literary criticism.

There are also highly polished descriptive

essays on such subjects as

the View from Brooklyn Bridges and
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""The Furaika Valley--or a return to nature ".

The essays also demonstrate

his keen interest in social reform and in the problems presented by
industrial growth both to individuals and their environment as well as
in contemporary international affairs; one article, for example,
deals with the war then raging between Japan and Russia.
Shortly before the outbreak of the First World War,

al-Rrhinr returned to New York once more and became active in propagating
the idea of Arab freedom and independence and attacking the polioies,
being followed by Germany and Turkey.

he welcomed the beginnings

of the Arab revolt under the Sharif Vusain in the Hedjaz in 1916
most enthusiastically and, in a constant flow of publication, stressed
the needs for Arab unity to achieve political and social progress.
Before the war ended and inspired by reading Washington Irving's
The Alhambra, al-Rrhinr visited Spain and was deeply impressed by
the magnificence of the remains of the Arab civilization in Andalusia
and further coAvinced of the need to develop his personal knowledge of
early Arab cities.

Shortly, therefore, following the end of the War

he set out on his first trip to Arabia.

His wife, a painter of

Scottish ancestry whom he had met and married in New York during the
War, refused, however, to accompany him and returned to her former
home in California.

Before deciding to make the journey al-Rrhinr had been in
correspondence with a former friend, Constantine Yan!, who was then
on the staff of the Sharrf Vusain and he received encouragement
and promises of help in arranging the trip from them.

His interests

in visiting Arabia seem to have been chiefly twofold --to demonstrate

that an Arab writer could, in fact, explore and describe the deserts

of the Peninsula equally as well as the European adventurers like
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Doughty and Burton, whose works were becoming so well known and
secondly, to attempt to bring about reconciliation between the

warring primes of Arabia to further the cause of Arab unity.

The

disappuintment felt by all Arabs at the failure of the European
Powers to either live up to the American President Wilson's famous
fourteen-point declaration or even to their own earlier formal
promises, was fully shared by al-Rrhanr,

The dangers of conflict

developing between the desert prinoe Ibn Seild and his Wahhibr
followers and the Hashemite Kings was, moreover, obvious to all.
On his way to Arabia in 1922 al7Rrhanr stopped in Egypt for

a short period and there he was welcomed and feted as a famous author
and given the opportunity to deliver a number of speeches.

In the

following period of two years he travelled extensively over the

Hedjaz, into the Yemen, through the Hadramaut region and up the
Persian Gulf, visiting Bahrain and Kuwait and ending his journey to
Furaika with a stay in °Iraq.

Although his meetings with the

Sharrf Vusain and with Ibn Sa°1-id did not prevent their confliot,

his journey was by any measure most successful and produotive.

He

managed, according to hia'own accounts, not only to be reoeived by
eaoh of the rulers of the areas he visited but also to engage with
them in lengthy and far-ranging discussions.

Perhaps his greatest

aohievement in this regard was in gaining aooess to the oourt of
o

Abd al-Azrz Ibn Sera in Nog, where he apparently stayed for no

less than six weeks.

Each of the rulers, it seems, agreed with his

arguments in favor of a oonferenoe in Kecoa to organize their
polioies and reoonoile their ditputes, but, of oourse, neither it nor
the unified Arab polioies he hoped for in faot resulted,
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Despite the extreme difficulties of terrain, climate,
communications and the constant danger of attack from hostile bedouins,

he took extensive notes and photographs throughout his expedition and
the materials were later included in several of his publications in
Arabic and English.

His interests were very broad and he took

careful account of physical, natural

and archeological features,

tribal customs and alliances as well as details of the political and
social structure of the tribes and the towns he visited.
Apart from many articles and speeches, several major works
resulted from his contact with Arabia.

In 1924 in Beirut came

publication of his Munk al-°Arab-aw rihla fr al-bilid al-°arabrut
(Kings of the Arabs--or a journey in the Arab countries) and this was
followed within several years by voluminous contributions to the store
of material available in English on conditions in Arabia,

Brought out

by reputable New York and London publishers, they represented the
most extraordinary publishing success in their genre ever achieved
in the Western world by an Arab writers both hiss Ibn Saoud of Arabia

and The Maker of Modern Arabia aoeared, respectively in London
and New York, in 1928, complete with maps, illustrations and many
photographs.

Travelling to London for publication of his book,

al-Rrhinr also wrote a number of artioles for the Times on the
critical situation developing in the Hedjaz between the forces of
Ibn Sa°11 and the Hashimites.

These studies were followed in 1930

by two more major publications on Arabia, his Arabian Peak and Desert-

Travels in the,Yaman_ and his kround the Coasts of_Aratia, the former
appearing in London, the latter in Boston.
The months spend writing his works on Arabia had not, however,

resulted completely in al-RiOnfla ceasing to concern himself with
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looal conditions in Lebanon and Syria under the control of the
Frenoh occupation.

This period of great literary activity also

saw the publioation of two works of immediate political impact.
His interpretative history:

al- Nakabgt -aw Khulgsa Tirikh SUriya

(Disasters - or a &sumer of the History of Syria) and his short
polemical reformist traot:

al-Tqarruf wa

(Radicalism and

Reform), containing essays and printings of speeches, were pointedly
direoted towards maintaining Arab morale under oiroumstances of
direot foreign control.

Having returned to New York and arranged a oivil divorce
from his estranged wife, al-Ripini devoted himself wholeheartedly
in the early thirties to defense of the Arab point of view in the
growing struggle in Palestine with the Zionists intent on establishing
there as a separate Jewish political entity the ',national home" for

the Jews referred to so vaguely in the Balfour declaration of 1917.
He travelled and published extensively on the Palestine question,

stressing for Arab audiences the dangers of Zionist expansion and
for English-speaking audienoes the justioe of the Arab resistanoe
to further Jewish immigration.
Returning onoe more to the Middle East and taking up

residence again in al-Furaika with his mother there, he made in
1933 a speech oomparing the overt, brutal tyranny of the Ottoman's
control with the subtle but organized tyranny of the Prenoh mandate,
As a result he was arrested and exiled from the country.

He

travelled to Baghdad, living as a guest of the new King Ohie and
writing his life of the former King of Iraq, Faifal the Pirate
whom he had known on his earlier visits there ten years before.
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The work appeared in Arable in 1934 in Beirut and that same year his
exile from Lebanon was lifted, after intervention on his behalf by
the British and American governments; the Lebanese and Syrian
oornmunities in America had also helped by threatening to boycott

French produots if the exile were not revoked.

In Lebanon once

again, al-Rrhinr was warned that, like other writers, he must avoid
all discussions of either politics or religion and he reluctantly
accepted the restriction.

In the ssme year of his return, 1934, he

wrote and published in Beirut a short play Wei' al -Zeman (The
Fulfillment of Time) on the occasion of the celebrations of the
thousand-year commemoration of the birth of the Persian literary
genius al-Firdawsil the play received a high honor from the
Iranian government.

Al-Rrhgnr remained for several years resident in al-Furaika,
passing his time continuing his writing and engaging in discussions
with his friends and admirers; he continued active in propagating
the Arab arguments on the Palestine problem throughout the period,
chiefly in newspaper publications.

He also published, in 1935, one

further major study, the allileartofira) that was
lyrically descriptive of the oountry's history and geography but
oritioal of British Mandate policies.

In 1936

invited to deliver

a series of leoturea on the Arab Near East, he returned to the
United States.

He lectured all over the oountry, inoluding the

West coast states, talking on literary oontadts between East and
West, the literature of the modern Arab world, the Palestine problem
and the effeots of the Mandates on politioal, social and intellectual
life In the area.
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On completion of his tour, he returned to Lebanon, for the
last time, visiting Morocco on the way.

He conducted a thorough

tour of the country, meeting the top intellectual and political
leaders and studying the life and oustoms of the people.

The results

of his observations were published eventually in a further book,

his al-Maghrib
as 1952.

(Morocco()) published posthumously as late

The last few years of his life were spent continuing his

aotivities in journalism and speaking engagements and carrying out
detailed field research and explorations of Lebanon itself.
book he planned, partly

The

autobiographical of his early ohildhood, was,

however, interrupted by his death in September 1940 and was only
published in 1947 in its unfinished fcrm by his brother Albert,
under the title:

Qalb Lubniin (The Heart of Lebanon

Al-Rillinr was, of course, well aoquainted with the other

members of the Lebanese-American 6migr( groups in New York, influenoint
and being influenced by them; he was for a period associated with the
early aotivities of the al-Ribita al-Qalamrya (The Pen League) and
o

knew both Nu aima and Jibrin well.

His relationship with the latter

was at times strained, but al-Rrhinr, a person of very different
character himself, admired the romantic - mystic artist of The Prophet,

and delivered a funeral oration in his praise after the return of his
body to Lebanon for burial.

He also knew Mayy Zigda well, meeting

her first in Cairo in the early twenties and keeping up a regular
correspondence with hers he was of great assistanoe to her in bringing
her baok to a degree of sanity after her mental breakdown in Lebanon
in the late thirties,

The work of al-Rrhint continues to enjoy some popularity
in the Arab world today, espeoially in Lebanon, where he remains
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a revered national figure, considered a towering genius in the
literature of that country throughout this century.

His achievement

in becoming a major writer in Arabic was all the more remarkable for
his comparatively late decision to give the language serious study;
although never accepted as a great stylist in Arabic, he clearly
did learn to write accurately and precisely.

To all accounts, a

character of considerable personal courage and determination, he
seems to have lived himself in accord with the personal maxim and
motto he frequently promulgated, in all his own works which are
marked by uncommon directness and frankness:
imshiln--"Say your piece and begoneff,

"Qul kalimatak wa

The continuing popularity

of his writings is attested by their current availability; all
thirty of his Arabic works have recently been published in Lebanon
as a complete set.
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The Beginnings of Modern Fiction in Egypt
Although, as has been seen, prose fiction had shown some
development in the very late 19th and early 20th century in the
literary activities of authors of mainly Syrian origins- -

particularly Ulan and lAntiin in the historical and psychological
novel, the 6migr6s al-Rihahr and Jibrgn beginning social protest
fiction and Nu alma descriptive realism in the short story--no Egypt
authors had yet worked in a comparable genre of fiction.

Muhammad

al..Muwailihi, a son of Ibrahim al-Muwailihi (1844-1906), a courageou

reformist who had briefly published Arabic journals with strongly
anti-Khedive and Ottoman Sultan editorial policies in Egypt,
Naples and Paris and eventually became a close associate of al-Afgha
is credited with one of the earliest Egyptian attempts at fiction.
Muhammad al-Muwailihr (1858-1930)
Born in Cairo in 1858 to a wealthy land-owning family,
Muhammad, like his father, Ibrahim, was attracted to the Egyptian
independence movement and became an early follower of both °Urabi
Pasha and al-Afghani.

He is said to have learned FrenCh, Turkish

and Italian as well as some English and travelled extensively with
his father over Europe and himself visited Syria and the Hedjaz.

He

also assisted his father in his journalistic enterprises and

particularly in the editorship of their influential Misbah_21-Sham
(Torch of the East, a weekly political and literary journal that
appeared in Cairo.

Following his father's death Muhammad became a

government employee in the 'Awqif department, retiring from that
position soon after the outbreak of the First World War.

A frequent
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contributor to the Cairo daily press, he is best known for his work
Hadith

ibn Hishim, first published in serial form in the Hisbah

al-Sham and later published several time

in slightly expanded

versions.

The book tells, in the first person singular, how the

narrator, identified in the title, saw a vision of himself wandering
through a graveyard in Cairo oontemplating the vanity of man when a

tomb opened to emit back to life a Pasha who had been a high military
official at the time of Muhammad °Air.

The work revolves around the

discussion and observations of the narrator,

and the Pasha and

those they meet on tours of contemporary Egypt and France to view
the results of modern progress.

The device enables the author to

develop criticism of Egyptian administrative praotices and dialogue
and argumentation over the relative values of Eastern and Western

philosophies and the nature of the effects of rapid Westernization
and material change on the customs and attitudes of people in both
Egyptian urban and country life.

The arguments are presented

wittily, the exchanges convincingly developed and a great range of
subjects are examined.

Their discussions and adventures involve

the Egyptian legal system, both civil and religious, the medical
profession and social customs, European as well as Egyptian.
general, Pasha and

o

In

Isi conclude that the developments in their

world have meritorious as well as blameworthy aspects.

Although

normally classified as fiction, the work clearly does not meet some
of the artistic requirements normally considered essential for a
novel.

Although of sustained length average for the novel form, it is

not a complete whole as it now stands, despite the later additions
made to it with each publication until the author's death in 1930.

At the work's end the Pasha is still alive and as Professor Gibb
"there are suggestions in the course of the book that the

observed:

author had forgotten the scene with which his narrative opens." (59)
There is no development of plot, merely adventures from time to time
and no climax; the progression is through a sequence of episodes
and conversations occasioned by a series of visits and tours.
There are, similarly, no changes or progression in the characters
themselves.
c

°rag ibn Hishgm has, therefore, more in common with

All Mubgrakis CAlam al -Din, a work of basically similar form and

purposes, published .n Alexandria in 1882, than with the great
developments that were to follow in Arabio fiction in the 20th
century.

Al-Muwailihris literary inspiration, was, moreover,

limited; he wrote no further fiction and it is chiefly for this one
work that he is today known, apart from his editing and publication
in Istanbul of some of the medieval Arabic classics.

It is the

style primarily of his major work that may be presumed to account foi
its continuing appeal.

The language of crag ibn Hishiril, although

occasionally simple and direct, is generally antiquated in both
syntax and vocabulary, and has a quaintness and a finesse in the
contrived balancing of phrase and sentence that are more reminiscent
of the Haqgmgt of decades earlier than the more prosaic styles of
al-Muwailihrls literary contemporaries.

Mulqafg Luta al-Manfalatr (1876-1924)
Somewhat more directly in the line of development at modern

Arabic fiction in Egypt comes the work of MuOafg LuVfi al-ManfalUVr.
He was born in the village of Manfaliq in Asyllt province of middle-

Upper Egypt of a respected middle-class family.

There he attended
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the village school and learned the Koran by heart by the age of
eleven, when he was sent to the seminary of al-Azhar.

He remained

He was clearly much influenced by

studying there for ten years.

Sheikh Muhammad 0Abduh and oame to know him well, both at al-Azhar
and after leaving the seminary.

He seems to have been unimpressed

by the traditional teaching methods there and his interests were

more in the cultural, literary legacy of Amble than in study a
Islamic law and the Koran.

He was deeply influenced by the work

of the Arab translators and interpreters of Western society expressed
in the journals of the time.

He contributed himself both in prose

and poetry to the conservative Muslim Journal al-Meayyad, edited by
Sheikh °Air Yasuf.

While still a student at al-Azhar, moreover, he

had been accused of helping wIlte an ode attacking the Khedive °Ablogs
and was briefly imprisoned as a result; the incident no doub:4;

contributed to his reputation rather than detracting from it, occuring
as it did at a time when the Khedivets popularity was at a low level.
Apparently deeply saddened by the death of °Abduh in 1905,
whose friendship and patronage he had enjoyed for a number of years,
he retired to Manfalat for two years, meanwhile continuing his
contribution of essays- on morality and social change, Western

materialism versus Eastern spiritualism and so on, as well as short
stories, both adapted and original, to the Cairo press.

On his

return to the city he was appointed by Sead Zaghlal, who had been
impressed by his publications and was now Minister of Education, to
be an official in the Ministry.

When Zaghlal moved to the Ministry

of Justice, al-Manfalatr went with him, but left when Zaghlal left
the Ministry.

He continued to write for various journals until, in
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the 1923 Parliament,. Zaghlril appointed him to membership in a senate

literary oommittee.

He died soon thereafter.

It is said that al-Manfalqi knew no foreign languages well
enough to read for himself but persuaded friends to translate
from French for him; their translations, verbally expressed, he then
adapted himself into his own eloquent and polished classical Arabic).

He adapted thus, amongst others, Edmond de Rostandis anzade
-o

Bergerac, under the title al-Sha ir (The Poet) and Bernadine

de St.-Pierrels Paul et Virginie, which he entitled al-Fidila Ole
Virtuous Woman). Other works are collections of adaptations of short
stories and articles and it is for these that he is best known today.
The first, al-°Abarit (Tears) published in book form in 1915 and since
republished, consists of nine stories, three original, one an
adaptation and five translated from unnamed but apparently French
authors.

The themes are all sad and romantic, one of the original

tales dealing with the tragic lot of an orphan, and the other two
showing how only tragedy is brought into the lives of people,

personally known to the author, who became influenced by European
customs and values and attempt to change their own society.

The

second collection, al-Nazar-ft (Glances)first published in book form

with a long and illuminating introduction in 1920 shortly before his
death, is in three volumes and consists of his stories and articles
previously published in journals.
The content of the articles and stories of al-Haat:al:4T

shows that he had a strong awareness of the problems developing in
his society in his time and the influence of °Abduh and other
contemporary reformists is frequently apparent.

The declining moral

values of his society concExned him particularly and he condemns,
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by the development of his tragio plots and by direct comment as well,

danoing, drinking intoxicants and the degenerate sexual standards
he observed; all stemmed, he Made plain, from the undue influanoe
permitted to enter Egypt from the West.

He also constantly underlines

the disparate material standards apparent in his sooiety and much
of his work demonstrated and depreoated the misery of the lower
classes and oalled for charity and compassion for them.

As he makes

(60 )

plain in his introduction to the al-Nafarat, al Manfaliltr wrote to

benefit people, not to amuse them and his message was one of warning
of misery and despair if people did not maintain moral vales and
act humanely to one another; his original stories seem inevitably
to end with tragio death on the last pages

His style, while not as balanced and verse-like as that of
al-Muwailihr or Muhammad Hafif Ibrahim, indicates a sensitivity to
the musical qualities of words and he clearly wrote with great care,

occasionally employing vocabulary rarities to demonstrate his command
of Arabic; his first book publication of al-Nafarat, which came out
during his lifetime, has occasional footnotes explaining the meanings
of words in the text.

His rhythmical, evocative, emotional and

sometimes 5:epetitive prose is, like so much early modern Arabic

writing, best appreciated aloud and he seems to have been influenced
by the success of the techniques of his contemporary nationalist
orators like Muinafa

A sentimentalist, a romantic and of very limited educational
and cultural knowledge and experience, his work seems scarcely to
belong to the turbulent atmosphere of material, political and social
progress of Egypt in the first decades of this century,

However,

his work was highly popular during his lifetime and for some years
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after his death and he has undoubtedly had great influence on the WO2
of other major Arabic writers prominent in later years.

In his storl

so frequently centering on orphaned children and abandoned wives or
lovers, he demonstrates a preoccupation with death, despair and
depravation that reflects interests dominant in many modern Arabic
writers - sad', romantic and tragic themes.

(61)

Openly moralistic, contemplative and above all nostalgic,
carefully composed by a trained scholar of natural eloquence, his
work had great appeal and influence to readers of his own generation.

To the more sophisticated audience of later years, however, the
sentimentality of his stories is too cloying and he is seen to have
possessed no sensitivity for dramatic timing nor any particular gift
for description of character, place or incident.

Some critics

(62)

have, moreover, questioned the sincerity of his sympathy for the
underprivileged, seeing his work as merely reflective of the romantic
of the 19th century French literature.

Perhaps his greatest contri-

bution was to have demonstrated both in his original work and in his
translations, that romantic literature was a valid and respectable
field for Arabic literary activity, even for a pious, traditionalist
scholar from a village milieu and al-Azhar like himself.
Muhammad Hifiz Ibrahim (1872-1932)

Muhammad Hifiz Ibrahim too has a place in discussion of
the development of fiction in Egypt.

One of the greatest figures

in Arabia poetry, known by the proud honorific of "sheir al- Nile,
"Poet of the Nile", he nevertheless made one distinctive if limited
contribution to the prose writing of his time.
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Born in the town of Dein.% in Upper Egypt, his father was
an irrigation engineer whose early death forced his Turkish-Egyptian
widow and young son to take up residence in Cairo with her brother,
a oivil servant.

The boy's school education continued there until

his late teens, when his uncle was transferred to the Nile delta
town of Tanta.

The intervening period spent in Cairo was one of

high drama and he is likely to have been aware during his most
impressionable years of the

Uribr revolt, the eventual British

conquest of Egypt as well as all the tension relating to the threat
being made on Egypt by the Mandi in the Sudan.

Awareness of these

events and circumstances no doubt accounts for the extreme antiBritish feeling that is so evident in his literary production.
The nationalist press. and satirical political journals of the time
and particularly the genfcus of °Abdallah al-Nadim were also presumably

strongly felt by Ibrihrm, who, we are told, was an avid reader from
an early age.

His uncle's transfer to Tanta in 1887 resulted in his
attending the town's Religious Institute for a time and there he
apparently made a reputation for his sadly reflective and introvertive poetry.

After a period spent in the town acting as a clerk

in a series of law offices, he decided on a career with the Egyptian
army, at that time expanding in preparation for campaigns against
the successors of the Mandi.

He was accepted at the newly reorganized

Military College and was commissioned from there early in 1891,
spending the following several years in the Cairo Ministry of
Defense headquarters and with the police administrations of provincial
towns.

In 1895, following a reduction in the army budget, he,
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along with many other officers, was placed on the reserve at
reduced salary.

Recalled to take part in the campaign under General

Kitchener the following year, he accompanied the expedition to the
South but remained garrisoned at the Red Sea port of Suakin for two
years, apparently seeing none of the major fighting.

After the

completion of the campaign he returned to Cairo and was placed once
more on the retired list, in May 1900; it is unclear whether or not
he was associated with the abortive Egyptian army revolt in the Sudan
the previous year and he was not formally charged along with those
officers who were implicated.

(63)

Once more in Cairo, 4ifif Ibraim joined the circle around
Muhammad 0Abduh, to whom he had sent letters from the Sudan strongly
critical of the domineering oharaoter of Lord Kitchener and the
British leadership over the joint British-Egyptian army.

He became

well acquainted with the leaders of political journalism of the time,

contributed nationalistic,oratorical poems to their periodicals and
his reputation spread rapidly.

In 1903 he published a partial

translation'of Victor Hugo1s Les Mt:ambles and this was followed,
one year after the death of his chief patron 0Abduh in 1905, by
his LaYali SitiO (Nights of Satih).

Of his other prose contributions,

one was of lasting importance; a two volume essay on education and
morality, his al-Tarbi a wa al-Akhli
to be a popular school guide,

(Education and Ethics) continues

His five-volume study, jointly

authored with another poet, Khalil Matrin, and published in 1913,
on economic theories had, in contrast, little lasting impact.

From

1911 Wiz Ibra-him remained employed in the Khedivial library
reaching the level of assistant director before his death in 1931.

1,54
His LayPT Sitilh (Nights of Satih) is directly in the line
o

of succession from Ali Mularak's °Alam al-Din and al-MuwailiOr's

Isa ibn Hishgm, employing a veneer of quasi-fiction in the
Maqgma form to express the author's ideas and particularly his criticisms
of hia own society.

The mood is set immediately when the, narrator is

pictured wandering ln the desert near Giza's pyramids reflecting on
the state of Egypt's society and mentally expressing his utter disgust
at its moral degradation.

He hears a voice praying and talking of

the wisdom of a mysterious SiViti, whom he is advised to contact.

This meeting leads the narrator to introduce to the seer on successive
evenings a variety of men unhappy with their lot in Egypt and to them
advice is given in poetry and rhymed prose.

The first "nights1'

keep closely to this format and are short episodes but soon the
author moves away into lengthy conversations between the narrator
and acquaintances he meets.

Ibrahim makes no attempt in the work at

an overall artistic cohesiveness and, indeed, the final part, one
third of the whole, has a separate title and consists of an essay
addressed to the reader baldly critical of the form of government
and society developed in Egypt under Cromer and still continuing
after his recent retirement,

The whole is marked by archaic

vocabulary and stilted syntax and repetitious and obtrusive
c

quotations from the pessimistic poetry of al-Ma arrr, to which the
narrator all too frequently turns when unable to fall asleep at
night.

The popularity of the work, short, slight and scarcely

original, after its first publication in 1906 seems to demonstrate,
more than anything, the extreme comparative poverty of the field
of Arabic prose fiction in Egypt at the time.

Its appeal lay,

of course, in the skill of the author's use of language in a medium
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still popular though archalo, and in the directness of the
nationalist and anti-British ideas expressed, rather than in
either its treatment of the still undeveloped genre of fiction or the
impressiveness of its artistry as a ataiaa.
Muhammad Husain Haikal (1888-1956)
Muhammad tiusain Ealkalls novel Zainab (Zainab), although

scarcely noticed at the time of its first anonymous publication in
1914 and only becoming popular on its second printing in 1929 almost
two decades later, is clearly a point of beginning and departure in

Egyptian prose notion.

For all its artistic faults of arrangement,

the excessive intrusion of the author's direct comments, absence of
logical plot progression or sustained interest focus normally
associated with the genre, it is clearly intended as, and indeed
represents, an attempt at a novel, within the widely accepted
definitions of the term.

For it and his other'contributions chiefly

to journalism, political and social theory and biography, Haikal must
be accorded a positi,on of some importance in the modern literary

history of Arabic.

He was born in 1888 in Kafr Ghanim, a small village near alSinbalawain in Daqhalrya Province of the Delta, of a long established
landowning family.

At five he attended the village school where he

learned to read and write and recite a large part of the Koran.

At

seven he went to school in Cairo at the JamilIya Primary and
afterwards to the Khedivial Secondary.

On completing his schooling

he enrolled in the Law College, from which he graduated in 1909.
He seems to have acquired an early interest in the cultural
heritage of the Arabic langvage.

Encouraged by his maternal
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uncle Alpad L4fr al-Sayyld, the editor of the highly influential
al-Jarrda

(The Journal) the organ of the al -'Umma party, he began

while still a young man contributing articles encouraging Egyptian
national pride and a cultural renaissance, while stressing the need
to draw on the resources of the West.

Having graduated from the law school he decided to complete
his studies in Paris.

There

he enrolled at the Sorbonne and was

graduated with a Dootorate in law and Politios-Eoonomics in 1912.
While in Europe, partly in Paris, partly in London and then Geneva
in 1911, he wrote his novel Zainab which he later published under
a pseudonym in Cairo in 1914.
On returning to Egypt in mid-1912 he took up a law
practice in the Delta town of Mansura and from 1917 he began giving
lectures at Cairo university,

Soon after, however, he was to give

up his law practice for work in politics and journalism.

The

political party the 'Free Constitutionalists' of which he was an
early member, began in 1922 to publish a daily newspaper al-Siyisa
and he was made its editor.

He was joined on its editorial board

by a colleague also recently returned from Paris, the distinguished

blind literary critic and educationalist, Tai Husain.

Haikal

took charge of the political and Husain the literary activities of
the newspaper.

In 1921 Haikal published in the newspaper a series of

studies of Jean-Jacques Rousseau which he brought out as a book
two years later.

He also wrote on literary topics and collected

and published these in 1925 under the title Anot al-Fire ajLeisure
Times), The work, which was of considerable literary success, was
divided into three parts,

The first included translations from

Anatole Fiance and Pierre Loti and discussions of Qisim Amin and
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the influences that had led him to such dedicated support fot the
emancipation of women and reforms within society in Egypt.

The

second part of the book drew attention to the discovery of the tomb
of Tutankhamen and stressed the wonders of ancient Egypt as sources
of pride for modern Egyptians.

The third colleotion gathered

articles on themes examining the need for the development of a new
literature in Arabic which would draw its inspiration from the
realities of contemporary Egyptian life and all the truly distinctive
national characteristics of the country.

In 1927 he published impressions of a visit to the Sudan,

at that time a bone of contention between Britain and Egyptian
nationalist demands.

From 1926 he had been publishing a supplement

each week to the daily al-Sryisa entitled al..Sritx.-1Usbii9ra
devoted to discussion of strictly literary topios.

In time this

supplement, to which many leading writers contributed, became a
veritable 'school of letters' in which budding writers were encouraged
to cooperate.

In 1929 a aeries of his articles were published as a

book under the title Shakharyit misrrya xagharjaataaL'eatmen
Egyptian and of the West.) It begins with a study of Cleopatra,
followed by essays on a group of Egyptian politicians and reformers

like Muatafi Kimil, °Abd al-Khiliq Tharwat and Butrus Chia. Studies
follow on Beethoven, Thaine and Shakespeare and the work oonoludes
with a sixty page, one third of the Whole, essay on Shelley,

In 1930, when the Egyptian government under 'amen §idqr
instituted a censorship which eliminated the publication of al41Yisa,
Haikal busied himself in cooperating with al-Mizinr and Muhammad
°Abd Allah °Inin in the compilation of a book examining political
and constitutional developments in modern Egypt,

At this period
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he also published a book of philosophical reminiscences Wad di
(My Son) honoring his son who had died in 1925.

In it he also

describes a trip he made in 1926-8 with his wife to Europe and
particularly Switzerland and Paria and concerned himself with the
developments he saw had taken place since his studies there.
His next published work came in 1933.

Entitled Thawrat al-

Adab (Revolution in Literature) it discussed the changes that had
taken place in literature in Egypt since °Uribils revolt.

Haikal

stressed the development of Arabic prose in the period and contrasted
this with the static, position of poetry.

In particular he insisted

on the absolute necessity for Egyptian writers to maintain and
develop further their orientation towards the West.

He advocated

the construction of a distinctively Egyptian literature by drawing
from Pharoahonio legends for inspiration.

During this period in his life a major change occurred in
Haikal's philosophical orientation.

He began, in Luxor in the

Winter of 1932, readings on the origins and early history of Islam
and these soon led to the publication of his study of the life of

Muhammad, Haylt Muhammad (Muhammadoslife), which appeared in 1935.
The work was very well received and followed over the next few
years by studies on the early Caliphs' Abu Bekr (1943) and °Umar
(1946).

Throughout this period and for the rest of his life Haikal,

like so many of his contemporaries, adopted the position that modern
Egyptian intellectuals should draw inspiration more from Islam
and the culture of Arabic. language and less from Ancient Egypt and
the modern West.

At this time Haikal began moving into ministerial and
governmental activities and was made Minister of State in 193?
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and Minister of Education soon thereafter, which position he ocoupii
frequently until 1945 when he became Speaker of the Senate.
retained this function until his retirement in 1950.

He

In 1952 he

published his two-volumes of memoirs of his life in politics.

This

is a major source work for the period fromtM01939Hingiution up to

immediately preceding the Revolution of 1952.

In 1955 Haikal published his last work, finishing his

literary oareer as it had begun, with a novel,' His lakadha Khuligt
(Thus was I Created) written in the first person and supposedly
consigned to Haikal by the anonymous authoress, is the memoirs of
an upper-olass Cairo socialite consumed by various jealousies and
with confused moral sense.

Th6 work is of interest in depiot.ing the

author's view of the state of Egyptian society at the time and the
predominance of European values and oustoms.
Haikal died in 1956.

His personal reputation for oonsisten

honesty and incorruptibility have survived and he is one of the few
politicians of the pre-Revolutionary period who is still highly
regarded,

He is chiefly remembered and commented upon today, howeve:

for his literay work and partioularly for his biographies of early
Muslim leaders and for his Zainab, certainly one of the earliest
Arabio novels, and highly illustrative of some of the tensions and
oontradiotions inherent within the Egyptian educated elite of the
first decade of this century.

Clearly autobiographioal in many areas, the work has two
prinolpal ()enters of interest--Vimid, the son of the owner of a

large country estate and Zainab, one of the peasant girls who pink
its cotton,

The movement of the novel is uneven, revolving at times

around these central characters and their relationship, while at
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others the interest focus changes to description of village life
and the beauties of nature.

The intellectual torment of a young

upper-class intellectual forced to drive himself towards achieving
his personal goal and prerogative of leadership and at others
yearning for a life of idyllic simplioity in the country, is a constant
theme.

Written in Europe while the young authorvasa home-sick law

student, it is nostalgia and personal to a high degree.

There are

occasional passages of exaggerated praise for the Egyptian countryside that seem unique in Arabic literature and refleot no doubt
the 19th century worship of nature in European romanticism in
literature and art.

Love, or rather friendship, of a temporary, innocent
and ambivalent nature between Hamad and Zainab is an early theme
and the novel progresses to trace Zainab's unhappy love for one
peasant, forced marriage to another and early tragic death.

Timid

himself cannot reoonoile his feelings towards Zainab and the other
peasant girls and his cousin

o

Azrza, whom his family expect him to

marry but he oould never accept as an intelleotual equal worthy
of his full love and admiration.

Each of the women rerresents

symbolically the attractions of Eastern versus Western values.

}gad's ambivalence towards them no doubt reflects Haikalls ou
state of indeoiaion

and oonfusion at the time, both in his view

of the marital relationship and that towards his country, faced
with a diffioult choioe between the irreoonoilable influences
stemming from its own internal history and sooiety and those coming

from the materially pogressive but seemingly morally decadent West.
One of the novel's ohief areas of interest to the literary

historian lies in its introduotion of dialogue in the oolloquial
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language.

Conversations between the peasants are given realistically,

with the frequent use of both colloquial vocabulary and a syntax
structure close to the nature of the spoken language,

Such *a daring

stylistic innovation had never before been attempted in Arabic
prose fiction, except in early hukorous and satirical journaliam,
and only rarely even in published plays by this time.

It is

iateresting to note, moreover, that Haikal himself refrained from
writing colloquial in his only other full-length fiction work, his
HILkadhi Khuliktu (Thus was I Created), written after his retirement;

all dialogue within it is in conventional, formal, olassioal Arabic.
It seems that Haikal, like so many other writers, seemed to feel
it appropriate for the lower classes to speak in colloquial, while

maintaining the fiction that the kite educated upper class, the
center of interest of the second novel, express themselves only in
an Arabic pure in both grammatical form and vocabulary.
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The Taimar Family
Haikal, despite his contribution of two full-length novels,
wrote chiefly in other fields of prose and wrote no short stories.
The credit for their inception and development as a major genre in
modern Egyptian literature belongs to two brothers Muhammad and Mahmad
Taimar, whose father and aunt had themselves most important roles in
the progress of other fields of Arabic in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.

The range and extent of their influence

as a family is probably without parallel in the modern Arab world.
Aqmad Taimar (1871-1930), a man of considerable inherited
wealth, was born in Cairo to a family of Kurdish origins his grandfather had been a high official of Muhammad °Alr's military staff and
his father, Sulaimin Taimar, bore the high Ottoman title, as he did
himself, of Pasha.

Left an orphan at an early age, he was brought

up by his older sister °Xlisha al-Taimarrya,

He learned French,

Turkish and a little Persian and excellent Arabic., chiefly through
tutoring at home,

A member of the Egyptian Senate since its

establishment, he served on important national committees created to
preserve the country's literary and cultural heritage as well as in
major Arab academia associations.

He was an enthusiastic bibliophile,The collection of books
and manuscripts he accumulated in his lifetime from all parts oA the
Arab world became, in 1932, two years after his death, a separate
holding within the Egyptian National Library,

Totalling over 17,000

volumes, they constitute an invaluable and irreplaoable body of
materials.

Ahmad Taller was also an impressive scholar in his

own right and is credited with over a soore of works.

He wrote
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extensively on early Islam, including a biography of the Prophet
Muhammad.

His interest in literary biography is also reflected in

his study on the poet al-Mac)arri and a volume of eiisays giving

biographical introduction to writers of the 19th century Arabic
renaissance.

Lexicography was also a major interest and he wrote

critiques and revisions of the two greatest lexicons of classical
Arabic, the Lisin al-°Arab and the al-Qimils al-Mutat, as well as

a collection of Arabic and Egyptian proverbs and maxims.

His work

in developing his book collection inspired, moreover, an interest
in Arabic manuscript illustration, on which he also wrote a major
study,

Further works examine the place of music and singing and the

importance of sport in Arab life: one of his earliest works cabie-outi.

in 1907, on astronomy.

During his lifetime he also made frequent

contributions to the Cairo daily and periodical press and to the
Journal of the Arab Academy of Sciences, published in Damascus.

The

majority of his studies have appearec only after his death, through
the auspices of a committee of scholars established for this express
purpose, and their work still continues.

Ahmadis sister °Xlisha shared his literary interests and
became probably the best known and admired poetess of her era,

publishing widely in Egyptian journals and a collection of her poems
has been recently published in book form.

Ahmad's sons could

scarcely have been raised in an atmosphere more conducive to
developing their own interests in literatures their father's home,

and partioulerly his unrivalled library, became an influential center
and Meeting place for the country's intellectual and religious
leaders of the time.
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On the death of his wife, Ahmad Taimrar moved from the

family's home on Darb Sacida, in the ancient central quarter of
Bib al-Khalq, to the modern suburb of cAyn Shams and later to the
more central and fashionable district of Zamglek and it was in these
two cosmopolitan areas that his sons spent their formative years.
The summer would be spent in the family country estates, where they
would be able to renew close contact with the more rigidly traditional
Egyptian peasant classes.

The children were encouraged by their

father to develop interests in Arab history and culture and to
explore on their own classical Arabic literature to supplement
their formal studies at the local elementary and secondary schools.
The brothers showed an early interest in writing and in reading
translated plays and short stories.

They were apparently strongly

influenced as boys by the fiction and translations of al-Manfalrati
and also by the emigre' Arab writers being published in Egyptian

periodicals such as Khalil Jibrgn.
In 1911 Muhammad Taimrar (1892-1921), the elder brother by

two years, left Egypt for studios in Paris.

He remained there for

three years, during which time he gained a close acquaintance with
French literary production in fiction and drama.

At this period

Mahmrad, who had remained in Cairo and enrolled at the agricultural
college,' fell ill with typhoid and was forced to give up his studies.

Muhammad, on his return, acquainted his brother with literary
developments in France and together they studied works that had
appeared in Arabic in fiction in recent years, such as a-Muwailihi's

Hadith chi bin Hishgm and Haikal's Zainab.

Both brothers were

strongly attra'ted to the work of deMaupassant and the new wave of
realism favored in Europe and wrote stories themselves modelled on
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his technique.

It was Muhammad Taimar who both showed earlier promise
and began earlier publication of literary work.
short story Pr al-Clitar (In the Train)

,

His very first

originally appearing in the

Cairo daily al-Sufar (The Unveiling) in 1917, demonstrated his gift
for the genre, his wit and remarkable lightness of touch.

The

piece introduces, in brief description of their distinctive dress
and personal idiosynoracies and through dialogue discussing a
newspaper article on government plans to combat illiteracy,
characters representative of the varied orientation of Egyptian
attitudes at the time.

Each is a clever caricature symbolizing

differing degrees of willingness to accept Westernization and change.
The insolubility of their problems and the impossibility of their
finding a mutually acceptable course is neatly suggested by the
narrator's brief concluding remark, ate he leaves the station, that

he can scarcely hear the departing train's piercing whistle because
of the continuing reverberation in his head of their confused and
irreconcilable argument!

In six short pages, in both description and

dialogue of remarkable precision and economy, the author has explored

amusingly and with artistic completeness, an

important area of

conflict within his society.

Muhammad Taimar's life was tragically short.

By the time

of his premature death at the age of twenty-nine, in 1921, he had
published only a few more stories and several brilliant humorous
short plays that gave further ample evidence of his literary skills.
The loss of his gifted brother, who had so quickly established a
fine reputation as a writer of revolutionary genius, deeply saddened
the younger Mahmad, who had never recovered his health sufficiently
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after an early illness to be able to resume a working career he had
begun as a civil servant.

He determined to devote himself instead to

continuing the literary activity that his brother had started and
he began producing short stories in considerable numbers.

A collec-

tion of these was published in book form in 1925 under the title
al-Shaikh Jumca wa Qisas 'Ukhra (Sheikh Oumca and Other Stories and
this was soon followed by a second collection to which he added an
introduction tracing the history of Arabic fiction and in which he
expressed his own conviction of the need to continue work in the
genre.

Since that time I4ahiud Taimiir has continued to publish t

constant flow of short stories, novels and plays and has achieved
an eminence in modern Arabic literature shared by very few others.
He was elected in 1950 to membership in the prestigious Cairo-based
Academy of the Arabic Language, and he has won a number of high
Egyptian state literary honors.

Several of his works, have, more-

over, been translated into foreign languages, particularly French.

Among those available in English are a collection of his short
stories under the title Tales, from Egyptian Life, publIshed.in

Cairo in 1947, and individual stories have also appeared in Journals
and anthologies.

Although of decidedly aristocratic background and with a
broad acquaintance with the outside world and France in particular,
he chiefly interested himself, especially in early publications, in
depicting the life of the urban poor and peasant classed in modern
Egypt.

His treatment of their lot was, however, far more romantic and

neutral than that of the reformist-polemicist realist writers who have
since emerged into prominence.

An early exponent and experimentalist

1
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like his brother Muhammad, with the use of colloquial in Arabic
literature, he has published one work, his play al- Makhba' Raqm 13

(Shelter No. 13) in both forms, bound and published together so

that the virtues of each medium might be more easily compared.

He

has, however, become more strongly olassical in his language and
style as time has passed and his focus of interest has somewhat
moved from the quaintness of the lower ()lasses to that of his own
class.

In a recently published interview,

(64)

Telma. was asked to

account for the change in his style from an adventurous use of
colloquial in his early work to the use of severe and frequently
obscurantist classical in his later publications.

He responded by

emphasizing the two direct and conflicting influences on his
production represented by his adventurous, revolutionary brother and
his soholastio, olassioist father and concluded that his own moat
natural tendency, present throughout but becoming increasingly
dominant, was to follow the example of the latter.
The fiotion of Mahmad Taimiir is most impressive

and

distinotive for his ability at analyzing and depicting the physical
and personal oharaoteristios of the people in his stories

His short

stories are more successful than his novels where his lack of skill
in dramatio effeot and plot presentation become all the moreevident.

His novel 4liabitrajr Khan al-Khalrli (Cleopatra in Khan al-Khalill)
revolving around an imaginary peace conference held in Cairo, is at
times faintly amusing but too statics and predictable to be engrossing.

Similarly, neither plot nor characters of another novel Salwi fi

Mahabb al-R4 (SalWa In a Storm) succeed in capturing the imagination
cr interest of a mature reader.

His novella [id. a -Ma hal (Call of

the Unknown), available in an English translation, is perhaps his
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best attempt at fiction of sustained length.

Its plot-progression

is engrossing and an atmosphere of danger and mystery is well maintained.

The underlying theme, the relative values of Eastern religious and
spiritual and Western materialist attitudes and philosophies, is
explored convincingly.

It too, however, has evident artistic

faults; the ending is lame and disappointing and the personalities
are scarcely more than caricatures.
Although Mallmad Taimar, for the sheer magnitude and range

of his literary production, must be considered one of the giants
of modern Arabia literature, the importance of his contribution was
clearly greeNter in the 20's and 30's than since the emergence of

later generations of exponents of fiction in Arabio.

Much of his

work seems, in retrospeot, more superficial than realist and gives
little sense of the turbulence of his times in so many areas of life.
Taimar does indeed seem merely, as it has been observed:

Han

onlooker amused at the behavior of his characters just as an onlooker is amused at the acting of marionettes".

(65)

Hie work was

accepted eagerly as suitable educational material for Arabio language
training from an early date and the school systems throughout the
Arab world have ever since provided the major outlet and audience
for his publications which have consequently run into many editions.
This fact may well have been both influential and detrimental to
the content and style of his works, at least from the viewpoint of
the interests and concerns of adult readers and his likely future
position in Arabia literature.
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Tawal
Contemporary with Taimtir in. birth and of comparable

longevity and, indeed, stature, Tawfiq al-Hakim is without doubt a

dominant figure in modern Arabic literature,

Although best known

and most active in the field of drama, he too made important
contributions to prose fiction in its most formative period.

Several

of his early novels were unrivalled as the best to appear in Arabic
until the emergence of the work of the current younger generAtion.

of writers in the late forties and thereafter,
His parentage

al-Hakim was born in 1898 in Alexandria.

was of mixed ancestry, his father Egyptian and his mother the
daughtercfa retired Turkish officer.

His father, Ismer]. al -Hakim

Bay, was a member of the Egyptian landed aristocracy, reputed to own
severalhundred acres of good farm land near Damanhtir, in the Delta

region of al-Buhaira.

Tawfiq al-Hakim began formal schooling at

the age of seven in the local primary school but as the town had no
further public education facilities at that time he later had to
leave home to attend secondary school in Cairo.

There he lived

for three years under the care of an aunt and two uncles who shared,
with their families, a small house in the Sayyida 7qir''b quarter.

Tawffq's father made contributins to the family buo
his sonts expenses in the household whose head was

o cover
Imary school

mathematics teacher.
The young al-Hakim was in Cairo at the ti,

the 1919 rebellion protesting the refusal of the B

he outbreak o
government

to negotiate Egyptian independence with Sa°ad ZagY.

his

nationalist followers.

have been

Tawfiq and his uncles are
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amongst the demonstrators and saboteurs who were arrested for participation in them and they spent short periods confined in both the
Cairo citadel and the Military Hospital before their release,
After an interval spent in the family estate, the schools having been
closed and examinations postponed, he returned to Cairo and graduated
the following year, 1920, and, following further study, passed his
bacchalaureat examination in 1921.

With this he was able to gain

entry to the Law college and, after four years, he graduated with
a degree in law in 1925.

During this period al-Hakim became

involved with theatrical productions which had become increasingly
popular as a force for the expression of nationalist sentiment,
particularly after the War.

al-Hakim himself both wrote and helped

in the production of several short plays put on by the °Ukisha
Company on the stage at the lAzbakiya Gardens; several of these plays,
dealing with the position of women in society and social change,
were first published by the author in 1952.

(67)

Upon graduation from law school in Cairo,al-Hakim travelled
to Paris for the purpose of obtaining there a doctorate in law.
Although he remained in Europe for three years, he seems to have
spent the majority of his time and effort in studying and enjoying

Paris' theatrical entertainments; he returned to Cairo in 1927
without a higher degree.

Appointed an assistant prosecutor for the

Alexandria Mixed Courts, he spent the following

two years most involved

with the legal problems of the city's foreign residents.

In 1929

he transferred into the Native Courts system and spent much of the
next four years as an assistant prosecutor in several Delta towns.
This was followed by periods in the administration of the government's
ministeries of Education and Social Affairs, until, in 1943, he
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resigned to work for the daily newspaper Akhbar al-Yawm (News of the

ay), in which he published a number of his plays.

In 1951 he once

more took a position in the governmental bureaucracy, becoming
Director of the Natbnal Library. al -Hakim has been a permanent

member of Egypt's top executive committee governing patronage to
the Arts since its foundation in 1956 and he also spent a brief
period as his country's representative at the U.N.E.S.C.0 in Paris
from 1959-60.

Throughout his career in the law and government administrat
al-Hakim has been extraordinarily productive in a number of literary
fields.

He is credited with some three score separate titles and

their ready availability indicates the continuing popularity of his
work.

Although best known today for his plays, he wrote important

early autobiographical novels and novellas, a number of short stories

and he has also published substantial contributions in literary
criticism.

(68)

Perhaps more clearly than any other modern Arab author, alVakrmts choice of a particular literary medium relates specifically
to the objective and purpose to which he devotes his work.

He has

used the novel form to record and express autobiographical reminisce]

and personal views of the actualities of Egyptian life, whereas in
his plays he typically explores historic and philosophic themes of
universal applicability and expresses his ideas symbolically.
early novel

c

His

Awdat al-Rah (Return of the Spirit). begun in Paris in

the late twenties and completed while al -Hakim was an assistant

prosecutor in the Delta and published in 1933, is both his longest
and most personal work.

It examines in detail the author's family

background and upbringing and the strains he felt in being the child
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of a parentage mixed in class and racial origin as well as social
orientation.

He describes his early schooling in the Delta town,

playing happily with children of the lowest son:111 strata but all

the time knowing, as they did too, that he was not of their class.
The novel gives a splendid picture of the impression made upon the
boy by his move in his early teens to the crowded home of his Cairo
relatives and describes convincingly the central eharacterls unhappy
love affair with a slightly older girl in the house next door.
Underlying the personal and family reminiscence, the author creates
a moving impression of thy: nature and strength of Egyptian national
feeling during the 1.919 revolution, the set for much of the novel's
action.

The work is stylistically in strong contrast with much of

al-Vakrmts later work, in which a correct formal high Arabic dominates.
In 0Awdat al-RiTh the dialogue and even some of the descriptive

passages gain color and immediacy by the use of colloquial.
al-Vakrmts autobiographical reminiscences are similarly
but perhaps less successfully explored in another early novel
c

Usfur min al- Shard (Bird from the East), but in this case the scene

is Paris and the central figure is in his early manhood.

First

published in 1938, presumably some years after its original composition,
the novel describes and analyzes the impressions theeity makes on a
young Egyptian student and provides a vehicle in which the author can
discuss the'conflicting social forces at work in Europe at the time.
Apart from the Egyptian, the other central figures are a Russian
4migI4 and a Parisian girl.

With the former lengthy discussions

involvim, economic and social-political theory are introduced and
Western materialism and the industrial method of production are
contrasted unfavorably with the philosophical-ethical values and belief
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in craftsmanship expressed by the Egyptian hero.

With the girl,

of course, discussion revolves around his and her differing views
of the love and sex relationship.

Although examining serious issue

still unresolved when first published in the thirties and therefore
impressive for that period, today the work seems rather melodramati
and heavy.

It lacks a cohesive plot interest and progression and

the conversations seem too long and deliberates above all the reader

misses the lightness of touch and humor of some of al-Vakim's other
work.

As a delightful and refreshing contrast comeshis brilliant
novella Yawmryit Nilib fi al- 'Arygf (Diary of a Country Lawyer).

Available in an English translation under the title The Maze of Just
this work is also clearly autobiographical but at the same time
expresses less deeply or at least less mournfully, the author's
personal feelings and opinions.

Written in 1933 when the author wae

in Tanta and first published in 1937 it is a light and bright satire
of the inapplicability of European legal theory and oriminal law to
the realities of Egyptian peasant life.

In its delightful characte2

nations, passages of amusing dialogue and fUnny incidents, it is
clearly one of the most successful works of humor to appear in moder
Arabic and perhaps, indeed, the best novel to be published in that
language until decades later.
al - Hakim, a student of European literary theory, seems clea

to have been torn between the conflicting concepts of literature as
necessarily relating to personal experience of one's social philosop,
and, on the other hand, that insisting on the validity of ['Art for
Art's Sake', alone.

Apparently as early as 1928

(70)

he wrote his
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play Ahl al-Kahf

Peo le of the Cave), which was published to great

critical acclaim in 1933.

The plot draws on the ancient legend of

the 'Seven Sleepers', to which reference is made in the chapter in
the Koran known as the al-Kahf (The Cave), i.ipularly recited at
Friday Muslim mosque meetings.
letter

(71)

al -Hakim shows in a published

that his motivation in writing the play was consciously

artistic and philosophical and that, although since popular on tb
stage, it was never intended for theater performance,
Euhammad

His long play

never performed since its first publication in 1936, consists

of over eighty scenes grouped in three acts and with a conclusion;
the dialogue, almost entirely divorced from purposeful plot
progression introduces figures of importance in the early history
of Islam who discuss the policies and personality of the Prophet.
al-Hakim has also been keenly interested in both the themes and
treatment of Greek drama, seeing apparently in them vehicles for the

expression of eternal truths through a symbolism all the more
dramatic in its possible potential impact on Egyptian social Conduct
for its divorce from an identifiable local milieu,

Examples of

such works are his al-Malik Udib (Oediius the King) and PimLLWian.
(Pygmalion).

One of his short.plays in this genre, the Nahr al -Junin

latillzer of Madness) is available in English translation.

(72)

A slight piece, only faintly amusing in its satire, the play expresses
the author's protest against societal pressures seeking to enforce
the conformity of the individual to what n.ght even be immoral as well

as stupid, symbolized in this case by the drinking from a river
whose waters are known to cause euphoria.

In this, as in the other

'symbolic' plays, al-Hakim employs a formal and correct classical

Arabic, strictly adhered to when the plays are performed live, that
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further helps to maintain the separation the author desires from the
contemporary milieu of the audience.

The literary production of Tawfrq al-Hakim has been extraordinarily extensive and varied and he still demonstrates a willingness to experiment,

He even wrote in the early-sixties a full-length

play in the absurdist genre and the work has been translated into
English.

(73)

As reserved and retiring in his private life as he has

been conspicuous in literary production, al-Hakim has for decades bee
the greatest 'personality' in modern Arabic letters.

A bachelor,

somewhat eccentric in his dress (he is said to always wear a beret
in. public, most rare in Egypt, and carry a cane), with a reputation fi

misogeny and miserliness and of mixed Turkish-Egyptian parentage,

his work has been criticized by some as too far removed from and
therefore irrelevant to the realities of Egyptian life,

The judgement

seems only partially valid when one considers thewhole range of his
output.

His early work contained much social criticism and several

of his satires reveal and therefore argue quietly against defects in
Egyptian institutions,

One work, moreover, the ShaJarat al-Hukm

(The Tree of Wisdoml, a series of dialogues between political leaders

who have mysteriously infiltrated heaven and others between those
still on earth, serialized in the Egyptian press in the late 30's,
is perhaps the most trenchant satire of Egyptian parliamentary
government ever to appear.
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Post-War Arabic Fiction
Although Taimar, al -Hakim and others who began publishing

fiction in the twenties and thirties have continued their production
into later decades, the popularity and influence of their works

have been challenged and surpassed by new groups of authomin each
of the Arab literary capitals,

A remarkable expansion has occurred

in the popularity of prose fiction in Arabic in recent years and the
genre has developed into new levels of sophistication and excellence.
Ihsin

Abd al-Quddas

In 1954 the American University at Cairo conducted a public
opinion poll to discover who was the most popular living writer in
the Arabic language.
Abd al-Quddas.

The results showed a preference for Ihsin

Since that time there has been ever increasing

interest In fictional literature in the Arab world with the publication
of innumerable short stories and novels in Arabic by many authors.
it

Some of these have gained great acclaim but /is probable that if a
similar popularity poll were held today, the results might still show

a numerical favor for the works of Ihsan Abd al- Quddus.

The author

of weekly political editorials for twenty years, as well as a score
of volumesof short stories and novels, the majority having had several
printings and been adapted for stage, screen and radio, his work has
influenced the development of both Egyptian politics and Arabic
fictional literature.

A knowledge of the extraordinary backgrounds of his parents
is of primary importance for an understanding of the work of Ihsin
Abd al-Quddas who was torn on January 1, 1919.

His father, from
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a middle-class Cairo Muslim family, qualified as an engineer but
became an actor for the stage and later the cinema.

Rose

(

or Fatima)

al-Yrisuf, his mother, was born in Tripoli in Lebanon of Muslim

parents and was apparently adopted after their death by a Christian
family who, on their way to America, took her to Alexandria.

Left

there with the family of a theater owner, she began training for the
stage.

In 1925, after a highly successful career in the theatre, she

retired and founded what became Egypt's best-known political and
cultural :reekly magazine to which she gave her own name, Rose al-Youssu

His parents separated while he was still young and Ihsgn and his
sister were brought up in the Cairo suburb of cAbbasrya by his
paternal grandfather, a graduate of al-Azhar.
Encouraged by his parents, Ihsgn °Abd al-Quddris began writing

poetry, rhymes and stories at a very early age and in his teens some
of these were published in his mother's magazine under the nom-de-plume

He enrolled at Cairo University and was graduated with a
law degree in 1942.

After six months experience in legal work he

joined the full-time staff of fRose01-Youssufl, working his way
through each department and writing on political subjects.

Deeply

concerned with social and political problems in Egypt, he had periods
of involvement with both the Muslim Brethren and the Communists.

When the wartime censorship laws were lifted he began a campaign of
editorial attacks against the British position in Egypt.

On August

7, 1945 he published an article in 'Rose al- Youssuf' entitled:

!'The

Man Who Must Got" , attacking Sir Miles Lampson, the feared and hated

British ambassador, a dominant figure in Egypt at the time.

The

editicea of the magazine was banned and Ihsgn cAbd al-Quddiis was
imprisoned.

On his release after fourteen days and now something of a
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popular hero, he was appointed by his mother to be Chief Editor

and he continued its policy of attacking the British and the Egyptian
politicians who supported them.

In the same

year, 1945, Ihsgn was

married.

Having remodelled and enlarged the magazine and encouraged
proml:sing young writers to join the staff, the new Chief Editor gave

increasing prominence to the need for inter-Arab unity in the face
of growing Zionist Power in Palestine.

During and after the Arab-

Israeli war of 1948 the magazine adopted a radical anti-Zionist and
anti-British position and strongly criticized the Arab governments for

accepting the cease-fire agreements which enabled the state of Israel
to consolidate its position.

Throughout this period Ihsgn 0Abd al-Quddas attacked the
ineffectiveness of the Arab League as an instument for uniting
Arab policy and began advocating a centralized Arab body with
executive powers.

This type of thinking, then so rare among Egyptian

political theorists, represented the reaction to the fierce mood
of shame and resentment sweeping the Arab world as a result of the
Arab defeat in Palestine.

In 1950 when the wartime censorship was

again lifted by the Wafd government, Ihsgn cAbd a1-Quddas began
insisting that faulty arms and ammunition had been a major factor
in the Arab defeat,

Stress on this Harms scandal", continued attacks

against Egyptian international policies, King Farouk and the whole
system of government in the country led to his brief imprisonment
and the imposition of fines in July and August 1950 and May 1951.
After the Revolution of 1952, Ihsgn cAbd al-Quddas continued
until 1964 as Chief Editor of Rose al Youssuf, withdrawing in protest
at the government's appointment of a 'censor' to have ftal authority
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over the magazine's editorial policies.

Some months later he was

appointed chief editor of the popular Cairo daily Akhbgr al-Yawm, ar
appointment he still holds.

Amidst all his political and journalistic activities Ihsgn
o

Abd al-Quddas has continued to dedicate himself to artistic literar

production and it is for his work as a fiction writer that he is bes
known today.

His first books, published in the late forties, were
collections of short anecdotes and personal impressions gathered
mainly in Europe.

Light and readable, they were an immediatesuccess

especially with young people.

In 1952 he published a collection of

two novellas and one short story his:

al-Naffgrat al-Sawdgs JThe Da

Glasses) which amazed, delighted and shocked the Egyptian public
by his daring exploration of sexual themes.

The work marks the

beginning of a five year period when the author was preoccupied with
the problems of women in Egyptian society.

Although these works,

introducing sex as a dominant iileme more openly than ever before in

Arabic in modern times, ensured him a great and enthusiastic readers)

they have tended to alienate him from both Arab literary critics and
conservative opponents of liberal Western-style developments in
Muslim society.

His next major fiction work, Ana Hurra (I am Free), publishE
for the first time in book form in 1954, was particularly controvers3
The story centers around a middle-class Egyptian Muslim girl who,
like Ihsgn himself raised by relatives and insufficiently loved by
divoreedpeccents, determines to make her own way in life irrespective
of societal pressures.

It documents the girl's rebellious childhood,
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refusal to marry 'suitable young men' she did not love and enrollment
at Cairo's American University.

With degree and secure employment

assured she finds, however, that she still feels unfulfilled; but
by the novel's end she is living,unmarried but happy, with a
dedicated radical journalist.

The novel draws out the principle that

freedom for its own sake is of no value but must be used to make a
choice of how and to what or whom one should devote one's energy
and affection.

In two other short novels he published in the fifties

Abd al-Quddris continued to explore the special problems women face

His 'Aina

in Arab society,

c

Umri (Where is My Life) 1954, examines

the tragedy of a girl encouraged to accept a marriage arranged with
a man many years older than herself.

In his al-TarrallasdridThe

Blocked Path), published in 1955, he traces several years in the life
of an Egyptian Muslim girl of upper-middle class after the death of
her father.

Her mother and sister begin social activities of doubtful

morality while she is shocked by the seduction attempts of a famous
author with whom she becomes acquainted.

Her college life is spoilt

by the advances of a married teacher and the shock of beginning a
career herself as a country school teacher is intensified by the
attempts of a love-sick school boy, a lesbian colleague, the drugaddicted village storekeeper, the mayor and even her school principle
to corrupt her;

Her innocent love affair with a local business man

is thwarted by his cowardice and eventually, totally demoralized,
the heroine leaves for Cairo convinced that she too must compromise
with her ideals if she is to have any success at all in her life.
Her confusion at the books end demonstrates that, as the author set
out in his preface:

drives us to sin."

"Sin is not born with us; it is society which
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and identification with his country as a result of his pair". ipation in

the ensuing military engagements.
In the late fifties and early sixties,. cAbd al-Quddias

achieved considerable development in his skill in the short
and the period saw publication in book form of several vole.

collected from earlier magazine appearances.

ems to have
ory genre
4' stories

Their focus covers an extra-

ordinarily broad range of Egyptian life, centering on aspects of personal
conduct and relationships within society, the supernatural and moral and
religious values, changes on individuals and institutions brought by industrialization and socialism and a host of others.

The stories are

generally neatly constructed and some, especially in the collection °kill.

we Qalbi (My Heart and Mind) (1963) are brilliant, almost poetic impressionistic word-pictures of surprising impact for their extreme conciseness.

Also in 1963 came publication of cAbd al-Quddas1 perhaps most controversial and courageous work. His is Shayla Yahummu (Nothing Matters)
centers around the emotions and attitudes of three central male characters, an actor, Muhammad and two architectural engineers, Tawfiq and
Hilmi; the names themselves are clearly significant.

The first, perhaps

reflecting the author's feeling about his own father, also an actor and
named Muhammad, is shown to be an artistic introvert, incapable of responsible conduct towards others, even to his own wife.

Tawfiq, (in Arabic

the word is a noun, meaning 'success'), is a representation of a success-figure, aobitious and efficient but ammorel and unscrupulous, a
person certain to succeed in any career activity or under any regime.

Vilmi, in contrast, (the name in Arabic is adjectival of the noun 'dzeamt),
is dedicated to all the patriotic ideals of Revolutionary, Socialist
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cAbdial-Quddris, next novel, his LA Animu (I Do Not Sleep), pub-

lished as a book in 1957, continued the author's examination of the
nature of sin.

The work is in the form of a letter, written to the authc

by a girl in her twenties, in which she confesses to a series of cruel
and immoral acts designed to destroy her divorced father's second marriage.

The resulting tragedies---for herself as well as for her father

and his bride--stem, the book demonstrates, from the girl's self-acknowledged inherently sinful jealousies..

One of the author's least success-

ful or popular works, both plot and character presentation seem remarkably reminiscent of Fran9oise Sagan's earlier novel Un Certain Sourire,
a fact observed and condemned by some Arab critics.
Also in 1957 came book publication of a political novel, marking
a change from cAbd al-Quddusl almost exclusive prior preoccupation with
the position of women in Egyptian society.

His La Tutfil al -Shama

(Do Not Turn Out the Sun) is, with almost 1500 pages, both his longest
and perhaps most influential work.

It traces the lives of the widow and

near-adult children of a wealthy Cairo Muslim family during a period of
months before and after the nationalization of the Suez Canal.

In suc-

cessive chapters the author shows the efforts of each of the family to
orient themselves towards integration into the newly-developing egalitarian society of Revolutionary Egypt.

The earlier part of the novel

shows how family influence could still be manipulated within the Cairo
bureaucracy with the result of a continued dominance for the country's
"Upper Classes".

With the occurrence of the "Suez Crisis ", however, fol-

lowing the nationalization of the canal, a new cohesiveness is created in
Egyptian society.

The central oharaoter, Ahmed, a law graduate and "drop

out" fr..om the civil service, can only now achieve a sense of involvement
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Egypt.

The plot demonstrates the progress of their personal relationshif

centering particularly on the dilemma of Hilmi.

Aware of his constructic

company's subversion by a self-serving band of tricksters who have infiltrated into the key positions under the guise of membership in the ubi-

quitous and dreaded "mukabarat° (the internal Egyptian Secret Service),
Vile jeopardises his own career by insisting on fulfilling his convictions.

The responsibility of the individual in resisting corruption is,

then, the novel's main moralistic theme.

Secondary themes examine the love and marriage relationship and that
of the individual towards religious dogmas--passages refer critically to
the activities of the Muslim Brethren within Egyptian political life.

There is much satire too, with lengthy conversations and discussion of
freedom of speech, the powers and influence of the late President Nasser,

mentioned by name in the text, and demonstrations of the widespread misuse of political Jargon and sloganeering.

In all the work is a remark-

ably frank discussion and demonstration of the concerns of Egyptian Intel
leotuals throughout the period of the Revolution under Nasser.

Apart from a period of self-imposed retirement, consequent to the
imposition of governmental censorship on his Rose al-Youssuf publishing

empire in late 1964, °Abd al-Quddgs has continued active in political
Journalism but less so in fiction production.

Appointed editor of Akhbar

al-Yawm, a popular daily newspaper, in 1966, he has published few recent
stories.

Perhaps his most significant was the story: alias min al -Sahli

al -Sadi' (A Busty Tin or Can), published in the weekly al-Musawvar (The
Illustrated) in April, 1966.

In this lengthy short story the narrator

reviews with nostalgia his youthful hopes for restruoturing Egyptian life
on a new basis of equality and Justice.

His own participation in the
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Revolution has, however, he can now see, merely resulted in the imposition
of a new order in which members of the middle-class, bureaucrats important
in Cairo government like himself and land-owning tyrants like his brother,
can perpetuate their exploitetion of the lower-classes.

Encounters with

the row imprisoned village idiot, whose attitudes represent and symbolise
the narrator's own earlier idealism, and with a peasant woman whom he had
once innocently loved but now abused, awaken him to the ugly reality of
his present life.

The story ends with his re-affirmation of the early ob-

jectives of the Revolution and the expression of his determination to
work towards their accomplishment.

Ihein °Abd al-QuddDs, for all the extensiveness of his published works
and their success in other media as films and adaptations for broadcasting and television, has, however, received scant serious attention from
literary critics, whether Arab or Orientalist.

Nevertheless his influence

in the development of fiction and political journalism in Arabic has clearly been substantial.

He stands out particularly as a dedicated experi-

mentalist with style in Arabic, having consistently employed colloquial
in both dialogue and in descriptive passages.

Unusually concise and direct,

his writings are entertaining and rarely reratitive.

Clearly more con-

cerned with examining 'problems' in his society through his plots and less
interested in comprehensive character delineation or the development of

themes of truly universal applicability, Align °Abd al-Qpdas has written
much that is enlightening of the Egypt of the mid-20th century.
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Political Activism in Modern Islam London, FR Cass, 1966, 97 pp.

7.

Fatter al-Ramlr, Al-Burkan al-Thaiir, Jamal al -Din al-Afghani, Cairo,
Al-Pashir al-cArabr, 1966, 237 pp.

8.

Mahmad Abu Rayyah, Jamal al -Din al-Afghani, Cairo, al-Macarif, 1961, 112 E

9.

Mahkad Abu Rayyah,
Matadiluhu, Cairo, Al-Majilis al-Ao1a,719

,

pp.

10. Muhammad al-Makheimr. Khatirgt Jamal al -Din al-Afelghialmpsaynr,

Beirut, al-Fikr al-VadIth:17637511757-
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Works about author foontld)
11,

Muhammad Rashid Ridg, Tgrrkh al-Ustgdh al-Imgm al-Shaikh Muhammad 0At

12,

Muhammad Saqd °Abd al-Majrd, Ngbi hat al -Shay
al- Afghani, Cairo, al-Kgtib al-°Ara , 19 , 1 9 pp.
13.

Muhin a1-Amin

al-Sa

id Jamgl al-E

al-Sayyid Jamgl al -Din al-AagnI Beirut,

1960, 34 pp.
14,

Qadrr Hafi.z Tuqan, Jamgl al -Din al-Afghani--Argluhu wa Kifghuhu wa
Athgruhu fi Nah(lat al-Sharq, Jerusalem, Bait al-Maqdis, 1947, 38 pp.

Qadrr Qal°ajr, Jamg1 agzIgit21=AlzhAga_Halmakqhari, Beirut, al-°I
111-Malgyrn, 1947, 1175,
15,

16,

°Uthmin Amin, Ruwwgd al-Wa° al-Insga fr al-Sha

al-Qalam, 1961, 148 pp.

al-Islgmr

Cairo,
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Works by Author
1.

Asbab wa Natalij wa Akhlaq wa Mawaciz, Cairo, Matbacat al-Taraqqr, 189!

2.

Les Egyptians, Cairo, J. Barbier, 1894, 299 PP.

3.

A1-Marla al-Jadrda, Cairo, Matbacat al-Shacb, 1911, 228 pp. (New print)
Cairo,. 1939, 224 p.)

4.

Tahrrr al-Marla, Cairo, 1899 (new printing)-Cairo, Matbacat Ruz a1-Vist
1941,, 173 pp.i

Book Studies on Author
1.

Ahmad Khakr, Qasim Amin, Cairo, Ihya, al-Kutub a1-0Arabrya, 1944, 154 y
(in the series Olam al-Islam)

2.

Faraj Sulayman Fulad,. Tarrkh Vayat a1-Marham Qasim Amrn,Cairo?, 52 PP.

3.

Mahir Hasan Fahmr, Qasim Amin, Cairo, Al-Mulassasa al-Mi?rrya a1-0Xmma
lil- Ta1lrf waal-Tarjama wa al-Nashr, 1963 ?, 237 pp.

4.

silih Husayn, albala1-Radd 0a1a Kitab Tahrrr al-Marla, Cairo?, 1898,15

5.

Muhammad Talcat Uarb, Fail al-Khitab fi al-Marla wa a1-Vilab, Cairo,
a1-Taraqqt,.. 1901, 53 pp.

6.

Widad Sakakrnr, Qasim Amin, 1863-1908, Cairo, a1-Maearif, 1965, 94 pp.
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Works by Author
1.

Falsafat al-Lu ha al-0Arabr a, Cairo, al-Misrrya lil-Tallrf wa al-Tarjama
., 1

pp.

(3rd printing), Cairo, a1-Anjla al-Misrrya,
1968, 175 PP. (edited by 0Uthman Amin)

2.

Ihsg, al-oUlam (al-Fara-1pr),

3.

Al-Jawanrya, 1.19.a1 °AcIda wa Falsafat Thawra, Cairo, al-Qalam, 1964,342 pp

4.

Muhammad °Abduh, Washington, American Council of Learned Societies,
1-B3. 103 pp. (0Uthman AmYnts work translated into English by Charles
Wendell)

5.

NazarFt fr Fikr al-0Aqq6d, Cairo, al-Miqrrya lil-Tallrf wa al-Tarjama,

1966774pp.
6.

Ratid al-Mr

grgrgMa, 1955:78--Thinting

°Abduh, Cairo, al-Nanda
- Cairo, al-Anjla allMisrrya,

1965,.325 pp.)
7.

RuwwFd al-Wa0y al-Ins3nr fr al-Shar
148 pp.

al-Isl5mr, Cairo, al-Qalam, 1961,
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FARAH ANTUN
Works by Author
1.

Haygt al-Mabrh, (translation of La Vie de Jesus Christ by B. Renan)

2,

Ibn Rushd wa Falsafatuhu, Alexandria, 1903, 227 pp.

3.

Al-Jamica, (monthly published by author for 7 years)

4.

Al-Marla f3 al- arn al-oishrrn, (translation of La Femme au 1 e Steal
by Jules Simon

5.

Al-Samar wa Mg frha min Alram, Alexandria, 1903.

6.

§iyand fr Arz Lubngn

7.

Tahrrr Amrrikg.

271 pp.

Novels
8,

arushalrm al-Jadrda aw FathalLlirjBaljtjaalls, Alexandria, 1904
71. PP.

9.

Riwayat al-WahshjakKahatuakliahsh, Alexandria, 1903.

10. Al-011m wa al -Din wa al-Mal, al-Mudun al-Thalgth, Alexandria, 1903.

11, Bilis wa ?Far rni? (translation of work by Bernadine de St. Pierre)
12, Al-Kukh al- Hindi, (translation of work by Bernardine de St. Pierre)

13. ?Atalg?. (Translation of work by Chateaubriand)
14. Al-Hebb hatta al-Mawt.
15. Nandat al-Asad.

16. Wathbat al-Asad, (abridgements of novels about the French Revolution
by Dumas), Cairo, 1910
17. Farrsat al-Asad. (as above)
18. Mariam ciabi al-Tawba. (parts of which appeared in Al-Jamica)
Plays

19. Al-Burj al -Hail, Alexandria, Al-Matbaca al-cUthmanrya. (translation)
20, Ibn al-Shacb. (translation of Le Fils du Peuple by Dumas)
21. Al-Sahira, (translation of La nagicienne by Viet. Sardoux)
22. Udrb al-Malik. (translation of Oedipe-Roi by Sophocle)
23. Al-Mutasarrif fi al-cibad. (translation)
24, Al- Sultan 9alah al -Din aw Fath Bayt al-Masdis

,

Cairo, 1923, 63 pp.
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2. (FARAV ANTON)
Plays (contid)
25. ?Carmen?

26. ?Karmanrng?
27. ?Razing?

28. ?TWA?
29. Misr al-Jadrda wa Misr al-Qadrma, Cairo al-Tatlrf, 1913?, 120 pp.
30. Banat al-Shawgri° wa Banat al-Khudar.
31. Abu al-Hawl Yataharrak.
32. Dhat al-Ward, (translation of work by Dumas)

Book Studies on the Author
al-Jgmioa,

1.

Ahmad Abu al-Khudar ?Munsi?, Farah Antan Sghib
Cairo, 1923, 45 pp.

2.

Farah AntgniHaygtuhut Adabuhu, Muqtatafgt min Athgrihi, Beirut,
FET;7151-,183 pp. (A1-Manghil, No.' 29)

3.

Maratha Baod al-Udabgl fr Rithgl Farah Antan, Majallat al-SaYYidgt,
III, p. 69.'

4.

Raz Vaddgd, Farah Antga_Ha gtuhu wa Taibinuhu wa Mukhtgrgtuhu,
Cairo, MajalIFE-al-SAYyida wa a -Rijal,
9 3.
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Works by Author:
1.

°Abir Sabil, (2nd printing) Cairo, al-Nahqa al-MitirTya, 1965, 152 pp
(ist prliirong - 1937, 157 pp).

2.

2Alwalyat al -Imam, (3rd printing) Cairo, al-Maqtrif, 1966* 160 pp.

3.

Al-°Ablarryit al-Islgmiyal Beirut, al-Adgb, 1966, 903 pp.

4.

°Abolariyat al-Mas4, Cairo, Akhbgr al -Yawl, 1953, 223 pp.

5.

?AbgarTyat allidaa, Cairo, al-Ma0grif, 1961, 206 pp.

6.

°AbciarTyat Khilld, Cairo, al-Hilil, 1963?, 174 pp.

7.

2Ahaarizatillt4ammad, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1961?, 158 pp.

8.

2Allarlyat °Umar, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1963?, 231 pp.

9.

Abu al-Shuhadgf al- Husayn bin °Ali, Cairo, al-Hilil, 1965, 150 pp.

10. °Alam al-Sudad wa al- u
Cairo, Hijgzi, 1937, 221 pp.
ma printing - al-Nahid al-MivrTya, 1965, 194 pp.)
11. Allgh, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 195-, 258 pp.

12. °Amr Ibn al-qq, Cairo, Dir al-°Uraba, 1965, 294 pp.
13. Ang, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1964, 345 pp.

14. !Agglid al-MufakkirTn fi al=garn al-°Ishrin, Cairo, Gharib, 1968, 18C

15. Thei17a")s±linactorplE, Cairo, Supreme Council
c)..-riffiali17(T-4UrreaalTfir-TDPELVT:TriaEnT;-Y6-, 175 pp. (translation

by Ismail Cashmiry and Muhammad al-Hadi of °AI:midis Athar al-oArab
a al-Vadgra al-Urubbiza)
16. Ashtgt Mu tama0gt f

al-Lu ha wa al-Adab, Cairo, al-Ma°Arif, 1963,

pp.

17. Ba n al-Kutub wa al-Nis, Beirut, al-Kitgb al-eArabI, 1966, 640 pp.
18. Der al- Same`', Bilgl Ibn Ribgh Mu'dhin al-Rasal
Tibgoa wa al-Nashr, 1945, 187.pp.

Cairo, Sa°d Misr 111

19. Al-Dimacrggya ft al-islgm, Cairo, al-Maegrif, 1964, 178 pp.
20. Dha al-Nara v °Uthmgn Ibn 0Affin, Cairo, Dar al-oUraba, 1965, 238 pp
21. Dirgsgt f al-Madhghib al- Adab!ya wa al-IA.1142/m, Cairo, GharTb,
1967, 250 pp.

22. DTwEn al-°Aopaid, Cairo, al-Muqtqaf wa al-Muqatam, 1928, 160 pp.
1967, 356 pp.)
(later printing - Aswan, Wandat al-pygna wa al-Intij,
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Works by
23. Drw5n min Daw5win, Cairo, no date.
24. Al-Falsafa al-Qurl5nrya, Cairo, al-Hilil, 1961?, 2-0

pp.

25. Falsafat al-Ghazalr, Cairo, al-Idira el-qmma 111-Thaqifa al-Islimiya
bil- A'zhar, 1960, 14 pp. (lectures by al-0Aqq5d)

26. Fatima al-Zahr5I wa al-Fiqimryan, Cairo, al-Hi151, 1966, 158 pp.
27. Fr BaytE. Cairo, al-Mao5rif, 1955, 125 pp.
28. Al-Futlall (2nd printing) Beirut, al-K5tib al-cArabr, 1967, 375 pp.

29. Fuel min al-Na d °Ind al-°Ac 5d, Cairo, al-Kh5n,g, 156-, 346 pp.
30. 'Jaya% al-Masrh fi al-Tirrkh wa Kushaf al-°Avr al-Wrth, Cairo,
al-Hilal, 190, 1)8 pp.
31, tic' all
1
1

wa Ab5trl Khuteimplii Cairo, Al-Multamar

later pzinting -al-01am, Cairo, 1^4, 282 pp.)

pp.

32. tiam, Cairo, al-Hilill 1964, 354 pp.
33. Hitler Mal-Mran, Cairo, 1942?, 226 pp.
34, 'bliss Cairo, Akhbar al-Yawm, 1955, 231 pp.
TraiTi printing - al-HI151, 1967, 226 pp.)
35. Ibn al -Rama

FT=ITUEM

ro, al-Tigirrya

Huituhu min SniorLhil (5th printir
5-,--410 pp.

36. Ibr, Rushd, Cairo, al-Ma°5rif, 1953, 119 pp.

17. Ibrahim, Aba_g-AnbiYAI, Cairo, al-HI151,

38. Al-Insturiiin al- Karim, Cairo, al-HI151, 1962?, 179 pp.
39. Al- -Islam a al -Qarn 41-0Ishan

40. ileaAuthaxnal (3rd printing) Cairo, al-Maoirif, 1965, 144 pp.
41. Jawiliz al-Adab al-cllamrya, Cairo, Al-Mulassasa a1-Mirrya,1964, 127 pp.
42. Juh5

al-Muftik, Cairo, al-Hilil, 1956, 194 pp.

43. Khullifat al-Yawm4ILEILICLAAILRE, Cairo, °Ammir

44. AlARghlAl=§0°Irryal Magyf9W

,

1968, 2?1 pp.

wa al-Taobrr a al-Lugha

Gharib, 1968, 166 pp.
45.

Shi°

5 bard al -Ba °d
1

pp,

co

()ate

° b "s X isal al..0Aollid, Cairo, al-Ma°5rif,
and e
ed by Amlr al-0Aqq5d)
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46. a YuqRl 0an al-Islim, Cairo, al-0Uraba, 1963, 358 pp.
47. Majma° al-Ahdt, Cairo, al-Meiirif, 1944, 112 pp.
48. Al- Marla a al-QurlEn al- Karim, Cairo, al-M.151, 1962, 150 pp.
49, Matla° al-Nar, aw Tawtili° al-Betha al-Muhammadrya, Cairo, al-00x

11637754 PP.
50. Mu°Ewrya Ibn AhLsgen ft al-Mran, Cairo, al-Hilil, 1966, 135 y
51. Muth-lea a al-Kutub wa al-Hay/it, Cairo, al-Istiqgma, 193-, 324
52, Mutila°5t wa al-Ha at, Cairo, 1924

53. Al-Qarn 111-°Ishrrn, Cairo, al-Anjla al-Mifrrya, 195-, 232 pp.
54. Al-Rohhala niclif--°Abd al-Hahmin a1-Kawikibr, Cairo, Al-Hajlis

al-All, 1959, 185

PP

55. Rafat Abr al-°Alill Cairo, MaVbeat a1-#ijizr, 1939, 274 pp.
56, Ria1 1611fIllhal, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1963, 271 pp.

57. Riwiyat Qambrz fi al-Mran, Cairo,

58. Sa°d Zaghlal, Srzayalgiaa, Cairo, tiij5zr, 1936, 628 pp.
59. Sarah, Cairo, #igizr, 1938, 192 pp.

60, peir al-Ghazalt°Umar Ibn Abr RabealCairo, al-Megirif, 1965 127
61, A1- Shaykh al-RaIrs Ibn Sinti, Cairo, al-Mearif, 1967, 119 pp.

62, Sheartit Misr wa BrItitahum fiakilLakaidr, Cairo, allijgzr,
1937, 202

63. Al3hualtylna1-Insinr a fI SharrGat a -Islam, Cairo,
193).350 PP.
64. Alzglatillant al-fiddrol, Cairo, al-Nefirlf, 1961, 116 pp.
65 A1- Tafk1r Parrla Islamrya,, Cairo, 11-01am, 1962, 225 pp.
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IwelaAIAgall11211tal
66. Yes'alunak, (2nd printing) Beirut, al-Kitgb al-°Arabr, 1966, 374 pp.
67. yawmrygt, Cairo, a14laegrif, 1963, 2 volumes.
Book Studies on Author
1.

°Abd al-Fattgh al-Drdr, eAbolarry_21 al-°Aciggd, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1965,
266 pp.

2,

°Abd al-Fattgh al-Drdr, Al-Nagel wa al-Jamgl

al-Anna

Cairo,

19613,-178 pp.

3.

°Abd al-Hayy Diyib, °Abbas al-°AuliAlgAliga, Cairo, al-Qawmrya,
1965, 87) pp,

4.

°Abd al-Hayy Diygb, Al-Marla fr yuluil:atalig, Cairo, al-Sheb,
1969, 52) pp,

°Abd al-Hayy Diygb, Al-Nazea al-Insgnrya fr ShOr al-0Acpagl, Cairo,

5.

al-Nanda'al-eArabryar--'

6.

Maheid Qglih °Uthmgn,

Cairo, al-Fikr al-hadrth,

1964, 240 pi),

Tahrya bi-Mungsabat
al-Hiyrya, 1061-), 316 pp.

7.

Muhammad Khalrfa
Buiagbihi al-Sabita, Cairo,

8.

Muhammad Tghir a1-Jabalgwr, rr Nhbat al-°Ariciad, Cairo, al-Anila
alMifrrya, 1964, 224 pp.

9.

Muhammad Tghir al-Jabalgwr, Min Dhil,iygtr fT phbat al-°Acmgd, Cairo,
al-Anjlu al-Mirrya, 1967, 262 pp.

10. Shawqr yayr, aea_itlisit, Cairo, al-Maegrif, 1964, 174 pp.

11. eUthmin Amrn, EararIiiitfall Cairo, al-Mifrrya, 1966,
94 pp,
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Works by Author
1.

Al-oildhgrg, (3rd printing) Beirut, Odir, 1966, 163 pp.

2.

Ghubgr al-Axygm, Beirut, al-0Ilm 1i1-Malgyrn, 1965, 242 pp.

3,

gamr9 a1 -86f, (2nd printing) Beirut, BayrUtt 1957, 134 pp.
(3rd FaitTEE - Beirut, a1-Makshilf, 1964, 149 pp.)

4,

glqa9 min Tawfrq °Awwgd, Beirut, a1-Madrw;a, 1966?, 246 pp.

5.

Al-RaFihrf, Beirut, al-Madrasa wa Dgr al-Kitgb a1-Lubngnr, 1964, 246

6.

Al-§abr a1-10rei, (3rd printing) Beirut, a1-Thaqgfa, 1963, 214 pp.

7.

wa al-TurAumgn, Beirut, a1-Makshilf, 1964, 164 pp.
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lUnItAtkOlIttlE
1.

Ashy' Maul., Beirut, al -011m 111-Malgyrn, 1954.

2.

AlGS'ea wa a1-Insin, Beirut, al-Ahlrya, 114 pp.

3.

Wa lai4a9 Ukhri, Beirut, a1-Talrea, 1960, 198 PPG

4.

A1.1111 al-Kabcre Beirut, al-Sharq al-Jadrd, 1956.
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Works by Author
1.

0Adhriit wa Watish, Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 1963, 167 pp.

2.

A1-0Araba al-Akhrra, Cairo, Riiz a1-Yasuf, 1961, 160 pp.

3.

A1- Dhi'ab a1-iriti°a, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1964?, 156 pp.

4.

Hadatha Dhata Layla, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1965, 119 pp.

5.

gris a1-Bustan, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 196-, 160 pp.

6.

A1-JamAl al-tiazrn, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1962?, 111 pp.

7.

Lula f

8.

Nadrhat a1-Ahlim, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1963?, 121 pp.

9.

Masi' al-Khamrs, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1966, 168 pp.

ai.Tark, Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 1962, 162 pp.

10, Zaw at allayyid, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 196-, 133 pp.
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1.

°Awdat a1-Tali r ila al-Bahr, Beirut, a1-Nahir, 1969, 162 pp.

2.

A1-Qimam a1-Khadrif, 1956.

3.

Al-qamt wa a1- Maur, Beirut, Majallat Shier, 1958, 146 pp.

4.

Sittat Ayylimc Beirut, Majallat Shi°r, 1961, 232 pp.
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Works by Author
1.

Adgb al-°Arab, (leoture given in 1869 about the reasons for the
decline in literature).

2.

Dglirat al!rMacgrif.

3.

Al-Hayta al -I timgq a wa al-Mu gbala ba na a
Awgtid al-°Arabr a
en pr n e'
wa Al.;Faran)rya, /leo ure g ven n
n
,
pp

4,

Xashf al -Hijab a oIlm allisib Beirut, 1848, 317 pp.

5.

h4Beirut, Lubngn, 1966, 2452 pp., (1st printing,
Kitgb utr al-Mu,
Beiru , 1870)
'

6.

N204 al.mq4, 2 volumes, 1870.

7.

Matigbrh al-Tilib a Bahth al-Matilib, Beirut, 1868, 361 pp.

8.

Miftih al-Mipalb Beirut, 1868, 361 pp.

9.

aissatRab=insaniiitIcrusoeawal.T42.,.,
alainrit

uz

a.

10. Haw42121111411zff Mabidil Mask al-Dafitir, Beirut, 1851.
11. Taolrm al-Nisit (leoture given on Deo. 14, 1849)
12,

thNlbiliNaoleonaTiirrI-AwwalLimbargVir Parana, Beirut, 1868

13 aramatal=21Erit, 1848, (done jointly with Dr. Ely Smith, finishe

bi-Vars,.ovrn as the Amerioan translation")
14. lharh Drwin ea-MutanabbI, Beirut, al-Su

1860, 332 pp.

Book Studies on Author
1,

Fula& al.Bustanf, Al-Rawitiot al-Mu°allim Bud rus al-Bustinf, Beirut,
al-Xithulrkrya, 1929, 44 pp.

2.

IMILIALA/AigA112A1AA2hD al -Bue

3.

Jibfitit, a a
Butrus a

ACP al-0A5t7 .y

a

I, editcd by Salto Shaean an
n, 1933, 100 pp.

Bustinf
Oars wa Muntakh
ran a
an ,

a'

:t

Tao
Yak.

Articles about Author

1. Ann Mania,
2.

Dutrus al-BustInrtt, Al.Makshfif, No. 161,

Fulid al..Bustinft "Al-Kuoallim Butrus al-Bustanfs Tatthfruhu a al.NA
al-0A9riya^, allaw.al-Salia, Beirut, XI, p. 221.
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Artioles About Author_loontgd)

XIV (1883), pp. 289, 321, 337.

3.

Al-JInin

4.

JIrjr Safi, HDOgirat MOirlf °Arabryafl, Al-Xullrya, XVI, p. 393.

5.

JIrir Zaydin, Butrus al-BustOnr, Ahad Arkin a1-Nanda al.- Akh!ra fr
Bilad
al-H1151, IV, P. 36A.

6.

"Al-Martla

Butrus al-Bustinrft, Al-Muotataf, VIII, p.l.
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SALD1 AL-BUSTIN!
Books by Author
1.

Tirtkh Faransi a1-Vadrth, Beirut, 1884, 104 pp.

2.

TErrkh Napolemm Bonaparte a Minya Sarryal Alexandria, ?Ghare2
1747-72TO pp.

Works by Author (published in the newspaper Al-Jininl
1.

Al-Hiyim a 4nin

2.

Budar, 1872.

3.

Asa', 1873.

4.

Bint a1-0A9r, 1875.

5.

Fa_ tina, 1877.

6.

Salmi, 1878-79.

7.

SEmiya, 1882-84.

8,

ganaidlatalikat Tadmurs 1871.

9.

Al-Hiyim f

18?0.

Putah al-Shim, 1874.

.L.

Translated Works

ublished in Al-Jinin

1.

Al-Gharim xa al-Ikhtirg°.

2.

Allawicliq,.

3.

Aleaubb al-Da' im.

4.

mgdh; WILMAAAJalakag

5.

Al -Baca a a1 -Nei; s.

6.

1JirJrnah?

7.

Vila al-Nowar,.

8,

Sass al-Atier.

9.

Sirr a1-vtAti.

10. gut Ohariatya.
11. tillarat al

harass

1.. ;owlet John Carver.

Saround 1875-76)
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SULAIMAN AL-BUSTANT
Works by Author
1.

Ilyidhat Hlmrriis, Cairo, 1904, 1260 pp.

2.

°c;bra wa Dhikri aw a1 -Dawla al-oUthminrya Qabla al-DustUr wa bedahu,
airo, 1908,

3.

Al -0$t wa al-Shifil

4.
5.

, Cairo, al-°Arab, 1930, 16 pp.

la r at al-lkhtizil al-oArabr, (an abridged version of it is found in
e
vo ume of a ra al-Megrif under the title "Streighritrya")
Contributions to the preEaration of the 10th and 11th volumes of the
Bustinrse Dilirat al-Maoarif.

Book Studies on the Author
1.

A1- Badawr al-Mulaththam, Al-Bustinr wa 11 idhat Humrris, Cairo,
al-Maoirit, 1963, 224 pp,

2.

Fulid al-Bustinr, Sulaymin al-Bustinr (From al-Raw iliu, Nos. 44-46)

3.

Jurj Gharrb, Sulaymin al-Bustinr_a_Maaddimat al-/lyidha, Beirut,
al-Thaqifa, 106, 103 pp.

4,

Jurjr Biz, Sujaymin al-Bustinr - Vgatuhu, Beirut, Vidir, 20 pp.
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°Abd allamrd Sanad al-Jundr, Hifiz Ibrihrm
ing) Cairo, al-Maogrif, 1968, 2237Pp.

2.

°Abd a1-Lat.rf Sharira, Hif4j Dirisa Tahlrlrya, Beirut, Vidlr, 1965,
238 pp.

Shi°ir al-Nrl, (2nd print-

3 Ahmad al-Tahir, Hifif Ibriihrouj ituhu wa Shieruhu, Cairo, Arab
League, Maqiad al:DirnTrir.o.tra ya a .
lya,
54, 65 pp. (lectures)
4.

Kimil Jueat ViLic Ibrihrm Mi Lahu wa Mi 0A1
Cairo, al-QDtira al- a
a,
,
pp.

5.

Al-Ma llis a1 -A°16 li-Riciyat al-Funqn WA
Mahra An HILLF
Ibrihrm bll-Iskandatrya, 25 YulYu 1212, Cairo, al-Am r ya, 1957, 246

6.

hi, (2nd printing),

Tihir al-Tanahr, Suwar wa 01'41 min HayAt Shanr wa Hific, Cairo,
al-Hilil, 196,, 161 pp.

pp.
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Works b" Author
1.

Akhir mi4JLINEIE, Calro, ItUz a1-Visuf, 1961, 157 pp.

2.

Ajejamillglat Cairo, 196-, 365 pp.

3.

Arkhas Lay51T1 Cairo, a1-Qawmiya, 196-, 165 pp.

4.

Al-°Askarr al-Aswad wa gig UkhrA, Cairo, al-Harifa, 1962, 198 pp.

5.

Al-a6EPI Cairo, RMz

6.

Al-Batal, Cairo, al-Pikr, 1957.

7.

Bilargyla Ghayr Mutlacta, CairO, a1 -Hi1 X1, 1968, 193 pp.

8.

Al-FarRar, Cairo, 1964, 144 pp.

9.

Vidithat Sham:, Beirut, MadahOrat igral-A11511, 1958, 179 pp. (storm

1963 ?, 130 pp.

10. Al-Varim, Cairo, a1-10151, 1965, 146 pp.

11. Al-LahaEllas Cairo, a1-0ArabIya, 1958, 141 pp.
12. Lughat al-AY Ay, Cairo, Ritz al-Yilsuf, 1965, 160 pp.

13. Al-Mahcala.aa-Argel, Cairo, al-Masratl, 1966, 254 pp.

14. Malik al- uttartttlettt, Cairo, al-Qawmfyai 1963?, 78 pp.
P Eqs

15. ghicLgAdr-Nna, Cairo, tiazka,. Kutub al-Sharg al-Awsar, 1964?, 365 pI

16. R1331 WaThran, Cairo, al-sifrTya a1-eXtra,111,-Talltf, 1964, 147 pp.
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ADIB ISHAS
Works by Author
1.

Al-Durar, Alexandria, al-Mahrasa, 1886. (2nd printing - Beirut,
i17.733Erya, 1909, 616 pp.) tseleotions by the author colleoted by Jirjis
!inch-Eon Nuhis)

2.

Tarijim Mi2r fr Hidhi

3.

Andromacque, 44 pp. (tragedy in 5 chapters, by Raoine, translated into
Arabi o)

4. Ramat Charlesmagne.
5.

Charitib al-Ittifig.

6.

Al-Birrsrya a1 -Ha,

7.

Fukihat al-cUshshic wa Nuzhat al-I0111, Beirut, 1874, 40 pp.

(novel)

Works and Information about Author

1. Yasuf Wad Dighir, Matsidir al-DirAsa al-Adabrya, pp. 111-113.
2. Hanna Fikharr, Tirrkh al-Adab al-°Arabr.
3.

Jirjr Zaydin, Mashihrr al-Sham, II, 75-80.

4.

Jirjis Mein, p. 600.

5.

Miran 0Abbad, Huwwid al-Halide%

6.

Sirkrs

7.

Tarizr,

8,

Al-Ziriklr, Al-Aolime p. 91-92.

p. 184.

Mu°1am al-Matbrepit, 418.

al-°Arabrya, II, p. 105.
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JIBRAN KHALIL JIBRAN
Works by Author
1.

Al-A niha al-Mutakassira, New York, Mirfit al-Gharb, 1911, 146 pp.
la er printing) Cairo, al-Hilill 111 pp.

2,

Alihat al-Ard, Cairo, al-0A9rfya, 1932, 40 pp. (translated from Eng]
by AntUniffs taehfr)

3.

°Aratis al-Muraj, New York, al-Muhijir, 1905.
(later printing) Cairo, al-Hilil, 1944, 64 pp.

4.

Al-Arwih al-Mutamarrida, Cairo, al-Hilill 1922, 160 pp. (later print
anT57-10.-Hilal, 1948, 127 pp.

5.

Al-°Awicilf, Cairo, al-Hilil, 1922.

6.

Al-Badili° wa al-Tarilif, Cairo, al-°Arab, 1923, 223 pp.

7.

Dam°a wa Ibtisimal Cairo, al-Hilill 176 pp. (18t printing) New York,
ra:3niin,'1913)

8.

Drwin Shier, New York

9.

The Earth Gods, New York, London, A.A. Knopf, 1931.

10. Fr °Alam al -Adab, al-Kitiba wa al-Shi°r, Cairo, al-Mahrasa, 1924, 191

11. Fr °Alam al-Rulya, Cairo?, 160 pp.

12. The Forerunner, His Parables and Poems, London, Heinemann, 1963, 64
13.

Garden of

Knopf, 1933.

14. Vadfsat al -Nab!, Cairo, al-°Ayab, 1950, 63 pp. (translated from Engl
by Mad Zit-War Latff)

15. Jesus the Sor of Man, New York, A.A. Knopf, 1928, 216 pp.
16. JibrRn Khali']. Jtbrin wa al-Qawmfya al-°Arabiya, Beirut, al-RIbita
al-Thaqiitrya, 1961, 108 pp.

17. KalimAt Jibrin Khalil J bran, &trot al-oArabt 193-, 175 PP. (some of
the au or s wor a oo eo e by Antunius Bashfr)
t

18, Khalil Gibran A S lf-Portrait, New York, Citadel Press, 1959, 94 pp.
trans ate
rom Ara o by Ant.Lony R, Ferris)
19. The Madman, Knopf, 1920,
20. A1 -ma lmtra al-X1211a li-Mutallafit Jibrin Khalil Jibrin, Beirut,
Bayrut, 1961, 610 pp.

21. 14amlakat al-KhayAl, Cairo, al-Nanda, 1927, 126 PP,
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2. (JIBRAN KHALIL JIBRAN)

Works by Author (ecntd)
22. Al-MawikibL New York, Mirlit a2- Gharb, 1918. (later printing) Cairo,
10 pp.

23. Mukhtirrit millalmilagagivakELL Beirut, qidir, 194-, 120 pp.
24. Muni it Arwih, Caird?, al-Shabib, 1927, 176 pp. (later printing)
eirut, a - dalus, 1963, 80 pp.
25. Al -Nab:, Cairo, al-cArab, 1926, 155 pp. (translated from English by
AnVingis BashIr)

26. Nubdha a MUsroi, Al-Muhijir, New York, 1905.

27 Nymphs of the Valley, Knopf, 1948.
28. The Procession, Kherallah, 1947.
29. The Pro het, Nilw York, Knopf, 1953, 96 pp. (later

- Knopf,

PP)

30. Prose Poems, New York, A.A. Knopf, 19.'4, ?7 pp. (translated from
Arabic by Andrew Ghareeb)

31. Raml wa Zabad, Cairo, al-°Arab, 1927, 86 pp. (translated from English

ErETTOTWgashir)
32, Rasilll Jibrin, Damascus, Karam wa Maktabatuhi, 1945?, 62 pp.

33. araitla, Cairo, al-Hilal,
34. ag.042129111_6 Book of Aphorisms, New York, A.A. Knopf, 1926, 85 pp.
35. The Secrets of the Heart, New York, Philosophical Library, 1947, 339 pp,

igi17,70-WWWMailited from the Arabic by Anthony Riscallah Ferris
and Martin L. Wolf)

36. S irits Rebellious, New York, Philosophical Library, 1947, 120 pp.
translate
rom
able by A.R. Ferris and Martin Wolf)
37. A Tear and A S Ile, London, W. Heinemann, 1950, 172 pp, (translated
TFOrTSUrc y
Nahmad)
38. Tears and La hter, New York, Philosophical Library, 1946, 111 pp.
Ttranslate
rom Arabic by A.R. Ferris and Martin Wolf)
39. The Wanderer, Knopf, 2932.

40. YasV- 1bn a
is

y

Cairo, al-t:livrlya, 1932, 244 pp, (translated from
luniqs Bashtr)
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3. (JIBRXN KHALIL JIBRAN)

Book Studies on Author
1.

Amin Khglid, Muhiwalit fi Dars Jibrgn, Beirut, al-Kgthalikiye, 1933,
108 pp.

2.

Amin al-Hihini, Dhikrg Jibrgn, Beirut, Odir, 1932, 11 pp.

3.

Anpin Gh4Vis Karam, Muhidargt fr Jibrin Khalil JibrEnL Siratuhu
wa Takwinuhu al-Thacign wit Mulallafatuhu al-0ArabIyal Cairo, Arab
League, Maohad al-Dirasit al-IlArabrya al-oAliya, 1964, 158 pp.

4.

Dgwud Sulaiign Bibal, Jabrilil al-Shgoir, Mosul, 1945.

5.

Jamil Jabar, Mayy wa Jibrgn, Beirut, Dir al-Makshaf, 1950.

6.

Khalil HawI, Khalil Gibran: His Background, Character and Works,
Beirut, American U. of Beirut, 1963, 311 pp.

7.

Nuoayma, Khalil Gibran: A Biography, New York, Philosophical Library, 1950, 267 pp.

8.

Nrkhatri Nu°ayma, Jibrgn Khalil Jibrgn, i
Fa, nnuhu, (5th printing), Beirut, Wirt 1

9.

ituhu
,

Ma$tuhui Adabuhu,
pp.

Shukr Allgh ?al-Jarr?, LOA Arfaliwr, Brazil, al-Andalus al-Jadida,
1939.

10. Muhyi al-Din Hidg, Fr Mawjin Jibrgn Khalil
allVaditha, 1956, 1;7717:

Cairo, al-Tijgriya

11. Yasuf al-Vuwayyik, Dqiea°aJibxhikilBgris10-1102_2__Q, Beirut,
al-Ahad, 1957, 222 pp.
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Works by Author
1.

Misr wa al-Ihtilil al InklIzT wa Ma ma°at em 1
Ca ro, a
Ara

FinaM937.-Aa
2,

Safahit Matwr a min Tirrkh al-Zaerm Mu tafi Kimil
min 8 YU
1
I a a ra r
MilitiTETKam
ya,

3.

pp.

i ea y M

Muddat °Xmm Wihid,
PP.

Rasitil Jad!da
-An3la

Egyptian-FrienohLes:.dressed to Madame Juliette Adams 11195-1908,.

Ciii-fdlisaTt61-SEgFiii770975n.
-1

pp.

4.

Al-Maslala skshargal, Cairo, al-Adlb, 1898, 352 pp.

5.

Al-Shams al-Mush:111a, Cairo, al-Liwit, 1904, 220 pp.

6.

Dia') °an Bilidlhi, al-Liwit, Cairo, 1906, 124 pp.

Book Studies on Author
1.

°Abd al -Lai if pinta,

ximil, Cairo, 41-Jimi
2.

dab al-Ma ila al- mhuaya f I mituarAjlotlyi
y n,

,

pp.

°Abd al-Rahmin al-RiflOr, mugstagmluighil11211111=varaka
al-Watmag, Cairo, 1939, 3TO pp. (4thprintIng - Cairo, arffiEla
RI=HTftrii; 528 pp. 1962)

3.

Ahmad Rashid, Mug

Kimil, AlaYitubajnitAlatatIL Cairo, al-Saoida,

14558, 307 pp.

'MI a 4 RabVan, Cairo, al-Liwit,

4.

°Alt Pahe Kamil, haftafi Kimil
1908.1911. 3 volumes
parts

5.

Path! Rilwin, Muftafi Kimil.

6.

Muhammad Thibit Bandar!, Zeno al Nandattiattafi Kinn, Cairo, al-Jimi6a
al-Mifrrya alladrtha.

7.

Mute al -Din Rip, Abtil al.Walantyaulagari KKutammad Parfd,
stod z
111
munalaseiammtjalliotmegutut__, a ro, Jarrdat ai-labah,
PP

8.

Muftafi Kamil Bishi wa emiluhu

Cairo, 1908, al-Hilil.
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GHASSAN KANAFXNr
Works by Author
1.

Al-Adab al-Filasgnr al-Muoiwim min 1:448 115 1968, Beirut, al-Dirgsgt

al-Filasgaya.
2.

Adab al-Muclgwama fr Filasgn al -MuhtalIEL121E12g, Beirut, al-Xdib,
1966, 144 pp.

3.

°A'id Ili Half EL Beirut, al-°Awda, 1970, 91 pp. (novel)

4.

°Xlam Laysa Lang, Beirut, al-Talr°a (stories)

5.

An al-Rijil wa al-Banidig, Beirut, al-Xdgb, 1968, 140 pp. (stories)

6.

Ard al-Burtuoil al-Vazrn, Beirut, al-Fajr al-Jadrd, 1963, 127 pp. (stories

7.

Al-Bib, Beirut, al-Tains (play)

8.

Fr al-Adab al-Sahyanr, Beirut, al-Tahrrr al-Filasgnrya

Markaz

al-Wath, 190, 16b pp.
9.

112,03129Audgm, Beirut, al-Talr°a, 1966. 79 pp. (novel)

10. Nawt Sarrr Raga 12, Beirut, Munaynana, 205 pp. (stories)

11. MA-1 fl al-Shams, Beirut, al-Talrea, 1963, 106 pp. (novel)
12, Umm Sa°d, Beirut, al-°Awdek, (stories)
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°ABD AL-RAtIMAN AL-KAWAKIBT

Works by
1.

Umm al-qai, CairO, al Taqaddum, 19-, 148 pp.

2.

Tabglio a1-Istiodid_wa Masgrio al-IsticquEld, Cairo, al-Tawfiq, 184 pp.

Book Studies on Author
1.

°Abbgs Mahmad al-clAqqgd, Al-Rahhila "Kifn CAbd al-Ratimin al-Kawgkibr,

Cairo,A1-Aajtia al-A=1, 1959, 18374772,

Ibrahim Rifeat, ALThglir al-0Arabr °Ad al-Ratagn al-Kawakibi, Cairo,
al-Qawmrya, 1962 ?, 41 pp.

3.

Malallat a1-Vadrth, Sept,-00t., 195Z, (special issue about al-Kawakibr
with contrcbutions by various authors)

4,

Muhammad AtImad Khalaf A11ah, Al-KawikibiLVmAtuhu wa iithiruhu, Cairo,
al!°Arab, 1956, 144 pp.

5.

Norbert Tapiero, Les Idt(es Reformistes Val Kawakibi

Paris, Les

Editions Arabes, TM, 111 pp.
6,

United Arab Republic, LiglIsign °Abd
A1-Majlis al-A°16, 196
1
pp.
,

al-Kawikibt, Cairo,
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0ABD AL-RAVMAN AL-KHAKIS!
Works by Author
1.

AOmad Kishkish, Cairo, Ritz al-Yasuf, 1961, 134 pp. (short stories)

2.

Alf Layla Jadrda, Cairo, RitL al-Yu suf, 196-, 257 pp.

3.

Al-emiu Cairo, no date.

4,

Ashwiq Irwin, (poetry)

5.

Dim

6.

Al-Fann Alladhf Nur!duhu

7.

Vasan wa Naofma, (story written for radio presentation)

8.

L5 Y5 Ayzanhiwar (Eisenhower), (written jointly with Fathi Kimil)

9.

Lan Namat, (stories)

L5 Tajiff, (stories)

Cairo, Al-Mifilyal 1966, 182 pp,

10. ?ManEkhaliy57v (dialogues and opinions about art)
11. Al-Nukfihgni. (series of biographies)

12. SmOn al-Dame (stories)
13. mill al-AdiaL (stories)
14. 91xhit al-Shaeb, (stories)
15. yawmfyit Mainath (translated stories)
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NAJIB MAVF4
Works by Author
1.

0Abath al-Acidir, Cairo, Mifr, 1967?, 257 pp.

2.

Awlid !grating, Beirut, al- Ada -b, 1967, 552 pp.

3.

Bayn al-gafran, Cairo, Mfrs 1960?, 578 pp.

4.

Bayt

5.

Bidgya wa Nihgya, Cairo, Mir, 1965?, 382 pp.

6.

Dunyg Allah, Cairo, Mifr, 1963, 261 pp. (short stories)

7.

Hams al-Junan, Cairo, Mfrs 1967?, 317 pp.

8.

Khan al-KhalT1T, (6th printing) Cairo, Mir, 1965, 275 pp.

9.

Kifih_TTba, Cairo, Mifr, 1965, 259 pp,

al-Sum°a, Cairo, Mir, 1965, 267 pp. (short stories)

10. Al -Lass wa al-Kilib, Cairo, Mir, 1961?, 175 pp.
11. Mida Alle , Beirut, Khayats, 1966, 319 pp. (translated from the Arabia
by Trevor Le Gassiok)

12, MTrimgr, Cairo, Mips 1967, 279 pp.
13. Al-Qghira al-JadTda, Cairo, Mifr, 1965, 214 pp.

14. ilfr al-WIttl, Cairo, Mfrs 1957?, 464 pp.
15. Ridabrs, Cairo, Mir, 1964, 218 pp.
16. Alizatal, (5th printing), Cairo, Mifr, 1967, 367 pp.
1 ?. Al-Shahhidh, Cairo, Mitre 1965, 191 pp.

18. A1-Sukkarlya, (4th printing), Cairo, Mips 1962, 395 pp.
19. Al-Summa n wa al-KharTf, Cairo, Mifr, 1962, 198 pp.

20. Taht al-Mlfalla, Cairo, Mifr, 1967, 321 pp. (short stories and one -act

21, AktEll, Cairo, Mifr, 1964, 185 pp.
22, Tharthara taiga al-NT1. Cairo, Mir, 1965, 201 pp.
23. Zugici al-Midaaq, Cairo, Mfrs 1966?, 313 pp.
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Book Studies on Author
1.

Ghilr Shukrr, Al»Muntamr: Dirasa fr Adab Naj!b Niffif, Cairo, a1-Zar
1964, 354 pp.

2.

A1-Hilil, Feb., 1970. (speoial issue about Naj!b Mahfilf)

3.

Nabfl Rgghib, gadlyat al-Shakl a1-Fannroind Na rb Mahnz: Dirgsa
al-FikrIYa
Tahlrlrya
ro:
a1=bArabI, 19677-317pp.
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Works by Author

Al-°Abargt, Cairo, 1915, 159 pp. (2nd printing - Cairo, al-Tijgrrya

gf:RUE771965, 159 PP.)
2,

Al-Adabi gt al-3Avria, Cairo, Muhammad °Atrya, 143 pp,
articles writ en by author and collected ty Muhammad Zakr al -DTn)

3.

Al-FasIrla aw Paul wa Virginia (translation of Paul et Virginia by
Bernardine de St, Pierre)

4.

Fr Sabil al-Tg , Damascus, Muhammad ?al-Mahgyinr?, 1955, 80 pp.
prin ing - Cairo, 1922, 116 pp.) (translation of Pour La Couronne
by Fran2ois Ooppee)

5.

Al=IntliEEL Cairo, 1923, 32 pp. (translation of La Vengeance)

6.

Kalimgt al-Manfalati, Damascus, al-tiadgra, 1955, 88 pp.
Tedited by RiSr771-Valabr)

7.

LI,AjdalIn aw taht 4211Alkyallin, Damascus, Karam, 19351 159 pp.
Tti.anslation of Sous Le Tilleul by Alphonse Karr)

8.

Mukhtgrgt al-Manfalatr, Cairo, al-Istiqgma, 1937, 286 pp.

METERITRi=dgIFO7 a1-Tijgrrya a1-Kubrg)
9.

Al-Na741rgt, Cairo, al-Tijgrrya al-Kubrg, 1963, 3 volumes (1st printing Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1920-1927)

10. Al-Shgoir aw C rano deauerao, (translation of Cyrano de Bergerac by
Edmon Rostan
Book Studies on Author
1.

Al-Manghil, Beirut, Sgdir, Nos. 31-320

2.

Muhammad Zakr al-Drn, A1-Manfalatr Raygtuhu wa Aow51 al-Kuttgb wa
al:Shueargi frhi, Cairo, Muhammad oLgya, 1942, 15-
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Works by Author
bi Mungsabat Dhikrg Wafgtihi

Cairo, 1961, 200 pp.

1.

Ahadrth al-Mgzinr

2,

0A1-Mashi, Cairo, Misr wa Mat4aba°atuhg, 109 pp. (collection of stories)

3.

Aaigz, (written together with Ibrahim al-Misrr, Salgh al-Drn ?Dhihnr7,
Muhaad
mm &AV' Abu' al-Fall and Mahmad Taymar), Cairo, Misr, 1944, 136 p

4,

eAwd °tag Bad' wa tlukm al-Taca, (latest printing) Cairo, al-Qawmrya,
r763, 152 PP.

5.

Bashshgr bin Burd, Cairo, Ihygl al-Kutub al-°Arabiya, 1944, 133 PP.
77757iteries %71gm a)..-isgm)

6.

Diwgn al-MgEiniL (introeuction by °Abbas Mahmad al-eAqqad), Cairo,
41-Busfar, 1913, (2nd volume) 1917.
(lst

7.

Al-Drwgn, (together with °Abbas Mahmad al-cAqqad), Cairo.

8.

Drwgn al-Mgzinr, (edited by Mahmad °Imgd), Cairo, 1961, 286 pp.

9.

Fr al-Tara, Cairo, al-Nanda al-Misrrya, 1937, 415 pp.

10. Gharrzat al-Marla aw Hukm al-TEE, Cairo, JarFdat al-qabgh, 80 pp.
11. tilsgd al-Hashrm, Cairo, al-cAsrrya, 1925, 431 pp.
12,. Ibrahim al:Katib, Cairo, Dgr al-Taraqqr, 1931, 374 pp.

13. Ibrahim al-Thgnr, Cairo, al-MaqTrtf, 1943, 221 pp.

14. Khuik al-°Ankabat, Cairo, '=nit- al-Babi allalabr, 1935, 456 pp.
15. mrda wa Shurakahu, Cairo, al-Nahgr, 1943, 168 pp.

16. Min al-Ngfidha wa Suwar min a1-HEEL, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1961, 158 pp.
17. Mukhtgrgt min Adab al-Mgzinr, Cairo, al-Qawmiya, 1961, 226 pp.
(contains about 20 essays)

18.
19. Fiaiaatl-a:r-H:

20. Sundag_ al-Dunyg, Cairo, al-Taraciar, 1929, 320 pp.
tlater printing - Al-Qawmrya, 1960, 182 pp.)

21. Al-Shgrida, Cairo, (story by John Galsworthy translated by author into
Arabic)

22. Al-Shier

Gha'atuhu wa wasatituha, Cairo, al-Busfar, 1915, 44 pp.

23. Shier Hafiz, Cairo, al-Busfar, 1915, 60 pp.
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2. (IBRAHIM AL-MAZINI)
Works by Author (contld)

24. Al-Siygsa al-Misri a wa al-In ilgb al-Dustarr, (together with Muhammad
Husayn Haykal, an Muhammad Abdullah lnan
Cairo, al-SiygsTya, 1931,
1.36 pp.

25. Thalgthat Ri gl wa Imrafa, Cairo, Misr, 1943, 161 pp.
Studies on Author
1.

Muhammad Mandgr, Ibrahim al-MgzinT, Cairo, Arab League, Ma°11ad
allDirgsgt al-0ArgSTYW07:7111,7g71954, 47 Pp. (series of lectures)

2.

Mustafa Ngsif, Ramz al -Tiff

Dirgsa a Adab al-MgzinT, Cairo, al-QawmIya

190, 328 iv.
3.

Ni°Digt Ahmad Fulgd, A14MgzinT al-Ngthir, Cairo, 1951 (MA thesis from
U. of Cairo, published in Cairo in 1954).

4.

Ni°mgt Ahmad Fufgd, Adab al-Mgzinr,' Cairo, Al-KhgnjI, 1961, 366 pp.
(2nd priAting)
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IBRAHN AL-mipi
172222Yilatria
1.

Al-Adab al-HadTth.

2.

A1-Adab a1lazz, Cairo, a1-cusar, 1930, 251 pp.

3. _a/LamaLlwIallzalAkelim, Cairo, 1962, 159 pp. (short stories)
4.

A1-Bgb al-Dhahabr Ma. mina min Q19az3 a1-WilIgn wa a1-cAtifa, Cairo,
al-Qawm ya, 1
?,
pp.

5.

Al-Fikr wa

6.

Al-uubl2 °Ind Shahrat al-Nisgl, Cairo,

7.

A1-Insgn wa al-Qadar, Cairo, Rue al-Yasuf, 162 pp.

8.

Kat s

9.

196-, 218 pp.

Qlfaq Tat1TIT, Cairo, al- QawmFya,

5110.____AL.nf.azt.tiaFaan, Cairo, al-Ma°grif, 1966, 158 pp.

10. Qalb °Adhato Cairo, al-Macirlf, 1962, 128 pp.
11. Qulab a1-Khglidrn, Ca1.101 al-Megrito 1.44' pp.
12. Save t al-Jr1"

13. Siniio al-Rat wa al-Jasad, Cairo, Raz a1-Yaauf, 1961, 159 pp.

14. Sirgo maCa al-Ngai Ma i7:ca min Q3sas a1-Wijcign wa al-cltifa, Cairo,
al-ZAratro19 7. ,3 pp.

15. Suwar min atInsgn

Ma, maoat

4as Tatum, Cairo, a1-QawmrYa.

/9 5, 227 PP.

16. TgrIkh al-Hubb wa Hasgliluhu al7Khg1ida, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1963, 202 pp
17. AL-Unthg
b PP.

Mama min

al-TahlY1Tya, Cairo, al-Hang,

18. Wahy al- GAM, Cairo, al-H1151, no date, 207 pp.
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Works by Author
1.

al -Din, Alexandria, Jarrdat al-Mahrasa, 1882, 4v., 1490 pp,

2.

Al-Khqat al-TawfraIya al- JadTda 11-Misr, Cairo, al-Kubrg, 1888, 20 v.

3.

#actglicLal-Alchbgr fr AwEgf al-Bihgr,

4.

Khawgil al-edgd.

5.

Nakhbat al-Fikr fr Nil Misr.

6.

Tadhkirat al-Muhandisrn.

7.

Ta rrb al-Handasa.

8.

Jughrgfiyat MA sr.

9.

Al-Mrzgn fr al-Aqyisa wa al-Makgyr1 wa

10. Khulglat Tgrrkh al-°Arab, (supervision of translation of this work by
the French Orientalist Louis Pierre Sedillot into Arabic).
Book Studies on Author
1.

Husayn Fawzr al-Najjgi, °Alr Mubgrak, Cairo, al-Kgtib al-°Axabis
1967, 199 pp.

2.

Mahmad al-Sharqgwr, °Ali Mubarak, Haygtuhu wa Dewatuhu wa Athgruhu,
Cairo, al-Anjliial-Mivrrya, 1962, n6 pp.

3.

Muhammad °Abd al- Karim, °Air Mubgrak, Haygtuhu wa Malgthiruhu, Cairo,
al:Risgla, 196-, 134 pp.
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1.

Al-Adab lil-Shacb, Cairo, al-Anjla al-Misrrya, 1966, 216 pp.
later printing - Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1961,'207 pp.

2.

Ahidithilg al-Shabgb, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salima Masi, 1963, 206 py

3.

2.4111 wa °Aciluka, (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khinjr, 1964, 327 pp.

4.

Asrir al-Nafs, (4th printing), Cairo, Salima Masi, 1964, 162 pp.

5.

Al-Balg ha al-°Allgara wa al-Lugha al-cArabrat, (4th printing), Cairo,
Salama Musa, 19 4, 190 pp.

6.

The Education of S lama Musa, Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1961, 267 pp. (translation by L.O. S uman of Tarbiyat Salama Masi)

7.

Fr al-Vubb wa al-Vmat, Beirut, al-Megrif, 196-, 256 pp.

8.

Pr ul-Vayit wa al-Adab, (4th printing), Cairo, Salima Masi, 1961,
179 PP.

9.

Ghgndr wa al-Varaka al- Hindus, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salima Masi,
1962, 139 pp.

10. Hifulil °Allamanl, (3rd printing), Cairo, Salgma masg, 1965, 280 pp.
11. Harakat al-Fikr wa Abtgluhi fi al-Tgrrkh, (3rd printing),Beirut, al -011:
iil-Malgyrn, 1961, 22 pp.

12. Al-Ishtirgkrya, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salgma Musa, 1962, 30 pp.
13. Judh6r a1-Istirakrya, Beirut, Dar al-Talr°a, 1964, 208 pp. (by Salgma
Musa and Niqillar Haddad).

14. Mg Hiya al- Nanda, (1st printing), Beirut, a1-Macarif, 1962, 144 pp.

15. Maaalat Mamna°a, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salina Masi, 1963, 185 pp.
16. Al-Marla Laysat Lu°bat al-Rajul, Cairo, Salina Masi, 196-, 141 pp.
17. Mashioil al-TArrq lit-Shabgb, (2nd printing), Beirut, Dar al - °Ilm,

M. 159 PP.
18. Muhgwalgt, (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1963, 239 pp.

19. Mukhtgrat Salama Musa, (2nd printing), Beirut, al-Ma°grif, 1963, 325 pp.
(essays)

20. A1-Shak4rygt al-Nijica, (5th printing), Cairo, Salgma Masi, 1965,
212 pp.

21. Al-Sihifa

T7), 123

wa R1sala, (1st printing), Cairo, Salgma Masi,
pp.
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Works by Authorjoontld)

22, ZgEhialtLSAlkulgai, Cairo, al-Khanjr, 1962, 304 pp.
23. Tarrq al-Majd lil-Shabab, (4th printing), Cairo, al-Khanjr, 1964, 231

pp.

24. Al -'lath rf a -Digit!' aw Kayfa Nurabbr Anfusanau (6th printing), Cairo,
al -Khan]
19
pp.

Additional Works by Author
1.
2.
3.

Emaddimat al-?Subarman?, Dar al-Hilal, 1910.
Nushat Fikrat Allah, al-Akhbar, 1912.
Al-JarIma wa al-oIotab li-Dostoyevsky, (translation), Jirjis

4.

1913.
Al -Musts bal, (weekly, 16 issues appeared), al-Shaykh Yasuf al-Khazin,
191

5.
6.

Ashhar 4-Khutub wa Mashahrr al.Khutabal, al-Hilal, 1924.
Ashhar Usas Allybb al-TarrkhrEa, al-Hilal, 1925.

7.
8,
9.

HLLA1,.-101kri.iirrreiltTarrkhAbtaliha

Ahlim al-gisafa, al-Hilal, 196;

al-Hilal, 1927.
al-Hilal, 1g7.7-1
Al-cAol
10. Tdrrkh al -Funun wa Ashhar al-Suwar, alqpilal, 1927.

11, A -YavAsryimitt, 1928.

12. Nafarryat al-Tatawwur wa Asl al-Insan, al-eAsrrya, 1928.
13, Al-Ma alla al-Jadrda, (monthly and weekly, 1§29-30, 1931-32), al-Majalla
al-Jad da.
14. A1-Misrr (and other weeklies from 1930 to 1933), al-Majalla al-Jadrda.
15. Ese-75"Hukhtalifa al- Majalla al-Jadrda, 1930.
16. Al :15Wir'Sgal75(3,0Am, al-Majalla al-Jadrda, 1930.
17, Dabt al-Tanasul wa Mane al-Haml, al-Majaila al-Jadrda, 1930. (written
3olAtly with Dr. kamil LaErg--

18, iuyijlTlgLyaluQLALAgIIA, al-Majalla al-Jadrda, 1931.
19,

al-Majalla al-Jadrda, 1934.

20. Al-Nah4aalfDibbis, al-Majalla al-Jadrda, 1935.
21, Misr Asl al-Hadar k, al-Majalla al-Jadrda, 1935.

22, Irmilm7rmi.74aab al-Inklizr al-Hadith, al-Majalla al-Jadrda, 1936.
23, Ka fa NasUs Ha &twilit baod al- KhamsTn, al-oAsrrya, 1945.
24,
1
Misr, al-Fajr al-Jadrd,'1945.
25, A1-Adab al-InklIzI al-kadith, al-°Agriya, 1948.

Hurrya al-e

26. Ti.CiTATILut777111-4.Tamr°. 1949.
27. PrAI-Hayit. al-Anjfq al-Misrrya, 1947.
28, Kitdb al-Thawrat, al-°Ilm 1i1-Malayrn, 1954.
29. Al
al-Misrrya, 1956.
-Ada

30, plrisqlikuliLti7al-cArabrya, 196.
31, Bernar Saw in Arabic), al-Khanjr, 1957.
32, Intisarat Insan, al-Khanjr, 1960.
3. Al-IAsan immat al-Tatawwur, Salama MUsi, 1961.
34, Ift u la a al-Bab, SAlama Musa, 1962.

Book Studies on Author
1.

Hinrr Riyad, Salima Musa wa al-Manhaj al-Istirakr, Beirut, al-Thaqafa,
196-, 103 pp.
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Book Studies on Author (oontld)
2.

Mahmad
all°Ilm,

3.

Ghill Shukrr, Salima Mash. wa Azmat al Damrr al-cArabr, Cairo, a1 -Kh6
1962, 341 pp.

S lima Masi al-Mufakkir wa al-Insin
1965, 242 pp.

Beirut,
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MUHAMMAD IBRAHTM AL-MUWAYLIVT
Works by Author
1.

HadIth cTsg bin Hishgn, aw Fatra min al-Zaragn, Cairo, al- Qawmrya,
1964, 257 pp.

2.

cIlgi al-Nafs, Cairo, al- Qawmrya, 1962, 121 pp.

Studies on Author
11

Allen, Roger, ItHadrth cIsg Ibn Hishgm: The Excluded Passages,
Die Welt des Isiams, N.S. XII, Ni'. 3, pp. 74-89, and Ni'. 4, pp.11-163181.
(Latter, p. 180-181 provides also a selected bibliography of
studies in article and chapter forms)

2.

Allen, Roger, Illadith cIsg Ibn Hishgm - A Reconsideration", Journal
of Arabic Literature, Vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 88-108, Leiden, 1970.
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Works by Author
1.

Kgn wa Yakan.

2.

Al-Masgmrr.

3.

Al-Mutariaiat.
wa

.4.

5.

Al-Sgq

6.

Al-Watan.

7.

2 diwans of poetry.

alg al-Sgct f. i Mukgbadat al-Mashgctiat

8.
9.

Sulgrat al-Nadrm fr Muntakhabgt °Abdullgh al-Nadrm, Cairo, al-Jgmiea,
1897, 132 pp. (collected by author's brother eAbd al-Fattgti al-Nada).

10. Same as above, 2nd printing, Cairo, al-Hindrya, 1914.
Studies on Author
1.

°Abdullgh al-Nadrm, Khatrb al-WatagyA:

al-Vadrdr, Cairo, al-Mis:

17:7399 pp.
2.

eAbd Allah al-Nadrm, Muhammad eAbd al-Wahhgb Saciar and Fawzr Said
ShEhrn. Cairo, no date.

3.

eAbdullgh al -Nad!m baina al-Fupg wa al-cloamr a
SawId, Alexandria, al-QawmIya, 19 , 3 pp.

Naffisa Zakarrya
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Worksja_Author
1.

Adab al-Mah ar

Cairo, al-MacIrif, 1959, 628 pp. (2nd printing - 1967,

30 pp.
2.

°11=3....1:gal.L.hLLdiir, Aleppo, al-Rglid, 1961, 162 pp. (stories)

3.

Akh! al-Insgn, Aleppo, al-Rglid, 1962, 117 pp. (poetry)

4.

Angshrdr, Hama (Syria),

5.

Aaggtaukaugya, Tanis, al-Tanisrya, 1967, 137 pp.

6.

The Arab Contem orar L terature in the Hashemite Ki :dom of Jordon,
Ma ta, t e Faculty of Arts o Ma a Universi y.

7.

Wit.1 wa °A.:iz, Beirut, al-Ma°grif, 1961. (short stories translated
from Italian).

8.

Almt wargi al-Hudad, Beirut, °Uwaydgt, 1959, 92 pp,

9.

B4alit °Arabrya min Filastrn, Amman, al-Istiqlal, 1955.

10. The Contem orar Poetr
're 1, Naples, Insti uto

11. ?Fantamgrg?

al-°Arabr, 1955. (poetry)

in J rdan and the Great Poet Mustafa Wahbi
niversitario Or en a e apol

Beirut, al-Talnt, 1963, (novel translated from Italian).

12. 'Ilya Aba Mgdr Rasa al-Shi°r al-°Arabr al-Hadrth, (study) Amman,
DAY
wa a -Nas r,
1,
n pr n hiT-girut, Manshargt
°Uwaydgt, 1958)

13. IlyEsFAVAILAAg°1r al-eUraba a al-Mahjar, Amman, al-Tawzr°, 1956,
14. Jirk Jadrda, Beirut, Majallat Sly4a, 1967, 125 pp.

15. nalluck=awsmol, Jerusalem, al-Andalus, 1956.
16. Mgris YatIriq Meadditihi, Cairo, al-Maegrif, 1955. (short novel)

17. Matsgt al-Insgn, Beirut, °Uwaydgt, 1969. (a poetic tragedy translated
from Hungarian)
18. Min al -Qasas al-°Xlami, Amman, al-Wqanrya, 1969, 233 pp.

19. NairaImal-maharr Amman, al-Istiqlgl, 1970, 64 pp.
20. Tarrq al-Shawk, Amman, al-Istiqlgl, 1955. (stories)
21. Udabgi min al.Shar

wa al-Gharb, Beirut, °Uwaydgt, 1966, 167 pp.

22. Versa di FUoco e di S n ue, Rome, Edizione EAST di A. e P. Fanelli,
1970, 84 pp,
aut or 's translation into Italian of various works by
Arab "resistance poets")
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(play in 4 acts) (5th printing) Beirut, gdir,

1.

wa
1967, 143 pp.

2.

Ab°ad min Miiskii wa min Wgshintun, (3rd printing) Beirut, Sadir, 196
Y07 PP.

3.

Abu Batta, (3rd printing) Beirut, Odir, 1966, 204 pp.

4.

Akabir, (3rd printing), Beirut, Sgdir, 1966, 123 PP.

5.

Al-Awthiin, (5th printing), Beirut, Sgdir, 1966, 61 pp.

6.

Ayala (play in 4 acts), Beirut, Sadir, 1967, 121 pp.

7.

Al-Baygdiri 1940-1944, (5th printing), Beirut, 96dir, 1963, 245 pp.

8.

The Book of Mirdad, Beirut, 1948 (2nd printing, Bombay, 1954; 3rd
printing, London, 1962. Arabic edition, translated by author, Beim
1952),

9.

Durab, (4th printing), Beirut, Sadir, 1966, 198 pp.

10. Fr Mahabb al-Rih, (4th printing), Beirut, qiidir, 1966, 181 pp.
11. Al- Ghirbgl, (5th printing), Cairo, al-Ma°grif, 1957, 211 pp.

12. Hams al-Jun:in, (5th printing), Beirut, gdir, 1966, 147 pp.
(later printing - 1968)
13. Hawamish, Beirut, Sgdir, 1965, 286 pp.
14. Jibrgn Khalil Jibran, Haygtuhu Mawtuhu Adabuhu Fannuhu, (3rd print')
Beirut, Sadir, 1951,
pp.

15. Khalil Gibran: A Biography, New York, Philosophical Library, 1950,
267 pp.

16. Kgn Mg Kin, (3rd printing), Beirut, gdir, 1949, 135 PP. (later prir
1966, 125 pp.
17, Karm °a16 Darb, (4th printing), Beirut, gdir, 1964, 118 pp.
18, Lisa', (5th printing), Beirut, Sadir, 1964, 115 pp.
19. Al-Marghil, Siyghgt fr Zawghir al-Vaygt wa BawitinihiL (4th printing

Beirut,.qadir, 1%0, 14

pp.

20. Memoirs of a Vagrant Soul.

21. Kitgb Mirdgd Mangra wa Mina', Beirut, Sadir, 1963, 334 Pp. (written
by author in English and then translated by author into Arabic)
22, mudhakkirgt al-Argash, (3rd printing), Beirut, Sgdir, 1962, 139 PP.
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Works by Author (contid)

23. Nukhtgrgt min M'ikha'il Neayma, Beirut, gdir,

-, 119 pp.

24. Al-Nar wa al-Dayfar, (4th printing), Beirut, V;d1r, 1966, 224 pp.
25, Saboan
Hikgyat eUmr, 1889-1959. Beirut, Sadie,
17647.1967)
(later printing

962-1966, 3 volumes,

26, qawt al-oglam, (4th printing), Beirut, ggdir, 1966, 206 pp.

27. Till We Meet,
28. Al-Yawm al-Akhrr, Beirut, Wirt 1963, 292 pp. (later printing - 1967,

290 pp)

29. ggLAAIEL. (4th printing), Beirut, gdir, 1966, 149 pp.
30. Al-Ma

al-Kgmila li-Muiallafgt Jibrin Khalil Jibrin, (edited by

Mikhail' Nuoayma), Beirut, Wirt 101, 31T pp.
31. Jibrin Khalil Jibrin, Beirut, 1964.
Works about AAthor
1.

Nadeem Naimy, _shialMil.loduotion, Beirut, American U. of
Beirut, 1967.

2.

36

Thurayyg Maltas, Elhhilll Nu°aima al-Adrb al-Sufi', Beirut, 9gdir, 1964,
203 pp,

Yahanng al-Kharr, Radd 041 iirkhron Nueaima
altNukhlisrya?, 1956, 213 pp

a

Mirdgd, §aydr,
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iay Author
1,

Ana MEAL (3rd printing), Beirut, al-Meirif, 1958, 194 pp.

2.

Anf wa Thalith °Uyan, qaydi, a1-°Astrrya, 1966 ?, 2 volumes.

3.

Ayna °lima., Cairo, al-HIM, 1967, 223 pp.

4.

°Mar

5.

Al -Banat wa al-§af, Beirut, a1-Mawirif, 1959, 340 pp. (later printing
Cairo, al-Hill:rig1%6, 271 pp.)

6.

Bint al-Sultin, Cairo, Mir, 1964, 415 pp.

7.

Bill% al-Hirmin, Beirut, al-Nashr al-Vadith, 1962, 303 pp.

8.

fl_BAyting Halal Beirut, al-°Arabrya, 1957, 604 pp. (later printing Beira, al-Mavatif, 1962, 626 pp.)

9.

Al -Khali al-Raff°, (3rd printing), Cairo, Raz a1-Yasuf, 1961, 242 pp,

galbI, Beirut, al-Heiirif, 1959, 317 pp.

10. pi Anima. (3rd printing), Cairo, al-°Arabiya, 1958, 546 pp. (later
printing - Cairo, al-Hilil, 1966, 335 pp.)
11. Li...LaYea Jasadakil

Beirut, al-Tijirr, 1962, 464 pp.

12, Li Shay' Yahumm, Cairo, Mir, 1963 ?, 727 pp.

13 Li Tulfil al-Shame, Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 1960.
14, Muntahg allubb, Cairo, Raz al-Yaauf, 1960?, 162 pp.
15. Al-Naffirat al-Sawdil,, Cairo, al-Hilii, 1950, 191 pp. (later printing
1966)

16, Al-H101 Jahunna Apnin_Ampil, Cairo, Akhbar al -Yawn, 1969, 114 pp.

17. Onio a qubb, Bill° al-pbb, (2nd printing), Beirut, al-Meirif, 1958,
3

pp.

18. buktLaJalmakilifil Cairo, al-Haqrif, 196-?, 258

pp.

19, Shafe4hul Beirut, als.Nashr al-Vadrth, 1961, 455 pp. (later printing aI-Hilil, 1967, 295 pp.

20. Shay' a gild. Beirut, al.Ma°1rif, 1958, 743 pp.
21, griorra al-Maadad, Cairo, al-Hilill 1967, 271 pp.
22, Thueab f

al-Thawb al-Aswad, Cairo, Mitre 1962, 269 pp.

23. A1-Wisida a1-KhillYik, Cairo, al-Hilil, 196 ?, 167 pp.

24, Zawlat Awl, Beirut, a1 i.Ma°5rif, 1961, 256 pp.
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Works by Author
1.

AWELlailLatala. (play)

2.

Al.Akhawit al-Litra it, Paris, 1905.

3.

A -Barbarr

4.

A1- Buda. (play)

(play)

5 Almilarrata. (play)
6.

F4ima. (3-act comedy, originally in Italian)

7.

Ghandarlur. (play)

8,

Ghazwat Rio Vim. (play which makes fun of people who bet)

9.

Ghingtrya bil-Lugha al-qmmrya. (one act, oontains contemporary songs)

10. Al-Hash,_` shish. (play)

11. tiusn al-Ishgra fr Masimarit Abr al-Naffira, 1910.

12. plwin Is21-°A1r1 wa al-Amrra al-Iskandargnrya.
13. Lialerehur wa Mg XuAgsrhi, Beirut, al-Adabrya, 1912. (comedy about
giuthOrTii-iufferings while establishing the Egyptian stage)

14. Bistar wa Shaykh al-Balade (play)
15.

(play)

16. Al.-Sall:WI al.Muhaamit. 1911. (Ottoman nationalist play)
17. Shaykh al-Balad. (play)
18. Al-Walan wa allurriIre$ (PiaY)

19. Zawjat al-b. (play in which author attacks middle-aged men who marry
young girls).

20. Aggai

(play in which author criticizes Eastern women who imitate
es ern women)

Be:Latinos Published by Author,
1.

AtiliFfira Zarak.

2. Lout Abi NimfiEgjara al-Wear.
3.

4.

Al-Naffiirit al.°Anag.
_d0 airs
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Magazines

"nt'd

5.

Abi: Zammara.

6A

Al -Havel.

7.

Abu Nafzgra Lisin Hal al-Umma al-MinIAA24111E/1.

8.

Aba Napa Zara.

9.

Al-W4an

10. Aba Nara Mips
11. Jarrdat al-Tawaddud,
12. Jarrdat al-Murwif.

13. Jarrdat al-°A1am al-Islimr. (in Frenoh)

Book Studies on Author
1.

2.

°Abd al-Hamrd Ghunaym, qiinna° Ritid al-Masrah al-MifEE, al-Qawmrya,
1966, 21? pp.

Vikmat Sharrf,

Namara ml-M19r
3.

al-Shaykh Abi

a - a any

Ibrahim 0Abduh, parptfira ham allppligaWL=fawwara
9E, Calro,aa,
pp.
Irene L. Gendzier, Thelsions of YaortWanna Harvard U

wa Zaorm al -Naar
4,

,

Press, Cambridge, 19-66-1-75--pp;
5.

Muhammad Yasuf NaJm, Al-Masrah al-°Arabi
al-Thacara, 1961.

Dirisit we_hub, Beirut,
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MUD LUTFI AL-SAYYID
Works by Author
1,

tc0.-Acl._.iat)IMabitditfral-Sigsa$faal-ltimg°, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1963,

3 pp.
2.

°Ilm al-Tabr% li-Aristatglrs, Cairo, Dgr al-Kutub al-Mifrrira, 1935,

TEREgted from French

Samaria

3.

SaffaIJayitr. Cairo, al-Hilil, 196-, 215 pp.

4.

Safahit Matwr a min Tgrikh al- Haraka
AliTh
a ar s Sana
Asr
al.Ziydsa al a anTya, Cairo, 1946, 80 pi).

5.

fT Misr min

al!FTEFT a

Tatammulgt fr alFalsafa wa al-Adab wa al-Siygsa wa al-4112EL Cairo,
alMaegrif, 1965, 139 pp.

Book Studies on Author
1.

Husayn Fawzr al-Najgr, Ahmad LAIa al-SayillullsagLIO0 Cairo,
al-Mifrrya, 1965, 301 pp.

2.

Husayn Fawzr a1- Najjar, Lutfr fil-Sayyld wa al-Shakhfrya al -Misrl a,
&tiro, al-Qghira a1-Vadrn-a, 1963, 139 pp.
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Works by Author
1.

Al-Ard, (3rd printing), Cairo, al-Kgtib al-°Arabr, 1968, 308 pp.

2.

Egyptian Earth, London, Heinemann, 1962, 250 pp. (translation by
Desmond Stewart of Al-Ard).

3.

Bindiinj (Bandoeng) wa al-Salim al-°Alamr, al-Fikr, 1955 ?, D4 pp.

4.

Al.Fallgh, Cairo, al-Kutub, 1968, 297 pp.

5.

Al-Fatg Mahrgn, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1966, 242 pp.

6.

Matsgt Jamrla, aw Massa% Jazglirrya, Cairo, al-Megrif, 1962, 269

7.

MuhAmmadi_Rasal al-Hurrrya, Cairo, al-Kutub, 1962, 400 pp. (later
FRaffig-:ggilligi7.1965. 354 pp.)

8.

Qulqb Khiliya. Cairo, al-Qewmrya, 1965, 176 pp.

9.

al-Shawgri° al -Khali rya, Cairo, al-Kitgb al-cArabr, 1958, 591 pp.

10. Ka anr °Akkg, Cairo, al-Shurilq, 1970, 191 pp. (drama)
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YUSUF AL- SHARON!

Worker Author
tro, al-Nahita al-Mivrrya, 1964, 257 pp.

1.

Dirgsgt Adabrya, C

2.

Dirgsgt fr al-Adab a1-°Arabr alwMucgvir
1964, 267 pp.

3.

Dirgsgt tr al -Hubb, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1966, 17? pp.

4.

Dirgsgt tr al-Riwgya wa al-Qitfa al-Qavrra, Cairo, a1-Anjla
1967, 308 pp.

5.

41 -Mass' al-Akhrr, Cairo, al-Ma°Arif, 1963, 148 pp.

6.

la-clishshigalKhamsli, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 19627, 182 pp.

Cairo, 11-Misrrya al-cAmma,
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AHMAD FARIS AL-SHIDiRq
Works by Author
1. Khabariyat Ascad al-ShidyWq, Malta, 1833.

2. Al-Wisita fi Macrifat Ahal Malta, Milta, 1834. (2nd print.-Instanbullal-Jawiqb,1881.)
3. Al-Bakiire al-Shahlya fl Nahw al-Lugha al- Arablyq, Malta, 183.

4. Al-LafIf fl Kull Macn; &Jai; Malta, 1939,
(2nd printing -Istanbul, al- Jawa'ib, 1881.)
fl al-Lughatayn al-InklIzlya wa al- Arablya, Malta, 1840.
5. Al-Muhewara
(2nd printing - Instanbul, al-Jaw/00, 1881.)
6. Sharh Tabelic al-Hayawin, Malta, 1841, 349pp.
(tilnslation of Q.F. Mayor's Natural History for Use in School.)
7. Sanad al-Riu/ fl al -Serf al-Fransiwl, Faris, 1843. (written jointly with Gustave
Duja)

8. Qaslda fl Madh Ahmad Biel; Bey Timis, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenandischen
Cesellschaft, 1851, vol. 5, p. 250.
9. AlSeq Gala al-Siq fl Melluwa alFirayeq. aw Ayyem wa Shuhiir wa Acwim fl cAjm al-cArab
wa alA'jem, Paris, 1855.
Beirut, al-Hayat, 1966, 742p.)
(later printing
10. Tarjamat al-Kitib al Muqaddas, London, 1859.

11. Kashf al-Mukhabbe can Fun;n Urubbe, Tunis, 1865.
12. Sirr 81-Loye1 ft al-18lb wa

al-Sultaniya, 1868.

Ghunyat al-Telib wa Mun at al-Re hib fl al -Serf wa alNahw wa HurUf al Nacenl,
Istanbul, al-Jawi ib, 1870 (and 1888), 278pp.
14. Kanz
15.

fl Muntakhabet al-JawVib, Istanbul, al-Jawilib, 1870-1881.

&riKanza1-Luhet:IcirmcArabi, Beirut - 1876.

U. A1-Jesa cala al-06mZs, Istanbul, al-Jawilib, 1881, 690pp.
17. Al-Maqila al-Bakhahishlya wa
French translation by M. Arnaud.)

Bakhshish, Algiers, 1893. (printed with

18. Falsafat al- Tarbiya vs al-Adab, Alexandria, 1924.
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2. (FARIS AL -SHIDYAQ)

Manuscript Works by Author
1.

Al-Marla a °Aks al-Tawrgt, approx. 700 pp.
Ttranslation of the7rOTRE7 author asked his son to print it only after
his death)

2.

uMungfargtuhu 1i-Ibrghrm al-YgzijrH, Majallat al-Jingn.

3.

Muntahg al-eAjab fi Khasglis Lughat al-°Arab, several volumes.
(study of the letters of the Arabic alphabet, burned up with other
works of author which burned up)

4.

Al-NafAlis a Inshil Atimad Kris.

5.

Nubdha

6.

A1-Rawd al-N54ir f

7.

Targjim Mashihrr al-cAsr.

8.

A1-Tacinrc a onm al-sadre,

9.

L5 Talwrl a al-Injrl.

a al -Radd cala Matran M51Vs.
Abygt wa Naw5d1r.

10. Collection of poetry, about 22,000 verses, criticalrevision made in
1882.

11. Various letters and articles, some of which have been published in
books, newspapers, and magazines (some were published in Al-Makshaf,
No. 170, and others in Majallat al-Salgm, Beirut, vol. 6, p.b7)
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SHIBLI AL-SHUMAYYIL
Works by Author
Cairo, al-Melrif, 1912,. 44 pp.

a1- Duktur

1.
2.

Falsafat al-Nushal wa al-Irtiqgl, Cairo, al-Muqtataf, 1910, 367 pp.
(oonoerns Darwin's Origin of Wei Speoles)

3.

Al-ljacifaa, A1-Muqtataf,1885, 100 pp. (a reply to the theories of Darw

4,

Al-Hubb °ali al-Fitra.

5.

Hitib al-Ahwiya wa al-Miy5h wa al-Buldin
al-Muqtataf, 1885.

6,

Kitib

7.

Mafallat "Al-Shifilft Sanat 1886,

8.

Majmeat al-Duktar Shiblf al-Shumayy11,

9.

Rialat al -°Arab wa

allabfb, Cairo,

1910, 341 pp.

10. Risila ff al-Hawg1
wa al-Wiqiya minhu wa 0IliJuhu, Cairo, 18'
'presented to Dawlat RTyld. Pasha)

11. Ris5lat al- Ma°411

wa Hiya §adi Risilat

111-Mearrf.

12. Shakwi wa 451, Cairo, al-Ma°5rif.

13. SharhjOhnar °a15 Madhhab Darwin, Alexandria, al-Mahriisa, 1884, 16,
Works
1,

bout Author

A1Shaykh Abf al -Maid Mutiammad R1dg al-Ipfahinf, Kitab Naod raleafat
Darwin, Baghdad, al-Wiliya, 1912, 500 pp. (2 parts
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Y0SUF AL-SIBA°I
Works by Author,
1.

Aqwg min al-Zaman, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1964, 207 pp. (6-act play)

2.

Ard al-Nifgq, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1962, 487 pp.

3.

AUL, (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khgnji, 1965, 179 pp. (short stories)

4.

byzikLpin °Umri, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1962, 437 pp.

5.

AYAM Mushriqa, Cairo, al-Khgng, 1961, 436 pp.

6.

Ayygm Tamurr, Cairo, al-°Arabrya, 1958, 424 pp.

7.

Ayam wa Dhikriygt, Cairo, al-Khgnji, 1961, 433 pp. (essays)

8.

A1-BatIth °an Jasad, al-Fiddr, 159 pp.

9.

Bayn Abu al-Rrsh wa Junaynat Ngmrsh, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1965

,

203 pp.

10. Bayn al-Atlil, Udhkurini, Cairo, al-Khing, 1965, 447 pp.
11. Fadaytuki yg Laylg, Athgr 0alg al-Rimgl, Cairo, al-Khgnji, 1965, 423 pp.

12. Al-Faylasafj (2nd printing), cairo, al-°Arabiyal 1963, 424 pp. (written
3ointly with Muliammad al-SibgvI)

13. Fr Mawkib al-Hawg, (4th printing), Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arabil no date,
179 PP.
14, Hidhg Huwa al-411114 Cairo, al-Fikr al- °Arab!, 199 pp.

15. Hgdhihi al-Nufas, Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arabr, 178 pp. (4th printing)
16. Hamsa Ohgbira, Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arabi.

17. Inn! Rkila, (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khing, 1965, 439 pp,
18. Ithng 0Ashar Raiulan, Cairo, al-Khgnii, 1965, 197 pp. (short stories)

19, lthnatg °Ashrat Imra'a, Cairo, al-Khgng, 1965, 194 pp. (short stories)
20, Jaffat alDuml°, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 196-, 947 pp. (2 volumes)

21. INiaaLlaaJiktklilito Cairo, al-Nanda al-Mitrrya, (play)
22. Khabbg alludar, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1966, 199 pp. (short stories)
23,

,a !a

wa Lathrmgt. 267 pp.

24. Laya1I wa Dunlo, Cairo, al-Khinjr, 1965, 199 pp. (short stories)
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worksILAattadag11)
25. Layl Lahu Xkhir, Cairo, al-Khing, 1964, 977 pp. (2 volumes)
26. Laylat Khamr, Cairo, al-Khing, no date, 189 pp. (stories)
27. Min °Alam al-Majhal, 215 pp.

28. Min Hayitr, Cairo, al-eArabrya, 1958, 221 pp.
29. Mubkr al-°Ushshii, Cairo, al-Fikr al-°ArabI, (3rd printing)

30. Min, (3rd printing), Cairo, al-Khing, 1966, 999 pp. (2 volumes)
31. !glib °Izrilrl, Cairo, Al-Khing, 1947, 200 pp.

32. Naha min al-Tmin, Cairo, al-Fikr al-cArabr.
33 Radd .Q.albr, Cairo, al-Khing, 1965,

1005 pp. (2 volumes)

34. Al-Sacai Mit, Cairo, al-Khing, 1962 486 pp.

35. A1- Shaykh Zerab

,

Cairo, al Wing.

36, Sitt Nisi' wa Sittat Rijil, Cairo, al KhRrjr, 1465, 74A cp. (Otort
stories)

37. Summar al LayElr, Cairo, al Fikr al °Arabi, 1464

,

140 pp,

38. 4ara T1191101, 208 pp.
39. Tarrq al

itwda, Cairo, al °Arabrya, 196

,

444 pp,

40, ahniat, Cairo, al )(hinge no date, 1A2 pp, (stories)
41. Umm Rat_ rba, Cairo, al Khing, 1965, 20A pc. (3 act comedy)

42, Wars al_SitEr, Cairo, al 'Ching, 1963

1A7 pp, (3 sot plaY)

43, XS Umma Rahikat, Cairo, al rhinjr, no date, 200 DA.
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3. (MUHAMMAD °ABDUH)

Book £tidies on Author (cont'd)
16, QadrT Qaleaft, Muhammad cAbduh, Beirut, a1 -011m 111-Ma1ayrn, 1947.
17. Shaykh °Abd a1-Jawad Sulayman, Al=apaykh Muhammad cAkaula, Cairo, 1951,
46 pp.

18. Sulaymgn Dunya, A1-Shaykh Muhammad °Abduh bayn a1-Falasifa wa a1-Kalam!yr
Cairo, 2956, 730 pp. (2. voluN7T-19. °Uthman Amin, Ratid al-Fikr

al-Imam Muhammad °Abduh, Cairo,

al-Anjli al-NiSME717775757175.-12nd printing3
20. °Uthman Amin, Ruwwad al-Wacy a1-Insanr fr al-Shang al- Island', Cairo,
al-Qalam, 19617-77113 pp.

21. A1-Ustadh al-imam a1.- Shaykh Muhammad °Abduh, Cairo, 1923. (70 page bro-

C7=367Earning statements by'lle Lalnalkyal_Dhikra Muhammad CAbduh)

ra
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MUHAMMAD °ABD AL.vaga_2001w2g.
Works by Author
1.

A1wgn min al-Saeida, Cairo, Maktabat Misr, 1963, 202 pp.

2.

Agail_llkallAwaalsas Ukhrgt Cairo, Misr, 1964, 214 pp.

3

Baod al-Miura).

4.

Al.Balith Dan a1-Hacirgal Cairo, Misr, 1967, 139 pp.

5.

A1-Bayt a1-0mit1 Cairo, Misr, 1966) 228 pp.

6.

A1-perra a1-Sawdgf, Cairo, Misr, 1962?, 211 pp.

7.

GhusnAkkulla, Cairo, Misr, 1960?, 242 pp.

8.

Hgffat a1-Jarrma, Cairo, Misr, no date.

9.

Al-Janna al-°Adhrgl, Cairo, Mise, 1963, 222 pp.

Cairo, Misr, no date, 223 pp.

10.Khuyat al-Nar. Cairo, Misr, 1965, 210 pp.
11.LactlIa, Laylat Ohargm, Cairo, Misr 111-Tibg°a, 195-, 219 pp.
12. Lil -Zaman BactryaL Cairo, Misr, 1969, 170 pp.
13. A1-1414r 15 Yaorid, Cairo, Misr, 1966, 183 pp.

14. Min AD. Waladr, (2nd printing), Cairo, Misr, 1957, 250 pp.
15. A1-N5fidha 11-Ahartgak, Cairo, al-Fikr al-oArabr, 195-?, 164 pp.
16. Sha arat a1-Lablgb, Cairo, a1-kitgb al-Dhahabr, 1953.
17. Shams al-Kharrf, Cairo, Misr, no date.
18. Sukfin al-0Alifa, Cairo, Misr, 1960, 440 pp.

19. UsOra min Kitgb al-Hubb, Cairo, Misr, 1968, 184 pp.
20. A1-Wish 6t1 a1-Abyti4, Cairo, Misr, no date, 186 pp.
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JAMAL AL-DIN AL-AFGHANr

Hahlialetta
1. Al-Aemgl al-Kgmila li-Jamal al -Din al-Afghgnr, by Muhammad eImgra, Cairo,
al-KatiE al-eArabr, 1968, 547 pp.

2. An Islamic Res onse to Im erialism: P21AIAS2121121181.422,13 Writings of
U. of CaliforSanrid Jamal al-Din al-A asani, by NikaXiddlicSedi
nia Press, 1968, 212 pp.
3. Kitgb Tatimmat al-Bayern fi
al-Af hgn, Cairo, al-MawsPgt, 1901,

-TP pp,
4. Al-Radd ealg al-Dahrryrn, Cairo, al-Karnak, 196-, 106 pp.
5. Risgla fr Ibtgl Madhhab al-Dahrryrn, Beirut, 1885. (translated from
Persian to Arabic by Muhammad 0Abduh)
6. Al-Qacyalwa al-Qadr, Cairo, al-Mangr, 19--, 16 pp.
7. Al-eUrwstal-Wuthqg wa al-Thawra al-Tahrrrryaial-Kubrg, Cairo, al-°Arab,

1077428 pp.
Book Studies on Author
1.

°Abd al-MUhsin al-Qassgb, Dhikrg al-Afghgnr fr al-°Irgq, Baghdad,
al-Rashrd,.1945, 6o pp.

2,

eAbd al-Qgdir al-Maghribr, IagLaggIILIASEhgnr, Dhikriygt wa Ahgath,

Cairo,al-Maogrif, 1967, 127-1ritr.ngl
3.

°Abd al-Rahmgn al-Rgfier, Jamal al-Drn al-Afghgnr, Bgeith Nahilat al- Sharer,
Cairo, al-fatib al-eArabr, 1967, 188 pp.

4.

eAbd al-Sattgr al-Huwgrr, Jamgl al-Drn al-Af hgnr, Cairo, Wgdr al-Mulak,
1924, 48 pp.

5.

Charles C. Adams, Islam and ModernAsEingamt=Astudyofthelleform
Movement Inaugurated by Muharamed Abdi.thrUndbri7DxfOfd.U.Presi, 1933,
283 pp.

6.

7.

Elie Kedourie, Afghani and Abduh Political Activism in Modern Islam

Fathr al-Ramlr, Al-Burkgn

Unbelief and
Lon on, F. Cass, 19
Jamgl al -Drn

97 pp.

Cairo,

Al-flgshir al-eAra
8.

Mahmad Abu Rayyah, Jamal al -Din al- Afghani, Cairo, al-Ma°grif, 1961, 112 pp

9.

Mahthad Abu Rayyah, Jamgla.-AfhgnrTgtL6t;grkhuhuwaRisglatuhuwa
Matgdiluhu, Cairo, Al-Majilis al-Aela,19

,

pp.

10. Muhammad al-Makhzamr, Khgtirgt Jamal al-Din al-Afeag_21=Husaynr,
Beirut, al-Fikr al-xaTTEE: 1965,, 310 pp.
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2.

(Jamill.al-Din al-Afghgni)

Works about author (oonttd)
11.

Muhammad Rashid Ridge Tgrrkh al-Ustgdh al-Imgm al-Shaikh Muhammad °Abduh

12.
Muhammad SeOrd °Abd al-Majrd, Ngbi hat al -,Thar
,
9 pp.
al- Afghani, Cairo, al-Katib al-°Ara

Muhtiin al-Amin al-°Xmilr,
1960, 34 pp.
13,

Jamal al -Din

al-Sa

id Jam51 al -Din
Beirut,

14,
Qadrr Hgfiz Tuggn, Jam51 al -Din al-AfEhgni--Argluhu wa Kifghuhu wa
Ath5ruhu fiiNandat al-Sharq, Jerusalem, Batt al-Maqdis, 1947, 38 pp.

Qadrr gal°ajr, Jamgl al-Din al-Af hgni
lil-Maliyin, 1947, 11 pp.
15.

Hakim al-Sharq, Beirut, al-0Ilm

16.
°Uthan Amrn, Ruwwgd al -Waxy al-Insgni a al-Sharq al-Is15mi, Cairo,
al-Qalam, 1961, 148 pp.
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QASIM AMIN
Works by Author
1.

Asbgb wa Natglij wa Akhlgq wa Mawnz, Cairo, Matba0at al-Taraqqr, 1898.83

2.

Les Egyptiens, Cairo, J. Barbier, 189k, 299 pp.

3.

A1-Marta al-Jadrda, Cairo, Mapa°at al- Sha0b, 1911, 228 pp. (New printing Cairo,. 1 39,

4.

P)

Tahrrr al-Marta, Cairo, 1899 (new printing)-Cairo, Matba°at Ruz a1-Yilsuf,
1941 173 PPJ-

Book Studies on Author
1.

Ahmad Khgkr,
gslm Amin, Cairo, Itlygt al-Kutub ál-oArabrya, 194, 154 pp.
(in the seriei-ALlam a1-Islgm)

2.

Faraj Sulaymgn

3.

Mghir Hasan Fahmr, Qgsim Amin, Cairo, A1-Mulassasa al-Misrrya al-qmma
111-Tallif waal-Tarjama wa al-Nashr, 1963?, 237 pp.

4.

Sglih Vusayno gibal al-Radd 0a1g Kitgb Tahrir al-Marta, Cairo?, 1898,15 pp

5.

Muhammad Tal°at Harb, Fa0. al-Khitgb fr al-Marta wa a1-1-Iilat, Cairo,

Tgrikh Vaygt al-Marpm Qgsim Amin,.Cairo?, :52 pp.

al-Taraqqr,1901: 53 PP.
6.

Widgd SakgkInr, Qgsim Amin, 1863-1908, Cairo, al-MEOgrif, 1965, 94 pp.
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°UTHMAN AMrN
Works by Author
1.

Falsafat al-Lu ha al-oArabr a, Cairo, al-Misrrya 111-Tallrf wa al-Tarjama,
pp.

2,

Ihsgi al-oUlam (al-Fargbr), (3rd printing), Cairo, al-Anjla al-Misrrya,
1968, 175 pp. (edited by oUthman Amrn)

3.

Al-Jawanry21_1101 °AQrda wa Falsafat Thawra, Cairo, al-Qalam, 1964,342 pp.

4.

Muhammad °Abduh, Washington, American Council of Learned Societies,
Tn3, 103 pp. roUthmgn Amrnis work translated into English by Charles
Wendell)

5.

Nazargt fr Fikr al-oAqqgd, Cairo, al-Misrrya lil- Ta'lrf wa al-Tarjama,

1966, 9k 57-6.

Rglid al -Fikr al-Misrr

7.

Ruwwgd al-Wao

al -Imam Muhammad °Abduh, Cairo, al-Nanda
al-Misrrya, 1955, 287 pp. (Later printing - Cairo, al-Anjla alMisrrya,
1965,.325 pp.)
1

pp.

al-Insgni fr al-Sharq al-Islgmr, Cairo, al-Qalam, 1961,
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FARAH ANTI:3N

Works bYAukor
1.

Vay5t al-Ms:rah, (translation of La Vie de Jesus Christ by E. Renan)

2,

Ibn Rushd wa Falsafatuhu, Alexandria, 1903, 227 pp,

3.

Al-Jgm0a, (monthly published by author for 7 years)

4.

Al-Marla fr al- arn al-oIshrrn, (translation of La Femme au 19e Sieole
by Jules Simon

5.

Al -Sams' wa M5 frh5 min Ajram, Alexandria, 1903.

6.

Siy5ha fi Arz Lubnan,

7.

Tahrlr Amrrika.

270 pp.

Novels
8.

Urushalrm al-Jadrda aw Fath al-°Arab Ba t al-Ma dis, Alexandria, 1904

17 pp
9.

Riwyat al-Wahsh, al-Wahsh

al-Wahsh, Alexandria, 1903.

10. Al-011m wa al-Drn wa al-Mil, al-Mudun al-Thal:6.th,, Alexandria, 1903.

11. Balls wa TFarjrni? (translation of work by Bernadine de St. Pierre)
12. Al-Kukh al-Hindi, (translation of work by Bernardine de St. Pierre)
13, ?Atalg?, (Translation of work by Chateaubriand)
14. Al-Vubb hattg al-Mawt.
15. Nandat al-Asad.

16, Wathbat al-Asad, (abridgements of novels about the French Revolution
by Dumas), Cairo, 1910
17. Ferrsat al-Asad. (as above)

18, Mariam cabl al-Tawba. (parts of which appeared in Al-Jgmi°a)
Plays
19. Al -Burl al-Hgfil

Alexandria, Al-Matbaoa al-oUthmgniya, (translation)

20. Ibn al- Sha °b. (translation of LpELLEAL122a212 by Dumas)
21. Al-Sghira, (translation of La Magicienne by Vict. Sardoux)
22, TAM al-Halike (translation of Oedipe -Roi by Sophocle)
23. Al-Mutasarrif fi a17°Ibgd. (translation)
24, Al-Sultgn Salgh al -D!n aw Fath Bayt al-Ma dis

,

Cairo, 1923, 63 pp.
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Plays (oont'd)
25. ?Carmen?

26. ?Karmanrng?
27. ?Razing?
28. ?Tgyrs?

29. alsr al-Jadrda waM19r.al-Qadrma, Cairo al-TOM', 1913?, 120 pp.
30. Bangt al-Shawgrie wa Banat al-Khudar.
31. Abu al-Hawl Yataharrak.

32. Dhgt al-Ward, (translation of work by Dumas)

Book Studies on the Author
1.

Ahmad Abi al- Khudar ?Munsr?, Farah Anpn Sahib Majallat al-Jgmica,
Cairo, 1923, 45 pp.

2.

Farah AntgniHaygtuhu, Adabuhu, Mucitatafgt min Athgrihi, Beirut,

Fa1117-7.51783 pp. CAl-Manahil, No. 29)
3.

Maratha Baod al-Udabgt a Rithat Farah Agan, Majallat al-Sayyidgt,
III, p.

4.

Raz Haddgd, Farah Antga_paygtuhu wa Tatbinuhu wa Mukhtgrgtuhu,
OY wa al-Rijal, 3923,
Cairb, Majallat al-Sidat

2o1

°ABBAS MAUMUD AL-cliggp.

Works by Author:
1.

°Abir Sabrl, (2nd printing) Cairo, al-Nanda al-Migrrya, 1965, 152 pp.
TTst printong - 1937, 157 pp).

2,

°Aboarryat al-Imgm, (3rd printing) Cairo, al-Maogrif, 1966, 160 pp.

3.

Al-°Abotarrygt al-IslEmiya, Beirut, al-Adgb, 1966, 903 pp.

4.

°Abgarryat al-Masrh, Cairo, Akhbir al-Yawm, 1953, 223 pp.

5 °Abgarryat al-§1011, Cairo, al-Maogrif, 1961, 206 pp.
6.

°Abqarryat Khglid, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1963?, 174 pp.

7.

°Abqarryat Muhammad, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1961?, 158 pp.

8.

oiLaittouriar, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1963?, 231 pp.

9.

Abu al-Shuhadgf al-Vusayn bin °Ali, Cairo, al-Hilil, 1965, 150 pp.

10. °Alain al-Sudad wa al-Q1ARL Cairo, ;lige, 19,7, 221 pp.
(2nd printing - al -Nanda al-Migriya, 1965, 194 pp.)
11. Allah, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 195-, 258 pp.
12. °Amr Ibn al-°Ag, Cairo, Dgr al-°Uraba, 1965, 294 pp.
13. Ang, Cairo, a1-Hilgl, 1964, 345 PP.
14. °Aqifid al-Mufakkirrn fr

al-°Ishrin, Cairo, Gharrb, 1968, 180 pj

15. The Arabs' Im act on Euro can Civilization, Cairo,.Supreme Council
for Islamic Affairs, Ministry of Wak s, 196-, 175 pp. (translation
by Ismail Cashmiry and Muhammad al -Nadi of °Aqqgdfs Athar al-eArab
fr al-Va4gra al- Urubb!ya)

16, Ashtit Mujtameit fr al-Lugha wa al-Adab, Cairo, al-Megrif, 1963,
156 pp.

17. Bayn al-Kutub wa al-Ngs, Beirut, al-Kitib al-°Arabr, 1966, 640 pp.

18. Der al-Sang', Bilgl Ibn Ribgh Mufdhin al-Hasal, Cairo, Saod Migr 111Tibgoa wa al-Nashr, 1945, 167 pp.
19. Al-Drmaqrgtrya fr al- Isigm, Cairo, al-Megrif, 1964, 178 pp.

20. phiukEgvaniagagignan2Auga, Cairo, Dar al-cUraba, 1965, 238 pp.

Torisit.6_4415.°ra, Cairo, Gharrb,
21.

7,

pp.

22. Drwgn al-°A gd, Cairo, al-Muqtataf wa_a1-Muqattam,_1928, 160 pp.
star printing - Aswan, Wandat alliyana wa al-Intaj, 1967, 356 pp.)
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Forks by Author (cont'd)

:3. Dran min Dawawin, Cairo, no date.
:4. Al-Falsafa al-Qurtaniya, Cairo, al-Hilal, 1961?, 250 pp.

:5. Falsafat al-Ghazal!, Cairo, al-Idara al-°Amma lil-Thaqafa al-Islamrya
bil- Az }iar, 1960, 14 pp. (lectures by al-°Aqqad)

:6, Fatima al-Zahral wa al-FaVaIxgrupairo, al-Hilal, 1966, 158 pp.
:7, ELMELE, Cairo, al-Mao-drift 1955, 125 pp.
8. Al-Fusgl, (2nd printing) Beirut, al-Katib al-°Arabi, 1967, 375 pp.
9. FUvgl min al-Naqd °ind al-°Aqqad, Cairo, al-Khanji, 196-, 346 pp.

W. Vayat al-MasTh fr al-Tarikh wa Kushgf al-°Asr al-HadTth, Cairo,

al-Hilal, 196.779/37137
11, Haqatiq al-Islam wa Abatil Khusgmihi, Cairo, Al-Multamar al-Islam!,
1957, 304 pp. (later printing1 al-Qalam, Cairo, 1962, 282 pp.)

2. tiagitEk2ALEIE, Cairo, al-Hilal, 1964, 354 pp.
13. Hitler

al-Mizan, Cairo, 1942?, 226 pp,

;4. Iblis, Cairo, Akhbar al-Yawm, 1955, 231 pp.
Tlater printing - al-Hil-1, 1967, 226 pp.)

15. Ibn al-Rgmll_Hayatuhu min Saiorihi, (5th printing) Cairo, al-Tijriya
al-Kubra,1-90, 410 pp.
6, Ibn Rushd, Cairo, al-Maoarif, 1953, 119 pp.
Ibrahim, Abu a1-Anbiyit, Cairo, al-Hilal, 1965, 206 pp.

0. Al-Insan

al- Qur'an al-Karim, Cairo, al-Hilal, 1962?, 179 pp.

19. Al-Islam

al- arn al-oIshrin

0. Jamrl Buthayna, (3rd printing) Cairo, al-Maoarif, 1965, 144 pp.

1. Jawatiz al-Adab al-oXlamiya, Cairo, Al-Mutassasa al-Misrrya,1964, 127 pp.

2. Juha

al-Mudhik, Cairo, al-Hilal, 1956, 194 pp.

3. Khulasat al-Yawm!ya wa al-Shudhgr, Cairo, °Ammar

,

1968, 271 pp.

Al-Lu ha al-Shaoir! a Maza a al -Faun wa al-Taobir fr21.2.2E:tha
al- Arab ya, Cairo, G ar b, 19
1
pp.
,

Ma ba°d al -Ba °d, Shi°r °Abbas Mahmgd al-°Aqqad, Cairo, al-Ma°arif,
1967, 116 pp. (collected and edited by Amir al-0Aqqad)
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46. a Yucial Can al-Islam, Cairo, al-°Uraba, 1963, 358 pp.

47, Majme al-AUEI, Cairo, al-Ma°arif, 1944, 112 pp.
48. Al- Maria fE al- Qur'an al-Karim, Cairo, 91-Hilal, 1962, 150 pp.

45, Matla° al-Nar, aw Tawili° al-Ba°tha al-Muhammadtya, Cairo, al-°Uraba,

Me 254 PP
50. ELLRdfyjIIITLNOLladyjlq fr al-Mizan, Cairo,

1966, 135 PP

51. Mutala'at fr al-Kutub wa allagt, Cairo, al-Istiqama, 193-, 324 pp.
52. Mutaleat wa al-Vayat, Cairo, 1924
53. Al-Qarn al..°IshrTn, Cairo, al-Anjla al-MisrTya, 195 -, 232 pp.
54, Al-4111211a

Abd

al-Aqa717071133757--

al-KawakibT, Cairo, Al-Majlis

55. B22214111112A1All Cairo, Mapa°at al-HijazT, 1939, 274 PP
56.

Cairo, al-hilal, 1963, 271 pp.

57. Biwayat qambrz fr al-MTzan, Cairo,

58, Sa°d Zaethlal, STra wa WALE, Cairo, Hijazr, 1936, 628 pp.
59. Sarah, Cairo, VijazT, 1938, 192 pp.

60. Sh ir al-Ghazalt°Umar Ibn AbT Rabea,Cairo,

'grit, 1965 127 pp.

61. Al-Shaykh al-RalTs Ibn Sine-, Cairo, al-Ma°arif,

O. 119 pp.

62. Shu°aral Misr wa BrIatuhum fr al-JT1 al-MadT,
1937, 202 pp.
63. Al-Shu
1

o

,

a1-VijazT,

a wa al-InsanTya fT Shareat al-Islam, Cairo, al-111151,

PP

64, Almakarga Dint al-pdaq, Cairo, al-Na°arif, 1961, 116 pp.
65. Al-TafkTr FarTila Islamrya, Cairo, al-Qalam, %962, 225 pp.
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Works by 4uttlaamakUL
66. Yaslalanak, (2nd printing) Beirut, al-Kitgb al-°Arabr, 1966, 374 pp.
67. Yawmrygt, Cairo, al-Maogrif, 1963, 2 volumes.
Book Studies on Author
1.

°Abd al-Fattg12 al-Drdf, 0Abgarryat al-qqq4a, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1965,
266 pp,

2.

°Abd al-Fattgh al -Did!, Al-Naqd wa al-Japaal oind. al-0Aciad, Cairo,

al-Anna al-Mfrrya, 1968, 178 pp.
3.

°Abd al-Hayy Diygb, 0Abbgs al °Aqad Nggidan, Cairo, al-Qawmrya,
1965, 87) pp.

4.

°Abd al-Hayy Diygb, Al-Marla fr Vayit al-0Aqqgd, Cairo, al-She",
1969, 52) pp,

5

°Abd al-Hayy Diygb, A] Naz a al-Insgnr a fr Shi°r al -0Agg d
al-Nanda'al-oArabryal
PP

6.

Mahmad Sglih 0Uthmgn, Al-°Agad fr Nadawitihi, Cairo, al-Fikr al-Vadah,

Cairo,

1964, 240 pf).
7.

Muhammad Khalrfa al- Tunis!, AloAcmglA Dirges wa Tahrya bi-Nunisabat

Bun/Oita al-Saborn, Cairo, al-Anjlu a1-Mitrryal Mr?, 316 pp.
8,

uhammad whir a1-Jabaliwr, Frjuhbat a1-0Ackaid, Cairo, a1-Anjla
al-Nivrrya, 1964, 224 pp.

9.

Nuttammad whir a1-Jabalawr, Min Dhikriygtr fr,§upbat al-°Aciad, Cairo,
al -Anjlu al-Miqrrya, 1967, 262 pp.

10. Shawqr yayf, Na °a a1-°Aoolid. Cairo, a1-Maogrif, 1964, 171 pp.

11. oUthmin Amin, Naprat fr Fikr a1 -0Azigd, Cairo, a1-Mitrrya, 1966,
94 pp,
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TAWFIQ YUSUF °AWWXID

Works by Author
1.

Al-oAdhiri, (3rd printing) Beirut, Vidir, 1966, 163 pp.

2.

Ghubir al-AYYgm, Beirut, al-011m lil-Malayan, 1965, 242 pp.

3.

qamrg al.Saf, (2nd printing) Beirut, Bayrat, 1957! 134 pp.
(3rd printing - Beirut, a1-Mekshaf, 1964, 149 pp.)

4.

Atiat3

5.

A1- Raghrf, Beirut, al-Madrasa wa Wir a1-Kitib a1-Lubninr, 1964, 246 p)

6.

A1-§abr al-Aoraj,t (3rd printing) Beirut, a1-Thaqifa, 1963, 214 pp.

7.

A1-8514 wa a1-Tr .ulEn, Beirut, a1-Makshaf, 1964, 164 pp.

Tawf act

Beirut, al-Madrasa, 1966?, 246 pp.
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SAMIRA °AZZXM
Works by Authoress
1.
2.

3.
4.

Ashyit qaghrra, Beirut, al-011m 111-Malgyrn, 1954.
wa a1-Inskri, Beirut, al-Ahlrya, 114 pp.

Wa atailjahaL_gpirut, a1-Tali0a, 1960, 198 pp.
al-Kabrr, Beirut, ai -Sharq al-Jadrd, 1956.
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MAHMUD AL -BADAWT
Works by At\thor
1.

oAdhrgl wa Watish, Cairo, Raz al-Y5suf, 1963, 167 pp.

2.

A1-0Araba al-Akhrra, Cairo, R5z a17Y5suf, 1961, 160 pp.

3.

A1-Dhilgb a1-alioa, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 19647, 156 pp.

4,

Hadatha Dhgta Laylac Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1965, 119 pp.

5.

tigris a1-Bustgn, Cairo, al- QawmTya, 196-, 160 pp.

6.

Al-Jamg1 a1-Vazrn, Cairo, a1-Qawmrya, 1962?, 111 pp.

7.

Layla a al-Tadg, Cairo, R5z 41-10.1suf, 1962, 162 pp.

8.

Madrhat a1-Atilgmt Cairo, al- Qawm!ya, 1963?, 121 pp.

9.

Masi' al-Khamrs, Cairo, a1-Qawmrya, 1966, 168 pp.

10. Zawiat al-qayygd,, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 196-, 133 pp.
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VALIM BARAKAT
Wcrka bar Author
1.

°Awdat al-Tilir ila al-Bahr, Beirut, a1-Nahir, 19690 162 pp.

2.

Al-Qimam al-Khadrit, 1956.

3.

Al-qamt wa al-Matar, Beirut, Majallat Shier, 1958p 146 pp.

4,

Sittat Ayylmc Beirutr Majallat Shier,, 1961, 232 pp.'
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a

BUTRUS AL-BUSTIN!

Works by Author
1.

&lib al-°Arab, (lecture given in 1869 about the reasons for the
decline in literature).

2.

Dilirat al-Maogrif.

3.

Al-Ea taalawaal-Nuelbalabayna al-0Awilid al-')Arab!ya
iiiCiilAIE`W31anya(1eitiireiirl-8-697 then printed in 42 pp.)

4.

Kashf al-Vijab f! oIlm al-Fp:AIL Beirut, 1848, 317 pp.

5.

Kitib utr al -Muhl, Beirut, Lubnin, 1966, 2452 pp., (1st printing,
Beiru
i370)

6.

Muhrt al-Muhft, 2 volumes, 1870.

7.

Magibrh al-glib fr Bahth al-MI:4E11bl Beirut, 1868, 361 pp.

8.

Miftih al-Micibih, Beirut, 1868, 361 pp.

9.

Samal_alinanKOLL(Bobinson Crusoe) aw al-Tuhfa al-Bustiniya fr
al-mar al-a:MO21s

10. Rawdat al-Tajir fr Mabadil Mask al-Dafitir, Beirut, 1851.

11. TOM al -Nisi' (lecture given on Deo. 14, 1849)
12, TIrrkh Nibillyan (Napoleon) al-Awwall Imbaritar Faransi, Beirut, 1868,

13. Tar amat al-Tawrit, 1848, (done jointly with Dr. Ely Smith, finished
by an ybk,
own as the "American translation")
14, Sharh Dfwan al-MutanabbT, Beirut, al-Su rrya, 1860, 382 pp.

Book Studies on Author
16

Fulid al-Bustinf, A1-10112LAwsealuruatrua al-Bustinf, Beirut,

al-Xihulfkrya, 19277

pp.

2.

Tanbfhit al-Yizijf oalg Muhr
JTEran al-Nuhas, Alexandra;

3.

Al-P0allim Butrus al-Bustinf
Xd-kb al-oArat7

Y

a'

al- usta r, edited by Salfm Sham°Un and
a a a - n, 1933, 100 pp.

ram a

Dars w Munt
bit
a
8 ru
s an

0 fin a
a

i

ya,

29.

Articles about Author
1.

Anon memoir, "Al-Muoallim Butrus a1- Bustin! ", Al..Makohilf, No. 161, p.2.

2.

Pulid al-Bustin% "Al-Nuoallim Butrus al -Bustinft Ta'thtruhu f! al -Nahla
al-0A9rfya", Bigftlat al-$a im, Beirut, XI, p. 221.
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2. (BUTRUS AL- BUSTAN!)

Articles About Author (oont'd)
3.

XIV (1883), pp. 289. 321, 337.

4.

Jiro! §afi, Dilirat Meirif °Arab!ya ", Al-Kullryal XVI, p. 393.

5.

Jirar Zaydin, "Butrus al- Bustin!, Ahad Arkin al-Nanda al-Akhrra a
al-Hilil, IV, P. 36A.
Bilad

6.

"A1-Mnrham

Burus al- Bustin!", Al-Muotqaf, VIII, p.l.
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2AkPiJgd=EWJgg
Books by Author
1.

Tarikh Faransi al-Vadrth, Beirut, 1884, 104 pp.

2.

Tirikh Napoleon) Bonaparte fi Misr wa Sarryal Alexandria, ?Gharzazi?,
1914, 200 pp.

Works by Author (published in the newiraper

1. Alinalheim,, 1870.
2.

Budar, 1872.

3.

Asmil, 1873.

4.

Bint al-°A9K1 1875.

5 Fitina, 1877.
6.

Salmi, 1878-79.

7.

Siziya, 1882-84.

8.
9.

LIZalINAL2W411B1211112

1871'.

Al-Hiyim fr Futah al-Shim, 1874.

Translated liedinA(lorksubliOgnaround18-6
1.

Al=0ALEMAAAktalltira°.

2.

Al-law-Ply

3.

Alaubb al-Dilim.

4.

MIMI Ra'at Mies ?Drankton?

5.

Al -Sand fI al-Mahs.

6.

?JirlInah?

7.

Vulm al-Muyalmar.

8.

Samm

9.

Sirr al-thjaL

10. tin& oharimfm.
11. VikaYat a3-Oharisl.

12, AANJAUSiaLAME.
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SULAIMXN AL-BUSTANI
Works by Author
1.

Ilyidhat Hamrras. Cairo, 1904, 1260 pp.

ablal-Dustarwabaedahtt,
a

2.

liaal-oixa°brawaDhikrlawal-Dallminra

a
, Cairo, al-0Arab, 1930, 16 pp.

3.

Al -Da' wa al-Shifil

4.

Ta r at al-lkhtizil al-oArabr, (an abridged version of it is found in
t e
vo ume of Da ra al-Maogrif undor the title "Strnaghrgfrya")

5.

Contributions to the prekaration of the 10th and 11th volumes of the
Bustgnrs' Ditirat al-Maoarif.

Book Studies on the Author
1.

A1- Badawr al-Mulaththam, Al-BustinT wa Ilyadhat Humrras, Cairo,
al-Maogrif, 1963, 224 pp.

2.

Fulgd al-Bustgnr, Sulaymin al-Bustgnr (From al-Rawgii°, Nos. 44-46)

3.

Jurj Gharrb, Sulaymgn al- Bustin! fr Muaaddimat al-Ilygdha, Beirut,
al-Thaqifa, 1966, 103 pp.

4.

Jurjr Biz, Sulaymin al- Bustin! - Vaygtuhtk, Beirut, nadir, 20 pp.

5.

mmilri §uwgyi, Sulaymin al-Bustin!
Hitid al-Barth al-Adabr wa
al-Naad al-Vadrth, Beirut, al-Sharq al-Jadld, 1960,72) pp.

6.

Naj!b Mitri al-Bustinr, Hadryat al-Ilyidha (book of oolleoted artioles
magazines, authors and poets, and then dedidatedl,to the translator of

the MA I.
Artioles about the Author
1.

Al-Ab Khalil Addah, "Ilyidhat Hamrrass Nubdha f! Taorrbihi al-Vadrth.
Al-Maahrio. 1904. VII, pp. 865, 911, 1118, 1138.

2,

Al-Ab Narsrs citighiyin, "Imra'at Sulaymin al-Bustinr wa Usratuhing

Malallat al -,a, (Baghdad). II, p. 452.
3.

"TI al- Bustin! ", Al-Maahrici. V. 128 p. 929.

4.

Putid Afrga al-Buatinr. Sulaymin al-Bustin!: al-Rajul
Ra3ul al-oIlm wa al..Adab", Al-MaSbriq, 1925, XXXII, pp, 778, 824, 908.

5.

Al-Ibtifil fr al-Qihira bi-Mutarjla
No. 29, p. 610.

6.

area Iskandar a1-Maolaf,
al-Maiaao. V, p. 249,

7.

Jibran Malt' Man, nSulayan al...Susan!",
pi 422.

Al-Mucitataf,

Salayarn al-Bustanr". MaiallAk
al-Jadrda.
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Artioles about Author (oonttd)
8.

Ma allat Sirk!s, No. 14.

9.

"Al-Marham Sulayan al- Bustin! ", Al-Marla al-Jadrda, X, p; 383.

10. mrkairi quwiyi, "Shioirryat al-Bustin! f! Taorrb al-Ilygdan, Al-Tarro
No. 2, p. 7, No. 3, p.16.
11. Al-Muotataf, v. 67, p. 241.
12. Al-Mugawwar, No. 35.
13. Nasrm Naar, "Sulaymin al-Bustinr, Calid al-TalTcla a al-adab al- °Arab!
al-Vadrth", Al-Adrb, X, No. 11, 1951, p. 5.
14. Philip Mitt!, nmaqrayra al-Vaygt", Al-H1111, No. 34, p. 152.

Al-Biala, VII, p. 872

15. "Billy ?Darin! Khashaba? a Tarjamat

16. "Al-Strnaghrgfiyg aw
al-Ikhtizgl wa Tarrqat Malayan al-Bustin! ",
Akauglataf, XXII, p. 94,
17. "Sulaymin al-Bustin! ". Al-°Irfin

V. 10, p. 1041.

18. "Sulaymgn al- Bustin! ", A1- Khidr, V. 6, p. 572.

19. "Sulaymin al-Buatinr", Al-Mashrig, v. 12, p. 929.

20. "Sulaymin al-Bustin! a Rita, al-Udabll Lahu", A1- Mawrid al gfl,
XI, p. 49. (qagrdas by Abu Mn!, Khalil Matrgn and ValIm ?DamaiTT
21. nSulaymIn al-Bustin! a Mailarrihi al-Akhrr",
(qagrdas by Ilryg Aba mig, Rashid Nakhla and

a

idr, VII, p. 49.
1 atran)

22. Tarjamat Ilygdhat Hamrras ilg al-Saryinrya c'alg Yad ?Thiwafrl al-RaAgw1
A1-Mashrig, I, 1898, p. 1007.
23. Al-Zahra (Hayfa), v. 5, pp. 89-101
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9ALXV DORN!
Works_y Author
1.

Safahat MapIza, Cairo, A1-Qawmiya, 1963, 185 pp.

2.

Shirt° a1-Dhikriygtwa Qiyaf Ukhrii, Cairo, 19611, 94 pp.

3.

agfat Rim, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1964?, 169 pp.

Book Studies on Author
1.

Samrr Wahbr,

Salih al-Drn Dhuhnr

Sijillal-oArat77937,

ppo

Dhikrahu al-clAshira, Cairo,
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ZAYNAB FAWWAZ
Works by Authoress
1.

Al-Hawi wa al-Wafil, Cairo, 1892, (4-aot play)

2.

Husn (possibly Illasanit) al.-°A1,
idatal a, Cairo, 1895.
I-Zahrviiibav

3.

Kitgb al-Durr al-Manthgr a Tabacit Rabbit al-Khunr, Cairo (Billaq),
pp.
al-KUbrd al-Aarrya, 1896,

_

4.
5.

_S__Al__-MalikgrgsifMalika-Furs, Cairo, 1905.

Al-Rasitil al-ZaynabrYat Cairo, al-Mutawass4a, 1905?, 218 pp.

Manuscript Works
1.

Al-Durr al-Nadrd a Marithir al-Malik al -Hamill.

2.

Madirik al-Kanil fi Tarijim,al-Rial.

3.

a large collection of poetry.
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HUSAYN FAWZr
Works by Author
1,

Sindibgd fr Ripat al-Vaygt

2,

Sindibgd ila al-Gharb, Cairo,A1-Megrif, 1967, 294 pp.

3.

Sindibgd Misr, Jawlit a Rihgb a1-TgrIkh, Cairo, al-Maogrif, 1961, 397 pp.

Cairo, al-Maogrif, 1968
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MUHAMMAD FARTD ABU HADTD.

Works by Author
1.

tara Ibn Shaddgd, Cairo, al-Maegrif, 1954, 183 pp.
Abu al-Fawgris
la er printing - 19 1

2.

cAlam Juha, Cairo, al-Maegrif, 1963, 189 pp.

3.

An

4.

Azhir al-Shawk, (2nd printing) Cairo, Lajnat al-Tallrf, 1961, 284 pp,

5.

Duras al7Jughrgfixgli-Talabat al-Sana al-Rgbica al-Thgnawr a Cairo,
al-RaVManiya,
9g5, 206 pp. wri en join y wit N samma T a it)

c.

°I9gmrYun °Uvamglmin a -Sklar wa al- Gharb, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1954, 25
(Supervised by M aroma Far
A u Had

al-Shaeb, Cairo, al-Maegrif, 1362,381 pp.

7. Al.-tigin.LEt, Cairo, al-Ietimgd.
8.

Ma°a al-Zamgn, Cairo, al-Macgrif wa Maktabatuhg, 1945, 190 pp.

9.

Makbith, Cairo, al-Maegrif, 1959. 258 pp.

10. Al-Malik al-9a1r1 Imru' al-gays, (4th printing) Cairo, al-Maegrif,

137Pp.
11. Al-Muhalhil, Sayyid Rabreas Cairo, Lajnat al-Taflrf, 1961, 183 pp.

12. Risglat al-Salim wa al-Tahrrr, Cairo, al-Idgra alwPAmma 111-Thaqgfa

al -Islam 1yabiarbr-19 pp. (lecture)
13.

al-arMakram, Cairo, Lajnat al-Tallrf, 1937, 219 pp.

14. Ummatung al-cArabrya, Cairo, al-Macgrif, 1961, 325 pp.
15. Al-Wicgt al-Marmarr, Cairo, al-MacTirif, 1958, 333 pp.

16. Zanabiyg, Malikat Tadmur, Cairo, al-Nahila al-Mirrya, 1941, 355 pp.
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MUHAMMAD HUSAYN HAIKAL
Work
1.

°AshrtAAyg

2,

Bayn
wa al -Hullo °Uthman bin °Affgn, Cairo, al-Nanda
al-Misirya, 1964, 150 pp.

3.

Din Misral:SkaL 1912. (in French)

4.

Al-Fgru °Umar, Cairo, Misr, 1945, 2 volumes; latest printing - Cairo,
al -Naha a .Misriya, 1963, 2 volumes.

5.

Fr Awgat al-FIE:Eel, (2nd printing) Cairo, al-Nalla al-Misrrya, 1968,

Cairo, al-°Asrrya, 1927, 218 pp.

383 PP
6.

Fr Manzil al-Wala, Cairo, Dar al-Kutub al-Mitirrya, 1937, 672 pp;
latest printing - Cairo, al-Nanda al-Misrrya, 1967, 707 pp.

7.

lighaLLEIALlataL (3rd printing) Cairo, al-Nahp al-Misrrya, 1968, 385 pp.

8.

Hayat Muhammad. Cairo, Dar al-Kutub ali4lisrrya, 1939, 607 pp.; latest
printing - Cairo, al-Nah4a al-Misrrya, 1963, 634 pp.

9.

Al -Imam wa al-Merifa wa al-Falsafa, Cairo, al-Nanda al-Misrrya, 1964,
168 pp

10.

19 11?pp.

al- Islamiya wa

Cairo, al-Hilgl,

11. Jean Jac ues Rousseau Ha gtuhu wa Kutubuhu, (2nd printing), Cairo,
al-Nanda al-Misr ya, 19 5, 35 pp,
12. Mudhakkirgt fr al-Si gsa al-Ms/13ra, Cairo, al-Nanda al-MlsrrYa.
19 1-3, 2 volumes.

13. Akaara_a2=iadrd, Cairo, al-Nanda al-Misriya, 1963, 297 pp.
14, Al-Sidlig_abajlahr, (2nd printing) Cairo, Misr, 1943, 437 pp.; latest
printing - Cairo, al-Nahqa al-Misrrya, 1964, 410 pp.

15. atilimimirrya wa Gharbrya, (1st printing) 1929; 2nd printing - 1954.
16. Thawrat al-Adab, (3rd printing) Cairo, al-Nahila al-Misrrya, 1965, 219 pp.

17. Waladr, Cairo, 1931, 400 pp; latest printing - Cairo, al-Nanda alETTITFa, 1966, 314 pp.
18. Zaynab, (latest printing) Cairo, al-Nanda al-MisrIya, 1967, 335 pp.
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TAUFTQ AL-.HAKTM

1126217 Author
1,

raal-adil, Cairo, a1-Xdab,
cAdala wa F nn taticrit,_...A.-P'annvIDhili
9

?.

7 PP.

2,

e,hd a1rShayrin, Cairo, al-Adab, 1964, 156 pp.

3.

Ahl al -Fann, Cairo, al-Hila1, 1934, 135 pp,

4.

Ahl al-Kahf, (3rd printing), Cairo, Lajnat al-Tailrf, 1940, 179 pp.
Later printing - Cairo, al-Adab, 1965, 175 pp.)

5.

ArInr Allah, Cairo, al-I:lab, 1958?, 235 pp.

6.

°Asa al-Hakrm, Cairo, al-Adab, 1964, 215 pp.

7.

Ash°ab, Muir al-MNaltLaL Cairo, al-gdgb, 1964, 199 pp.

8.

Ashwak al -S, Cairo, al-Adab, 1965, 167 pp.

9.

cAwdat al -Ruh, Cairo, al-adgb, 1964, 2 volumes

10. Al-Aydr al-NPima, (play) Cairo, al-Xdab, 1965, 194 pp.
11. Bank al- Qalaa, Cairo, al-Macgrif, 1966, 240 pp.

12. Farm al-Adab, Cairo, a1-Adab, 1958?, 326 pp.
13. Himar al- Hakim, Cairo, al-gdab, 1965, 164 pp.

14. Himarr Qal Is, Cairo, al-Adgb, 1964, 176 pp.

15. nrs, 1955.
16. Laylat al-Zifaf, Cairo, al-Adab, 1966, 189 pp.

17, Lacbat al-Mawt aw al-Mawt wa al-Hubb Cairo, al-Adab, 1966, 176 pp.
18. Madrasat al-Shaygn, Cairo, al-Hilal, 1955, 210 pp.
19. A1-Malik Minot, Cairo, al-Adab, 1965, 222 pp.

20. Masi', Sugar, Cairo, al-Adab, 1966, 192 pp.
21. Masrati al-Mujtamae, Cairo, al-Adgb, 1956 ?. 785 pp.

22. Al-Masratl al-Munawwae, 1923-1966, (2nd printing) Cairo, al-Adab, 19661
23, Masrahrygt Tawfrq al- Hakim, Cairo, al-Nanda al-Misrrya, 1937, 2 volum(
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onIndIs calro,

mangualLuilnin_gglata, Cairo, 1908, al- Hilil.

Farad,
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GHASSXN KANAFXNr
Works by Author
1.

Al-Adab al-Filastrnr al-Muogwim min 1948 ilg 1968, Beirut, al-Dirgsgt

al-Filasfaya.
2.

Adab al-Muedwama fr Filastrn al-Muhtalla, 1948-1966, Beirut, al-Xdgb,
1966, 144 pp.

3.

cllid ilg Hayti, Beirut, al-°Awda, 1970, 91 pp. (novel)

4.

°Xlam Laysa Lana, Beira, al-TalPa (stories)

5.

°An al-Rigl wa almaagla, Beirut, al-Xdib, 1968, 140 pp. (stories)

6.

Ars' al-Burtuedl al-NazrA, Beirut, al-Fiajr al-Jadrd, 1963, 127 pp. (stor'

7.

Al -Bab, Beirut, al-pares (play)

8.

Fr al-Adab al-SahrinIL Beirut, al-Tahrrr al-Filastiniya
al-Ahhath, 196% 166 pp.

9.

Auahaivailkm, Beirut, al-Talrea, 1966, 79 pp. (novel)

Markaz

10, Mawt Sarrr RaQm 12, Beirut, Munayiana, 205 pp. (stories)

11, Rival a al-Shams, Beirut, al-plies, 1963, 106 pp. (novel)
12. Umm Sed, Beirut, al- °Awda, (stories)
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forks by Author
1.

Umm a1-Qura, Cairo, al-Taciaddum, 19-, 148 pp.

2.

Tabalio a1-Isticdad wa Haft-aria' aI-Istiobild, Cairo, al-Tawffq, 184 pp.

Book Studies on Author
1.

°Abbas Mahmad al-qqqad, Al-Rahhala "Kat" 0Abd a1-Rahman al-Kawikibr,
Cairo,A1-AajliA al-Aola. 19591185 pp.

2.

Ibrahim Rifeat, AZ-Thafir a170Arabi °Abd al-Rahman al-Kawakibr, Cairo,
al-Qawmiya, 1962?,'41 pp.

3.

Majallat a1-Vadrth, Sept.-0ot., 195Z, (special issue about a1-Kawakibr
with contribuTTEW by various authors)

4,

Muhammad Ahmad Kha1af Allah, Al-Kawakibrjaatuhu wa atharuhu, Cairo,
alt°Arab, 1956, 14* pp.

5.

Yorbert Tapiero, Les lass Reformistes dial-Kawakibi, Paris, Les
Editions Arabes, TW, 11I pp.

6.

United Arab Republic, Mahra in oAbd al-Rahmal al-Kawakibr, Cairo,
A1- Majlis al -Ala, 196 , 1

pp.
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0ABD AL-RAHMAN AL-KHAMTST
Works by Author
1.

Ahmad Kishkish, Cairo, Rgz al-Ygsuf, 1961, 134 pp, (short stories)

2.

Alf Layla Jadrda, Cairo, Rgz al-Ygsuf, 196-, 257 pp.

3.

A3,emiricte. Cairoi no date.

4,

Ashw&I Insin, (poetry)

5.

Dimas Li Tajiff, (stories)

6,

Al-Fann Alladhr Nurrduhu, Cairo, Al-Miyrrya, 1966, 1R2 .pi

7.

Hasan wa Naorma, (story written for radio presentation)

8.

La Yi Ayzanhiwar (Eisenhower), (written jointly with Fathi Kann)

9.

Lan Namgt, (stories)

10. yManiiikhgliyi4 (dialogues and opinions about art)
11. Al-MukifihitaL (series of biographies)

12. Swain a1 -Dam, (stories)

13. BUD al-Nran, (stories)
14. quhit al-Shaft, (stories)
Yawmryit Malngne (translated storics)
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NAJrB MA#FU;

Works by Author
1.

0Abath al-Aodgr, Cairo, Mitr, 1967?, 257 pp.

2.

Awlid !grating, Beirut, al-gdgb, 19671 552 pp.

3.

Bayn al-Qatmni Cairo, Mir, 1960?, 578 PP.

4.

Bayt Soyif al-Sum°a, Cairo, Mitri 1965, 267 pp. (short stories)

5.

Bidgya wa Nihiya, Cairo, KW, 1965?, 382 pp.

6.

2021 Alight Cairo, Mir, 1963, 261 pp. (short stories)

7.

Hams al- Junin, Cairo, Nitro 1967?, 317 pp.

8.

Kan al-Khalrlr, (6th printing) Cairo, Mir, 1965, 275 pp,
Cairo, Mir, 1965, 259 pp,

10.

wa al-Kilib, Cairo, Mir, 1961?, 175 pp.

11. Midaq Allel, Beirut, Khayats, 1966, 319 pp. (translated from the Arabi°
by Trevor Le Gassiok)

12. Mrimgri Cairo, Mitr, 1967, 279 pp.
13. Al-Qihira al-Jadlda, Cairo, Hifi', 1965, 214 pp.

14. Sur al-Shawa, Cairo, Mir, 1957?, 464 pp,
15. Ridable, Cairo, Mitre 1964, 218 pp.

16. Al-Sari:Do (5th printing), Cairo, Mir, 1967, 367 pp.

17. Al-Shahhidh, Cairo, Mfrs 1965, 191 pp.
18. Al-Sukkarlyal (4th printing), Cairo, Mifr, 1962, 395 pp.

19. AlSummin wa al-Kharrf, Cairo, Mir, 1962, 198 pp.
20. Taht al-Mitalla, Cairo, Mir, 1967, 321 pp. (short stories and one-aot

21. Alliuk, Cairo, Misr, 1964, 185 pp.
22. Tharthara fawc al-All Cairo, Mitre 1965, 201 pp.

23. Zuctia al-Midan, Cairo, Mir, 1966?, 313 pp.
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Book Studies on Author
1.

Ghglr Shukrr, A14Muntamr: Dirgsa fr Adab Najrb Mahfaz, Cairo, al-Zangrr
1964, 354 pp.

2.

Al-Hilil, Feb., 1970. (speoial issue about Najrb Mahfaz)

3.

Nabrl Rgghib, ieryat al-Shakl a1-Fannr°0ind Najrb Mahfaz: Dirisa
al-Fikrrya wa al-JamAlrya, Calros-al-latib
Tahlrlrya
gr-uArabi, 1967, 315 pp.
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orks by Author
A

Al-°Abarit, Cairo, 1915, 159 pp. (2nd printing - Cairo, al-Tijirrya
al-KUbra, 1965, 159 pp.)
Al-Adabiyit al-°Asiriat, Cairo, Muhammad oAtrya, 143 pp.
(articles written bY-dUthor and collected ty Muhammad Zakr al -Din)

Al-Padrla aw Paul wa Virflail (translation of Paul et Virginie by

EFFEFarErnErVierre

Fr Sabi]. al-Tij, Damascus, Muhammad ?al-Mahkinr?, 1955, 80 pp.
(fat printing - Cairo, 1922, 116 pp.) (translation of Pour La Couronne
by Fran9ois Copp6e)

Al-IntidLm Cairo, 1923, 32 pp. (translation of La Vengeance)
Kalimat al-Manfalatr, Damascus, al-Vadira, 1955. 88 pp.
(edited-by Bipid al-Valabi)
.

aidalrn aw taht
al-Zayzaftin, Damascus, Karam, 105, 159 pp.
(translation orgous Le Tilleu by Alphonse Karr)
Mukhtirit
Cairo, al-Isticiiimal. 1937, 286 pp.
(4th printing - Cargo, al-Tijirrya al-Kubra)

A1-Naprit, Cairo, al-Tijirrya al-Kubri, 1963, 3 volumes (1st printing
Cair(5,inillal. 1920.1927)

0. A1-8)gr42Tirl14FanodeBererao, (translation of Cyrano de Bergerao by
mon

ostan

ook Studies on Author
Al-Manihil, Beirut, Vidir, Nos. 31-32.

Muhammad Zakr al -Din, Al-ManfaltitIlmatuhu wa Agwil al-Kuttib wa
allShu0arit frhi, Cairo, Muhammad-0A Tya, 1942, 150 pp.

-
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IBRAHIM AL-MAZINI
Works...1y Author

bi-Mungsabat Dhikrg Wafgtihi, Cairo, 1961, 200 pp.

1.

Ahgdrth al-Mgzinr

2,

0A1-Mgshr, Cairo, Misr wa Mataba°atuhg, 109 pp. (collection of stories)

3.

Alisrs, (written together with Ibrahim al- Misr!, Salgh al -D!n ?Dhihn! ?,
Muhammad Fathr Abu' al-Facll and Mahmad Taymarl, Calro,'Misr, 1944, 136 pp.

4.

°Awd calg Bad, wa Hukm a1 -T, q2a, (latest printing) Cairo, al-Qawmrya,

37637r-52PP7-5.

Bashshgr bin Burl, Cairo, Ihygl al-Kutub al-cArabTya, 1944, 133 PP.

7777=7777iain al-IsiAm)
6.

Drwgn al-MgzIaL, (introduction by °Abbgs Mahmad al-°Aqqgd), Cairo,
7Tst volume l; dl-Busfar, 1913, (2nd volume) 1917.

7.

Al-Drwgn, (together with c'Abbgs Mahmad al-cAqqgd), Cairo.

8.

Drwgn al-Mgzinr, (edited by Mahmad °Imgd), Cairo, 1961, 286 pp.

9.

Er al -Tar!

,

Cairo, al-Nanda al- Hisr!ya, 1937, 415 pp.

10. Ghar!zat al-Karla aw Hukm a1-TEE, Cairo, JarTdat al-Sabgh, 80 pp.

11. #isgdal-Hashrm, Cairo, al-eAsrrya, 1925, 431 pp.
12. Ibrahim al-Kgtib, Cairo, Dgr al-TaraqqT, 1931, 374 pp.
13. Ibrghrm a1-Thgnr, Cairo, al-MaPgrif, 1943, 221 pp.
maxgt. al-°Ankabat, Cairo, °Isg al-BigbT al-plabr, 1935, 456 pp.
15. mraii wa Shurakghu, Cairo, al-Nahgr, 1943, 168 pp.

16. Min al-Ngfidha wa Suwar min a1-Vaygt, Cairo, al-Qawmiya, 1961, 158 pp.
17. Mukhtgrgt min Adab ai-Mgzinr, Cairo, al-Qawmrya,
18. Rah4 al-Ertl, Cairo, al-(=Asrrya, 1927, 222 pp.

('7,

226 pp.

about 20 essays)

19. Rihlat al-tidjgz, Cairo, Fufgd, 1929, 166 pp.
20. Sundaq al-Dunyg, Cairo, al-Tar_icir, 1929. 320 PP,
tlater printing - Al-Qawmrya, 1960, 182 pp)

21. Al,Shgrida, Cairo, (story by John Galsworthy tra)
Arabic)
22. A1-3hi°r, Ghgygtuhu wa Wasglituhu, Cairo, al -BuE

23. Shi°r Ugfiz, Cairo, al-Busfar, 1915, 60 pp.

by author into
15, 44 pp.
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Works by Author

cont,d)

24. A1-6iyasa al-MI.9115m wa a1-Incilab a1-DustarT, (together with Muhammad
Husayn Haykal, and Muhammad 0Abdullah uInan), Cairo, a1-Siyasiya, 1931,
136 pp.

25. Thalathat Ri al wa Imra'a, Cairo, Migr, 1943, 161 pp.

Studies on Author
1.

Muhammad Mandar, Ibrahim a1-MazinT, Cairo, Arab League, Mehad
al-Dirasat al- °Arablya al-57137i71954, 47 pp. (series of lectures)

2,

Mustafa Nasif, Ramz a1-T111) Dirasa a Adab a1-MazinT, Cairo, a1-Qawmiya,
19b, 328 lap.

3.

Ni°mat Ahmad Fulad, A1!,Mazini a1-Nathir, Cairo, 1951 (MA thesis from

U. of Cairo, published in Cairo in 1M)
4.

.

Ni°mat Ahmad Fulad, Adab a1-Mazini, Cairo, A1-Khanjr, 1961, 366 pp.
(2nd priAting)

...1.11".
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lialEjaAatra
1.

Al-Adab a1 -Hades.

2.

Al -Adab alliam, Cairo, a1-°Usar, 1934, 251 pp.

3.

°Aiwa aL-Ghargliz wa_azwas, Cairo, 1962, 159 pp. (short stories)

4.

Al-Bgb al-Dhahabr Ma macs min
al-Qawm yap 1
?,
pp.

5.

Al-Fikr wa aY-°filam.

6.

Al-VE121221111Aahrrit al-Nisgi, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 196-, 218 pp.

7.

Al-Insgn wa al-Qadar, Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 162 PP.

8,

Kals alz#AxitaMaing2g-Allas Tatallr, Cairo, al-Qawmrya,

9.

akkidgiliTA4zL4dan,

isalak-Wiidgn wa al-c41ta, Cairo,

Cairo, a1-Macgrif, 1966, 158 pp.

10. Qalb °Adhrgi, Cairo, al-Macgrlf, 1962, 128 pp.

11. Qulab a1-Khg1IdrA, Cairo, al-Megrif, 144 pp,
12. Sawt al- rl.
13. Sirgo al-RUko wa al-Jasad, Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 1961, 159 pp.

14. Sirge ma°a

_Ma aea min Qisas al-Wildgn wa al-cltifa, Cairo,

aimrirgrzavatral9 7,
15. Suwar min al-Insgn
i9

3

Ma macat

pp.

42s Tahlfli, Cairo, al-Qawmrya,

27 PP.

16. TgrIkh al -Hubb wa Raagilluhu al-Khglida, Cairo, a1-Hi1gl, 1963, 202

17. AL-Unthg al-Khglida

pp,

Ma maca, min al- isay al-TWILIELL Cairo, al-Hang,

PP0

18. Watly a1-°A2r, Cairo, a1-Hilgl, no date, 207 pp.
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°ALT MUBARAK BASRA
Works by Author
1.

PAlam al-Din, Alexandria, Jaridat al-MaOriisa, 1882, 4v., 1490 pp.

2.

Al-Khutat al-Tawfiqrya al-Jadida li-Misr, Cairo, al-Kubrg, 1888, 20 v.

3.

tlaciglici al-Akhbgr fi Awvgf

4.

Khawgin al-edgd.

5.

Nakhbat al-Fikr f/ Nil Mica'.

6.

Tadhkirat al-Muhandisin.

7.

Tacirib al-Handasa.

8.

Jughrgfiyatasr.

9.

Al-Mizgn a al-Aciyisa wa al-Makgyil wa ald4Zgn.

10. Khulgsat Tgrrkh al-°Arab, (supervision of translation of this work by
the Fl.ench Orientalist Louis Pierre Sedillot into Arabic).
Book Studies on Author
1.

Husayn Fawzr al-Najjgr, °Air Mubgrak, Cairo, al-Kgtib al-°Arabi,
1967. 199 pp.

2.

Mahmild al-SharqgwY, 0Ali Mubgrak, Ha gtuhu wa Da°watuhu wa AthgrUhu,
Cairo, al-Anjlit.al-Miarrya, 1962, 2
pp.

3.

Muhammad °Abd al-Karim, °Ali Mubgrak

al:Riala, 196-, 134 pp.

Ha gtuhu wa Malgthiruhu, Cairo,
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Works by Author
10

Al-Adab lil-ShOb, Cairo, al-Anjlii al-Misrrya, 1*, 216 pp.
later printing - Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1961,'207 pp.

2,

Ahgath ilg al-Shabgb, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salgma MUsi, 1963, 206 pp.

3.

°Aqlr wa 0Aqluka (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1964, 327 pp.

4.

Asrgr al-Nafs, (4th printing), Cairo, Salgma MUsi, 1964, 162 pp.

5.

Al-Balggha al-°Astrya wa al-Lugha al-°Arabiya, (4th printing), Cairo,
Salgma MUsg, 1964, 190 pp.

6.

The Education of Salama Musa, Leiden, H.J. Brill, 1961, 267 pp. (translation by L.O. Shuman of Tarbizat Salgma Musa.)

7.

Fr al-Hubb wa allayit, Beirut, al-Ma°grif, 196-, 256 pp.

8.

Fr al-Haygt wa al-Adab, (4th printing), Cairo, Salgma Milag, 1961,
177-517

9.

Ghgndr wa al-Haraka al-Hindrya, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salina MUsg,

17t, 139

pp

10. Hgtulgt °Allamfinr, (3rd printing), Cairo, Salgma MUsg, 1965, 280 pp.

11. Harakat al-Fikr wa Abtgluhg fr al-Tgrrkh, (3rd printing),Beirut, al-0Ilm
ail-Malgyrn, 1961, 223 pp.

12. 41rIshtirgkru, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salgma Mil, 1962, 30 pp.
13. Judhgr al-Istirgkra, Beirut, Dar al-Talr°a, 1964, 208 pp. (by Salgma
171"uW. and NiqUld Vaagd).

14. Mg Hiya al-Nanda, (1st prining), Beirut, al-Maogrif, 1962, 144 pp.
15. Maqglgt Mampara, (2nd printing), Cairo, Salgma nag, 1963, 185 pp.
16. Al-Marta Laysat Lebat al-RaJul, Cairo, Salgma Masg, 196-, 141 pp.
17. Mashgoil al-Tarrq lil-Shabgb, (2nd printing), Beirut, Dar al-°Ilm,
1962, 159 pp:
18. Muhgwalgt, (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1963, 239 PP,
19, Mukhtgrgt Salgma Mitsg,
(essays)

(2nd printing), Beirut, al-Maogrif, 1963, 325 pp.

20, Al-Shakhsrygt al-Ngii°a, (5th printing), Cairo, Salgma Milsg, 1965,
212 pp.
21. Al-Sihgfa

ITO, 123 pp0

Virfa wa Eisgla, (1st printing), Cairo, Salgma Masi,
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krsaiELILAakmLada)
22. Tarbiyat Salgma Magi Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1962, 304 pp.

23. TIEEINLInaidall&lpigk, (4th printing), Cairo, al-ahgnji, 1964, 231 pp.

24; AlLTtthaifagtraigLJyL(a
faNurabbrAnfusang
al-K anj

(6th printing), Cairo,

pp.

,

Additional Works by Author
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

Mu addimat al-?Subaran?, Dar al-Hilgl, 1910.
Nus ul Fikrat Alldh, al-Akhbgr, 1912.
li-Dostoyevsky, (translation), JirJis
Al-JarIma wa
1913.
Al-Mustaqbal, (weekly, 16 issues appeared), al-Shaykh Yilsuf a1-Khgzin,
1914.
Ashhar qlrigatub wa Mashghir al.bKhutabgl, al-Hilgl, 1924.
Ashhar 4AWid-al-Hubb al-TErIkhrya, Al-Hilgl, 1925.

Ahigm al-Pagra: al-Hildl, 1926.
HarrIyat al-Fikr wa Tgrikh Abtglihg al-Hilgl, 1927.
11-041 a1-154112, al-Milgf7-730777-1
TarIkh al-Funun wa Ashhar al-Suwar, align:Et', 1927.
1----;477SFT.-0w,aryA-Yawmvit-1.7,28.
NafarIyat al-Tatawwur wa Its1 al-Insgn, al-0Asrrya, 1928.
Al-Ma jalla al-JAdida. (montETTVirweekly, 1§29-30, 1931-32), al-Majalla
al-JadIda.
Al-Misrr (and other weeklies from 1930 to 1933), al-Majalla al-Jadrda,

15. EFtirMahtalifa, allajalla al-Jadrda, 1930.
16. A1:5AERnmed 30 0Am, al-Majalla al-Jadida, 1930.
17. Dabt al-Tanisul wa Man() al-Haml, al-Majalla al-JadIda, 1930. (written

3oiATTMESDF7RXEI1 IMMT-18.
19. A1.74

,71Dal-AgniJu-bungwajt12, al-Majalla al-Jadida, 1931.

20. Al-Nah, a al- rub
21. Misr AA1

al-Majalla al-JadIde, 1934.
ya, al-Majalla al-Jadida, 1935.
a1-Mejalla al-Jadida, 1935.

22. xmaprrrreatAaab al-Inklizi al-Hadith, al-Majalla al-Jadrda, 1936.
23,
24.
25,
26.
27.
28.

Kayfa NadUs Haydtand-baod al-KhamsIn, al-0Asrrya, 1945.
Hurrliat al-45Aql fi Misr, al-Fair a1-Jadrd,'1945.
Al-Adab al-InklIzt
al-°Aqriya, 1948.
Al-Hubb fT al-TdrIkh, karailil-Jamic, 1949.
Fr1T:Ra7gt, al-Anjlq al-Misrtya, 1947.
Kitdb al-Thawrgt, al-oIlm 111-Malgyin, 1954.
29. Al-Adab wa al-Has 2BIA, al-Nashr al-MisrIya, 1956.
30. DirdsEt
-al-cArabrya,
31. Bernard Shaw (in A;'abio), al-Khanjr, 1957.

32. TRIPMETEsgn al-Khgnji, 1960.
33. Al-Insan gimma

al-Tatawwur, Salgma Musa, 1961.

34. YTENETriaha al-Bgb, skama Oa, 1962.
Book Studies on Author
1.

Hinrt Riygd. Saigma lash" wa al-Manhaj al-Istirgkr, Beirut, al-Thaqgfa,
196 -, 103 pp.
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Book Studies on Author (oonttd)
2.

Mahmad al.Sharqgwr, Saigma Masi al-Mufakkir wa al-Insin, Beirut,
altellm, 1965, 242 pp.

3.

Ghglr Shukrr, Salama Musa wa Azmat al-Damir al-°Arabr, Cairo, a1-Khing
1962, 341 pp.
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MUHAMMAD IBRIEHTM AL-MUWAYLIVI

Works by Author
1.

Hadrth °Isi bin Hishim, aw Fatra min al-Zamgn, Cairo, al-Qawmrya,
1964, 25? pp.

2.

°Ili

al-Nafs, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1962, 121 pp.

Studies on Author
11

Allen, Roger, HHadith °Isi Ibn Hishim: The Excluded Passages",
Die Welt des Isiams, N.S. XII, Nr. 3, pp. 74-89, and Nr. 4, pp.11-163(Latter, p. 180-181 provides also a selected bibliography of
181.
studies in article and chapter forms)

2.

Allen, Roger, Vadrth °lag Ibn Hishim - A Reconsideration", Journal
of Arabic Literature, Vol, 1, no. 1, pp. 88-1089 Leiden, 1970.
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AHD ALLAH AL -NADIM

Works by Author
1.

Kgn wa

2.

A1-Masgmir.

3.

Al-Mutargdifit.

.4.

A1-Ni hla wa al-Rihla.

5.

likIRL2A0Laksga fr Mukgbadat

6.

A1-Watan.

7.

2 diwans of poetry.

8.

Al-°Arab.

9,

al-Mashigaj,

sitaiIagfatal-Nadrmfrichabg.°Aun5hal-Nadirabd, Cairo,
1U7;13pp.colleoteAl%
al.Fattkal-Nadrm).

al-Jgmi°a,

10. Same as above, 2nd printing, Cairo, al-Hindrya, 1914.

Studies on Author
1.

cAbdullgh al-Nadrm

Khatrb a -W Imaa: °Air al-Vadrdr, Cairo, a1-Mivri

19 -. 399 pp
2.

cAbd Allah al-Nadrm. Muhammad °Abd, al-Wahhgb Saciar and Fawzr Said
ShNhIn. Cairo, no data.

3.

Sa

bdullgh al-Nadrm baina al-FUvhg wa al-eAmmrya, Naffilsa Zakarrya
, Alexandria, al-Qawm ya, 1966, 234 pp.
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1.

Adab al-Ma/liars Cairo, al-Megrif, 1959, 628 pp. (2nd printing - 1967,
S30 pp.)

2.

atis113.F.a3.1,,

3.

Akhr al-Insgn, Aleppo, al-Rglid, 1962, 117 pp. (poetry)

4.

Angshrdr, Hama (Syria), al-Rglid al.°Arabr, 1955. (poetry)

5.

Agiqrqalliallya, Tqnis, al-Tanisrya, 1967, 137 pp.

6.

Ma
7.

Aleppo, al-Rglid, 1961, 162 pp. (stories)

e Arab Contem orar L terature in the Hashemite Ki
e Faou ty o Ar s o Ma a Universi y.
a,

AVM_ wa °A

dom of Jordon,

Beirut, al-Ma°grif, 1961. (short stories translated

from Italian
8.

ware' alludad, Beirut, °Uwaydgt, 1959, 92 pp.

9.

Butglit2Amblzamin_Ellastrn, Amman, al-Istiqlal, 1955.

10. The Conte! orar P etr in J rdan and the Great Poet Mustafa Wahbi
e
Naples, Insti uto niversitario Orientale Napoli.
11. ?Fantamgrg?, Beirut, al-Talr°a, 1963, (novel translated from Italian).

12. rlryg Abu MigiBA01AlfqL42NR1=SAKAgalHadrth, (study) Amman,
Dar al-TibaqtWitIFiiifffTI951.7,12iefdliitilig7garut, Manshargt
°Uwaydgt, 1958)

13. Ilygs.FarhELLJEhPir al-cUraba fr al-MahJar, Amman, al-Tawzr°. 1956,
14. Jirgh Jadrda. Beirut, Majallat Siygha, 1967, 125 pp.

15. Khallr al-Sayfyaggl, Jerusalem, al-Andalus, 1956.
16. Mgris Yahriq Mu°addgtihi, Cairo, al-maogrif, 1955. (short novel)
17. ?Ialsgt al-Insgn, Beirut, °Uwaydgt, 1969. (a poetic tragedy translated
from Hun75EgriT

18. Min al-Qa3a7 al-°X1amr, Amman, al-Watanrya, 1969, 233 pp.

19. NauaL1Ekaya fr al-Adab al-Mahlarr, Amman, al-Istiqlgl, 1970, 64 pp.
20. Tarrq al-Shawk, Amman, al-Istiqlgl. 1955. (stories)
21. Udabgl min al-Sharq wa al-Gharb, Beirut, °Uwaydgt, 1966, 167 pp.

22.Nersi di Fuoco e di Bogue, Rome, Edizlone EAST di A. e P. Fanelli,
1970, 84 pp. (author's translation into Italian of various works by
Arab "resistance poets")
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mmixtrL NU0AIMA
1,

A1-Abal wa al-Banan, (play in 4 acts) (5th printing) Beirut, Wirt
1967, 143 pp.

2.

Ab°ad min Maska wa min Washintun, (3rd printing) Beirut, qadir, 1966,
205 pp,

3.

Aba Ba'net, (3rd printing) Beirut, Sadir, 1966, 204 pp.

4,

Akabir, (3rd printing), Beirut, Fair, 1966, 123 pp,

5.

Al-Awthanl (5th printing), Beirut, Sadir, 1966, 61 pp.

6.

Ayyab. (play in 4 acts), Beirut, Sadir, 1967, 121 pp.

7.

A1-Bayidir. 1940-1944, (5th printing), Beirut, Sadir, 1963, 245 pp.

8,

The Book of Mtrdad. Beirut, 1948 (2nd printing, Bombay, 1954; 3rd
printing, Lonon, 1962. Arabic edition, translated by author, Beirut,
1952).

9.

Durab, (4th printing), Beirut, pair, 1966, 198 pp.

10. Fr Mahabb

(4th printing), Beirut, q3dir, 1966, 181 pp.

11. Al-Ghirbal, (5th printing), Cairo, al-Mearif, 1957, 211 pp.
12. Hams al-Jufan, (5th printing), Beirut, qadir, 1966, 147 pp.
(later printing - 1968)
13. Hawamish, Beirut, Sadir, 1965, 286 pp.
14. Jibran Khalil Jibran, Hayatuhu Mawtuhu Adabuhu Fannuhu, (3rd printing),

Beirut, pair, 1951, 39 pp,
15. Khalil Gibran: A Biography, New York, Philosophical Library, 1950,
267 pp,

16. Kan Ma Kan, (3rd printing), Beirut, qadir, 1949, 135 pp. (later printin
1966, 125 pp.
17. Karm eala Darb, (4th printing), Beirut, Sadir, 1964, 118 pp.
18. Lica', (5th printing), Beirut, Sadir, 1964, 115 pp.

19. Al-Marahili_Saghat fi Zawahir
Beirut, Sadir, 1§60, 10 pp.

al -Ha at

wa Bawatlniha,, (4th printing),

20. Memoirs of a Vagrant Soul.

21, Kitab Mirdad, Manara wa mrnit, Beirut, Sadir, 1963, 334 pp. (written
by author in English and then translated by author into Arabic)
22. Mudhakkirat al-Arc:lash, (3rd printing), Beirut, qadir, 1962, 139 pp.
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2. (MIKHAIIL NU°AIMA)
Works by Author (contid)
23. Mukhtgrgt min Mikhglil Nu°aympi, Beirut, 9gdir, 194-, 119 ppo

24. Al-Nar wa al-Daylar, (4th printing), Beirut, gdir, 1966, 224 pp.
25. Saboan

Hikgyat °Umr, 1889-1959, Beirut, qgdir, 1962-1966, 3 volumes,

(later printing - 1964i6),967)

26, §awt al-qiam, (4th printing), Beirut, qgdir, 1966, 206 pp.
27. Till We Meet...

28, Al-Yawm al-Akhir, Beirut, Wirt 1963, 292 pp. (later printing - 1967,

775-55
29. Zgd al-Megd, (4th printing), Beirut, gdir, 1966, 149 pp.
30. Al-Malmrs al=Kgmils li-Mulallafgt Jibrgn Khalil Jibrgn, (edited by
Mrkhg, 1 Nuoayma), Beirut, pdir, 1961, 610 pp.
31. Jibrgn Khalil Jibrgn, Beirut, 1964.
Works about Author
1.

Nadeem Naimy, Mikhail Naimy: An Introduction, Beirut, American U. of
Beirut, 1967,

2,

Thurayyi Malhas, mrkhairi Neaima al-Adib al -Sufi, Beirut, gidir, 1964,
203 pp,

3.

Yahanng al-Khari, Radd °Alg Mikhglil Nesima fi Mirdid, Saydg,
altMukhligiya?, 1956, 213 pp.
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IVSIN °ABD AL-WZDUS
Works by Author
pp.

1.

Anii Jjurra. (3rd printing), Beirut, al-Megrif, 19k.

2.

Ant wa Thalgth °Uyan, §aydi, al-°A9rrya, 1966?, 2 1

3.

Ayna °Umri, Cairo, al-Milli, 1967, 223 pp.

4,

°Agli wa galbr, Beirut, al-Macirif, 1959, 317 pp.

5.

Al=ganAINAAl=qayft_Beirut, al-Meirif, 1959, 340 pp. (later printing -

-dui,

Ciir6;ICE=HILNII-1-9661 271 pp.)
6.

Bint al- Sultan, Cairo, Mi9r, 1964, 415 pp.

7.

Bill' al-Hirmin, Beirut, al-Nashr alladrth, 1962, 303 pp.

8.

Fr Baytini Ralul, Beirut, al-°Arabrya, 1957, 604 pp. (later printing Beirut, al-Me/rife 1962, 626 pp.)

9.

Al-Kha* al-Rafi°, (3rd printing), Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 1961, 242 pp.

10. LEAnimi (3rd printing), Cairo, al-°Arabiya, 1958, 546 pp. (later
printing - Cairo, al-Hilil, 1966, 335 pp.)
11. Li...LaYsa Jasadakil

Beirut, al-Tijirr, 1962, 464 pp.

12. Li Shay' Yahumm, Cairo, Mir, 1963?, 727 pp.
13. Li Tulfil al-Shams, Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 1960.
14. Muntahi al-Vubb, Cairo, Raz al-Yasuf, 1960?, 162 pp.

15. Al-NaWirat a1-8awdEl, Cairo, a1-H1151, 1956?, 191 pp. (later printing 1966)

16. Al -Nina' Lahunna Asnin

17. Vin 0
3

Cairo, Akhbir al -Yawn, 1969, 114 pp.

11102Asilggamat (2nd printing), Beirut, al-Merif, 1958,

Pp.

18. 8wida a Khidmatika, Cairo, al-Mack-rife 196-?, 256 pp.
19. Sh f t u, Beirut, al-Naehr al-Vadfth, 1961, 455 pp. (later printing a
i a
1967, 295 pp.

20. Day' a ulg, Beirut, al.Meirif, 1958, 743 pp.

21, Alamajklmagi, Cairo, a1-Hil11, 1967, 271 pp.
22. Thuaab f I al-ThAwb al-Aswad, Cairo, Mir, 1962, 269 pp.

23 Al-Wisida al-KWAXho Cairo, al-Hilil, 1967, 167 pp.
24, ZekwJat awl, Beirut, al-Meirif, 1961, 256 pp.
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Works by_ Author
1.

Anisa °all al-Mada. (play)

2.

Al-Akhawit al-Litrnryit, Paris, 1905,

3.

Al-Barbarr. (play)

4.

A1- Buda. (play)

5.

Al-Varratin

6.

F4ima. (3 -act comedy, originally in Italian)

7.

Ghandar M 9r. (play)

8.

Ghazwat Rio Tag. (play which makes fun of people who bet)

9.

Ghinitrya bil-Lugha al-(Immrsia. (one act, contains oontemporar.y songs)

(play)

10. Al-Vashshish. (play)

11. tiI;Eraaluana-ahirafr14EtAbral-Naffira, 1910.
12. Vulwin wa al-°A1r1 wa al-Amrra al-IskandarEnrYa.

13. Moliere M yr wa MA YAgisrhi, Beirut, al-Adabrya, 1912. (comedy about
aut orls sufferings while establishing the Egyptian stage)
14. Ristar wa Shaykh al-Balad. (play)

15 Alladicta. (play)
16. A14allsil al-Muhattga, 1911. (Ottoman nationalist play)
17. 8haykh

(play)

18. Al-Watan wa al-Vurrrya. (play)

19. Zawiat al- b, (play in which author attacks middle-aged men who marry
young girls).
20. gmelli

(play in which author oritioizes Eastern women who imitate

es earn women)

Magazines Published by Author
1.

001 NaffAra

2.

niOlaiAbI NaffIra Zara al-Walt.

3.

AkNafffirit al tlAnah.

4.

bWaffiras
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AlEaDIEPahllgallaAlltha(aontid)
5.

,

Aba Zamara.

6i AlliwT.
7.

Aba Naffira Man Hal al-Umma al-Mivrya a1-VarEl.'

8.

Aba Nafra Zara.

9.

Al-Watan

10. Abu NaffEra Misr 1i1-Mirryrn.
11. Jarrdat al-Tawaddud.
12, Jarrdat al-MunNif.

13. Jarrdat al-q1am a1-Islmr, (in French)
Book Studies on Aathor
1,

°Abd al- amrd Ghunaym. onna° Raid a1-Masrah

al-Qawmrya,

1966, 217 pp.
2.

Vikmat Sharrf, Al-Kawiklb al-SaYYgra fr Tariamat Hal al- 8haykh Abr
Naffira

3.

IbrEhrm °Abduh, Abu Nara ImEm a1-§ihifa al-PukEhrza al-Mu9awwara
wa Za °!m a1-Masah f RIP777037771=Xdab. 1953, 313 pp.

4,

Irene L. Gendzier, The P aot oal V (dons of Ye ab ganne, Harvard U.
Prose, Cambridge, 1
pp.

5.

Muhammad Yasuf Haim, A1-Masrah al-0Arabr, Dirasat wa Nu9a9. Beirut,
al-Thacilfa, 1961.
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Works by Author
1.

Mabidit fr al-Siyisa wa al-Adeb wa al-Iltimg°, Cairo, al-HUM., 1963,
233 pp.

2,

°Ilm al-Tabr%

Migrite

Cairo, Dir al-Kutub

1935,

rom Frencia

3.

affatpyitr, Cairo,

4.

Saf4it Matwr a min Tirrkh al-Haraka al-Isti lair a a M sr min
Mas-Uirat
a ar s San&
Aar al- nq a a -PIET a

196-, 215 pp.

al-Sisuisa al-Wa anrya, Cairo, 1946,
5.

80 pf).

Tatammulit fr al-Falsafa wa al-Adab wa al-Siygsa wa al-Ijtimg°, Cairo,
al-Maciirif, 1965, 139 pp.

Book Studies on Author
1.

Husayn Falai al-Najjgr, &mad Lugr al6Sayyid, Ustgdh al-Jrl, Cairo,
Al-Mifrrya, 1965, 301 pp.

2.

Uusayn Fawzr al- Najjar, LuVr 4-Sayxid wa al-Shakhfrya al-Mi9rrYa.
Cairo, al-Qihira alladitha, 1961, 159 pp.
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ABD AL-RAUMXN AL-SHARQUI

Works by Author
1.

Al-Ard, (3rd printing), Cairo, al-Kitib al-°Arabr, 1968, 308 pp.

2.

Egyptian Earth, London, Heinemann, 1962, 250 pp. (translation by
Desmond Stewart of Al -Arc).

3.

BandanJ (Bandoeng) wa al-Salim al-°Xlamr, al-Fikr, 1955?, 04 pp.

4.

A1-Fallih, Cairo, al-Kutub, 1968, 297 pp.

5.

Al-Fati Mahrin, Cairo, al-Qawmrya, 1966, 242 pp.

6.

Malsit Jamrla, aw Malsit Jazilirrya, Cairo, al-Meirif, 1962, 269 pp.

7.

Muhammadl_ Basal allurrrya, Cairo, al-Kutub, 1962, 400 pp. (later
priEting -al-Hillr: 1965, 354 pp.)

8.

Qulab Khiliya, airo, al-Qawmrya, 1965, 176 pp.

9.

al-Shawiri° al -Khali rya, Cairo, al-Kitib al-°Arabr, 1958, 591 pp.

10. gatanr °Akki, Cairo, al-Shuraq, 1970, 191 pp. (drama)
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VISUF AL-SHARUN!
Works by Author
1.

Dirgsgt Adabrya, Cairo, aL-Nahla al-Migriya, 1964, 257 pp.

2.

Dirgsgt a al-Adab al-°Arabi al.Muegvir
1964, 267 pp.

3.

Dirgsgt a allubb, Cairo, al-Hilgl, 1966, 177 pp.

4.

Dirgsgt a al-Riwgya wa a1-W.9ga a1-Qagra, Cairo, a1-Anjlii al-Mi9rrya,
1967, 308 pp.

5.

411-Masg, al-Akhir, Cairo, al-Megrif, 1963, 148 pp.

6.

A1- cUshsha4 al-Khamsa

Cairo, al-Miplya al-c/Amma,

Cairo, al-Qawmiya, 1962?, 182 pp.

.
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AHMAD FIRIS AL-SHID§R
Works by Author
1. Khabartyat Ascad
2. Al-Wiisita a Macrifat AhWil

Malta) 1833.

MOlta, 1834. (2nd print.-Instanbul)al-Jawi'ib)1881.)

3. Al-BakGri aI- Shahlya ft Nahw al-Lugha al- Arablya, Malta) 183.
4. Al -LafIf fl Kull Macni Zarlf, Malta, 1939.
(2nd printing -Istanbul) al-Jawa'ib) 1881.)

5. Al-MuhOwara al-Inslya fl al-Lughatayn al-Inkliziya wa al- Arablya) Malta) 1840.
(2nd - printing - Instanbul, al- Jawi'ib, 1881.)

6. Sharh TabOlic al-HayawOn) Malta, 1841, 349pp.
(translation of I.F. Mayor's Natural History for Use in School.)
7. Sanad al -Ravi fl al -Serf al-Fransiwl, Paris) 1843. (written jointly with Gustave
Duja)

8. Clasida fl Madh Ahmad Bashi Bey Tunis, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenandischen
GesellschafE, 1851, vol. 5, p. 250.
aw A am wa ShuhOr wa Acwim ft cA m al-cArab
9. Al-Si cala al-SO fl MO uwa al-Fira
wa al-A Jam, Paris) 1855.
(later printing - Beirut) al-Hayat, 1966, 742p.)

10. Tarlamat al-Kitib al Mucteddas, London) 1859.

11. Kashf al-Mukhabbi can Funiin Urubbi, Tunis) 1865.

12. Sirr al-Layil ft al-Qalb wa al-Ibdil, al-Sultaniya, 1868.
13. Chunyat al-Tilib wa Munyat al-ROghib ft al -Sari wa al-Nahw we Hurtlf al Natant,
Istanbul, al -Jaws rib, 1870 (and 1888)) 278pp.

14. Kanz al-Righib ft MUntakhabit al-Jawilib, Istanbul) al-Jawi'ib) 1870-1881.

15. Kanz al-Lughiti Faris' Turki wa cArabt Beirut - 1876.
16. Al-JOstla cola al-laOmZel Istanbul) al-Jawitib, 1881, 690pp.

17. Al-Ha4la al-Bakhahlahtya wa al-Sulan Bakhahish Algiers, 1893. (printed with
French translation by M. Arnaud.)

18. Falsafatakarblya wa al-Adab, Alexandria) 1924.
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2. (FARIS AL-SHIDYAQ)

Manuscript Works by Author
1.

Al-Marla a 0Aks al-Tawrit, approx. 700 pp.
(translation of the Torah, author asked his son to print it only after
his death)

2.

tsMungprgtuhu li-IbrghTm al-Ygzign, Majallat

3.

Muntahi al-eAJab f i Khasilis Lughat al-°Arab, several volumes.
(study of the letters off` -En Arabic alphabet, burned up with other
works of author which burned up)

4.

AlNafilis f i Inshgl Ahmad Faris.

5.

Nubdha Shglioa a al-Radd Gala Matrgn Mgla.

6.

Al-Rawit al-Ngdir fT Abygt wa Nawgdir.

7.

Tarijim Mashihrr

8,

Al-Taqnre fI 0Ilm al-Badr°.

9.

La TalwT1 a al- Injfl.

10. Collection of poetry, about 22,000 verses, oritioalrevision made in
1882.

11. Various letters and articles, some of which have been published in
books, newspapers, and magazines (some were published in Al-Makshaf,
No. 170, and others in Majallat al.Salgm, Beirut, vol. 6, p.67)
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talatALAWIEE
1.

grit al-DuktUr al-Shumayyil, Cairo,. al-Megrif, 1912. 44 pp.

2.

Falsafat al-Nushaf wa al-Irtifigi, Cairo, al-Muqtqaf, 1910, 36? pp.
(concerns Darwinls Origin of the Species)

3.

Al-Vactiga, A1-Muqtqaf,1885, 100 pp. (a reply to the theories of Darwin)

4.

Al-Vubb °alit al-Fitra.

5.

Kitib al-Ahwiya wa al-Miygh wa al-Buldin
al-Muqtataf, 1885.

6.

Kitgb al-°Alimit,

7.

Majallat

8.

Majmeat al-Duktilr Shiblr al-Shumayyil, al-Megrif, 1910, 341 pp.

9.

Risglat al-°Arab wa al-Atrgk.

Ibqirgt algal:Si), Cairo,

Banat 1886.

10, Risgla a al -Hawg' al-Agar wa al-Wiqgya minhu wa 0Ilgjuhu, Cairo, 1890.
(presented to Daw'at Riy1Pasha)
11. Risglat al- Ma°411 wa Hiya 9adi "Risglat al-Ghufann lil- Ma °arr!.

12. Shakwg wa Amgl, Cairo, al-MOgrif.
13. Shark

Bakhnar

°ali Madhhab Darwin, Alexandria, al-Mahrlsa, 1884, 163 pp

Works About Author
1.

A1- Shaykh Abr al -Majd Muhammad Ridg al-Iffahnr, Kitgb Naqd Falsafat
Darwin, Baghdad, al-Wilgya, 1912, 500 pp. (2 pari4T-
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YUSUF AL-SIBer
Works by Author
1.

Aqwg min al-Zaman, Cairo, al-Kh5nJr, 1964, 207 pp. (6-aot play)

2.

Ar4 al-Nifgo, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1962, 487 pp.

3.

AtEall (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khgng, 1965, 179 pp. (short stories)

4.

Ayygm min °Umrr, Cairo, al-Khgng, 1962, 437 pp.

5.

Ayygm Mushriqa, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1961, 436 pp.

6.

Ayygm Tamurr, Cairo, al-clArabryal 1958, 424 pp.

7.

Ayygm waDhikriygt, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1961, 433 pp. (essays)

8.

Al-BaOth °an Jasad

9.

Bayn Abu al -Rash wa Junaynat Ngmrsh, Cairo, al-Khgng, 1965

al-Fiddr, 159 pp.
,

203 pp.

10. Bayn al-4151, Udhkurrnr, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1965, 447 pp.
11. Fadaytuki yg Layli, Athgr °a15 al-Rim511 Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1965, 423 pro
12. Al-Faylasaf, (2nd printing), Cairo, al-°Arabrya, 1963, 424 pp. (written
jointly with Muijammad al-Sibs ur)

13. pr Mawkib al- Haws, (4th printing), Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arabr, no date,
179 pp.

14. Hgdhg Huwa

Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arabr, 199 pp.

15. Hgdhihi al-Nufas, Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arabr, 178 pp. (4th printing)
16. Hamsa Ghibiral Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arobi.
17. Innr 114111.1. (2nd printing), Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1965, 439 pp.

18. Ithng 0Ashar Haiulan, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 1965, 197 pp. (short stories)

19. Ithnati °Aahrat Imrala, Cairo, al-Khing, 1965, 194 pp. (short stories)
20, Jaffat al-Duma°, Cairo, al-Khgnjr, 196-, 947 pp. (2 volumes)
21.

attl

Cairo, al-Nanda al-Mitrrya, (play)

22. KhabgYg alluding, Cairo, a1-Khang, 1966, 199 pp. (short stories)
23, katrmgt wa Itftthrmgt, 26? pp.

24. Layia wa Duna°, Cairo, a1-Khang, 1965, 199 pp. (short stories)
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DalUJIWIlatacadal)
25, Layl Lahu Akhir, Cairo, al-Khinjr, 1964, 977 pp. (2 volumes)
26, Laylat Khamr, Cairo, al-Killing, no date, 189 pp. (stories)

27. Min °Alam al-MajhUl, 215 pp.

28. Min Vayitr, Cairo, al-grabrya, 1958, 221 pp.
29. Mubkr al-°Ushshi , Cairo, al-Fikr al-°Arabr, (3rd printing)

30, NidlyAL (3rd printing), Cairo, al-Khing, 1966, 999 pp, (2 volumes)
31. Nilib °Izrilrl, Cairo, A1-Khinj1, 1947, 200 pp.
32, Nafha

in al-rmin, Cairo, al-Fikr al-grab!.

33. Redd Qalbr, Cairo, al-Khinjr, 1965,

1005 pp. (2 volumes)

34, Al-Sagog Mit, Cairo, al-KhEnjr, 1962 486 pp.

35 Al-Shaykh Zerab , Cairo, al KhEnjr,
36, Sitt Nisi' wa Sittat RijEl, Cairo, al KhEnjr, 1965, 19R DP. (short
storiesf

37. Summkal LayElr, Cairo, al Fikr al °Arabi*, 1964

10 DP.

)8, Vira Tibq al A91, 208 pp.

39. Tarrq al gwda, Cairo, al °Arabrya, 196

,

444 pp.

40. Uphniyit, Cairo, al KhEnjr, no date, 182 pp, (stories)
41. Umm Ratrba, Cairo, al KhEnjr, 1965, 208 pp. (3 aot oomedY)
42, Warr* al SitEr, Cairo, al KhEnjr, 1963

18? pp. (3 aot slay)

43, YE Umma Dahlkat, Cairo, al KhEnjr, no date, 200 pp;
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MUHAMMAD RASHID RIDA
Works by Author:
1.

o

Acidat al-Salb wa al-Fidgl, Cairo, al-Mangr, 167 pp.

2,

Le Califat dans le Doctrine de Rashid Aida, Beirut, 1938, 286 pp. (trans..
lation of Al-Khildfa aw al-Imdma al--1fma into French by Henri Laoust)

3.

Al-FgrUct °Umar bin al-Khattib, Cairo, al-Mangr, 1936, 350 pp.

4.

Vucial al-Nlsgi fr al- Islam, Cairo, al-Mangr, 1932, 122 pp

5.

Al-Imgm °Al/ bin Abr Tglibc Karram Allah Waihahu, Rgbi° al-Khulafgl
al- Rashidrn, Cairo, al-Valdbr, 1939, 360 pp.

6.

Ingl Barabg, Cairo, al-Mangr, 1925.

7.

Al-I°tig
Wr=gElfi

a

li-Abr Ishg
urnat

Ibrahim bin M sg bin Muhammad ?al- Lakhm!?
airo, al-Ti ar
1914, (2 volumes).

8.

Al-Khilgfa aw al -Imams al-°Ufma, Cairo, al-Mangr, 1922, 142 pp.

9.

Khulgfat al-Sim al Mut:maga.

10.

MaJallat al-Manir, Cairo, 1898, 35 volumes.

11.

Al-Mangr wa al- Azhar.

12.

Al-Mighnr li-lbn Qudima °Alr al-Mukhtafar Abr al-QEsim °Umar bin Husayn
bin °Abdulldh bin Ahmad ?al-Varailt, Cairo, al-Manar, 1947, 9 voIumes.

13.

Muhammad Mein. Allah Halle Allah °alayhi wa Sallam, Cairo, al-Valabr,
17.58. 590 PP.

14.

Muhawariit al-Muflih wa al-Mugallid, Cairo, al-Mangr, 1907, 150 pp.

15.

Mukhtalar Dhikrg al-Mawlid al-Nabawr,

16.

Al-Muslimiin wa al-Qibt wa al-Muitamar al-Mlfri, Cairo, al-Manar, 1922.,

lil-Jins al-Latrf Yawm al-Mawlid

17.
VUQUCI

al-Manar, 1947, 143 pp.
18.

19.

The Revelation to Muhammad, Bhiwandi, Thana, Ad-DarUl-Qayyimah, 1960.
Tr7i1CanrrloratATITailtir-Mthammadr into English by Abdus-Samad
Sharafuddin)
l

Ribs wa al-Mucimalgt a al- Islam, Cairo, al-Qihira, 1960, 103 pp.

20.

Shubahgt al-Nafgri wa Vujaj al- Islam, Cairo, al-Manar, 1947, 101 pp.

21.

rpr_rjr_tal...212Al-Surinawaai-shVaaliahhibawaal-Rifi11, Cairo, al-Manar,
PP.

Works by Author (oontld)
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